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Keti Gurchiani (whose work reminds me that field insights  won’t always stay 
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Sutterlüty at the FKH, and look forward to much more conversation.
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Medicine for comments that improved arguments I continued and expanded 
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learned from and with colleagues, coauthors, and friends who join in intel-
lectual commitments bigger than any of us. I’m grateful to Nina Eliasoph for 
weaving with me a rich fabric of living, writing, and pondering together. She 
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shares the civic action idea with me and shared sparkling insights that enriched 
other themes in this book. Thanks and warm hugs to Leo, who came with me 
on fieldwork excursions, and Olivia, whose own civic action is endlessly 
inspiring.

This proj ect continued beyond the lives of some  people who inspired it. I 
hope the book’s themes, in their own key, honor the legacy of Robert Bellah, 
one of my teachers. I hope they honor the memory of my parents, Harold 
Lichterman and Edith Bloch Lichterman, who worked hard to do good. My 
 mother, a refugee, was the first to show me that civic freedoms are worth close 
attention.

Many thanks to gradu ate research collaborators who carried out indispens-
able tasks and helped grow this proj ect. Early on, Brady Potts helped me ex-
plore the discursive par ameters of homelessness, and took piercingly sharp 
field notes. Brad Nabors and Kyunghwan Lee also assisted me during shorter 
sojourns with the proj ect. Kushan Dasgupta coded documents perceptively, 
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the Humanities and Social Sciences grant program at the University of South-
ern California for two small grants, and Pew Charitable Trusts and USC’s 
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early on. You would not be reading this if it  were not for Meagan Levinson at 
Prince ton University Press. She saw potential in the proj ect, and shepherded 
the book  toward publication, along with a wonderful team. I greatly appreciate 
as well the two manuscript reviews who helped me think more sharply and 
discover more of what I wanted to say.
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1

 Introduction
Ho w  a b ou t  a  Big g e r  B ox ?

Making Prob lems

Social advocates turn conditions into social prob lems. They craft compelling 
claims about the prob lems, and build campaigns to solve them. It is hard work 
with uncertain prospects. How do social advocates make the claims and sus-
tain the relationships of collective prob lem solving?  Those became the central 
questions of this study.1

The best way to answer them was to follow the action, making lots of com-
parisons along the way. I spent four years observing and participating along-
side social advocates working on housing prob lems in Los Angeles. My obser-
vations gave me close-up views of four campaigns, three coalitions— two in 
depth— and twelve organ izations. The advocates pressed for more affordable 
housing, fought gentrification, and promoted the kinds of urban development 
that could benefit low- income residents. Some of them pointed out health, 
environmental, and safety prob lems as part of their fight for housing. I fol-
lowed some of the advocates to diff er ent organ izations and settings; I followed 
some dissenters in one of the co ali tions to a competing co ali tion. I observed 
several organ izations and proj ects that publicized homelessness or served 
homeless  people to better understand what made “homelessness” and “hous-
ing” into such separate issues for a lot of advocates. And I took on work stints 
at the office of an affordable housing developer to see how they planned and 
financed, built, and leased the housing that advocates fought for. I compared 
campaigns, co ali tions, orga nizational settings, claims about housing, and 
claims about homelessness. To contextualize the ethnographic findings, the 
study draws in evidence from hundreds of documents, and dozens of hours of 
audio-  and videotaped city hall deliberation.

Many studies already investigate the rhe toric and organ izing techniques 
that empower social prob lem solving. Claims making and relationship 
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2 I n t ro du ct i o n

building became my central focus  because LA housing advocates carried out 
 these big tasks in such perplexing ways. Let’s listen in.

Puzzling over Claims Making: Why  Isn’t Imitation Flattering?  
Why  Isn’t Housing about Compassion?

Housing advocates and I  were at a town hall meeting in a working- class neigh-
borhood of weathered bungalows and stucco box apartments with a good view 
of the hillside Hollywood sign. Solicitous city planning department staff and 
chirpy interns greeted  people who gave their Saturday morning to learn more 
about what “affordable housing” is, and why Los Angeles needs more of it. 
Attendees perused booths with display boards documenting housing condi-
tions in the city. The planning department’s associate director was telling an 
informally gathered audience at one poster display that the vast majority of 
housing built in Los Angeles was affordable only to  people who earned more 
than $135,000 a year. The posters conveyed the same real ity with graphs and 
charts. I had tagged along with two campaign organizers from Housing Justice 
(HJ), a broad co ali tion of nonprofit, affordable housing developers, tenant 
organ izations, and  labor groups— one of the two main co ali tions in this study. 
The co ali tion was pushing a proposal for a citywide affordable housing man-
date. The campaign organizers smirked at the display boards and sounded 
suspicious of the  whole affair.

Why  weren’t they happy that a city administrator was using exactly the same 
language and signal statistic that HJ circulars used to document the dearth of 
housing opportunities for low-  and moderate- income  people? Why was this not 
a satisfying sign that municipal agencies endorsed the co ali tion’s way of framing 
Los Angeles’ housing prob lems?  Isn’t that what activists would want?

Meanwhile, advocates with Inquilinos del Sur de Los Angeles / Tenants of 
South Los Angeles (ISLA), the other co ali tion,  were warily monitoring some 
new construction proj ects in the working- class, largely Latinx neighborhoods 
south of downtown. ISLA’s way of relating to claims making was not so easy 
to understand  either. It brought tenant groups, community development 
organ izations, and nonprofit health providers together to challenge new real 
estate developments that  were hastening the exit of lower- income  people of 
color from  those neighborhoods. Surveys by ISLA staff documented what resi-
dents already had been saying: many longtime neighbors  were moving out as 
rents went up. The area was becoming more appealing to wealthier and whiter 
tenants. A similar dynamic was happening in surrounding neighborhoods, 
where a recently repackaged downtown scene of upscale apartments, chic lofts, 
nightlife, and shopping was enticing affluent professionals to make their homes 
alongside the financial towers corralled just east of the Harbor Freeway.2
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H ow  a b ou t  a  Bi g g e r  B ox ?  3

One plan to erect a massive, luxury apartment on a block with a hospital, 
in a largely lower- income neighborhood, had agitated ISLA activists for 
months. Suddenly, though, they set aside the central focus of their antigentri-
fication campaign, gathered allies, and learned what they could from sympa-
thetic city officials in private meetings  after an ISLA activist heard a bulldozer 
demolishing part of the medical fa cil i ty that some local parents depended on 
for specialized pediatric care. Alarmed ISLA advocates and residents lined up 
inside the theatrically ornate city hall chamber where the city planning com-
mission held its hearings, each filling the allotted two minutes of individual 
speaker time with reasons why commissioners should reject the proposed 
upscale complex and protect the hospital. Most appealed to fairness and op-
portunity. Almost none called the plans for the huge apartment complex and 
shrunken hospital a failure of compassion, and precious few said the develop-
ment would diminish their quality of life.

ISLA staff had already made it clear that they cared about their constituents 
as  people trying to live decent lives. They lamented the flight of longtime local 
residents to cheaper housing far away. One said that when she heard the bull-
dozer start in on the clinic, it felt like a punch to the stomach. Another led a 
consciousness- raising tour of the neighborhood, pointing to ample evidence 
that city planning routines had led to inhospitable uses of local space— a free-
way right next to a  house and a gas station next to a century- old church. So 
why  didn’t languages of caring or quality of life enter more into the appeals 
ISLA advocates and their constituents made at city hall?

Puzzling over Relationship Building: Why  Can’t  
We Stand (with) Our Allies?

The ethnographer found relationship building no less puzzling. Tenant advo-
cates and nonprofit housing developers had crowded onto city hall’s steps one 
early spring day. It was the long- planned kickoff rally for the HJ co ali tion’s 
campaign to promote affordable housing legislation. Camera shots captured 
tenant advocates braving the LA noonday sun, clutching colorful banners with 
brash messages; they stood just  behind a row of dark- suited nonprofit housing 
developers and religious leaders.  After the rally, tenant advocates complained 
bitterly that what  really took bravery was the group photo session with the 
affordable housing developers— their allies. A HJ staff person got an earful and 
spent precious phone time talking the tenant advocates down. This was the 
campaign’s long- awaited public launch, a chance to perform broad- based en-
thusiasm for better housing policies. Why  were the advocates so  bitter about 
the photo opportunity? As the campaign intensified, so did rancor between 
diff er ent factions of the co ali tion. The lines of division  were not so obvious. 
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4 I n t r o du ct i o n

Proponents of extremely low- income and precariously  housed  people stood 
on both sides, but the tension was unmistakable.

Why was it so hard for  these allies to fashion a collaborative modus vivendi, 
even if only long enough for city council to vote on a housing mandate? It 
turns out that co ali tion leaders  were hardly strangers to one another. Some 
organ izations in the co ali tion had been working off and on for over eight years 
 toward the goal of affordable housing legislation. If passed, the mandate would 
cover far more renters than current mandates in any of the other 170 US cities 
with similar municipal ordinances in 2008. This would be a historic victory 
with national reverberations. The activists had so much shared experience and 
strug gle, and so much to win. To paraphrase the now- famous Angeleno whose 
police beating precipitated riots in 1992: Why  couldn’t they just get along?

To solve puzzles like  these, this book offers a cultural and action- focused 
so cio log i cal approach. Following the action closely, I show how symbolic cat-
egories of a larger culture empower and limit the strategic claims that advo-
cates and their opponents can make. I demonstrate that when advocates or ga-
nize meetings, public events, or entire campaigns, they do so in line with 
culturally patterned ways of coordinating relationships. In this way, we can 
explain perplexing scenarios like the ones I just pictured and more. Beyond 
the case of housing advocacy in Los Angeles, this approach gives us a more 
accurate and ultimately useful view of how social advocates take on two fun-
damental tasks of collective, social prob lem solving.  These tasks go together 
for advocates, and pair closely in scholarly thinking as well.

A lot of research has conceived of social advocacy groups as savvy operators 
carry ing out  these tasks strategically. This book shows that as advocates strat-
egize, they are embedded in cultural and social contexts  every step of the way. 
 These contexts shape advocates’ notions of what counts as savvy— and in 
which situations— what counts as a win, and how to get  there. Solving social 
prob lems, in other words, depends a lot on how advocates pursue the solu-
tions, not just what their solutions are.  There are distinct ways to be strategic, 
with diff er ent trade- offs. My arguments depend on a diff er ent conceptual box 
from the one sociologists most often use to understand social advocacy. It  will 
help to introduce that box informally  here before unpacking it systematically 
in chapter 1.

Another Box
 There are lots of questions to ask about social advocacy, and diff er ent ways to 
study it. Over the past forty years, many studies have considered social advo-
cates to think and act rather like businesspeople: they make investments in 
rhe toric and  people, taking risks for a goal that lies waiting in an uncertain 
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 future. They want to influence bystanders and institutional authorities to 
“buy” their message. They start new relationships efficiently and try to hold 
onto them, somewhat as businesses want to develop a market for their product 
and entice loyal shoppers. Of course the commercial meta phors are not 
perfect; for social advocates, the point of the “sales” and “marketing” is to win 
resources, power, or honor for some constituency, not primarily for their own 
private gain. Still, thinking in meta phors from the world of entrepreneurialism, 
 these studies have taught us a lot about why social movements emerge, why 
they succeed or fail, and why some recruit members more effectively than 
 others. The entrepreneur image captures some memorable scenarios from my 
time among housing advocates.

While useful for impor tant questions, the entrepreneur image limits what 
we can know about the everyday world of social advocacy. It invites us to imag-
ine advocates and advocacy groups as striving in constant, uniform pursuit of 
a win. It sounds safe enough to assume that advocates want to win, and I would 
not argue other wise. The point is that when this image deeply informs our 
research questions, it becomes easy to assume that the very meaning of “work-
ing  toward a goal” is obvious and unremarkable. We do not say much about 
where advocates’ ideas about goals come from. We  don’t ask what holding a 
goal means to advocates. And we underplay questions about how activists 
know when they have succeeded. That is why I found it more useful to make 
this a study of collective, social prob lem solving instead of highlighting entre-
preneurial actors and social movement organ izations. I use a diff er ent termi-
nology, with a long history in social thought.

When  people work together, voluntarily, to address prob lems they think 
should  matter to  others, they are engaging in civic action.3  There are diff er ent 
ways to do civic action. Civic action may or may not be contentious; that is part 
of what actors decide as they figure out how to address prob lems. Civic action 
may or may not address government, and may take up issues that are local, 
national, or global. Participants are relatively  free to decide how to coordinate 
their collective effort rather than assuming their action is mandated or com-
pletely scripted by preexisting institutional rules and roles. Participants are the 
ones who decide what counts as “improving,” and for whom. Civic action is 
not necessarily prodemocracy, prosocial, or virtuous. Participants in civic 
action act in relation to some shared understanding of “society,” no  matter 
how expansive or restrictive. Put simply, civic action happens when citizens 
work together to steer society, identifying prob lems and collaborating on 
solving them.4

Developing claims and sustaining relationships are central civic tasks that 
come with seemingly inevitable surprises as well as teachable moments. Social 
phi los o pher John Dewey wrote that when  people work collectively on social 
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6 I n t r o du ct i o n

prob lems, they discover  things about the social world and respond to unpre-
dicted contingencies as the action unfolds. They do not simply execute plans 
made in advance. Dewey’s ideas about collective action and the conduct of 
social research  will inform arguments throughout this book. Thinking along-
side Dewey in light of con temporary developments in sociology, I  will argue 
that  there are power ful, cultural contexts that pattern the unfolding action of 
social prob lem solving, conditioning what social advocates can say and do 
together.

This book shows how civic action works. Practical as well as so cio log i cally 
valuable insights await when we view social movements, nonprofit organ-
izations, and volunteering proj ects from the standpoint of civic action. Wel-
come to the bigger box.

— — —

Appreciating the bigger box’s benefits  will be easier if we first address two 
potential challenges to this  whole proj ect. To some specialist readers, it may 
sound as if I am simply rediscovering the massive body of research on civic 
engagement and the nonprofit sector. While I  will draw on impor tant insights 
from that research tradition, this study is diff er ent. Many prominent studies 
of civic engagement mea sure an individual’s beliefs, orientations, or social re-
sources, and treat  these as the impetus for acts we conventionally consider 
“civic,” like voting, joining a volunteer group, or contacting elected officials.5 
With the focus I have introduced  here, in contrast, “civic” refers to ongoing, 
collective action, not internal beliefs, individual attitudes, or resources, nor 
single acts that emerge from individual beliefs and attitudes. Of course, the 
beliefs and attitudes are part of action. But “civic action” spotlights patterns of 
collective action over time. It is a diff er ent conceptual box.

Civic action does not map so closely onto ideas about a civic “sector”  either. 
Distinctions between market, state, and a “third”—or “nonprofit” or “civic”— 
sector are common in so cio log i cal views of public life, but assumptions about 
a sector get in the way of practical differences that  matter in a study of civic 
action.6  The idea of sectoral distinctions echoes US folk notions of a sharp line 
dividing everyday  people and governmental agents. This understanding dis-
torts US historical and current realities. Chapter 9 shows that nonprofit profes-
sionals who build affordable housing are in some ways much more like out-
sourced governmental actors than civic ones. The sectoral meta phor is even 
less  adept at capturing the long- standing institutional realities of many other 
socie ties.7 The vari ous sectoral tags— “nonprofit,” “voluntary,” or “third”— 
each refer to a diff er ent collection of organ izations, and each overlaps only 
partly with the arena of ordinary  people’s collective, problem- solving efforts.8 
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Even if we restrict our notion of a civic sector to collective, grassroots prob lem 
solving, we still have to bear the risky assumptions that go with talk of a sector. 
Many studies implicitly, if not explic itly, hold that a civic sector hosts and 
promotes “demo cratic skills,” or sacrificial, citizenly commitments that other 
sectors do not readily host.9

As the world of housing advocacy in Los Angeles demonstrates vividly, 
however, diff er ent kinds of civic action promote and depend on diff er ent kinds 
of skills. They prize diff er ent virtues. The differences  matter a lot to advocates, 
but they fade when we imagine a sector defined by generic virtues and skills, 
or aggregate “social capital” that other sectors supposedly lack.10 It is more il-
luminating to follow action we can define as civic,  whether or not we find that 
action to be virtuous, prosocial, or demo cratic. We do not have to think that all 
kinds of collective prob lem solving are laudable. We need a concept that can 
accommodate lots of differences— political, cultural, social, and national.

A second, stronger objection is that the groups in this book that fight for 
more affordable housing  will sound quite a lot like social movement partici-
pants as we know them from other studies. Social movements are made up of 
collective actors, often organ izations, that challenge governmental or other 
institutional powers.11 The housing advocates in this study pressured munici-
pal legislators and property- owning entities for more affordable housing, so 
why not just say this is a study of social movement organ izations? If I want to 
focus more on culture and everyday action, why  don’t I just make this a study 
of social movement culture and action? Why bother introducing a new, less 
familiar sounding conceptual box?

Housing advocates  were  doing the kinds of  things social movements do 
sometimes. But I wanted to understand closely how housing advocates do their 
work. The social movement “box” is useful for a variety of questions, but 
would have ended up leaving out impor tant parts of the “how,” and distorting 
or  else excluding some of the relevant actors too.

To start with, how did social advocates set off the “social movement” part 
of their organ ization from other parts, and how did they negotiate the parts? 
The sponsor of the HJ co ali tion, for example, was the Western Housing As-
sociation (WHA), a trade association of nonprofit housing developers, non-
profit social ser vice agencies, and several banks— not the usual image of a 
social movement organ ization. The trade association hired community orga-
nizers who would create a temporary, local social movement from among  labor 
 unions, community organ izations, and churches to pressure municipal leaders. 
The category of civic action obviated the need to classify which, if any, activi-
ties I was studying belonged to a social movement organ ization.

The bigger box opened up room for following advocacy beyond what usu-
ally counts as part of a social movement. Following the action occasionally led 
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me to advocates acting like po liti cal lobbyists or con sul tants at city hall, or 
once in a while, like business partners— more literally than what the entrepre-
neurial model of action says meta phor ically. Sometimes  these advocates  were 
from the same organ izations that held feisty rallies and packed city hall meet-
ings with loud supporters. With a broad focus on civic action, we may ask how 
and why advocates address prob lems in diverse ways,  whether or not they are 
part of an identifiable social movement, and  whether or not their strategies 
and tactics look like what we think social movements do.

To be fair, social movement scholarship does portray activists inside as well 
as outside power ful institutions.12 Movement activists, classically understood 
as outsiders, sometimes participate in governance, advise elected officials and 
state agencies, or partner with businesses. Studies of  these pro cesses fre-
quently invoke some notion of hybridity, institutional tension, or professional 
or personal ambivalence.  These signal that activists are crossing lines since 
most of the time, they do not intend to become governing agents or institu-
tional elites themselves, or adjuncts to corporations and bureaucracies in the 
greater scheme of  things.13 If our goal is to explain outcomes of social move-
ments, then it may be fine to count hybrid activists who “wear two hats” as 
part of a social movement, if we can agree on some criteria for counting. But 
I needed more tools for exploring how and when advocates crossed institu-
tional lines and juggled diff er ent kinds of action. Working with blanket catego-
ries that locate actors as  either inside or outside a social movement would have 
chopped away some of the tangle of relationships that make up social 
advocacy.

The civic action framework’s bigger box also helped me pay attention to a 
wider set of actors. Social movement scholarship already views movement 
organ izations in “multior gan i za tional fields” where allies and adversaries con-
tend with each other, and where media, the state, and larger publics play 
impor tant roles too.14 This is a helpful move. With the notion of civic action, 
we may also discover relations between social movement actors and other 
collective prob lem solvers, beyond the allies, adversaries, or bystanders that 
theorists have already identified.15 For example, to understand LA housing 
advocates’ public arguments, or their “claims,” it turned out to be useful to 
compare what they asserted with what interest or volunteer group members 
maintained. I wanted to understand, for instance, why ISLA co ali tion advo-
cates devalued environmentalist- sounding, quality- of- life arguments about 
urban development when they  were fighting tenant displacement. Why 
 couldn’t they argue for environmentally sustainable housing opportunities for 
low- income  people? I discovered it was not that they  didn’t care about the 
environment, safety, or even neighborhood aesthetics; they brought  these up 
on their own in some settings. To grasp the pattern, it helped to understand 
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that  these advocates made their claims in relation to the arguments that rep-
resentatives from neighborhood and business improvement associations 
made.  These interest groups counted as civic actors too, but conceiving of 
them as part of a social movement or countermovement, with the imagery and 
assumptions that accompany  those terms, would be a conceptually forced fit. 
Something similar happened with HJ advocates, who spent time at coordinat-
ing committee meetings grimly envisioning what neighborhood association 
members might say about affordable housing at city hall or on their own local 
turf. Housing advocates’ claims formed in relation to and ricocheted off  those 
of a variety of groups, not all of which  were or ga nized primarily to challenge 
one or more big institutions, as social movement groups are.16

The bigger box also helped me find out why advocates’ goals made sense to 
them. Why did it make sense to HJ advocates to mount a citywide campaign 
for a housing ordinance instead of some other, less legislation- centered cam-
paign to begin with? By the same token, why did it make more sense to advo-
cates in the ISLA co ali tion to fight for a clutch of local neighborhoods, and 
why  were ISLA advocates cool to HJ’s efforts on a citywide campaign that 
could have benefited them greatly?  These questions are diff er ent from asking 
what makes advocates win or lose a given campaign. They require a diff er ent 
kind of inquiry into goals, outcomes, and the meaning of success, which I 
explain more in chapter 6.

 There is at least one other reason to go with the bigger box. Focusing in-
tently on forms of action and less on the entrepreneurial actor relieved me of 
the temptation to ignore an incon ve nient real ity. Among LA housing advo-
cates, it was not always clear who— which organ ization or coalition— was the 
actor in a situation. Maybe the prob lem was me; I just was not observing the 
right  things. Yet experienced antigentrification activists in one co ali tion I stud-
ied puzzled aloud during a long co ali tion meeting about who they  were, or-
gan i za tion ally. They misidentified one of their own leaders along the way, 
making me realize how practical this existential- sounding prob lem could be. 
I was confused too. Moreover, in one of the co ali tions, I noticed the same 
advocates identifying themselves with diff er ent organ izations depending on 
the setting and audience. Diff er ent orga nizational identities cued diff er ent 
understandings of trust and loyalty. The civic action box can accommodate 
the differences rather than trying to make them dis appear by inserting an 
ever- present collective actor into the story. Focusing intently on capacities 
or outcomes of individual or collective actors would have obscured the in-
ter est ing ambiguity regarding who is the actor, thus mischaracterizing some 
of the action.

Turning to the bigger box helped me address questions that bedevil advo-
cates as much as they intrigue researchers. In the case of LA housing 
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advocates, why did people who agreed on basic issues have such a hard time 
working together? Why  were seemingly interrelated issues— housing and en-
vironmental sustainability, say— harder for some advocates to combine in 
their work than housing and health? Why was homelessness not more com-
monly treated as a housing issue? This book  will show that we can address 
 these questions, at once practical and scholarly, when we pay more attention 
to cultural contexts than the entrepreneurial actor model leads us to do. We 
need to zoom in on cultural patterns of everyday group action, and we need 
to zoom out to cultural par ameters that limit what advocates can say about 
social prob lems, where, and to whom.

For scholars, this call for a bigger box is also an invitation to a bigger com-
munity of inquiry. We usually identify ourselves with smaller disciplinary 
boxes dedicated to social movement research, or civic engagement studies or 
scholarship on nonprofit organ izations, but recently, researchers have been 
helping bring a larger scholarly community into being.17 Students of Latin 
American po liti cal activism have been developing terms of inquiry that side-
step the popu lar tendency to call the polite kinds of  people’s action “civic,” and 
label the contentious kinds as “social movement” or “activist.”18  These scholars 
point out that “civic” does not always enhance  people power, as neo- 
Tocquevillians would imagine. But neither does it always mean a charade of 
grassroots participation that only legitimates state or corporate power, as criti-
cal writers sometimes suppose. Western Eu ro pean scholars show us the value 
of research that spans academic niches devoted to social movements, civic 
engagement, interest groups, or the construction of social prob lems.19 It is not 
a new idea that the sociology of both public prob lems and social movements 
share common themes. Sociologist Herbert Blumer (1969) argued long ago 
that  people figure out which conditions are prob lems through collective ac-
tion; Dewey (1927) wrote the classic account of that pro cess forty years 
 earlier.20 Yet social prob lems and social movements have tended to remain 
separate topics for social scientists. The concept of civic action contributes to 
an interdisciplinary community- building proj ect that would connect the dots 
for a bigger picture of collective prob lem solving,  whether contentious or not, 
elite driven or widely participatory.

US social movement scholars have been finding empirical uses for the 
“civic” box too. They use it to categorize the many public proj ects that “blend” 
social movement– style contention with volunteer ser vice and community 
education efforts that scholars do not usually highlight when writing about 
social movements. Having combed through thirty years of publicized events 
in Chicago, one prominent study found that the  great majority of  those events 
included “community” and nonpo liti cal activity as well as the claims making 
we typically expect to hear from social movement activists.21  These events 
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 were community festivals, charity promotions, educational or ethnic solidarity 
events, or municipal hearings where  people aired grievances. Relatively few of 
the events included the activity most typically associated with social move-
ments: protest.22

The bigger box is likely to be equally good at picking up public advocacy– 
related events in Los Angeles. One of my housing co ali tions or ga nized street 
fairs with speakers who educated and advocated against gentrification along-
side aerobics trainers as well as health promoters staffing informational  tables, 
ready to teach passersby how to brush their teeth. Another co ali tion packed 
mayor- sponsored “town hall” meetings to speak up for affordable housing. For 
some purposes including my own, it is better to distinguish diff er ent lines of 
collective action than to lean on sometimes- unreliable distinctions between 
what is or  isn’t part of a social movement— all the more since a clear, consen-
sual definition of that category has eluded researchers.23

Collective, social prob lem solving is this book’s object of investigation. 
Housing advocacy in Los Angeles was a good, if challenging, site for following 
civic action.
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1
A New Sociology of Civic Action

how do advocates for social change act? Cultural stories give us familiar 
answers. They march down the street, chanting, fists aloft. They risk arrest, jail 
time, and occasionally even life itself. They scale high- rise office buildings and 
unfurl banners with cheeky messages; they snarl traffic. Scholarly accounts 
show us the flashy, risk- taking aspects of advocacy too. They add, though, that 
advocates spend much of their time writing position papers, raising money, 
enduring meetings, or  running educational workshops— like the ones that 
taught local residents in ISLA how to think critically about the work of down-
town city planners. All  these activities fit within the usual definition of a social 
movement: collective action that challenges institutional authorities to redis-
tribute resources, remake policy, or bestow social recognition.1 In the last sev-
eral de cades, studies of both the showier and more backstage kinds of move-
ment activity share something  else that may seem simply like common sense, 
but should not.

Prob lems with a Prominent Approach to Social Advocacy
The Entrepreneurial Actor

Researchers often assume that social advocates are goal- oriented operatives. 
Yet the scenarios in the introduction could suggest that housing advocates in 
Los Angeles  were sometimes confused, petty, even incompetent. We would 
expect leading advocates to use easily accessible reasoning, like appeals to 
compassion, for  people who need housing and health care. Leaders with 
widely appealing rationales should entice more  people to join the cause. We 
would expect advocates to be happy when the powers that be see the prob lems 
the same way they do. And we would expect that advocates want to keep rela-
tionships with their allies strong and positive so that they keep working to-
gether to achieve what ever participants consider success.  There is power in 
relationships as well as rationales.
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Studies that rest on assumptions like  these imagine the social advocate as 
what I  will call an entrepreneurial actor. They think of actors, individual or col-
lective, who take initiative proactively, using their skills to launch collective 
efforts, convince  people to join up, and take risks to win their ends. In this 
view, social advocates are like savvy business entrepreneurs.

More and less explicit notions of the entrepreneurial actor animate many 
studies of social movement activity. In fact, the term “social movement entre-
preneur” helped destigmatize collective action participants in the eyes of so-
cial scientists a half  century ago.2 Previously, scholars had  imagined the par-
ticipants as not patient or reflective enough to translate personal grievances 
into calmly stated claims, and communicate  those through the normal chan-
nels.3 The image of the entrepreneur seizing opportunities to turn grievances 
into power ful campaigns dignified extrainstitutional, collective action as ra-
tional and po liti cal, not just a collective behavioral meltdown.4 As sociologists 
Patricia Ewick and Marc Steinberg (2019, 22–23) argue, the predominant view 
of social advocates in con temporary research is that of actors who carry out 
preplanned strategies that drive consistently  toward preplanned goals. They 
execute plans instrumentally in hopes of (uncertain) success, taking the kinds 
of risks entrepreneurs take.

Some social movement studies depart markedly from the entrepreneurial 
actor model, and I have benefited greatly from their insights.5 Some concep-
tual statements open up room for social advocates whose moral understand-
ings as well as emotional or self- expressive motives  matter alongside entrepre-
neurial ones.6 And to be clear, not all studies that lean on the entrepreneurial 
model do so exclusively or say so explic itly. The model, I am arguing, is often 
an implicit intellectual sensibility, or a way of wording research questions, even 
in works that aim to challenge that model. The image of the striving entrepre-
neur is in some ways useful for our thinking— and de cades of research bear 
that out. Still, it is good to be critically aware of this imagery  whether or not 
we are academics. It limits our imagination for what advocates do. The more 
we rely on that image and the vocabulary that goes with it, the harder it is to 
break away and ask other impor tant questions.

Recently, some scholarship argues for broadening beyond the focus on ma-
terial and po liti cal grievances along with governmental targets that has char-
acterized a lot of research on social movements. Social movements challenge 
cultural as well as economic or po liti cal hierarchies; they want to change our 
ideas of what  women are suited to do, what a  family should be like, and what 
counts as a good life—as ends in themselves.  These challenges may be “instru-
mental” and “expressive” at the same time, not simply  either rational or irra-
tional.7 Impor tant institutional challenges come into view that we other wise 
miss or dismiss when we think of  these kinds of social movement goals. We 
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see that power ful cultural contexts set the stage for some social movement 
activity. This valuable scholarly move multiplies the kinds of targets we can 
recognize and kinds of challengers— LGBTQ advocates, for example—we can 
study as social movement actors. It puts more emphasis on the question of 
what strategies develop, and somewhat less on what current po liti cal oppor-
tunities activists can exploit.

 These moves go as far as the gravitational pull of the entrepreneurial model 
allows. They broaden our horizons helpfully, while leaving unaddressed the 
question of what counts as a strategy and goal.8 Undisturbed is the entrepre-
neurial actor who carries out preplanned strategies,  whether instrumental or 
expressive,  toward preplanned goals,  whether  those involve change in corpo-
rate, legislative, or cultural institutions.

The same observation applies to impor tant writings since the 1980s that 
focus closely on the cultural and emotional dimensions of social movements. 
Many scholars have explored the collective identities, emotional tones, 
culture- building strategies, rhetorical frames, and stories that animate social 
movement activity.9 On the one hand,  these writings show that social move-
ments thrive as their participants develop a new sense of who they are, where 
they are from, and what they are fighting for.10 Activists speak, write, and 
sometimes sing in striking idioms and images; they feel; and they aspire to a 
more moral social order. This newer work calls into question the  whole idea 
that being strategic means being coolly calculating and unemotional. Yet 
alongside  these helpful developments, impor tant conceptual agenda- setting 
statements have continued to assume social movement leaders are a par tic u lar 
kind of strategic actor: the savvy entrepreneur.11 “Strategic” means getting new 
participants to do what movement activists want them to do, as social movement 
scholar James Jasper (2006) refreshingly puts it. In this view, then, advocates 
strategize with striking idioms and images, feelings, and moral aspirations in 
pursuit of preplanned goals.

The prob lem is that we need room to imagine diff er ent ways of relating to 
intentions and goals, deciding what counts as a goal, and what counts as 
winning. Rather than look for universal princi ples and dilemmas of strategic 
action, in other words, we can learn what being goal oriented means in dif-
fer ent settings. I learned in LA housing circles that advocates with diff er ent 
understandings of strategy— not simply more or less efficient strategies— 
encountered quite diff er ent dilemmas. We need a bigger conceptual box to 
apprehend diff er ent ways of getting  others to do what actors want them to do.

Prominent social movement scholarship has gone another direction. It fits 
out the entrepreneurial actor with an ultimately psychological notion of 
“skill.”12  Here again is the strategic actor who is a first mover, albeit one con-
strained by one or more hierarchical social fields, using special skill to conceive 
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plans, meet goals, advance in the field, or create new fields. Situations and 
opportunities may vary, but in that picture, skill is a generic quality. In this 
study, in contrast, being “skilled” involved diff er ent ways of coordinating ac-
tion in diff er ent social contexts. The entrepreneurial actor model is not neces-
sarily “wrong” in relation to my own findings. It would be right to suppose that 
housing advocates in Los Angeles craft claims and try to sustain relationships 
strategically. Advocates certainly did try to get  others to do what they wanted 
them to do. The question is how they did that. The image of entrepreneur does 
 little to highlight capacities and sensibilities that mattered to LA housing ad-
vocates, and  ought to  matter to researchers.

entrepreneurial cl aims making:  
the missing “how ”

In the last thirty years, our understanding of po liti cal claims making has be-
come closely associated with research on framing. A “frame” is a mixed pack-
age of messages that social movement actors hope  will resonate with a targeted 
audience.13 Advocates hope the frame  will convince by- standers to become 
supporters; that aspiration to success is built into the notion of framing in 
social movements research. In the most prominent statements, framing is the 
work of innovative, strategic leaders aiming to “sell” a message. This top- down 
understanding of how ideas generate collective action travels some distance 
from the framing perspective’s original statement, which presented framing 
more as an ongoing, collective, sense- making activity.14 The strategic framing 
perspective became popu lar in the study of social movements  because it could 
complement an already well- established “instrumentalist” approach to collec-
tive action.15 That is, it  adopted the entrepreneurial actor model.16 Framing 
studies have tended to see symbols and meanings as pliable media for move-
ment actors’ strategies.

HJ advocates certainly orchestrated the framing of their campaign message. 
In position papers and flyers, and on city hall’s steps, leaders consistently re-
ferred to housing conditions in Los Angeles as a “crisis.”17 The solution to the 
crisis was a “three- point plan” of action that, as one campaign leader told me, 
the campaign crafted to appeal to a varied set of potential supporters, such as 
housing developers, tenant associations, and  labor groups.

If the point of framing is to produce a winning message, puzzles still remain. 
Why  were the HJ advocates I accompanied to the town hall meeting not hap-
pier to hear city planning officials echoing and promoting the activists’ pre-
ferred frames? Why  didn’t ISLA advocates frame their opposition to the large 
apartment complex in the compassion terms that many  people would find less 
threatening than more political- sounding appeals?18 Why did they downplay 
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appeals to quality of life when the city officials they wanted to convince talked 
in  these terms frequently at public hearings?

Skilled actor theorists would find the answer back inside the actor. ISLA 
leaders applied their skills, sized up the local environment, thought through 
the diff er ent potential pitches, and de cided that opportunity and justice lan-
guage would be more successful than appeals to caring or quality of life, given 
the array of actors in the field. Skill is a “blend of pre- existing rules, resources, 
and social skills [sic].”19 A sympathetically critical response might point out 
that this is an abstract, broad- brushstroke answer to the puzzle; a crispier 
response might also note that the definition of skill is circular. In any event, 
we need to know more about the complicated skills that direct advocates to 
act compassionately with their constituents while not talking that way in 
public forums.20

entrepreneurial rel ationship building:  
again, the missing “how ”

The entrepreneurial actor model understands social advocates’ work of sus-
taining relationships in two ways. In one of  those, building relationships with 
new participants is a  matter of telling motivational stories to entice new mem-
bers. The relationships are the successful outcome of rhetorical devices that 
mobilize individuals.21 But what about the qualities or textures of the relation-
ships themselves? What do the relationships mean? Studies of social networks 
focus on the relationships as facts in themselves, not only outcomes.  These 
studies point out that  people are more likely to attend meetings or join pro-
tests when they know other participants.22 Similarly, when orga nizational 
leaders want to recruit other organ izations to a co ali tion, they start with lead-
ers they know already.23 Preexisting relationships build movements, in other 
words, and in  these studies, the logic is entrepreneurial: advocates read the 
social environment, size up the possibilities, and gravitate  toward preexisting 
relationships  because it is easier to secure commitment from  people you know. 
As social movement scholar Mario Diani points out, alliance building is risky, 
calling on activists to step into the fray of competing agendas and potential 
mistrust, hoping to create new bridges of solidarity between organ izations.24

It makes sense to begin with  people who are familiar from previous cam-
paigns. That is one way for overworked, time- starved advocates to surmount 
the challenges of organ izing  people. And that is part of the reason that a former 
HJ campaign convener invited some  people into the co ali tion at the outset.25 
In studies of social movement networking,  there is also an under lying assump-
tion, seemingly unremarkable, that savvy activists  will work at sustaining rela-
tionships  because it is in their collective interest. They want to succeed. Yet at a 
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special event put on by the HJ co ali tion for its supporters, an experienced 
advocate launched a sharp staccato of critical, prob ably rehearsed questions, 
wrecking the cheery harmony that was supposed to have been the theme song 
of this “unity meeting.”

That is why I ask again, What do relationships themselves mean to advo-
cates? Studies find that advocates need to appeal to potential participants’ 
sense of personhood before the familiarity between advocate and potential 
participant becomes an effective attraction.26 So an entrepreneurial advocate 
can command “numbers” (social ties) by offering potential participants an 
in ter est ing collective identity— something they get to be if they join up.27 But 
relationships mean more than the collective identities participants honor to-
gether, if any. The opening puzzles suggest that  there are not only varied identi-
ties that advocates might use to entice recruits but also diff er ent ways to build 
relationships, about which advocates may be less self- conscious.  There are 
diff er ent notions of what counts as a good or appropriate relationship, quite 
apart from the identity— feminist, green, queer, Christian, or Angeleno— that 
may accompany the relationship.28 The fact that a relationship exists or not— 
what network studies traditionally examines— does not tell us a lot about 
what it means. In short, to understand how advocates make claims, or build 
and sustain relationships, we need to ask more about what skilled actors know 
or assume,  whether they fully realize it or not.

More Skilled Than We Might Guess: The Entrepreneurs’  
Cultural Know- how

The advocates I came to know in LA housing circles  were skilled, in both the 
sociological and conventional sense of the word. That does not explain, 
though, how they defined what was a good rhetorical appeal, good relationship- 
building practice, or good strategy. Cultural par ameters guided them.

In both the ISLA and HJ co ali tions, advocates knew to stick to a  limited 
range of claims from what was theoretically a much larger universe. When 
ISLA advocates, for example, argued repeatedly that tearing down half a hos-
pital to build luxury apartments in a working- class neighborhood was a  matter 
of fairness and opportunity, and rarely said it was a  matter of compassion or 
quality of life, the pattern was too well defined to be an accident. Patterned, 
cultural know- how constrained their framing strategies.

It was the same with relationships. In both the ISLA and HJ co ali tions, 
advocates built and sustained social ties according to implicit understandings 
of a good or adequate relationship. The executive director of the HJ campaign 
and his assistants did act entrepreneurially in building a core membership 
along with a longer roster of paper endorsements big as well as diverse enough 
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to pressure city council successfully. Yet  there is much more to it than that. HJ 
leaders assumed specific  things about co ali tion relationships. They should not 
be all encompassing, and  shouldn’t have to be an organ ization’s primary public 
attachment. They should be open to a  great variety of members— homeless 
ser vice nonprofits,  labor  unions, a Catholic- centered community organ izing 
outfit, and more. That all may sound like “the right way to win an ambitious 
affordable housing mandate in a big, diverse city.” But the ISLA co ali tion pur-
sued a much more explic itly race- conscious, highly selective strategy of rela-
tionship building. Leaders of both co ali tions got  others to do what they 
wanted them to do sometimes. One was not “more” strategic than the other 
in any absolute sense. They relied on diff er ent ways of coordinating action to 
get what they wanted.

That is why the tenant advocates took such offense at the colorful rally 
photos. And that is why the tenant leader disrupted the unity meeting. She 
was signaling her refusal to go along with a model of co ali tion building that 
assumed loyalty meant suppressing criticisms of police actions downtown in 
order to get along with co ali tion partners for short- term gain. The adversarial 
tenant leader and her surprised co ali tion colleagues all  were “being strategic” 
on the basis of diff er ent cultural know- how.

Some research influenced by the entrepreneurial actor model has been 
moving  toward the same conclusions about culture. Researchers increasingly 
have contended that framing studies oversimplify the meaning- making work 
that advocates and publics do to interpret messages in light of a larger sym-
bolic environment.29 Some are also concerned, rightly, that if we focus a lot 
on cultural context, we might underestimate advocates’ creative rhetorical 
work.30 We can conceptualize claims making as embedded, not imprisoned, 
in a cultural context. A parallel move  toward appreciating cultural context is 
afoot in studies of social advocates’ relationship building. While studies based 
on the entrepreneurial model view relationships in terms of the frequency or 
density of network ties, Doug McAdam (2003, 284–85) offers a helpful re-
minder that “ties” are relationships, implying they can have diff er ent quali-
ties.31 We know that civic relationships can do diff er ent  things; for example, 
they may be largely instrumental exchanges, or more personal or identity- 
driven partnerships.32 This study takes a still more qualitative view with its 
focus on often- implicit understandings of what a good relationship is. The 
mechanical and pecuniary metaphors— networks and social capital— that we 
frequently use to talk about po liti cal ties can obscure  these meanings.33

One response to  these critiques is to conclude that we need to study the 
culture of social movements more, or make fewer or softer assumptions about 
how entrepreneurial advocates  really are. That is what some recent studies do, 
and they inform the arguments in this book. But  those moves by themselves 
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still would leave in place the implicit idea that  there is a unitary, collective 
actor— often, the social movement organ ization— that we can point to. That 
leads to a last puzzle we need to confront.

Who Is the Actor?
In the entrepreneurial model as well as common sense, a person or group is 
basically the same wherever we find them or it. And we frequently treat  whole 
organ izations like individual speakers or actors. An organ ization does  things, 
we say. Or we use the action of one person, maybe a group representative at a 
co ali tion meeting, to stand in for “what the organ ization is  doing.” I have writ-
ten this way sometimes to convey  things about ISLA and HJ, or their orga-
nizational participants, without getting caught up in sprawling locutions. For 
instance, “ISLA spoke out against the upscale residential complex” and “Hous-
ing Justice fought for more affordable housing.” The typical language of re-
search on social advocacy encourages us to imagine entrepreneurial actors are 
acting continuously on behalf of a definite organ ization, speaking on “its” 
behalf.34 This reification of an organ ization or co ali tion is indispensable some-
times; advocates have the same habit.

Yet it was not so easy to tell who or what I was studying, and  whether or not 
it should be considered part of a social movement. Scenes from the two housing 
co ali tions  will help make this puzzle more vivid so that it is easier to see why I 
want to move some of the spotlights away from actors and  toward action.

My early field notes on ISLA- initiated activism used a vague name for what 
I was studying. They  were titled “the Balboa proj ects.” I could not figure out 
what  else to call it—or them. For over a year, I had been observing and par-
ticipating alongside a shifting co ali tion of tenant activists, community devel-
opment advocates, and  labor advocates.  These  people  were trying to reverse a 
frightening disappearance of affordable apartments in their South LA neigh-
borhoods, especially near Balboa Boulevard. They considered  these neighbor-
hoods an irreplaceable home for residents who sadly, anxiously,  were watching 
their neighbors being displaced by tenants who could pay rents that kept  going 
up.  After a year, I was still calling it/them the Balboa proj ects  because it was 
not clear which or how many organ izations  were or should be  under study. I 
kept assuming the subject would come apparent if I just kept observing.

Listening in at a May 2009 meeting, I considered a succession of answers— 
none of them adequate. Early in the meeting it seemed easy; I de cided I was 
studying a co ali tion, Balboa Communities for Economic Development 
(BCED). Yet as meeting facilitator Ethan implied, no one  really knew which 
orga nizational representatives  were empowered to vote on BCED’s steering 
committee. The co ali tion also needed a new board of directors to satisfy terms 
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of a new grant from a Catholic philanthropy. Legally, the BCED co ali tion did 
not even exist then. The newly funded board would oversee a campaign of 
BCED, named ISLA. As Ethan put it, “ISLA is the major campaign of BCED.” 
ISLA was  going to promote affordable housing construction in BCED’s neigh-
borhoods south of downtown by organ izing local residents at monthly meet-
ings, and pressuring big developers and officials at the Department of City 
Planning. Maybe I was  really studying the ISLA campaign.

But what was ISLA? It had no well- defined orga nizational structure. This 
meeting’s leading participants, who also attended ISLA campaign meetings 
regularly, fell into a more seemingly solid and much smaller category. They 
 were staff  people with three of the organ izations active in the ISLA co ali tion, 
one of which evolved out of one of the other two. So maybe I was  really study-
ing an alliance of three active organ izations. Yet that would not answer the 
question  either.  These staff  people each wore more than one orga nizational 
“hat.” At this meeting, one of the activists had to tell us which of his hats was 
facing forward, so to speak. It was hard to keep up and easy to get bogged 
down in a thunderstorm of acronyms, as in this exchange:35

Victor: “I’m  here as CGTC [Common Ground/Tierra Común]— I’m on 
the SLACE [South Los Angeles Communities for Equity] board, but— a 
lot of the stuff [work on the ISLA campaign] has been inside SLACE. . . .  
SLACE has to rethink its work.”

Marina, a longtime resident and activist, complained, “I’ve never been clear 
on BCED, SLACE.”

Ethan responded that SLACE has been the “fiscal sponsor” for BCED, but 
that it may be time to move outside SLACE with the ISLA campaign. He 
saw this as “a positive  thing, an opportunity for growth.”

Monica and Marina both said  here that they  were not sure on how SLACE 
and BCED related to each other anyway. Marina said that she felt “mixed 
up,” and “it’s good to be  under SLACE’s umbrella, but it would be good to 
know who I am!”  Later she referred to Victor as “from SLACE—”

Victor, cutting in to correct: “— Common Ground.”

Marina, a  little exasperated: “Common Ground, SLACE, so many branches!”

I was at least as confused as Marina.
 There was one identity, though, that every one at this meeting and  every 

other BCED, ISLA, SLACE, or CGTC meeting I had attended agreed on. 
All talked routinely on behalf of “the community.” Upscale residential devel-
opment threatened to displace the community. The community needed to 
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fight for more affordable housing. The community was not against develop-
ment; it was against displacement of the community. Maybe I was studying 
activism by the community!

But who was the community? On the one hand, ISLA spoke for the com-
munity and its perilously shrinking supply of low- rent housing. ISLA staff and 
neighborhood residents had been tracking the exit of working- class  people of 
color from the neighborhoods around us. They came up with statistics that 
neither property developers nor city officials disputed. Yet as Ethan and Victor 
noted, the next ISLA campaign coordinator needed to get “buy-in” for the 
campaign from “the community.” So the community did not necessarily sup-
port the community’s campaign.

This discussion about choosing a new campaign coordinator drove home 
how unclear it was who could speak for the community and was  really a 
member of it. This new coordinator might emerge from the annual stream 
of young interns coming to work temporary positions in Los Angeles’ advo-
cacy organ izations— people from Public Ally, say, who  were passionate about 
their work and “not necessarily from our neighborhood,” as Victor put it.36 
That is how he himself had come to be involved in SLACE; he stayed on  after 
the end of his internship. In other words, some advocates from outside the 
community embraced strident advocacy on behalf of the community, while 
some longtime, local residents balked. What would it mean, then, to say I was 
studying an effort of the community? In short, identifying the collective actors 
was surprisingly difficult.

It is fair to ask if I had simply caught  these activists in transition. Maybe at 
the moment, the Balboa proj ects lacked the bud get to afford an established 
identity and stable orga nizational flowchart. Maybe I simply had rediscovered 
the endearing or annoying quirks of progressive activism on a shoestring— a 
side note to the story of big organ izations and big bud gets that researchers tell 
about the con temporary US advocacy world.37

Comparisons made the skeptical objection unconvincing. The bigger, more 
professional, much more power ful, and better- funded regional housing co ali tion 
I was studying posed similar puzzles regarding who exactly the acting subject 
was. It also introduced even more complexity. Beginning in 2007, the HJ co ali-
tion orchestrated a campaign to pressure governmental agents for new mandates 
for affordable housing construction in its region. An office staff of six  people 
coordinated the co ali tion, and this office also called itself HJ.  Those staff  people 
 were paid by the Western Housing Association (WHA), an association that held 
educational workshops and lobbied on behalf of members— who included af-
fordable housing developers, community advocates, governmental agencies, 
and some banks. In short, the WHA sponsored the HJ co ali tion along with HJ 
office staff. In all, actors who identified with “Housing Justice” actually  were 
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spread across three separate organ izations: the co ali tion that called itself HJ, 
the small staff organ ization that also called itself HJ, and the WHA. That 
means I may have been studying a social movement group, public interest 
organ ization, or professional association.

Multiply affiliated advocates are hardly news, but again it was hard to say 
who exactly I was studying at any one time. I could have treated HJ staff as 
members of a single organ ization called HJ, or members of WHA, the organ-
ization that paid their salaries. To complicate  matters further, during the ritual 
introductory go- arounds, the same staff person would not necessarily identify 
as coming from the same organ ization  every time. What was the note- taking 
ethnographer supposed to do with that? Several  people attending HJ co ali tion 
meetings identified sometimes as “WHA staff ” and other times as “Housing 
Justice.” Which group(s) was/ were the object of study?

The immediate point is that it is not always so obvious  whether or not  there 
is a single identifiable, collective actor. It is not so clear  either if that actor is a 
social movement organ ization, especially when collaborators in the organ-
ization or co ali tion include professional associations and interest groups that 
do not carry on contentious, social movement– style action, as we just saw 
with HJ. Once we stop taking for granted that  there is a unitary, collective actor 
and look more closely at patterns of action, we may need to move beyond the 
social movement or social movement organ ization as a conceptual “container” 
for a study. And at the same time, we may need to understand how the same 
actors, even entrepreneurial ones, act differently in diff er ent settings even 
within the same organ ization.

The civic action lens helps us zoom out beyond social movement organ-
izations to other sites where collective, social prob lem solving is happening. It 
helps us zoom in to powerfully diff er ent settings of the same organ ization, 
where diff er ent forms of action may be in play. To “see” civic action, we need 
a diff er ent way of looking from the more usual focus on groups, organ izations, 
and individuals: actors who do  things. We need concepts that focus us instead 
on diff er ent kinds of  doing together, which may cut across actors, organ izations, 
or even entire institutional spheres. The bigger box of the civic action approach 
comes with that conceptual vocabulary.

What to Look for and Where to Look When  
We Study Civic Action

The Concept of Civic Action

Civic action is flexibly or ga nized, collective, social prob lem solving. Partici-
pants are coordinating action to improve some condition of common life 
that they think should  matter to members of a larger  imagined society, 
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however they envision it.38 They or ga nize themselves voluntarily rather than 
understanding themselves as strictly subject to preexisting, externally en-
forced rules and roles.39 In contrast to the traditional entrepreneur who is 
subject to the basic rules of market exchange and aims consistently  toward 
the goal of making money, civic actors by definition have more flexibility in 
accomplishing their ends. Their ends may change, and their sense of who 
they are collectively may change too. The meta phor of the entrepreneur, while 
useful for some questions, makes it difficult to apprehend  these qualities and 
consequences of action.

Wide swaths of action in groupings we call social movement organ izations, 
volunteer groups, community ser vice networks, or nonprofit goods and ser-
vice providers can go in the bigger box of civic action. Each of  these groupings 
pursues collective prob lem solving. Using the bigger box, we can compare the 
benefits and liabilities of  these diff er ent efforts. We can contrast their conse-
quences for prob lems and the  people who live with  those prob lems instead of 
treating them as fundamentally diff er ent, each accessible only in a distinct 
disciplinary vocabulary. Comparative thinking  here is all the more impor tant 
 because a lot of organ izations that address social prob lems host several of 
 these kinds of activity at once, even if sometimes emphasizing one and then 
another.

Not every thing that social movement, volunteer groups, and nonprofit 
organ izations do is civic action, and that makes for crucial comparisons as 
well. When action is highly scripted by institutionalized routines that actors 
violate at their  legal or immediately financial peril, then we are not talking 
about flexibly or ga nized, voluntarily chosen action anymore. Agents of social 
change or social improvement are not all necessarily  doing civic action all the 
time. Some do it intermittently, as chapter 9 shows in the case of affordable 
housing developers who follow governmental rules and regulations in order 
to win grants that keep them funded. Theirs  will be an example of “hybrid” 
civic action. Of course, even members of grassroots activist groups risk violat-
ing power ful norms of appropriateness if they signal that they are not hip to a 
group’s ideology or its way of identifying itself. But that is a diff er ent kind of 
peril from violating institutional routines that carry the weight of  legal sanc-
tion or determine the conditions for making money. Representatives in the 
US Congress certainly can be advocates for new lines of policy that change 
how institutions work, improve common life, and  matter to society at large, 
but they pursue that advocacy in their capacity as legislators sworn to the US 
Constitution, and bound to a host of strictures regarding how congressional 
committees and government work. They are “institutional activists,” and we 
can consider them in ter est ing and impor tant for sure without treating their 
action as civic.40 Why should we aim to be careful in designating what is or is 
not civic action? Is this just a niche theoretical concern?
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Civic action is, to the contrary, a central concern in over two centuries of 
Western social thought. Prob ably the most well- known articulation is Alexis 
de Tocqueville’s vision, part description and part hope, of civil and po liti cal 
associations in which US citizens learned to work together on public issues as 
opposed to waiting for governing elites to act for them. Émile Durkheim’s no-
tion of public- spirited occupational assemblies, developing the interests and 
capacities of diff er ent kinds of workers for a greater social good, is not drasti-
cally diff er ent. In early twentieth- century US pragmatist thought we find vi-
sions of inquisitive, self- organizing, grassroots publics that steer the course of 
a socially diverse, industrial society rather than standing by to let impersonal 
mechanisms— the market’s invisible hand or state’s gloved fist—do that work 
alone. Pragmatist writings deeply influence this study’s questions and meth-
ods. The German critical theory tradition rearticulated a similar vision of a 
public whose social power rests on  people’s regard for collective deliberation 
and social obligation, instead of money or administrative power. This diverse, 
long- standing theoretical conversation treats flexible, problem- solving action 
as a collective real ity in itself, apart from the tactics, values, ideologies, or per-
sonal qualities that accompany it.41

Con temporary social science circles have rediscovered collective prob-
lem solving as a subject to study and debate. Starting in the late 1990s, re-
searchers argued over the news that citizen associations in the United States 
 were in a steep, twenty- five- year- long decline.42 Calls for “civic renewal” 
echoed among public- minded social scientists, and spread to tele vi sion talk 
shows and the book talk cir cuit. On the hope that renewal was pos si ble, social 
researchers published upbeat case studies of  people collaborating to regener-
ate local economies, or make cities more environmentally sustainable or so-
ciable.43 Often  these pictured the kinds of efforts  people usually call volun-
teering or community ser vice, not social movement activity. Some critics 
doubted aloud that local prob lem solving could possibly address national 
economic in equality or institute new social safety nets with seemingly apo-
liti cal, local action.44

Beyond the celebratory or skeptical takes on civic renewal,  there are useful 
comparative studies. Among  those, Xavier de Souza Briggs’s (2008) research 
on equitable redevelopment in six cities around the world shares with my 
study a pragmatist language and focus on collective prob lem solving. Briggs’s 
study features the “civic capacity” that cities, or their leaders, manifest when 
they assem ble co ali tions of advocates, elected officials, and ordinary residents 
to solve major social prob lems. Dilemmas of accountability, and trade- offs 
between grassroots empowerment and efficiency— getting the prob lem 
solved— test that capacity. I address some parallel themes, but with a diff er ent 
approach and diff er ent goals. Briggs’s engaging case studies are built mostly 
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on secondary or journalistic accounts, official documents, and interviews with 
main players about agendas, strategies, and relationships  after the fact. My 
research accessed agendas, strategies, and relationships as they  were happen-
ing by following the action ethnographically.45

Follow the Action, Not Just the Actor

ISLA and HJ co ali tion members said and did puzzling  things, but not ran-
domly. Even if they did not always “know who they  were” or gan i za tion ally, as 
Marina put it in the previous chapter, they kept making claims and relating to 
each other in patterned ways. That is one big reason to look for patterns of 
action, instead of focusing so much on attributes of collective actors. Of 
course, actors individual and collective populate this study.  There  won’t be any 
edgy writing experiments  here that try to represent action without subjects 
acting. The point is just to put more emphasis on how collective action un-
folds. That is what I mean by “follow the action.”

My approach starts with insights from John Dewey and other twentieth- 
century American pragmatists.46  These writers share the  simple idea that ac-
tion is meaningful, and neither wholly predictable nor random. Action ranges 
across an arc of  human responses from customary habit to highly reflective 
deliberation and planning.  People act, individually and collectively, in re-
sponse to prob lems in living. In this book, we observe prob lem solving in two 
senses: we watch advocates treating housing conditions as prob lems, and at 
the same time, observe them working on the day- to- day prob lems of creating 
collective action— the work of putting claims into words and building rela-
tionships. As Dewey viewed it, action is not a  matter of one- off acts that  either 
solve or fail to solve a prob lem. Actors respond to prob lems with chains of 
action, interpretation, and more action. Actors are not simply “reacting” to 
each other like billiard balls. They are constantly trying out ideas about what 
the other’s action means, and what their own action means as they act. We all 
are experimenters. As we experiment, we sometimes reinterpret ourselves too; 
 others’ perceptions become a part of who we are. Throughout this book, we 
 will follow chains of everyday action.

This may sound like an invitation to focus only on “small”  things. What 
about “big”  things like changing housing policy or shifting the debate about 
what makes  people homeless? When we look and listen closely, we find social, 
cultural, and institutional power, “big” pro cesses, inscribed in civic action. I 
do mean to turn our attention to patterns of interaction, and sociologists often 
call that a focus on the “micro” level of social life— but observing the patterns 
closely, we see  those bigger powers in motion, shaping the action that is en-
tangled with them as I describe below. Where exactly do we look?
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Civic Action Unfolds in Scenes

Civic action happens someplace,  whether real or virtual, highly institutional-
ized or highly informal. A still- underappreciated insight from interactionist 
Erving Goffman (1961, [1974] 1986) is central. Diff er ent settings can elicit 
diff er ent modes of action and interaction even from the same  people. Studies 
already picture how this insight on situated action can apply in advocacy or 
volunteer settings.47 Sociologist Ann Mische’s study of Brazilian po liti cal activ-
ists gives us especially striking examples. In one group, an activist might have 
been pondering their moral role in Brazil’s turbulent transition to democracy, 
while in another, they  were the coolly rational strategist getting the most out of 
a co ali tion, and in yet another, a practical prob lem fixer. Activists deftly avoided 
modes of argument in one setting that they cultivated in another. It was just as 
impor tant to know about the setting as to know which actor was speaking.

“Setting” is a good, catchall term, but to make useful distinctions, it helps 
to conceive of settings in terms of scene. A scene is a “strip of action” in which 
the actors implicitly agree about “what we are  doing  here” and what it means 
to interact.48 A scene may be bounded by physical setting or cued by physical 
or temporal qualities of the setting, like participants’ clothing, leather- bound 
volumes on a bookshelf, a pause between events, or a change of speakers or 
activities that constitute diff er ent scenes within one physical setting.49 The 
scene  will be a central unit of observation throughout this study.

Sometimes  people are working together on social prob lems in only some scenes 
of a large organ ization. We  will focus mainly on scenes of civic action. Our look at 
affordable housing development  will compare and distinguish civic from noncivic 
action in order to clarify what is or  isn’t “civic,” and why that  matters concretely— 
and po liti cally. But mostly, we want to know how advocates make claims and 
build relationships, not how staff balance the books and rent conference rooms. 
The Western Housing Association offers a good illustration. Some of its paid staff 
 were administrators, while a few  were organizers and conveners for the HJ co ali-
tion. Broadly, they all contributed something to the cause of affordable housing, 
but we already saw what trou bles brew if we treat a  whole organ ization as a single 
actor. We  will concentrate on scenes of civic action instead of following “an organ-
ization.” The same actors change how they interact when the scene changes. Dif-
fer ent scenes follow diff er ent patterns of action.50  Those patterns of action are style.

Scenes Run on Dif er ent Styles of Interaction

Styles are mostly taken- for- granted, shared expectations about how to do 
 things together, and how to relate to each other and participate.51 Since 
much of our focus  will be on civic action in scenes, we  will follow scene 
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style. We can recognize something like style operating in our own lives 
 whether or not we are social advocates. When we work with  others, some-
times we assume that “we” are professionals expecting to collaborate on 
the basis of our expertise. Other times we assume that “we” are individuals 
with unique stories who expect each other to share our feelings, or perhaps 
“we” are loyal members of an oppressed group expecting each other to 
challenge the oppressor and affirm our commonality. The hy po thet i cal 
“we” in each of  these examples may even be the same  people, but acting in 
a dif fer ent style. Each of  these turns out to be a style of collective prob lem 
solving too.

To make it easier to identify and compare styles of action, two dimensions 
are particularly valuable. A style enacts participants’ collective, implicit sense 
of “who we are” in relation to social reference points in the wider world. That 
is the “map” dimension of style. And a style enacts participants’ collective, 
implicit sense of “what kinds of mutual responsibility bond us to one another.” 
That is the “bonds” dimension of style.52 A style is a collection of implicit 
social maps and bonds. While advocates in this study tended to prefer one 
style over  others, they knew how to perform more than one. At several points, 
they argued over or quickly switched the style in play. Research views style as 
enduring over repeated gatherings in a similar setting rather than made up 
from scratch, gathering by gathering.

Style has a power ful effect on social problem- solving efforts. That is 
why it is so valuable to follow styled action closely instead of contenting 
ourselves with saying that an organ ization, or sector of organ izations, fol-
lows this or that strategy for success. A distinct style cultivates distinct 
notions of good leadership and understandings of success. Styles induce 
diff er ent rhythms of time and collective effort. In each style, actors also privi-
lege diff er ent “speech norms”—or preferred genres of speech and emotional 
expression.

How do we recognize a style? A style is a pattern, a routine way of  doing 
 things together, so one of the best ways to identify one is to watch what hap-
pens when a prob lem threatens the collective routine. Social advocates, like 
every one  else, inevitably— and quite frequently— run up against challenges 
to their routine way of  doing  things. We  will see lot of examples of advocates 
dealing with challenges to routine ways of sustaining relationships or making 
claims.  Those challenges clue us in to patterns— style— that actors  were tak-
ing for granted, and maybe the researcher took for granted too. I  will call 
 these challenges,  after Dewey ([1925] 1958, 61), tests. Often advocates re-
sponded to  these tests with more of the same style— sometimes making it 
explicit and defending it. Following the responses to tests helped me identify 
styles of action.53
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t wo scene st yles: communit y of interest  
and communit y of identit y

This study looks in depth at the workings of two scene styles, and briefly in-
troduces several  others  later on. Scene styles are not specific to one city, re-
gion, or social background. Each of the two  here have been observed in big 
metropolitan areas and small cities, in the Midwest, and on the East and West 
Coasts of the United States. Participants in  either may identify as  people of 
color or white, and professional or working class. Both of the main styles are 
common in US advocacy circles.54

Acting as a community of interest, participants treat each other as loyal part-
ners pursuing a specific goal  limited to an issue for which they share concern. 
They assume good members coordinate themselves around an interest in an 
issue, not a population or community. Participants collaborate with those 
who share the focal interest. When acting as a community of interest, advo-
cates aspire to accumulate the support of an increasingly general constitu-
ency. They create expanding circles of interest in and attention to the issue, 
with diff er ent levels of commitment, rather than expecting tight, mutual 
identification among participants. Communities of interest often form for 
relatively short- term campaigns.

In a setting styled as a community of identity, in contrast, participants as-
sume they should coordinate themselves as fellow members of a community 
resisting ongoing threats from the powers that be. The community may iden-
tify itself ethnically, racially, geo graph i cally, or po liti cally, or through a com-
bination of  these. Participants understand themselves as protecting the 
moral and/or geographic survival of the community and its authenticity. 
They maintain relatively high bound aries, collaborating selectively versus 
imagining their issues should appeal to an in defi nitely expanding general 
audience. Supporters must identify closely with them. Participants assume 
good members are long- term ones who remain involved with the community 
beyond a single campaign or goal, and maintain tight solidarity and “speak 
with one voice.”

Action unfolds, and we follow it as the actors interpret, act, and interpret 
some more. And yet  there are recognizable patterns to the action— patterns 
we can discover especially when tests illuminate their workings.  There is no 
necessary contradiction between focusing on unfolding action and looking for 
cultural patterns. Dewey thought the same: while we experiment our way 
through life, acting and interpreting and setting and resetting goals,  these ac-
tions happen only in a tissue of cultural, sometimes institutionalized meanings 
that help or ga nize experience.55
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entangled in social contexts:  
each st yle incorporates a dilemma from  

the surrounding world

It may sound as if communities of interest or identity are self- sustaining  little 
cultural worlds. But style is not a purely “micro” phenomenon even though 
participants enact it in specific scenes. Actors always are “entangled” in sur-
rounding realities as they are coordinating action, as Dewey (1922; [1925] 1958) 
would put it.56 Style is not a kind of subculture that develops autonomously, 
easy to separate from its surroundings. Neither is it strictly determined by the 
social position of the advocates or the  people they advocate for.57 Across the 
two main co ali tions in this study, social advocates worked in both styles on 
behalf of housing for low- income  people of color. How, then, does style relate 
to the surrounding realities?

Sustaining a community of interest or identity can puzzle or challenge ad-
vocates in diff er ent ways. I discovered that styles jell in relation to diff er ent 
kinds of pushback from the wider world. From some distance, social scientists 
talk of “external,” structural, or institutional realities that are pushing back on the 
actors  whether or not they recognize the realities the way a sociologist does. As 
they keep coordinating their action, actors interpret and respond to the push-
back with recurrent, unavoidable choices. That is why it makes sense to think of 
action as being styled— a pattern in the motion.  These recurrent choices become 
part of keeping that style  going as long as the larger realities are not changing. If 
the same advocates switch styles, they switch one set of choices entangled in one 
thicket of pushback for another set of choices and pushback.  These fraught 
choices that become incorporated in a style are what I call a dilemma. I discov-
ered a central dilemma in each of the two main styles in this study.58

When actors act as a community of interest, the central dilemma is a choice 
between dealing intently with the power brokers who can secure the shared inter-
est or  else expanding the po liti cal voice of the community pressuring the power 
brokers.59 As a community of interest, actors may do  either. Borrowing terms that 
advocates themselves used, I call this the dilemma of insider versus outsider strategies. 
In the first option, advocates act as po liti cal insiders, negotiating with power ful 
institutional incumbents. In the second, advocates act as po liti cal outsiders, at-
tracting more participants to the cause so as to make their demands that much 
more impressive and compelling. Communities of interest do both to some de-
gree. Promoting participation runs the risk of inviting in  people who  don’t like and 
even challenge the style in play. Yet if participants deal only with power brokers 
and do not cultivate at least the appearance of breadth of support, the community 
looks small as well as unrepresentative of the  people. That is the dilemma.
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This dilemma emerges  because the institutionalized real ity of representa-
tive governance both elicits and pressures a strongly insider- focused strat-
egy. Representatives make policy decisions in a po liti cal system that recog-
nizes interest groups, so a group that advocates its interest insistently to 
representatives is hardly surprising.60 What it is  doing seems institutionally 
mandated. Representative governance also privileges majority  wills, so 
claims about an interest risk looking less significant and widespread, and 
therefore less publicly legitimate to power ful gatekeepers, if only a narrow 
range of  people promote them. That is one reason that advocates for narrow, 
frequently elite or corporate interests try to make  those interests appear 
popu lar by organ izing local citizen support groups. Think of the ones that 
promote luxury residential developments or speak up in support of a new 
big- box store in their neighborhood. Advocates and public relations profes-
sionals obscure ties between narrow interests and the “grassroots” support 
campaigns they sponsor.61

The dilemma of insider versus outsider strategies did not just result from 
HJ co ali tion peculiarities. We  will see in chapter 5 that when ISLA co ali tion 
advocates formed a short- term community of interest to win concessions from 
a big residential developer, the same dilemma emerged. ISLA advocates sud-
denly acted like insiders. Instead of galvanizing neighborhood residents and 
upping the volume, they encouraged residents to accept a deal they negotiated 
with the developer— who was  until then the target of indignant ire. Softening 
participants’ critical voices, they temporarily risked weakening the collective 
commitment to ISLA in order to get a deal done with an unavoidable gate-
keeper. They secured residents’ support partly by reaffirming their commit-
ment to the  people of the community, promising a visibility action (a protest) 
if the deal failed.

A diff er ent kind of pushback induces the central dilemma of a community 
of identity. I call this one the dilemma of acting “from” versus “for” the commu-
nity. Strategies from the community are devised or approved directly by 
 people considered the community’s most au then tic members. Strategies for 
the community come from  people with a more distanced, less deeply au then-
tic, if supportive, relation to the community.

Strategies from the community comport the most closely with advocates’ 
and constituents’ vision of a shared identity that needs protecting. Yet  these 
strategies bump up against the external realities of social, po liti cal, and cultural 
in equality in the United States. In lower- income neighborhoods of color such 
as the ones ISLA worked with in South Los Angeles, many residents lack the 
time, specialized skills, or sense of entitlement to craft claims and build rela-
tionships to protect the community.62 As urban sociologist Robert Sampson 
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(1999) has pointed out, even self- identified local communities, keen on build-
ing their own capacities, prob ably  will need resources that come from outside 
the community, though through no fault of their own.

Put compactly, multiple  hazards resulting from institutionalized race and 
class in equality push back on community- oriented advocates like  those in 
ISLA. It becomes more necessary for them to depend on strategies for the 
community. College- educated, articulately English- speaking ISLA staff who 
did not all grow up or do not currently live in ISLA’s target neighborhoods 
acted “for” the community at crucial points. This is what ISLA advocates did 
when they used a leader’s connections to university urban planning programs 
to access  free professional- level assistance with research and documentation. 
Acting “for” the community, ISLA leaders imparted to local residents the cul-
tural know- how to read planning documents critically and understand plan-
ning policies at a “ people’s planning school.” Participants also learned to con-
duct surveys of neighborhood conditions. The information they gathered 
formed the centerpiece of one of the most beloved of ISLA- sponsored events: 
a public education and speak- out assembly held with city planning officials 
and a city council member.

Strategies “for” the community worked well sometimes, but staff agonized 
over them. ISLA staff spoke frequently and assiduously as community mem-
bers, especially at city hall hearings, projecting that they  were from the com-
munity. During my fieldwork, strategies from the community  were the moral 
default. They  were the standard against which some boundary- policing ISLA 
staff tested the strategies for the community that well- meaning outsiders 
sometimes devised. In chapter 4, we see how the test fails when students from 
a distant college come to ISLA bearing valuable research and professional 
skills along with (understandable) cluelessness about the preferred style of 
action.

A style, then, is a patterned accommodation with par tic u lar, surrounding 
structural or institutional realities that impinge regularly on actors’ collec-
tive efforts.  Those realities might be the uequally distributed availability of 
spokespeople who can sound articulate in the dominant idioms or the ca-
pacity of a group to proj ect a popu lar  will larger than the group. When 
participants have frustrating experiences or doubt their choices as they are 
working collectively, they have several alternatives. They can maintain the 
style of action and shift to the other horn of the dilemma. Or they can re-
coordinate themselves and act in a diff er ent style altogether, transforming 
their form of togetherness and inviting a new dilemma that goes with that 
diff er ent style.63 Or  else they may split into factions, or disband and stop 
working together at all.
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Instead of following patterns of action, studies of social movements often 
make the organ ization the consistent, unitary actor in a study. The researcher 
pieces together what an organ ization did through retrospective accounts from 
interviews with activists, newspaper accounts, or both. The goal is to see which 
strategies or organ izations win or lose. My approach is closer to that of sociolo-
gist Kathleen Blee’s painstaking research on emerging, grassroots activist 
groups in Pittsburgh. Blee (2012, 14; 2013) looked at “sequences of action and 
interpretation” more than “the organ ization,” following actors as they interpret 
each other’s responses and create a pathway as they narrow their sense of ac-
ceptable options for the group as a  whole.64 I too follow collective interpreta-
tions, but find  these embedded in scenes of action. Civic action becomes 
meaningful to actors and their audiences in scenes. Now we just need the term 
for one other cultural context.

Civic Action Unfolds in Discursive Fields

Advocates usually gravitate to culturally appropriate ways of putting claims 
about social prob lems into words. The concept of discursive field is a power ful 
tool that helps us understand why some claims about social prob lems are cul-
turally appropriate, while  others just as logical and grammatical on paper are 
not. A discursive field is like a territory of prob lem solving, where advocates 
and their opponents all implicitly agree to talk about the prob lem at hand 
using the same basic symbolic categories— even if the actors speak differently 
on other turf. As cultural sociologists Robert Wuthnow (1989, 13, 555) and Lyn 
Spillman (1995, 140) put it succinctly, in a discursive field, claims makers craft 
claims about social prob lems by using the same “fundamental categories” that 
set the “limits of discussion.” That way, even competitors and adversaries un-
derstand each other’s arguments though they often do not agree. They do agree 
that they are competing over the same  thing.65 In the case of our housing ad-
vocates, they  were competing over how to articulate housing prob lems and 
or ga nize  people to act collectively on  those prob lems. Advocates and their 
opponents constructed claims and counterclaims about housing prob lems 
from mostly the same symbolic building blocks.

Discursive fields develop their own symbolic weight on participants’ imagi-
nations. It is hard to craft claims without the symbolic building blocks the field 
provides when you are in the fray, talking to, competing with, and fighting 
against other advocates. Newer participants get cultivated from listening to 
the established conversation and noticing reactions to their occasional 
“ mistakes.” Advocates  settle relatively soon on rhetorical conventions, just as 
they  settle on a  limited number of orga nizational strategies and goals, while 
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 others brought up early in a group’s history drop out of consideration.66 They 
may contest  those conventions too, but that means they have indeed noticed 
them. The field with its categories and conventions develops a verbal life of its 
own. Sociologists say the field develops “relative autonomy”— its own influ-
ence on claims makers.67 That means that when advocates are speaking, argu-
ing, and pondering, their claims are not necessarily  simple reflections of their 
social position—be they tenant, property owner, racially subordinated person, 
or majority- culture person.

Now we can preview the main arguments, and see how  those depart from 
what the entrepreneurial actor model would suppose.

The Central Arguments
Actors Are Socially Embedded and Culturally Cultivated

Shifting some of the analytic weight from actors to action does not remove 
actors from the story. It puts the spotlight more on the power of contexts that 
shape action and less on the power of strategic actors to shape contexts. The 
entrepreneurial actor creates the contexts in which they and  others then act. 
Using verbal and interpersonal skill, the actor sizes up situations and wields 
meanings strategically, producing a context of identities, stories, and rhetorical 
appeals that  will win over  others, and therefore meet the actor’s goals. In Neil 
Fligstein and Doug McAdam’s (2012, 34–56) account, entrepreneurial actors 
deploy their skills ultimately in efforts to gain a positive sense of self through 
the satisfaction of accomplishing collective proj ects.

The civic action approach proposes, in contrast, that action is more contex-
tual to begin with, and more deeply relational.68 To interact, actors have to 
have a sense of who each other are socially while in that scene.  Those percep-
tions shape the action, constraining as well as enabling what the strategic actor 
can say and do.69 Actors  don’t use scenes so much as they are embedded in 
scenes with diff er ent styles. This hardly makes them helpless dupes. Yet it  will 
be impor tant to recognize that even the leading actors who clue  others to the 
appropriate style are subject to that style’s limits. They cannot dismantle the 
dilemmas that are part of a style.70 Further, actors are cultivated by the big 
symbolic categories of a discursive field.

The master finding of this study is that  there are diff er ent ways to be strate-
gic or skilled, with remarkably diff er ent practical consequences.  There is not sim-
ply more and less strategic action. Rather than assume skill is one, general quality, 
the civic action approach finds diff er ent patterns of claims making and relation-
ship building that count as skilled in diff er ent contexts. Two contexts, the style of 
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a scene and the discursive field in which scene participants speak, shape civic ac-
tion. The book develops three arguments about  these cultural contexts.

Styles Shape Actors’ Strategies and Goals

The way we often see it, collective action starts when individuals who have the 
same interests come together to work for a shared goal. Their shared goal mo-
tivates them to act. They strategize and pick a style of action that helps them 
achieve their goal effectively. This study takes a diff er ent perspective. It under-
stands actors’ strategies and goals as products of relationships, not just reflec-
tions of ideas or interests  people first carry around in our heads— much as, 
yes,  people have ideas and interests.

Diff er ent styles of relationship, pictured in chapters 3 and 4, strongly influ-
enced the LA housing advocates’ strategies and notions of “success.” In one 
style of relationship, advocates collaborated as loose, part- time partners with 
one, narrowly defined interest in common. They thought it made sense to try 
diff er ent alliances or work with diff er ent gatekeepers; what ever might win was 
worth trying. In this context, a short- term campaign could seem sensible and 
worth  doing. For advocates with a diff er ent style of relationship who acted as 
loyal comrades sharing an emotionally resonant identity threatened by power-
ful outsiders, it made sense to ally mainly with  others who identified with the 
same, imperiled identity. It made sense to envision long- term strug gle along-
side  those allies  because short- term “wins”  were unlikely to change long- 
lasting social subordination. Goals that made sense to that first collective could 
seem relatively trivial to the second; goals that sounded appropriate to the 
second could sound impractical or rigid to the first.  These two diff er ent styles 
of relationship could even coexist in the same co ali tion or organ ization, in 
diff er ent scenes, as chapter 5 shows. The combination might endure through 
creative compartmentalizations or tense standoffs. That is why it is good to 
follow styled action, not simply “an organ ization that does  things.”

Studies from the entrepreneurial actor perspective, in contrast, argue that 
entrepreneurial actors create strategies and goals in relation to the po liti cal 
opportunities they perceive. Chapter 6 discusses this further, pointing out that 
 these studies say less about why advocates want the ends they want to begin 
with, and how long they imagine working together to meet them.  These are 
crucial parts of the “how” story. My point is not that po liti cal opportunities 
 don’t  matter; they just  don’t explain, by themselves, what counts as “strategic” 
or “successful” to advocates. Illustrations from the two co ali tions show that 
through diff er ent styles of relationship, social advocates create diff er ent stra-
tegic arcs. The same goals come to have diff er ent significance and relations to 
“success” on  those diff er ent arcs.
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Discursive Fields Shape Actors’ Claims

LA housing advocates made claims about social prob lems guided by assump-
tions about the culturally appropriate ways to put prob lems into words in a 
par tic u lar setting. By listening to housing and homelessness advocates make 
claims about housing prob lems in diff er ent settings, I discovered that advo-
cates crafted claims from a relatively few symbolic categories. In public forums 
like city council chambers, they drew on even fewer categories— fair oppor-
tunity and quality of life, mainly— than when they talked about  these prob-
lems in informal conversations or smaller forums, when occasionally language 
implying compassion or social structural change came into play.  There was a 
cultural funneling pro cess at work in the larger public settings of the cam-
paigns and proj ects I studied; some symbolic appeals largely dropped out.

The entrepreneurial actor model primes us to suppose something diff er ent. 
We would assume that advocates use more kinds of rationales in big public 
forums than smaller, informal ones  because they select whichever rationales 
they think would best convince power ful authorities or win over larger con-
stituencies. We might guess they would manage the risk of alienating listeners, 
and losing, by selecting their rationales or frames instrumentally as well as 
being flexible, aiming for the listener. Advocates certainly did engage in stra-
tegic framing sometimes, but that happened within the par ameters of a discur-
sive field and its main categories. Sometimes that meant advocates actually 
shied away from the symbolic categories that power ful decision makers 
favored.

Styles Shape Discursive Fields

Shared style informs what advocates can say or  else avoid saying for fear of 
sounding inappropriate or challenging group togetherness. As advocates are 
making claims, and downplaying or rejecting other claims, they hear each 
other— and new participants hear them. As the public debate continues, ad-
vocates are giving off and picking up signals that some claims are fully legiti-
mate, some are marginal but OK, some are appropriate only in certain spaces, 
and some should be beyond the bounds. In this way, styled interaction gener-
ates bound aries for a discursive field.

When I say that style “informs” what advocates can say, I mean two  things. 
One is that style selects some symbolic categories over  others. The other is 
that dif fer ent scene styles induce advocates to fashion rather different- 
sounding, specific claims from even the same symbolic category. For instance, 
acting as a community of interest, housing advocates turned the category of 
“fair opportunity” into the specific claim that Angelenos who work in Los 
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Angeles should be able to live in Los Angeles. That claim projected an interest 
of LA residents in general. Acting as a community of identity, however, advo-
cates turned that same basic category of fair opportunity into the somewhat 
diff er ent claim that a specific, underserved community  ought to be able to afford 
living in its rightful home.

The entrepreneurial actor model would lead us to think something diff er-
ent. We would suppose that claims depend not so much on claimants’ own 
style of togetherness but instead on advocates’ perception of what  will appeal 
to the leaders and bystanders they want to convince.  Wouldn’t advocates cre-
ate claims with a keen eye for the city officials and landlords who control 

 table 1.1 Two Conceptual Approaches to Social Advocacy

Entrepreneurial actor approach Civic action approach

Conception of an 
actor

Actors are always already 
existing. They are back loaded 
with skills and motives.

Actors are products of interaction. 
They are socially embedded 
and culturally cultivated.

Conception of 
how collective 
action transpires

Skilled entrepreneurs drive 
action.

Action (including a leader’s 
action) is patterned by shared 
styles in scenes.

Relation between 
actor and claims

Entrepreneurs use or innovate 
meanings to create claims. 
Claims may vary depending 
on the entrepreneur’s 
perceptions of the audience.

Discursive fields and scene styles 
together shape actors’ claims in 
specific scenes. The same actor 
may make diff er ent claims 
depending on the scene.

Relation between 
actor and 
relationships

Univalent
Actors use or create identities 

to mobilize  others for 
collective action. 
Relationships are resources 
for strategies.

Multivalent
Diff er ent scene styles cultivate 

diff er ent meanings of 
relationship and diff er ent ways 
of coordinating strategies.

Relation between 
actor, action, and 
outcomes

Actors with goals initiate 
action; the outcomes 
succeed or fail the goals.

Actors following styled lines of 
action produce goals of varying 
significance; outcomes emerge 
on diff er ent timelines of 
success.

Central research 
questions

Which actors succeed or fail in 
meeting their goals?

How do collective goals develop?
Why are some claims more 

legitimate than  others?
What counts as success?
“Who can say and do what, and 

with whom?”

Which combination of  factors 
produce which outcomes?

“Who wins and why?”
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advocates’ access to solutions? Perceptions of  these external actors  matter. But 
even as advocates are framing issues strategically, their relation to fellow advo-
cates shapes what they claim publicly about social prob lems. This pattern be-
came even easier to see when I followed the same advocates to a diff er ent 
scene with a diff er ent style of action.

In short, previous research has tended to overestimate how much claims making 
is about appealing strategically to  others and underestimate how much it is about 
maintaining the solidarity of the claimants.

— — —

Following the action with the conceptual tools of scene style and discursive 
field, the civic action approach grasps some fundamental hows of social advo-
cacy that we miss if we start with skilled, strategic actors.  Table 1.1 summarizes 
the difference in emphasis and diff er ent research questions we ask with each 
approach. The next chapter introduces broader contexts for the campaigns and 
organ izations I studied. It discusses the research methods I used to follow 
them. Appendix I goes into more detail about the reasons I chose the co ali-
tions and organ izations in this study, and how they worked as comparison 
cases. Appendix II reflects on my own practice as ethnographer and the kinds 
of relationships I negotiated in the field.
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2
Placing and Studying the Action

What Makes Housing Unaffordable:  
Contexts Near and Far

Fighting for housing is just one instance of civic action. We  will understand 
better how challenging this instance is if we know what kind of prob lem hous-
ing might be from a so cio log i cal point of view. Advocates across the co ali tions 
and organ izations in this study talked about housing “affordability” as one of 
their primary concerns, and often the biggest one. When they said housing in 
Los Angeles was unaffordable and  there was a “housing crisis,” they usually 
meant housing was too expensive for many ordinary Angelenos or frequently 
unavailable at an affordable price.1 Using the same language of affordability, it 
makes sense to ask about the big picture. Is housing unaffordability usually 
temporary or chronic? Does it result from deep, institutional pro cesses or con-
tingencies relatively easy to alter? Does it affect only par tic u lar kinds of  people 
or places? It makes sense to ask about this study’s locale too. What might make 
housing conditions and prob lems in Los Angeles distinctive, or characteristic 
of life in the United States, or global, or maybe all three?  Here is a brief sketch 
of crucial contexts that affect the affordability of housing and make it poten-
tially a prob lem. Following that, I describe the sites of prob lem solving I stud-
ied, and methods I used to access them.

National and Global Contexts for Housing Afordability

Housing is a commodity as well as home. Or as urban po liti cal economy schol-
ars John Logan and Harvey Molotch (1987) have pointed out, it has exchange 
value as well as its use value as shelter and locus of personal security. In a cap-
i tal ist economy, housing is a salable good, like other goods. As a commodity, 
housing can generate wealth. It does so directly for property  owners, and in-
directly for local governments, big employers and retailers, and cultural and 
other institutions that all benefit financially from the higher taxes and fees, 
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larger workforces, bigger consumer markets, and more sales that more hous-
ing, and more expensive housing, can generate.

Put simply, large property  owners, local po liti cal leaders, and other insti-
tutional man ag ers all stand to gain from treating the city and its housing as a 
“growth machine” that turns increasingly intensive development into higher 
rents and other forms of income for  those elites.2  Under  these conditions, 
 those elites often become boosters for the idea that growth is good for a city 
in general. A central role of municipal po liti cal and community leaders in 
this vision of the city is to assiduously cultivate relations with investors, 
national and international corporate employers, and property developers to 
produce a good business climate for more growth. In the past several de-
cades,  these “public- private partnerships” have switched  urban growth ma-
chines into high gear, increasingly steering urban development in cities large 
and small.3

One particularly vis i ble kind of wealth generation happens through the 
investment, architectural restoration, and urban redevelopment that scholars 
and critics call gentrification. As urban scholar Sharon Zukin (1995, especially 
23–24) explains it, “gentrification” is a synthesis of financial investment and 
cultural creation. In residential neighborhoods, gentrification generally ends 
up displacing lower- income or working- class residents with more affluent 
ones who can afford the rents plus property taxes that new or refurbished 
housing incurs.4 In commercial areas, it produces social spaces that generate 
wealth for investors and entrepreneurs by appealing to shoppers who want to 
be the kind of person who buys shoes or drinks coffee in a renovated factory 
ware house with carefully exposed brick walls, not a big- box discount store or 
donut chain.  Whether residential or commercial, gentrification enlists lifestyle 
preferences in the ongoing pro cess of generating wealth from the city. Gentri-
fication is far bigger than any one city or region. It has become a power ful, 
global strategy for redeveloping cities and growing wealth, creating a steady, 
sometimes precipitous rise in real estate prices and rents in cities across the 
globe. In some ways, then, the shape of recent urban development over the 
past several de cades in Los Angeles parallels that of New York City, Tokyo, Rio 
de Janeiro, and Mumbai.5

Some  people benefit far more than  others from the exchange value of hous-
ing,  whether or not a given real estate investment or sale is an instance of 
gentrification. In his sweeping view of the con temporary city, theorist David 
Harvey (1989) has argued that municipal leaders’ cultivation of partnerships 
with property developers often ends up increasing impoverishment while ex-
acerbating income and wealth inequalities. For tenants who use housing as 
home rather than as an object of profitable exchange, life becomes increasingly 
uncertain the more that real estate prices increase and property  owners hold 
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out for higher- rent- paying tenants, or  else redevelop a residential building 
altogether.

Redevelopment and gentrification have frequently reinforced or exacer-
bated race- based as well as social class inequalities. Studies tell us that  people’s 
preferences for neighborhoods sort out in a racial hierarchy. Survey respon-
dents have favored white neighbors the most, African American neighbors the 
least, and Asian and Hispanic neighbors somewhere in the  middle— reflecting 
the prevalent US order of prejudice  toward racial minority  people and neigh-
borhoods.6 The biases are institutionalized, not just an individual choice, as 
minority applicants face lower chances of getting mortgage loans approved 
and higher chances of being rejected in gentrified neighborhoods than else-
where.7 In all, gentrification ends up being strongly associated with race- based 
exclusionary practices in banking and the housing market.

 These so cio log i cal views converge on a stark,  simple point. Civic action for 
affordable housing confronts a deeply institutionalized prob lem. Increasingly 
unaffordable housing has become endemic to property development in many 
urban areas over the last several de cades. It is hardly an LA story only. In cities 
across the world, local leaders increasingly and routinely cultivate collabora-
tions as well as pursue policies that perhaps unintentionally, make affordable 
housing less available. In the United States, African American and Latinx resi-
dents frequently suffer disproportionately from  those institutionalized rela-
tionships. Unaffordability is not simply a sad aggregate of private misfortunes, 
or temporary effect of economic hard times or local governmental screw ups.

Housing advocates have developed a variety of collective efforts to slow, 
freeze, or even reverse unaffordability.  These include municipal regulations, 
grassroots mobilizations against gentrification, citizen planning proj ects, and 
land trusts in which local residents own and develop property in common. LA 
housing advocates in this study pursued all  these ave nues to some extent. 
Studies document that efforts  toward more affordable housing in New York, 
Brooklyn, San Francisco, Caracas, London, Berlin, Istanbul, and other locales 
have relied on one or more of  these strategies too.8 How, if at all, was Los 
Angeles diff er ent?

Los Angeles as a Place to Study Housing Advocacy

In some ways, Los Angeles was an aty pi cal place to follow housing advocacy. 
At the same time, the city’s housing and property development trends roughly 
paralleled  those of many other big cities. When I started out, Los Angeles had 
become a city of distinctions prideful and dubious. It was the most culturally 
diverse city in the United States, and over a third of Los Angeles County resi-
dents  were foreign born. It was a city of highly class- segregated locales, and 
greater income in equality than that of the state or nation as a  whole.9 It was 
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also the “homeless capital of Amer i ca,” as a video produced by one of my co-
ali tions trumpeted sourly; it had more homeless  people per capita than New 
York City or other large urban centers. Los Angeles was also geo graph i cally 
distinctive. The modern, industrial city as charted by early Chicago school 
sociologists has a coinciding geographic, po liti cal, and financial center; think 
Manhattan in New York. In contrast, Los Angeles in the eyes of its own “Los 
Angeles school” of urban geographers is a “young, sprawling, suburban, cen-
terless, multinucleated” place.10 Educated opinion and snide commentary 
from the East tended to agree; a bunch of neighborhoods in search of a city is 
one way I heard it put.

It was also a city of renters. At the start of this study, only 38  percent of LA 
residents  were homeowners, 20  percent lower than the national proportion. 
That is partly  because while the LA metropolitan area continued to be the 
number one manufacturing region in the country, the proportion of higher- 
paid and generally  unionized jobs to lower- wage jobs had fallen precipitously. 
More of the workers in manufacturing  were sewing pants and fewer  were 
building airplanes.11 In all, Los Angeles was home to a relatively large popula-
tion of low- wage workers, many recently arrived in the United States. Though 
plenty of Los Angeles County residents including Angelenos inside the city 
limits defaulted on mortgages during the  Great Recession of 2008, advocates 
had been talking of the housing crisis for years before that, particularly with 
tenants in mind. The groups I studied certainly did not exhaust housing advo-
cacy in Los Angeles at the time, but they appeared to make surprisingly few, if 
any, significant changes in organ izing strategies on account of the recession.

The longer- term “crisis” is a big clue to what makes Los Angeles like other 
con temporary metropolises  after all. Though it started  later than other big 
cities, Los Angeles kicked its own “growth machine” into high gear and used 
it to power downtown redevelopment.12 By the 1980s and 1990s, it was gener-
ating a new high- rise skyline downtown, museums,  hotels, restaurants, the-
aters, and sports and shopping centers, displacing former residents.13 As else-
where, ambitious developers and private investment partnered with city 
officials to market Los Angeles as a destination for tourists and shoppers, and 
make downtown a home for affluent professionals and artists. Loft living came 
to Los Angeles. The nonpoor resident population of downtown started grow-
ing for the first time in several de cades. The features of growth machine– style 
development described above  were easily vis i ble to a visitor or ethnographer. 
A new city ordinance put in place several years before this study aided de-
velopers that wanted to turn historic buildings— pillared banks and marble- 
sided corporate headquarters— into new and generally upscale housing.14 
One could draw a line on a map from downtown southward several miles and 
label it with new cultural institutions, restaurants, and entertainment com-
plexes; an intensively developed city center was emerging, and so was the 
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disproportionate displacement of Latinx and African American residents from 
areas surrounding the largest developments.15

So it is not necessarily surprising that unaffordability could resonate as a 
prob lem when advocates pitched it to tenants, especially in central Los Ange-
les, but other city districts too. It resonated with impor tant  labor and religious 
leaders. Rents  were rising faster than incomes, and as the HJ co ali tion liked to 
point out, many ordinary Angelenos— cooks, janitors, social workers, and 
high school teachers— would not be able to afford average rents on a single 
salary; homeownership similarly was out of reach for the typical nurse, firefighter, 
urban planner, or film editor. Developers  were not building primarily for them. 
In 2007, developers built less than a third of the housing units needed for residents 
classified as having “very low income,” less than half needed for  those who fell 
into the “low- income” category, and less than a tenth of what moderate- income 
 people needed. They built almost double the documented need for residents with 
above- moderate incomes.16 The “multinucleated” city hosted a number of gen-
trification hot spots, including the city center, and displacement hot spots 
mapped onto them closely.17 Redevelopment and displacement  were evident in 
several neighborhoods of South Los Angeles where this study’s advocates did 
their organ izing, and numerous  others in Los Angeles during this study.18

The fact that some city council members also  were ready to consider unaf-
fordability a severe prob lem, not simply an unavoidable trade- off of prosperity, 
is a clue to another, more distinctive condition. At the new millennium, urban 
scholars  were starting to argue that while Los Angeles’ growth machine had 
spurred lots of development, local economic and po liti cal elites’ growth con-
sensus had weakened and fragmented, despite the continuing influence of 
business and real estate developers at city hall.19 Alongside growth had come 
world- renowned freeway traffic, air pollution, and homelessness as well as the 
disappearance of public places. One urban scholar has argued that it is for lack 
of a stronger, progrowth consensus that large- scale urban development proj-
ects often contend with opposing views on the use of the city’s space.

Since 2000, big developers and local tenant advocacy groups have con-
tended over large entertainment or residential developments, for example. 
Tenant groups have increased their leverage with a new device: the commu-
nity benefits agreement (CBA).  These are contracts through which a devel-
oper promises goods, such as local hiring or affordable units inside a new 
apartment complex, intended for a local constituency impacted by a new de-
velopment.20 During this study, the ISLA co ali tion secured a CBA for  these 
and other benefits in exchange for ceasing public criticism of a developer, and 
was working  toward securing another. The CBA suggests a world of urban 
development in which co ali tions of low- income and often minority tenants 
potentially have new power, and also difficult new trade- offs, as we  will see.
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The LA context, in short, offered some special potentials and challenges for 
housing advocates as well as for a study of civic action on housing. Without a 
rigidly hegemonic growth co ali tion, housing advocates stood a significant 
chance of winning some of their aims.21 And winning had the potential to 
improve life for a large proportion of  people in many parts of the city. The 
strong Latin American and other immigrant presence along with an estab-
lished African American community offered housing advocates a potential 
diversity of cultural vocabularies to integrate into their work. Regarding this 
study, that diversity would be a good test for concepts from cultural sociology, 
style and discursive field, which suppose that certain meaningful, power ful 
patterns of action exist even across diff er ent ethnic, national, and linguistic idi-
oms and social locations. The comparison of African American with Latinx- 
centered housing advocacy  later in the book is one sign that the concepts pass 
the test. Distinct cultural idioms and unequal social locations of course mat-
tered. Styles of action and discursive fields happen only through them, but are 
not reducible to or direct reflections of them.

The campaigns I studied represent a range of organ izing and claims- making 
strategies, any of which might make good sense given the contexts sketched 
 here. If the economic and po liti cal forces of an intensive, high- speed growth 
machine are (at least) citywide or regional, then campaigning for a citywide 
affordable housing mandate as HJ did could be a reasonable response. If gen-
trification proceeds by block or proj ect, especially in hot spots as it did in Los 
Angeles, then campaigning around par tic u lar developments with discrete de-
veloper targets could make sense too. A differently designed study with many 
more comparisons might begin to determine which set of strategies is the most 
feasible or successful for which given conditions.

I aimed to do something  else. Advocates do not simply calculate which 
strategies are the most feasible or likely to succeed  under given conditions, 
and then choose them. But even if they did, knowing that a strategy is an in-
tentional, maximizing response to external conditions— whether that includes 
municipal politics, developer hegemony, the pressure of other advocacy 
groups, or all three— does not tell us how that strategy produces outcomes or 
what it means to the strategists. Instead of weighing in on “which strategy is 
better,” I point out the dilemmas and trade- offs of diff er ent kinds of action, all 
of which could be found in each campaign I studied.

Civic Action on Housing in Los Angeles

In this study’s approach, chains of action create co ali tions along with their 
member organ izations and campaigns. We can highlight the action without 
ignoring that advocates as well as researchers usually talk about co ali tions, 
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organ izations, and campaigns as acting entities in themselves. Approaching a 
large theme such as housing advocacy through multiple entry points opens a 
study to comparisons we need if we are  going to understand how the theme 
plays out in action.22 I thought of co ali tions and organ izations as potential 
entry points to diverse kinds of civic action rather than as objects of study in 
themselves, or simply representatives of neighborhood- centered versus city-
wide strategies. My docket of co ali tions and organ izations to study expanded 
as a conceptual agenda about civic action, claims making, and relationship 
building crystallized.

The study settled on three sets of collective efforts on housing. I begin the 
discussion of each set with a sketch of the relevant conditions that informed 
that set of advocacy efforts at the start of this study late in 2007 and over the 
next four years.  After each sketch of conditions comes a description of the 
campaigns or orga nizational efforts that addressed  those conditions as prob-
lems during my research.  There  were four campaigns, pursued by three co ali-
tions, and a total of twelve organ izations and proj ects observed in some way 
in this study.23  After introducing the campaigns, co ali tions, and organ izations, 
I lay out the methods I used to study them.

Acting for Citywide Affordable Housing Mandates
Conditions: Unafordable Housing in Los Angeles

Los Angeles was an inordinately expensive place to call home for many An-
gelenos during the de cade leading up to my study’s start. Construction of 
city- subsidized, below- market- rate housing dropped by half during the 
1990s while the city gained 300,000 residents.24 The median home price in 
Los Angeles County in 1998, already a relatively high $183,000, had climbed 
to $440,000 by 2005, and the proportion of first- time home- buying 
 house holds able to afford that median price had dwindled to 14  percent.25 
Between 1998 and 2005, the Los Angeles– Long Beach area weighed in as the 
fifth least affordable metropolitan area in the nation, and the city lost over 
9,000 rent- controlled units  either to de mo li tion or condominium conver-
sion. The affordable units built tended strongly to cluster in lower- income 
areas of the city, while the eight least affordable neighborhoods saw the con-
struction of 10,000 units of market- rate housing, but only 225 units of afford-
able housing.26

Plenty of Angelenos suffered the housing that they did manage to find. In 
2002, one in seven apartments  were considered substandard, and a third of 
all apartments counted as “overcrowded”— and this by a criterion that 
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counted the kitchen as a “bedroom” for one inhabitant.27 By 2004, 18  percent 
of  house holds in Los Angeles experienced “severe overcrowding”— meaning 
1.5  people per room, including living rooms, kitchens, and dining rooms as 
well as bedrooms.28 The dismal statistics became palpably tragic in late 2000, 
when a slum apartment building in a working- class Latinx neighborhood 
collapsed, killing the  father of 2 small  children and injuring 35 other 
residents.

 These are the conditions that advocates  were calling a “crisis” years before 
the mortgage default epidemic that accompanied the  Great Recession of 2008. 
The HJ campaign I studied was one of three separate but related efforts pub-
licizing the crisis of insufficient affordable housing during the de cade before 
my study. A shifting co ali tion of advocacy groups calling itself HJ orchestrated 
each of the three campaigns as a fight for municipal policy solutions. Initiated 
by the Western Housing Association (WHA) in 1998, the first iteration of the 
HJ co ali tion centered  labor, religious, and tenant organ izations, other non-
profits, and a few banks on one specific goal— a $100 million trust fund to 
support affordable housing construction. The former WHA director described 
the kinds of relationships I would find nearly a de cade  later in a  later incarna-
tion of the HJ co ali tion that I studied: a diverse community of interest whose 
member organ izations each apportioned a small part of their staff time to strat-
egy meetings, meetings with city council members, and public events in sup-
port of HJ’s single, delimited goal. The city council approved the trust fund in 
early 2002.

The second HJ campaign, in contrast, did not meet its self- stated aim of an 
“inclusionary zoning” ordinance. The ordinance, introduced by a city council 
member in 2004, would mandate housing developments with five or more 
units to offer a percentage of  those units below ordinary market rates in ex-
change for incentives. Rhetorical appeals and lines of opposition familiar from 
the HJ case in this study seemed to play out in the second campaign. The 
cardinal of the local archdiocese championed the ordinance for balancing “pri-
vate initiative and social justice,” while a less supportive city council person 
declared, “My focus is to maintain quality of life in a community.” Real estate 
developers warned city council members that without a “balancing mea sure” 
of incentives for them, inclusionary zoning would make developments, and 
therefore land, only more expensive. Neighborhood councils went on rec ord 
opposing the ordinance for threatening to bring “oversize housing proj ects” 
and raise “quality- of- life issues” by overburdening roads, schools, and parks. 
The mayor and at least one power ful council member said neighborhood 
council opposition informed their own opinions. The mayor also argued the 
ordinance would diminish business opportunities. Fair opportunity and 
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quality- of- life appeals along with the antagonism of the local neighborhood 
councils would all replay in the third HJ campaign, which I studied intensively. 
Moves  toward an inclusionary zoning ordinance stalled in 2005 and never 
came to a full vote in the city council.29

The Mixed- Income Housing Ordinance Campaign  
of the HJ Co ali tion

In 2006, housing advocates began reassembling an HJ co ali tion for the third 
time, and trying out policy positions and slogans, in another bid to institute 
citywide policies to produce more affordable housing. When the new cam-
paign for a mixed- income housing ordinance (MIHO) went public at a rally 
in March 2008, 35  percent of working  house holds  were paying more than half 
their income on housing— a rate over 50  percent higher than the average for 
major metropolitan areas.30 The newly (re)constituted HJ co ali tion included 
nonprofit housing developers, tenants’ associations, community advocacy 
groups, and  labor leaders. Co ali tion members converged on a three- point pro-
gram that demanded permanent funding for the already- established housing 
trust fund, protection against the de mo li tion or conversion of existing low- 
rent apartments, and most centrally, a fixed quota of affordable units in any 
new development above a certain size. Representatives from eigh teen diff er ent 
organ izations attended coordinating committee meetings during the time of 
my observation from September 2008 to September 2009, though individual 
organ izations’ levels of involvement waxed and waned. The co ali tion secured 
roughly a hundred orga nizational endorsements, from community groups, 
tenant associations, nonprofits, governing agencies, and organ izations less 
central to construction of or advocacy for affordable housing, such as the 
YMCA. The co ali tion successfully convinced a number of city council mem-
bers to sign a pledge supporting the three- point plan. As scenarios in chapter 3 
depict in much more detail, the campaign gained momentum, commitments 
from council members, and at least general support from the mayor, but also 
was hampered by a  bitter internal division before  running into a  legal road-
block. HJ’s campaign dissipated in 2010.

This HJ co ali tion was tense from the start. Two leading advocacy organ-
izations in South Los Angeles, Los Angeles  People’s Organ ization (LAPO) 
and Southside for Equitable Development (SED) (see  table 2.2),  were one-
time coordinating committee members. They chose to “endorse” rather than 
work more closely with HJ co ali tion leaders  either prior to or during the most 
active period of co ali tion building and pressuring, which corresponded to 
the early period of this study. They first formed a “subset” of the HJ co ali tion 
that would focus on preserving housing for the lowest- income residents. 
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Tensions increased, and LAPO and several other organ izations that had also 
participated on the HJ coordinating committee began forming what became 
the new, separate, Housing Rights Now (HRN) co ali tion.

The Housing Preservation Campaign of the HRN Co ali tion

The HRN co ali tion went public early in 2010. It included five, onetime orga-
nizational members of HJ co ali tion’s coordinating committee. The HRN and 
HJ co ali tions both included organ izations representing low- income and ra-
cially diverse constituencies. HRN, however, made economic and racial exclu-
sion much more salient— albeit indirectly by means of talk about “the com-
munity.” Given that salience, I add  these social descriptors for the HRN 
organ izations: two  were mostly Latinx, working- class tenant organ izations; 
one was a multiracial, lower- income tenant organ ization in another part of 
town; another was LAPO, with a plurality of African American members; and 
SED, an organ ization centered in South Los Angeles, had a mostly Latinx, 
blue- collar, or underemployed membership. One of  those organ izations con-
tinued to collaborate with the HJ co ali tion too, while the other four distanced 
themselves from HJ’s leadership and remained paper endorsers only. LAPO 
plays an especially impor tant comparative role in the study. HRN was still 
jelling as a co ali tion and developing housing preservation strategies during my 
short time observing alongside it. Co ali tion leaders orchestrated a four- hour 
“town hall” meeting at which hundreds of tenant members of HRN organ-
izations came to alert a city council person to tenant living conditions in 
southern and eastern LA neighborhoods.

Acting to Curb Residential Displacement  
South of Downtown

Conditions: Residential Redevelopment and Displacement

During the same de cade that housing became increasingly unaffordable and 
overcrowded for nonaffluent Angelenos in the city at large, par tic u lar pres-
sures  were transforming two neighborhoods south of downtown. In the late 
1990s, a neighborhood adjacent to Balboa Boulevard was swept up in a larger 
plan to reimagine downtown and adjacent neighborhoods southward as a des-
tination of choice for shoppers, culture tourists, nighttime revelers, and hip 
loft dwellers. Emblematic of the challenge to the top- down rebranding of this 
area was the finding from a study commissioned by a local museum that pa-
trons “liked  going to the museum once they  were  there but did not like having 
to be in the neighborhood.” The par tic u lar Balboa Boulevard neighborhood 
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germane to this study, a heavi ly working- class and Latinx enclave of modest 
bungalows, the occasional Victorian, dingy strip malls, and freeway under-
passes, acquired a new skyline, and its footprint changed dramatically during 
my research. Several massive apartment buildings shot up, and construction 
began on a shopping and housing complex. Architecturally derived from 
Spanish mission, Italian, or Gothic styles, the developments brought an as-
sertively ornamented presence to the neighborhood. Commercial develop-
ers and an expanding college sited their residential and commercial proj ects 
in the area.31

To local housing advocates, throughout this study’s duration,  these devel-
opments together portended massive residential displacement for working- 
class tenants of color. Research by as well as the daily experiences of staff and 
members of SED, a locally leading housing and economic advocacy organ-
ization mentioned above, suggest the apprehension was realistic. SED’s own 
studies indicated that by the early 2000s, as much as half of the housing for-
merly occupied by longer- term residents in neighborhoods near Balboa Bou-
levard had shifted to “student- occupied” units. Tenants told SED staff that 
landlords  were harassing them, trying to evict or scare them away to then rent 
their units at higher rates to students. The same staff reported hearing from 
local churches that congregations had shrunk by as much as half in a short 
time, presumably  because former attendees  were deserting a neighborhood 
they could no longer afford.  These housing and antigentrification advocates 
along with  labor and community development groups had participated in the 
Balboa Equitable Development Co ali tion, which several years  earlier won 
commitments from the developer of an entertainment complex to make af-
fordable housing construction and employment opportunities part of the 
development package. Similar kinds of CBAs would eventually become the 
material centerpiece of two campaigns I studied.

The Antidisplacement Campaign of the  
ISLA Co ali tion

The Balboa co ali tion was coasting  toward semidormancy by early 2008 when 
one of its orga nizational leaders proposed a new campaign to slow, if not re-
verse, the displacement of many tenants who had long resided in the area. That 
winter, some orga nizational staff and core participants from the old Balboa 
co ali tion attended a daylong workshop that kicked off this new campaign. 
In the following months, their organ izations reconvened and renamed the 
co ali tion Inquilinos del Sur de Los Angeles (ISLA), which now would exist 
largely to propel this campaign. The next year the campaign focused intensively 
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on a nearby neighborhood centered on Draper Boulevard, where advocates’ 
door- to- door surveying revealed similar displacement trends during roughly 
the same period.32

Staff employed by several tenant and community development organ-
izations apportioned part of their time for ISLA’s leadership of the campaign. 
Slowly at first, they assembled a co ali tion and pursued a multipronged effort. 
Field or ga nizer staff worked at publicizing the campaign to local storefront 
businesses, churches, and ambivalently, college students. Field organizers and 
resident leaders from the impacted neighborhoods attended, monitored, and 
gave testimony at public hearings mandated by the city planning commission 
to update urban planning protocols for the relevant neighborhoods, and assess 
new development plans.  There  were local door- knocking and public education 
efforts too. The campaign acquired a “planning mobile”— a cross between a 
trailer and boat— that passersby could board and view proposed neighbor-
hood plans inside. In its third year, the campaign became increasingly issue 
focused, especially on affordable housing and local job development, attract-
ing more orga nizational allies. The campaign hatched a half- year- long proj ect 
of grassroots planning workshops and research on Draper neighborhood resi-
dents’ needs and visions. The proj ect produced “alternative” development 
plans drawn up by urban planning students from a distant college, informed 
by data from ISLA’s research team. Contacts with property development of-
ficials at a local college, intermittent and often frustrating for many months, 
intensified, ultimately producing a CBA for affordable housing construction 
and local hiring, among other goods, in 2012.

The most frequently attending local residents at antidisplacement cam-
paign activities  were blue- collar or underemployed, low-  to moderate- 
income Latinx  people. Many, if not most, spoke Spanish comfortably or as 
a first language, and many spoke En glish. Meetings often happened with 
speakers alternating Spanish and En glish, or occasionally, in Spanish almost 
entirely. Usually staff  were on hand to translate Spanish- language pre sen ta-
tions and comments to En glish for larger meetings where a significant num-
ber of English- only speakers might be pre sent. Occasionally the reverse also 
happened. Roughly half the main staff spoke Spanish as well as En glish at 
campaign events. The orga nizational staff who did the bulk of campaign 
planning and led meetings  were college educated and ethnically and racially 
diverse; one campaign or ga nizer identified as African American, and two 
organizers identified as white— one of  those was Spanish speaking, and two 
identified as Latina or Latino; and the overall visioning of the campaign was 
initiated by two directors, one Latina and one white, from one of ISLA’s core 
organ izations.
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The Manchester Apartments Campaign of the ISLA Co ali tion

In the  middle of its long- term antidisplacement campaign, ISLA ran an inten-
sive, five- month campaign pressing for alternative building plans for the Man-
chester, a high- rent apartment complex whose development would require 
demolishing part of a hospital site. ISLA member organ izations had moni-
tored the development for over two years and  were busy with their larger an-
tidisplacement campaign when the Manchester’s threat materialized suddenly, 
and a bulldozer began making room for the new apartment complex. Hurriedly, 
ISLA or ga nized local residents, planned with allies, and attended public hear-
ings, just as construction leveled part of the hospital. Advocates and residents 
demanded that the city planning commission withhold approval  until the 
builder agreed to alter building plans, offer some affordable units, and support 
a community medical clinic. Within a few months, ISLA won a revised plan for 
the Manchester, and a CBA that provided for a quota of reduced- rent apart-
ments and a low- cost medical clinic inside the Manchester development.

The ISLA organ izations supplying most of the personnel and local resident 
participants in the Manchester campaign  were SED, the CGTC land trust, a 
community development corporation that also trained health educators for 
ISLA’s neighborhoods, and a  labor development nonprofit. The most heavi ly 
participating staff  were the same as  those orchestrating the antidisplacement 
campaign.

Action on Homelessness
Conditions: Homelessness in Los Angeles

During the first year of my study, the city of Los Angeles estimated the number 
of homeless  people at around seventy- four thousand. While the amount 
dropped to the high forty thousands by the end of my study, the city retained 
its title as “homeless capital of the United States.” Commuters driving past 
small “pocket parks” or through freeway underpasses could glimpse  people 
braving the multiple assaults of un housed existence in makeshift assemblies 
of circular tents— little pop-up carnivals of survival. Pedestrians in some parts 
of town regularly encountered sun- beaten  people clothed in matted layers, 
soliciting spare change. That was especially true in commercial districts with-
out the security workers, incongruously cheery looking in their turquoise or 
purple polo shirts, that local businesses contracted with to roust “panhan-
dlers.” On metro lines in the central city, solicitors  were a familiar presence— 
like the  woman who ambled down the aisle soliciting in a piercing soprano 
voice, jiggling coins in a white Styrofoam cup within millimeters of noses and 
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eyeglasses. Homelessness was figuratively as well as literally in the face of many 
Angelenos. Some of the same contexts that made housing unaffordable—an 
urban “growth machine” set on high speed with the accompanying racialized 
gentrification and loss of higher- paying manufacturing jobs— contributed to 
increased homelessness at the start of this study and a disproportionately Af-
rican American homeless population in the center city. I examined several 
differently styled orga nizational responses to homelessness.

Organ izations and Proj ects Addressing Homelessness

I did not study long campaigns of homeless advocacy. As an issue that was 
potentially separate from housing, homelessness served mainly as a point of 
comparison. The study included homelessness- focused groups to try out ideas 
about how discursive fields work. Instead of co ali tion campaigns, I chose a 
range of field sites where I might hear actors treating homelessness or home-
less  people as a prob lem,  whether alongside or apart from the prob lem of unaf-
fordable housing. I aimed to tap diff er ent approaches to homelessness, from 
in- your- face protest to charitable volunteering, to professional ser vice deliv-
ery. Two of  these sites  were organ izations that also participated in campaigns 
orchestrated by HJ or ISLA co ali tions, so their engagement across “housing” 
and “homelessness” offered valuable comparative  angles. Other sites concen-
trated exclusively on serving homeless  people, or educating or advocating on 
their behalf.

Co ali tions as Sites for Observing Campaigns
Apart from the relatively brief look at collective efforts on homelessness, the 
study’s princi ple subject  matter is campaigns, not co ali tions. The orga nizational 
realities of the co ali tions themselves— their membership, structure, and 
history— are impor tant mainly to the extent they come out in the action I 
followed. Impor tant details on the co ali tions  were sketched above. Most of 
the co ali tion participants came from already- existing organ izations devoted 
to housing, homelessness, urban development, and related issues. I chose 
scenes from  those organ izations, or  else leading representatives of  those 
organ izations acting in other scenes, for ethnographic focus. That helped build 
my arguments and test out alternative accounts.

 Table 2.1 summarizes the campaigns. The  table also names organ izations 
participating in  those campaigns that I chose for participant observation. 
 Table 2.2 offers brief descriptive sketches of  these co ali tion organ izations and 
 others that addressed homelessness specifically and  were not involved in co-
ali tion campaigns.  These thumbnail treatments are offered in the spirit of 
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 table 2.2 Sketches of Housing and Homelessness Organ izations Represented in the Study

Organ ization Description Sites/people observed

Housing Justice 
Staff Organ ization 
(HJ staff)

Staff group of six  people who 
coordinated the HJ co ali tion. 
Included a field or ga nizer, intern, 
co ali tion director, and publicist.

Five office work shifts
Two field organizers at monthly HJ 

co ali tion meetings and rallies; two 
staff at a LAPO rally and at three 
CE meetings

Western Housing 
Association 
(WHA)

Regional association of several dozen 
nonprofit housing developers, 
advocates, government agencies, 
and banks. Sponsored HJ co ali tion. 
Held conferences and workshops, 
and lobbied for affordable housing.

Two daylong WHA conferences
One staff member at monthly HJ 

co ali tion meetings and at office 
work shifts

Stop Homelessness 
and Poverty- LA 
(SHAPLA)

Small grassroots advocacy organ-
ization that monitored policy 
making on homelessness. 
Sponsored grassroots organ izing 
committee. Representative attended 
some HJ co ali tion meetings.

Three meetings of grassroots 
organ izing committee

One “tent city” protest at city hall
One staff person at HomeWalk event

Los Angeles 
 People’s Orga-
nization (LAPO)

Downtown grassroots organ ization 
that advocated with low- income 
tenants and homeless  people for 
housing and civil rights as well as 
protection from evictions. 
Sponsored housing committee, 
which or ga nized protests of 
landlords and testified at city hall 
hearings on tenant issues. 
Sponsored monthly general 
meetings for area residents. 
Dropped out of HJ co ali tion.

Nineteen housing committee 
meetings

Four general meetings
Four protest march/rallies
Three hearings at city hall
Director at one HJ co ali tion meeting
Staff and members at HJ rally
Staff and members at HRN workshop, 

and at speak- out with city official
Staff and members at four city hall 

hearings

Caring Embrace of 
the Homeless and 
Poor (CE)

Small grassroots alliance of religious 
congregational leaders and 
advocates concerned with 
homelessness in South Los Angeles 
neighborhoods. Sponsored the 
Nails Proj ect public education 
campaign on homelessness for LA 
congregations. Peripherally 
involved in HJ co ali tion.

Twenty monthly meetings and three 
per for mances

Two convocations on homelessness 
with religious congregations

Director at ISLA general and strategy 
meetings

Director at one HJ co ali tion meeting

Continued on next page
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 table 2.2 (continued)

Organ ization Description Sites/people observed

Housing Solutions 
for Los Angeles 
(HSLA)

Nonprofit organ ization of six staff and 
interns that developed affordable 
housing proj ects in Los Angeles. 
Belonged to HJ co ali tion but did 
not send representatives to 
meetings during this study.

Office work shifts (average of three 
hours a week) for four months— 
main office and satellite office

Community liaison at two local 
resident meetings, five 
neighborhood booster association 
meetings, and ISLA co ali tion’s 
kickoff meeting

Southside for 
Equitable 
Development 
(SED)

Grassroots organ ization advocating 
affordable housing and health care 
access for low- income tenants in 
South Los Angeles. Maintained 
leading role in ISLA co ali tion’s 
antidisplacement and Manchester 
campaigns.

Directors, organ izing staff, and 
members at ISLA general and 
strategy meetings and four public 
workshops on redevelopment, over 
four years

Three participatory urban planning 
workshops

Directors, organ izing staff and 
members at four city hall hearings

Staff person and members at HRN 
workshop and at speak- out with 
city official

Common Ground/
Tierra Común 
(CGTC)

Grassroots organ ization whose 
members owned land in common 
in South Los Angeles. Provided 
staff prominent in ISLA’s 
Manchester and antidisplacement 
campaigns. Led implementation of 
community benefits agreement 
with Manchester developer.

Twelve general member meetings and 
neighborhood cele brations

Director, staff and members at many 
ISLA general and strategy meetings 
over four years

Director and staff at Manchester CBA 
implementation committee 
meetings

The Way Home 
(TWH)— 
Outreach

Volunteer ride- along program with 
TWH outreach workers who invite 
homeless  people to shelter and 
personal rehabilitation program. 

Ten ride- alongs (four hours each)
Two tours of a TWH shelter
One volunteer training

The Way Home 
(TWH)— Faith 
Brings Us Home

Short- lived network designed to 
involve religious congregations in 
collaborative, ser vice, advocacy, or 
home- building efforts for homeless 
 people.

Two luncheon workshops
Staff member at a HomeWalk event

HomeWalk Annual five- kilometer fund rais ing 
walk with speaker program, 
or ga nized by United Way charity 
organ ization to raise funds and 
increase awareness of housing 
solutions to homelessness.

Two HomeWalk fund rais ing walks
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orienting you to the collective actors and issues treated in the study, not to 
provide exhaustive descriptions, which would not be relevant for the kinds of 
arguments this book  will make.

How I Studied the Action
Participant Observation

If we want to follow the action, participant observation is the royal route. Start-
ing in November 2007 and continuing through August 2012, I attended, ob-
served, and sometimes participated in a variety of sites related to the MIHO, 
antidisplacement, and Manchester campaigns, and homeless ser vice and ad-
vocacy organ izations. During periods of funded, partial release from teach-
ing obligations and over the summer, I attended as many as four sites a 
week.33 During normal teaching semesters, I attended roughly one site  every 
week or two.34

I spent roughly two years with the HJ co ali tion’s MIHO campaign sites. 
This included the monthly campaign coordinating committee meetings for 
ten months, several rallies and public education or “town hall” events, several 
workshops for tenants, and four two-  to three- hour stints of office work in the 
HJ staff office. I observed two annual conferences put on by the professional 
association WHA, and three city hall hearings on a MIHO.

I spent four years with ISLA’s antidisplacement campaign and Manchester 
campaign sites.  These included general monthly meetings over several years’ 
time, semimonthly strategy sessions, and a half- dozen rallies and marches— 
usually downtown. During this time I also observed two town hall events 
dedicated to redevelopment plans in ISLA neighborhoods, and observed and 
assisted with note taking at three morning- long pre sen ta tion and focus group 
breakout events that ISLA staff orchestrated to elicit local residents’ opinions 
about the redevelopment of Draper Boulevard. A research team met semi-
weekly to analyze focus group and survey data produced from  these events, and 
I participated in three of  those meetings as well as two long sessions during 
which student urban planners presented their findings and plans for the neigh-
borhood. I also observed three city hall hearings related to the Manchester 
campaign, and three Balboa neighborhood visioning and citizen planning 
meetings orchestrated by the Community Redevelopment Agency (CRA), a 
state- sponsored body which apportioned developer fees to urban redevelop-
ment proj ects all over California.

Over three months I watched as HRN started generating a housing preser-
vation campaign, beginning with a daylong retreat, then a rally on city hall’s 
steps, and a raucous three- hour “town hall” meeting at which participants told 
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a city council member about smelly, unsafe, roach- infested apartments that 
rented for far too much money. In all I followed HJ, ISLA, and HRN advocates 
to over a dozen meetings and hearings at city hall, at which city council, city 
planning commission, or council committees dedicated to housing or land use 
heard testimonies from advocates and local residents, and made decisions 
about affordable housing legislation, the Manchester apartments development 
plan, and proposed rent control ordinances.

As members of multiple co ali tions, LAPO and Caring Embrace (CE) each 
played especially pivotal roles. Over two years’ time, I attended monthly meet-
ings of CE and two of its breakfast summits. I attended five LAPO general 
meetings, two fund rais ing galas, and roughly eleven months of LAPO monthly 
housing committee meetings and phone canvasing sessions. I accompanied 
LAPO advocates and residents to three city hall meetings, one protest march 
to a city council member’s  house (he was not home), and several other down-
town protest march/rally events— one attended by a huge, green, papier- 
mâché dragon I  will never forget.

Sites of ser vice and advocacy for homeless  people played impor tant com-
parative roles, mainly for chapter 8. A research assistant and I logged a total of 
fourteen field visits with proj ects run by The Way Home (TWH), a large non-
profit organ ization serving homeless Angelenos, between winter 2007 and 
spring 2009. Ten of  these visits  were to accompany TWH staff  doing outreach 
work shifts, traveling in TWH’s  little white trucks in search of homeless  people 
to invite back to shelters. I also participated in one informal and one formal 
tour of TWH’s signature shelter fa cil i ty, and had two conversational meetings 
with the volunteer coordinator and one with the executive director. TWH’s 
short- lived Faith Brings Us Home proj ect for religious congregations had two 
quarterly lunch pre sen ta tions and one training for volunteers participating in 
Los Angeles’ annual homeless census; I observed and participated alongside 
all  these, and a research assistant participated in a census of homeless  people. 
I participated in and observed two annual HomeWalk five- kilometer walk-
athons. I caught three meetings of the grassroots organ izing committee of Stop 
Homelessness and Poverty– LA (SHAPLA), and visited a tent city protest 
orchestrated by SHAPLA, set up on the lawn outside city hall, before the 
organ ization dissipated.

Fi nally, to understand how civic action played into affordable housing de-
velopment, I spent on average three hours a week for four months with non-
profit housing developer Housing Solutions for Los Angeles (HSLA). I 
worked as a pro bono grant writer, office tasker, and office assistant at the real 
estate management com pany that contracted with HSLA to administer leases 
for tenants in one of its new apartment complexes. I was surprised and de-
lighted that HSLA staff  were not only willing but happy to introduce me to 
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the grant writing that funded their enterprise. They welcomed me also to the 
community- relations- building work they— especially the community 
liaison— did to maintain a high public reputation as well as assist tenants with 
food and educational needs beyond housing.

With each new site, I first introduced my goals as a mostly observing, 
sometimes volunteering participant to staff connected with the campaigns, 
then to a large initial meeting of each co ali tion.35 I introduced myself sub-
sequently to unfamiliar participants. Following well- established practice, 
field notes began with jottings in all settings researched and  were  later ex-
panded to complete notes.36

One of the central goals of participant observation research was to figure 
out how actors  were styling their action. I needed to see, too, how actors made 
claims about housing and other prob lems they saw as adjacent. And ultimately 
I would want to try out the idea that style  shaped the way advocates articulated 
claims about prob lems. That is why the scenes of action that get the most at-
tention in the study  were coordinating committee and other meetings that 
determined strategies, rallies and protest marches, “town hall” assemblies of 
Angelenos and their municipal leaders, and city council hearings.  These  were 
scenes in which advocates de cided how to word claims and build relationships, 
and where they sustained the ordinary working relationships that keep aloft a 
shared imagination of “the organ ization.” To identify scene style and switches 
in style between scenes, I coded and compared field notes over time and be-
tween diff er ent scenes of observation.37 I established the existence of a rela-
tively stable, dominant scene style in scenes of each of the campaigns and 
other organ izations from observations of interactions that tran spired prior to 
interactions that I mined for evidence of a style’s influence on claims making, 
recruiting, or co ali tion building. The point  here was to avoid the circular rea-
soning that would result from using the same ethnographic evidence to estab-
lish the existence of a style and also portray its influence on subsequent 
interaction.38

Archival Research

Empirical arguments about claims making and styles of relationship can be 
held to diff er ent standards of exhaustiveness. The analyst of style needs to be 
content with relatively consistent, in- person observation over time,  unless the 
analyst videotapes meetings—an option that social convention along with 
some advocates’ wariness of trickery made nearly unthinkable.39 Given the 
definition of style, the observer can be fairly sure that the style of a routine 
scene  will not frequently change much, though civic actors do occasionally 
switch styles and hive off new scenes, as we  will see.40
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Opportunities for studying claims making are diff er ent. Actors along with 
their devices and hosting institutions rec ord claims, in  legal depositions, flyers, 
Power Point pre sen ta tions, and videotaped meetings at city hall. An actor’s 
claims often did not change much from one public hearing or staff meeting to 
the next. Still, it was pos si ble to track claims more exhaustively than through 
participant observation  either alone or with occasional assistance. So while I 
kept track of claims about housing, homelessness, health, the environment, 
and related issues in field notes, I also summoned the most exhaustive, and 
sometimes the only available, archival evidence on two central and contrasting 
campaigns in this study: HJ co ali tion’s 2½- year campaign for citywide afford-
able housing mandates, and ISLA’s briefer campaign to alter development 
plans for the massive, Manchester apartment complex.

ISLA and HJ staff as well as the city of Los Angeles supplied archival data 
sources. Both ISLA’s and HJ’s managing organ izations (SED for ISLA, and HJ 
staff for HJ) provided access to files containing fact sheets, talking points, 
meeting summaries, and letters to officials, sometimes including diff er ent 
drafts of each. This produced 327 documents for ISLA and 156 documents for 
HJ.  These documents may not represent the affordable housing and Manches-
ter campaigns exhaustively, but staff confirmed that no other comprehensive 
source existed for reconstructing the campaigns. The LA city clerk’s office 
offered access to the video or audio recordings for meetings held at city hall 
involving each campaign. For the Manchester campaign,  there  were three 
meetings with the city planning commission. Separate from the commission-
ers, sixty- nine civic actors, including ISLA advocates and the opposing side, 
spoke publicly at  these meetings— some multiple times. For the HJ campaign, 
a city council subcommittee discussed an affordable housing ordinance during 
two meetings. At  those meetings, fifty- five civic actors spoke publicly, includ-
ing HJ advocates along with opposing actors representing commercial and 
building trades outfits.  These audio and video recordings of city hall proceed-
ings, along with ISLA and HJ files on their respective campaigns, constituted 
the body of archival data for analy sis.
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3
Solving Prob lems by Fighting 

for an Interest

 Isn’t This Just Good Strategy?
It was late September 2008. Two Wall Street financial  giants had just declared 
bankruptcy. Many  people in the United States  were defaulting on their mort-
gages as the  Great Recession deepened. In Los Angeles, housing advocates 
decried a housing crisis that they said had been worsening for years already. 
The HJ co ali tion’s campaign for a citywide affordable housing ordinance was 
picking up steam, and advocates at the monthly coordinating committee meet-
ing agreed that the previous week’s housing summit had been a success. The 
summit dramatized support, especially by  labor groups, for a MIHO, and the 
mayor had spoken, seeming to endorse the citywide ordinance.1 The summit’s 
first speaker, from a community organ izing outfit, summed up the story line:

“It’s all over the news,  we’re in an economic disaster in our country, but on 
top of that in the city of Los Angeles we have a housing crisis that we need 
to get out of. So  today, as  we’ve seen,  we’re  here to learn about how the 
housing crisis is affecting all of us and what we must do together to make 
the changes needed. We need a housing market that  will work for all of us, 
for all economic levels.  Today we are representing Los Angeles with over 
100  people from the community . . .  community groups,  labor  unions, rent-
ers, faith groups, housing developers, city officials. We are  here together as 
Housing Justice.”

The next speaker, a financial man ag er, told us her clients had been calling 
all week to ask if they should take their money out of Merrill Lynch and find 
new home insurance brokers. She mused that even someone like her, with a 
middle- class job servicing the investments of actors, producers, and directors, 
could barely afford to live in the city. Paid twice a month, she turned her first 
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check straight over to her landlord for her one- bedroom apartment, where she 
and her  daughter slept on a single queen- size bed.

 Going on rec ord in support of HJ’s initiative would serve the mayor’s own 
ends as well as the co ali tion’s. He could use the summit per for mance to por-
tray himself as an ally of tenants in a city where most residents  were tenants. 
And that was just fine with co ali tion leaders, as long as all could agree in public 
on the value of a MIHO. “Let us help you help us” is how one of the commu-
nity organizers on the coordinating committee described the relation.

A community of interest formed the dominant scene style at the co ali tion’s 
coordinating committee meetings and public rallies. Participants collaborated 
around a  limited, shared interest in affordable housing: a proposed MIHO 
requiring the city to protect existing, low- cost rentals from being converted to 
condominiums or office spaces; mandate some below- market- rate apartments 
in large, residential developments; and create an enduring trust fund to sup-
port affordable housing construction. My notes on how advocates talked 
about the summit’s positive points at the next coordinating committee meet-
ing give us a good sense of how  people string together meaning and action in 
a community of interest:

León, a new representative from a Latinx tenant’s group, started a go- 
around of comments. “Good turnout.”

Robert, a former housing agency director and the group’s strategy sage, 
joined in: “It got good media—go on the web! Councilman Yates was not 
 great but OK, the mayor was  great. The room looked good, crowded. . . .  I 
went to a fundraiser for the mayor and he made a big deal out of it.”

Octavia, a housing policy specialist, said that “the stories  were  really 
good— the guy who works for the city [of Los Angeles] but lives in Long 
Beach— that  really drove it home.”

Community or ga nizer Keith added that it was good for the co ali tion to 
have the president of the local  labor federation  there— “just to coalesce. . . .  
It was good for the coalition— good for press, but also to coalesce.”

Robert reminded every one that “it was all about the mayor” and that “he 
was setting us up for a compromise.”

None of the commentary was about how the well- covered event might some-
how empower the maids, janitors, and cooks in the audience. No one said it 
was an opportunity for working  people to give voice to their difficult circum-
stances while power ful  people in the room  were forced to listen. One of the 
primary goods, for HJ advocates, was that it created an image that would get 
a lot of press play. It projected that the interest in a MIHO was a general 
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interest, a broad- based one, that evidently was circulating to a satisfyingly di-
verse audience.

At this debriefing session, members put into words the implicit expecta-
tions participants share when they are collaborating as a community of inter-
est. As for their relation to the larger world, they  were, first of all, competing 
and fighting for something. They expected re sis tance and tough compromises, 
and so needed stories that could “drive it home” and allies to help them push 
back. They hoped a relatively broad diversity of  people would identify publicly 
with their cause; even a man who lived outside sprawling Los Angeles, in Long 
Beach, could speak on behalf of HJ, as Octavia observed. And a  simple, short 
story of a miserable commute could be quite enough to make the audience 
comprehend HJ’s interest in more affordable housing; communities of interest 
do not make appeals to systematic, ideological visions of social change even if 
some participants affirm  those in other scenes. Their cause is not just for a 
distinctive geographic or cultural niche defined against other niches, so it is 
impor tant to proj ect popularity. A crowded room  matters.

And participants expected to depend on each other in par tic u lar ways too. 
They did not expect to identify at the start with the same issues or bounded 
locale. They stretched their interdependence across geographic, social, and 
cultural distances. Keith’s remark about “coalescing” makes sense in this light. 
Coming as they did from separate organ izations with their own interests to 
pursue beyond this par tic u lar fight, co ali tion partners sometimes just needed 
to be together— though togetherness  here happened for perhaps ninety min-
utes at the most.

A lot of this sounds like what many  people would imagine about a group 
that is “being strategic” and seems unremarkable. Who would not want good 
publicity for an issue they think the public should care about? Who would not 
want a more— rather than less— general audience? Common sense aside, 
solving prob lems by creating and fighting for an interest is not just logical, not 
just  human nature. The community of interest has a distinct history in US po-
liti cal life.2 Other collective action on housing prob lems in Los Angeles was 
strategic in diff er ent ways. A contrast is useful. During the ISLA co ali tion’s 
antidisplacement campaign, as chapter 4  will show in detail, advocates focused 
on a much more distinctively self- identified “community,” not the general pub-
lic of one city, or even the general public associated with one racial or ethnic 
category, social class, or neighborhood. Being “used” by power ful, sometime 
allies was not simply an inevitable feature of social advocacy but instead a 
moral affront. ISLA advocates’ favorite event with city officials was one at 
which local residents got to “speak truth to power” and empower themselves 
in the pro cess.  There was no discernible journalist presence at that event, and 
no one said they wished other wise.
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A community of interest is not intrinsically more strategic or effective than 
other forms of collective prob lem solving. The HJ and ISLA co ali tions both 
experienced victories and disappointments. When it was time to end the field 
research, ISLA participants had won more of what they said they wanted than 
did the more conventionally strategic- sounding HJ co ali tion. The term “strat-
egy” itself is confusing, having acquired a thick lacquer of academic, some-
times politicized, and moralized uses. For now, its conventional meaning 
serves well. Before elaborating her widely known, academic meaning of the 
term, sociologist Ann Swidler (1986, 277) puts the conventional meaning suc-
cinctly: a strategy is a “plan consciously devised to attain a goal.” This is how 
advocates themselves typically use the term too. While diff er ent housing ad-
vocates in Los Angeles all wanted more affordable housing, they devised dif-
ferently timed, differently pitched plans to secure it. Followed closely, a com-
munity of interest turns out to be a par tic u lar, sometimes exhilarating, and 
sometimes frustrating way to be strategic— a way of working  toward a kind 
of goal.

This chapter shows how fighting for an interest works as a strategy of col-
lective prob lem solving. It describes what that strategy sounds and feels like, 
and the central dilemma it produces for participants. We look closely at every-
day tests: points at which participants in a community of interest are faced 
with challenges and potential alternatives to their usual style of action. The 
activists’ responses to  these tests show concretely what kinds of decisions, 
arguments, and avoidances perpetuate a community of interest.

The HJ campaign strategy, in the  simple sense of the word, changed twice 
during my fieldwork. A year into the study, co ali tion members admitted that 
many Angelenos knew  little about their campaign. One leader pointed out to 
me that even her  house mate did not know what HJ did. How could it represent 
a general interest if most locals did not know about it? So co ali tion leaders 
invested more time in an “outsider” strategy to complement the predomi-
nant “insider” strategy that looks like what po liti cal interest groups and lob-
byists do. Chapter 6  will show how co ali tion leaders began exploring a  legal 
strategy too. In larger or smaller ways, at least some HJ advocates experi-
enced  these and other developments as a test of their way of  doing  things. 
Each of  these episodes might have driven HJ participants to re adjust how 
they work together. They could have made themselves a diff er ent kind of 
organ ization.3

But they did not. HJ co ali tion actors’ predominant style remained consis-
tent, even as their par tic u lar strategies changed or oscillated between one side 
of this style’s distinctive dilemma and the other. That is why it makes sense to 
talk about style as a cultural real ity in itself that participants quite often sustain 
even  under pressure. HJ’s outsider strategy was a community of interest’s 
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outsider strategy, and that failed to please dissenters, for whom acting like an 
“outsider” should look and sound diff er ent. Style mattered practically for how 
the HJ co ali tion responded to external shocks and opportunities and how it 
reached out to potential supporters.

Following the Style
A community of interest defines itself in terms of prob lems in the social and 
po liti cal or natu ral world that participants make into objects of concerted 
action. Participants call themselves “housing activists,” “ human rights activ-
ists,” or “supporters” of a par tic u lar po liti cal candidate. Etymologically, “inter-
est” denotes a shared  thing that exists between  people or groups that may 
other wise differ. By contrast, a community of identity defines itself as a col-
lective that shares social and cultural similarities, and  faces prob lems that 
threaten the collectivity’s well- being. Participants make themselves, for ex-
ample, into activists on behalf of the low- income “community” of color of 
South Central Los Angeles or  people who identify strongly with a suburban 
neighborhood in the San Fernando Valley, not “housing activists” or “trans-
portation activists.”

To be clear, both styles are methods of solving prob lems. Both depend on 
participants’ willingness to talk and feel with abstractions, such as “housing” 
or “the community.” One is not more abstract than the other in any objective 
sense. But to a lot of US readers, a community of interest  will sound more 
abstract and less personal— people who identify with “an issue out  there”—
while a community of identity sounds more au then tic and personally connected, 
and that is how some participants in this study articulated it. Communities of 
interest imagine an arena full of other groups or individuals with interests in a 
variety of prob lems, and more or less power to realize their interests. Communi-
ties of identity imagine an arena full of other groups or individuals who inhabit 
and affirm identities (designated by neighborhood, ethnicity, race, religion, or 
a combination of  these, for instance), with more or less power to ally with or 
subjugate  those groups.

Style is a par tic u lar dimension of collective action, not a catchall term for 
every thing that collective actors do together. Advocacy groups gravitate 
 toward some collective identities as opposed to  others, or may care relatively 
 little about identifying collectively at all. They may tell their stories with some 
narrative devices versus  others and articulate claims with some “frames” rather 
than  others. Style inflects and sets par ameters on the collective identities, nar-
ratives, or frames on which US social movement research quite often focuses; 
 these are not simply “part of ” or strictly determined by a style. Scene style is not 
a substitute term for  these other concepts; it has its own analytic work to do.4
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The HJ co ali tion scenes of greatest interest  were  those in which leading 
members haggled over which rhetorical appeals would work best for a MIHO, 
and how best to strengthen and expand the relations of the co ali tion. That is 
why observations from HJ’s coordinating committee meetings and or ga nized, 
public assemblies figure large in the study. Other scenes of coalition- related 
activity, like the HJ staff office,  were impor tant for the co ali tion of course, and 
are relevant for my par tic u lar questions in a more  limited way.

Scene style— how participants coordinate themselves in a scene— can be 
a vague- sounding quality. To review from chapter 1, when participants coor-
dinate themselves as a community of interest, they act in relation to a distinc-
tive map, or sense of “who we are in relation to a wider world.” And they sus-
tain distinctive bonds, or ongoing expectations about “what obligates us to 
each other.” This chapter looks more closely at  these two dimensions playing 
out in HJ’s MIHO campaign. It concludes by exploring the forms of talk and 
emotional expression tagged with the concept of “speech norms,” a third di-
mension of style.5

A Map for a Quest

In the simplest terms, a community of interest solves prob lems by generalizing 
the base of support for the interest. It aims to win over gatekeepers and some 
ambivalent actors, while competing and conflicting with more adversarial ac-
tors.6 It would be hard to deduce this mode of relating to the wider world of 
housing actors and issues if we go only by statements on paper. An internal 
co ali tion memo summarized the “Housing Justice agenda” as winning more 
affordable and mixed- income housing, and described the “opposition agenda” 
as “profits and control,  free market/nonintervention [and] NIMBYism/anti- 
growth/classist/racist.” While no doubt a sincere statement of participants’ 
social perspective, documents like this make for an incomplete and misleading 
guide to action. The document by itself would be no help whatsoever in dis-
tinguishing loyal participants in the HJ co ali tion from  those who broke away 
bitterly. HJ participants did not publicly score commercial real estate develop-
ment for socially heedless profiteering, but we would not guess that from the 
memo  either.

That is why discerning actors’ implicit map in everyday interaction is worth 
the time. We look and listen for how participants perceive and categorize ac-
tors in their world of action— as they are acting, not in summary statements 
 after the fact. “Map” and “bonds” are interpretative concepts that help us grasp 
meanings in everyday action.  Those are the meanings we follow in this chapter, 
and sometimes they challenge both common sense and scholarly theories of 
collective action.
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overview: concentric circles,  conflict,  and 
competition in a zone of aspiration

To use a pictorial meta phor, a community of interest aims to expand across 
widening concentric circles of mostly dotted lines. Dotted, rather than sharp 
or firm lines, represent the potential to ally at least temporarily with supporters 
or endorsers of the interest (rings close to the center), win over or neutralize 
other actors and especially gatekeepers such as po liti cal officials (somewhat 
more distant,  middle rings), and hold off the hard opposition (distant rings, 
separated with firmer lines). The  middle rings are the “zone of aspiration” 
where actors in a community of interest focus a lot of energy; imagine them 
highlighted to represent that effort.

The distant rings  were the terrain of developers. When HJ representatives 
said “developers,” they usually meant large property entrepreneurs who de-
velop massive complexes of apartments that rent at market rate. They meant 
for- profit developers. Nonprofit organ izations that apply for grants to build 
housing to rent at below the market rates— the affordable housing 
developers— were members of HJ. I never heard nonprofit developers called 
simply “developers,” and never heard them pitched as adversaries, although 
some participants in the HJ co ali tion viewed the nonprofit developers skepti-
cally or with indifference. “Developers,” on the other hand,  were the threat— 
though HJ leaders recognized that a few for- profit developers supported af-
fordable housing construction, as we  will see.

During 2008 and a year into HJ’s campaign, coordinating committee mem-
bers started worrying that their main champion in the mayor’s office was not 
pushing hard enough for the MIHO. Members considered other ave nues, and 
first among them in the conversation was a new initiative against “developers.” 
Quentin (a community or ga nizer) suggested the co ali tion could “bring out 
the hy poc risy” of developers who have said they  can’t afford the MIHO yet 
have done it in other cities. Another strategy was to “put some developers on 
the defensive” instead of targeting council members who  were in fact working 
to pass the MIHO. A new community or ga nizer in the room seconded the idea 
to embarrass developers. Other members piled on. Imagining a media cam-
paign, one said, “You say you  can’t afford this, but you do it in other cities!” 
Another added, “Tie it to the foreclosure crisis.” Another remarked that it was 
better to “tie it to developers who got big beautiful developments no one can 
buy!” Committee members went on envisioning a media- worthy protest ac-
tion at some strategically chosen developer’s new construction site.

“Developers” represented a broad category of property  owners, man ag ers, 
and their spokespersons. Members rarely named par tic u lar developers, even 
the one who became a landmark of entitlement by suing a council district over 
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its affordable housing policy and winning. Committee members repeatedly 
associated “developer” with Dora Tisch, not actually a real estate developer, 
but longtime president of a downtown neighborhood association as well as 
tireless advocate for high- end residential developments and their affluent resi-
dents. Léon, the new Latinx tenant organ ization representative, asked who she 
was. “She’s the bad guy,” deadpanned another activist. “The wicked witch,” 
 others said, half serious. HJ participants mapped their opposition in terms of 
perceived interests, not occupation or residence.

Though “developers” usually earned HJ participants’ scorn, even for- profit 
developers could be allies— just across a dotted line on the map. At least one 
nonprofit housing developer had moved into for- profit real estate develop-
ment and continued to develop affordable housing too. HJ craftily placed him 
on the speakers’ lineup for the co ali tion’s big kickoff rally in order to demon-
strate that even a market rate developer was saying affordable housing is a good 
idea. The point is that in a community of interest, only a few actors are categori-
cally rejected as potential supporters. Experience may ratify, though, that some 
categories of actor are  little worth trying to make into allies. The dotted lines 
become more solid for the outermost rings of the map.

A leap beyond the “we” of MIHO campaign leaders and endorsers lands us 
in the highlighted zone of aspiration. City council  people figured large  here. 
The co ali tion needed nine city council votes to pass the MIHO. Throughout 
the campaign, meeting participants heard detailed reports, month  after month, 
on the state of play with city council members. Some supported the proposal 
more unambiguously than  others; several, co ali tion leaders assumed,  either 
opposed the proposed ordinance or  were likely enough to do so that compet-
ing for their  favor was not worth the work. HJ co ali tion leaders would try to 
push  those few most firmly in the supportive camp  toward an even stronger 
position. Co ali tion leader Mary told coordinating committee members that 
the office staff person for one such city council member said of her boss, “He 
[just] wants something passed,” to which policy virtuoso Robert responded, 
“Talk to the council member. He’s more progressive than his staff.” Power ful city 
council member Hernandez was more ambiguous on the MIHO, and became 
the subject of far more second- guessing and hand- wringing at committee 
meetings. His assistant told an HJ leader that the proposed ordinance would 
force developers to sacrifice too much and put too much time into accom-
modating a complicated system of quotas of affordable apartments for diff er-
ent income levels. Committee members would not take the assistant’s skepti-
cism for an answer.

Robert: “That’s bullshit.”

Community or ga niz er: “Get a memo from a developer . . .  saying ‘this can 
work!’ ”
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Terry: “Do any of the council members want to push what WE want and 
lobby the ranks?”

Mary: “That’s the challenge.”

Mary’s comment summarizes the larger gambit for HJ in the competition 
zone. Co ali tion leaders pitched much of their effort  toward convincing the 
actors they mapped as most able to secure their interest in the MIHO. They 
concentrated heavi ly on the most impor tant gatekeepers: city council mem-
bers. Terry, as we  will see shortly, viewed the action on a diff er ent map.

Hernandez remained a magnet for frustration and intrigue throughout 
months of coordinating committee meetings. For example, Mary reported at 
one meeting that he would not meet with HJ leaders again before a major city 
council hearing. Field notes recorded the dismay:

For the next fifteen minutes they agonized aloud, sort of like jilted lovers: 
What does it mean that Hernandez  won’t meet with them  until Nov. 19? 
Does it mean  he’ll vote against a MIHO? Where is the relationship at 
now??  After all that relating, for months.

It was kind of like a ju nior faculty member trying to divine se nior members’ 
votes on a tenure case.

Mary said that Hernandez “cares about— neighborhood council  people, 
housing advocates, developers. . . .  That’s what makes this so hard for him.” 
He wants to care about every body.

Carol: “The coordinating committee is disappointed. Is that where the re-
lationship is at?” Hernandez’s staff person said her boss had talked to HJ a 
lot in the past— the implication being that he’s already shown he cares. No 
one said this was comforting.

HJ’s relationship with city council members such as Hernandez follows the 
traditional story line of relations between civic and governmental sectors. 
Grassroots advocates or ga nize and then petition governing officials. Officials 
for their part follow the much less flexible script of their institutional sector; 
that is what makes them governing versus civic actors. They must at least ap-
pear to listen impartially to a variety of voices from the electorate without 
committing themselves permanently or exclusively to any one interest.

dotted line bet ween civic and state too

When we follow the action instead of assigning all the actors to a sector, we 
realize that this traditional understanding of civic and governmental “sectors” 
sometimes fails to capture what we are seeing.7 HJ’s concentric circles of 
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relative competition and allyhood did not closely map onto a distinction be-
tween civic and state sectors. It turns out that governmental officials can partici-
pate, at least to some extent, in the civic action of a community of interest— a 
real ity that initially perplexed the sociologist far more than the HJ staff  people 
I asked about it; they seemed to take it for granted.

HJ leaders included a city housing agency director, Joyce Jackson, inside 
their circle of close partners. For several months, coordinating committee 
members had informal conversations with Jackson about policy figures. How 
high a percentage of new apartments per development should a MIHO man-
date for below- market rents? How many of  these apartments should develop-
ers set aside for diff er ent income brackets of tenant? How low should the in-
come brackets go? At one local forum on housing policy, held  toward the start 
of the MIHO campaign, Jackson narrated a slideshow that used exactly the 
same statistical comparison HJ leaders used, pointing out that during a recent 
year, developers had built less than 1  percent of the homes needed for residents 
in the $48,000– $78,000 income range. Jackson said, “We tried before . . .  in an 
 earlier campaign, and got so close to a city council vote.” Strikingly, Jackson 
said “we,” mapping herself onto an  earlier HJ campaign. Working for an ad-
ministration moderately and inconsistently on rec ord in support of the general 
idea of a MIHO, Jackson suggested figures and brackets that did not always 
match HJ leaders’ aspirations. At committee meetings, leaders occasionally 
said or implied that Jackson would not mind if HJ promoted even bigger quo-
tas of affordable housing than she could push for herself. Heard from the HJ 
participants’ point of view, it sounded like a dance of expectations with a part-
ner who prob ably had  others on her dance card too— a tricky game of po liti cal 
competition, all the more  because Jackson wanted at least some of what HJ 
leaders said they wanted.

expanding circles

Communities of interest want to attract nearly anyone to support or at least 
tolerate the shared interest. What they see on their map is a diversity of other 
interest groups, be they developers, ethnic populations, diverse occupational 
categories such as “laborer” or “commuter,” or religious constituencies. On 
this map,  these groups have an interest that defines their togetherness, and 
varying degrees of ability to realize their interest against  others’ interests, but 
even some groups perceived as cultivating conflicting interests may be worth 
trying to convince. A community of interest proj ects onto its shared map an 
in defi nitely expanding constituency that can share the interest that commu-
nity is fighting for even if constituents’ other interests differ. In this way, a 
community of interest has universalistic aspirations, even if its universe is one 
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city, as in the case of HJ, or one neighborhood or social category. Communi-
ties of interest want relatively diverse supporters within the region or category, 
but they  don’t expect supporters to identify closely or deeply with the com-
munity. Communities of identity, in contrast, expect participants to share a 
categorical, social identity or a tight synthesis of identities. Would-be partici-
pants from outside that kind of community do extra verbal work signaling 
their crossover to solidarity with the community.

The HJ co ali tion’s efforts to solicit support letters are a good illustration of 
how a community of interest gathers supporters to proj ect the breadth of an 
expanding constituency. From its beginning, HJ envisioned itself as a co ali tion 
of diverse social and occupational categories— particularly  labor, tenant, and 
religious groups— which converged on an interest in affordable housing. HJ 
staff or committee members wrote template letters that could be revised, then 
signed, by leaders whose endorsements could proj ect the broad appeal of this 
interest in a socially and culturally diverse city. During my fieldwork, campaign 
coordinators strategically timed the release of  these letters to coincide with 
the city council’s schedule of deliberations on housing policy. One letter rep-
resented “African American civic and religious leaders in Los Angeles,” signed 
by  people who included with the signatures their positions as directors of 
social ser vice or community advocacy organ izations— not necessarily ones 
specifically African American oriented, or members of  labor  union locals or 
pastors of churches. Another letter spoke on behalf of “civic, business,  labor 
and religious leaders within the Latino community.” Signatories identified 
themselves along similar lines as the African American leaders: they  were La-
tino but not necessarily leaders of Latino- specific groups. Another letter’s 
endorsers spoke “as concerned members of the Los Angeles community and 
as Jews.” The signatories all  were rabbis in the region. Each letter explained 
why African Americans, Latinos, or Jews could have par tic u lar reasons for 
sharing the general interest in affordable housing, not a specific interest in 
housing for their racial or ethnic category. This strategy proj ects generality. 
Taken together, the letters would proj ect support for the MIHO spread across 
a substantial swatch of the LA electorate. The fact that  these three categories 
of signatories— civic leaders who happen to be African American, Latinx, or 
a rabbi— are not parallel representatives of group identities only strengthens 
my argument that what mattered about the groupings is that they signified a 
broad general interest, not a specifically located one.

Universality was an aspiration, not a finished accomplishment. For HJ, LA 
neighborhood councils occupied the outer reaches of the zone of competition, 
and some even occupied the rings of adversaries. The prospect of their support 
for HJ was enticing and frustrating at the same time. In the early 2000s, when 
LA voters approved a system of neighborhood councils,  these  were supposed 
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to have been a means to engage residents more in municipal governance and 
make city hall more responsive to them. Neighborhood councils got an official 
voice in annual city bud get planning and advance notice of impor tant city 
council decisions. Though bearing only a consultative, not directive, influence 
in city governance, the councils had become a regular forum for council can-
didates and proponents of new policies to seek support, or legitimacy. In an in-
famously disorienting sprawl of a metropolis, with a messy, multilayered conge-
ries of governing agencies and committees to match, the councils could seem 
like stable wellsprings of public opinion, no  matter how much or  little they 
actually represented neighborhood publics. The nearly one hundred local 
councils shared no single po liti cal valence, style, or reputation; po liti cal 
points of contention at one council could shift unpredictably depending on 
who happened to have the time to join council leadership or attend meetings 
in a given year.

Conversation at one meeting near the height of the MIHO campaign in 
early 2009 illustrates the situation. Carol brought up the possibility of making 
headway with neighborhood council opinion leaders. She herself waffled on 
 whether or not it was worth the investment. Carol said that “neighborhood 
councils are negative: they  don’t like the city” and “they  don’t like the mayor 
 either. . . .  I’ve been out  there on mixed income [advocating for a MIHO] and 
treated  really bad. And  people said, ‘No one spit on you. That  wasn’t so bad!’ ” 
Still, Carol suggested the idea of getting “resolutions from neighborhood 
councils” supporting the MIHO. Terry asked what would happen if word got 
around about HJ’s initiative and other neighborhood councils start passing 
resolutions against the ordinance. That would be the risk, Carol replied, and 
reversing herself, she added flatly that “ we’ve de cided we  don’t have the re-
sources to engage at this level,” and concluded that they would have to be 
careful and strategic in how they approached neighborhood councils at all.

The next month’s meeting was spent preparing for a big hearing on afford-
able housing at city hall. Committee members carefully selected a collection 
of  union leaders, affordable housing developers, and low- income tenants to 
pitch diff er ent appeals for the MIHO to a power ful municipal committee. 
Now what kinds of “community members” should speak?

Member: “Should we get a neighborhood council man?”

Another member: “Get a [neighborhood] council member— a ste reo-
typical one!”

Westside community or ga niz er: “A ste reo typical one  won’t say what we 
want!”

Laughs all around the  table.
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Half winking at their ste reo type, coordinating committee members expressed 
the same skepticism as they did the previous month. In this conversation, co-
ali tion leader Mary from HJ’s sponsor, the affordable developers’ association, 
proposed to get assurance from neighborhood council  people that they would 
not actively wreck the co ali tion’s efforts: “We want neighborhood council 
 people to say ‘I and a hundred other  people sign on’ to say they are not opposed 
[emphasis added] to mixed- income housing.”  Later, as committee members 
talked about  whether or not to orchestrate a grassroots mobilization for the 
MIHO, the dreaded topic came up again.

Tommy: “I think it’s [grassroots effort] worth it  because one of the largest 
sources of opposition is neighborhood councils.”

Jorge: “It’s  going to take a lot of work.”

Mary: “No question, it’s  going to take a lot of work.”

HJ co ali tion participants had good reason to perceive neighborhood coun-
cils as a po liti cal thornbush. The previous “Housing Justice” campaign for a 
citywide housing ordinance had heard neighborhood council spokespeople 
make the same kinds of arguments at city hall— ones that we  will see in more 
detail in chapter 7: affordable housing would mean more density, slower traf-
fic, and a perilous drain on the urban infrastructure’s ability to keep  water, 
sewage, and automobile traffic all moving expeditiously in the right directions. 
Considering their relative power, it is not obvious why the councils provoked 
more dark humor, foreboding, and irony than even big, for- profit developers. 
It makes sense, though, if we suppose that a community of interest expected 
for- profit developers to be the  enemy. Neighborhood councils, on the other 
hand, stood on a more ambiguous territory: the jungle zone of aspiration for 
advocates who wanted to spread the word about the MIHO as broadly as 
pos si ble.

a test of the map

Terry annoyed HJ leaders. She represented SHAPLA, an advocacy group for 
homeless and extremely low- income  people.  After one of the angst- airing ses-
sions about where “the relationship” was at with council member Hernandez, 
Terry asked, “Where do the community groups fit into all this?” Lisa said flatly, 
“They do the pushing.” Terry countered just as declaratively: “We need a com-
munity strategy.” Ordinary  people needed to drive HJ strategies, not just pro-
vide the protest  labor. At a string of coordinating committee meetings, Terry 
argued similarly that HJ’s plans relied too much on an “insider strategy” of 
attending to city council members, municipal agency staff, and interest group 
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leaders who could pressure them on the co ali tion’s behalf. Terry insisted the 
co ali tion attend more to everyday supporters— a “grassroots mobilization,” as 
she put it, from po liti cal outsiders. She repeatedly called Mary and Carol’s 
strategy “playing politics.” Terry did not reject their focus on power ful insiders 
out of hand but instead argued for bringing in outsider voices  whether or not 
 those voices represented groups with a reputation for clout.

For her part, Mary spoke from the map that features groups that carry in-
terests and diff er ent amounts of influence on gatekeepers that could satisfy 
 those interests. On HJ’s dominant map, housing advocates needed to focus 
most on actors perceived as having the most control over the possibility of 
affordable housing. That was the zone of aspiration. On that map, tenant and 
local community groups  were impor tant but less highlighted than the zone of 
aspiration. In contrast, for Terry,  these groups  were the prized source of au-
then tic, popu lar  will.

The difference had concrete, strategic significance: Mary said at the next 
month’s meeting, as members de cided who should address a big city hall event, 
“I’d rather have a housing person speak” [a professional housing advocate], and 
“not a community person if that person is  going to say something crazy. . . .  I 
want to have confidence that  they’ll be good, not be crazy.” She assumed that 
pressuring city council members with professional- sounding appeals rather than 
rough- edged authenticity was a surer route to success. Carol agreed.

Terry preferred addressing housing prob lems as a community of identity. 
Her repeated appeals to a “community” strategy only riled up Carol and Mary. 
Testing but not derailing the dominant style of action on the committee, Terry 
earned other members’ ire. Carol told Terry dismissively at one meeting, 
“ You’re still learning.” Terry was not alone in preferring a community of iden-
tity, and the issue  will come up  later, explosively, but the point for now is that 
the community of interest passed her test of it; it remained the way to play. The 
last meeting at which I saw Terry, she no longer contested the focus on power 
brokers and insiders. As the co ali tion ramped up in winter 2009, she was no 
longer attending the coordinating committee’s meetings.

Bonds in a Community of Interest

HJ advocates depended on co ali tion participants’ loyalty for the duration of 
the MIHO campaign, not necessarily longer. HJ leaders made it clear that 
members  were  free to pursue other interests as long as  doing so did not 
threaten the shared interest that focused HJ’s group solidarity. The in defi nitely 
expanding circle of allies, supporters, and sometime supporters would treat 
their support of each other as a means to a well- defined, short- term end: win-
ning the MIHO campaign at city hall. “Let us help you help us,” as Keith had 
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described the co ali tion’s relation to the mayor, was not heedless self- interest 
but rather a special kind of togetherness.

interest group loyalt y

HJ advocates’ solidarity around a group interest already had struck me during 
my first field visit. In fall 2007, nonprofit housing developers and tenant advo-
cates from South Los Angeles in the not- yet- public HJ co ali tion attended a 
workshop on how to submit community development plans to a California 
state agency. Affordable developers and tenant advocates  were evidently the 
main attendees. They asked repeatedly how to document their claims that 
South Los Angeles needed more housing for low- income  people. The official 
quickly got hip to who was in the room,  going out of his way to affirm their 
presence, saying that time spent participating in what could seem like a boring 
planning pro cess was “on the money,” offering a real “opportunity” to win 
more housing.

Yet one attendee from a neighborhood council was treating the session 
much more as an informational forum than a source of practical tools. When 
she asked questions— and she asked a lot of them— other attendees’  faces 
crinkled. She asked if New York City had similar statutes. She asked what sup-
portive housing is. When the official said that market rate and affordable apart-
ment developments should look equally appealing when you drive by them, 
she blurted out, “You need to call a barracuda a barracuda.” The affordable 
developer next to me gave me an “I  can’t believe that person is  here” look and 
then said sotto voce, “I’m turning this way”— physically rotating in her molded 
plastic seat away from the neighborhood council  woman. I gathered that most 
attendees depended on each other to demonstrate for the state agency official 
their common interest in affordable housing developments. Face time with a 
Sacramento official  really was not the scene for questioning the virtues of af-
fordable developments. The curious neighborhood council member with the 
demeaning fish meta phor was testing the interest group solidarity in the room 
 whether she meant to or not.

Interest group bonds carried HJ into its fully public phase next spring and 
passed a bigger test several months  after the co ali tion’s kickoff rally. Co ali tion 
member LAPO, whose organizers used in- your- face tactics on behalf of low- 
income tenants and homeless  people, staged a protest march through the 
downtown streets. Marchers bearing papier- mâché pigs’ heads on sticks de-
manded that police discontinue their new policing routines. They said police 
slowed their cruisers to a crawl near Pershing Square when they spotted  people 
layered in grimy T- shirts and sweatshirts (evidently homeless) pushing shop-
ping carts down the sidewalk. Police  were giving out literally thousands of 
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tickets for jaywalking. The organ ization’s leaders considered all this gratuitous, 
illegal intimidation. A chance encounter with an HJ staffer on the way to the 
rally revealed to me HJ’s distanced relation to this event: asked if other HJ 
participants  were  there too, the staff person responded that she came only “as 
me,” not representing the co ali tion. The protest had become a small prob lem 
for the co ali tion. “HJ  couldn’t endorse it, but encouraged members to go,” she 
said, elaborating that the coordinating committee de cided it could not offi-
cially endorse an event if individual organ izations had reservations. Some city 
leaders liked the downtown policing initiative; protesting it might alienate 
them and complicate efforts to secure some council votes for the MIHO.

The prob lem and HJ’s response illustrate how bonds work in a community 
of interest. The protest addressed policing practices, a contentious issue outside 
a community of interest bonded in relation to a proposed MIHO. Loyalty to 
that interest compelled abstention from the protest. But that strained other 
loyalties that some HJ actors maintained with a low- income community 
whose members endured invasive policing as well as a lack of adequate hous-
ing. Participants in a community of interest have to sustain loyalty amid the 
other, sometimes competing or conflicting interests they represent. Low- 
income tenants of color and middle- class professional housing developers 
stretch over multiple forms of social distance when they converge on a shared 
interest in housing. In this game of co ali tion gymnastics, it is easy to sprain a 
muscle of the co ali tion body. Recall the controversial photo op at HJ’s kickoff 
rally. Literally, physical proximity compromised social distance that the activ-
ists insisted on honoring, like the distance between the housing advocate and 
the  woman who saw barracudas where  others saw homes. Protecting this kind 
of interdependence while respecting multiple kinds of distance would require 
distinctive leadership skills.

leader ship in a communit y of interest:  
skills of finessing, compartmentalizing,  

and satisficing

Leadership in social advocacy is the site par excellence for the entrepreneurial 
actor of social movement scholarship. In that line of thinking, leaders by defi-
nition have social skill. Skill is the ability to read  people and mobilize them to 
pursue given ends in a given social environment, paraphrasing Fligstein and 
McAdam (2012). But how? Settings with diff er ent styles elicit and depend on 
dif er ent kinds of leadership, not simply strong or weak leaders, or more or less 
skill. It is not a stretch to say that from the civic action perspective, a leader is 
one who is good at helping keep the right style in play in the right scenes while 
advancing the organ ization  toward its agenda setter’s goals.
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When HJ participants  were acting as a community of interest, leaders  were 
orchestrating the action by finessing and compartmentalizing, and as we see 
 later, satisficing. Compartmentalizing meant deftly switching scenes and scene 
styles to maintain the community along with its interest. When HJ co ali tion 
leaders de cided the co ali tion could not publicly endorse a protest against po-
lice practices, and encouraged members to go as individuals if they wanted to, 
they  were compartmentalizing competing issues to protect the co ali tion’s 
shared interest. During one of my participant observer stints with the HJ staff 
organ ization, in WHA’s office suite, I found it hard to get some co ali tion lead-
ers on my phone list to commit to the co ali tion campaign’s big kickoff rally. 
Co ali tion convener Francis advised me to say I was calling from HJ, which 
sounded “activist,” not from WHA, which sounded less activist and might just 
draw a blank. Francis was teaching me to compartmentalize HJ and WHA 
identities. When Francis braved testy phone calls from activists who thought 
that photos of the kickoff rally positioned them merely as  eager adjuncts to 
professional power, he reaffirmed space for their distinctness within the co ali-
tion; he finessed the momentarily smudged separateness. Francis was a skilled 
leader in his employer’s eyes. When his initial contract ran out, WHA offered 
to renew it.

Speaking effectively to the co ali tion’s diff er ent constituencies on their own 
turf was one impor tant part of the job. Several months  earlier, when Francis 
spoke at a gathering of local clergy worried about homelessness, he worked 
with the familiar terms of the audience he was addressing, much as he also 
wanted his audience to expand their perspective. He told them, “Our response, 
traditionally, in many religious communities has been immediate ser vice. But 
we need to broaden our imagination to think about what we can do to end 
homelessness.” Francis never identified as a religious person in any settings of 
this study, but he allied himself with the congregational world by observing 
“our” response to homelessness. Yet he did not criticize a coworker who made 
a face when he told her that one of HJ’s allies  really was religious. Finessing and 
compartmentalizing, not strident self- expression,  were the leadership skills 
that helped socially distant  others keep coordinating themselves as a com-
munity of interest.

Francis’s nuanced relation to the housing summit with the mayor, pictured 
at the start, illustrates other kinds of compartmentalizing. While we  were 
cleaning up the meeting hall  after the summit, Francis told me his misgivings 
about how much the mayor would push for a MIHO. It both ered him that 
the mayor favored a policy geared primarily to middle- class professionals, 
teachers, or public servants who had a hard time finding affordable apartments 
in the city. Francis worried at least as much about janitors, one of whom had 
spoken at the summit, and  were in the same predicament but with far fewer 
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resources. The mayor had said he wanted to see housing built in subway and 
bus corridors— the “transit- oriented developments” that city planners  were 
proposing as a way to entice Angelenos out of their car- centered lifestyles. Yet 
HJ proposals insisted that affordable housing be built all over the city, not just 
near transit lines and in low- income neighborhoods. That is what “mixed- 
income” housing meant. To keep orchestrating the community of interest, 
Francis needed to compartmentalize some of his own differences of opinion 
at the same time he remained openly mindful of the distances between con-
stituencies represented in HJ co ali tion meetings.

Take, for instance, the distances between the mayor’s skilled professionals, 
blue- collar workers in community or ga nizer Quentin’s bailiwick, and ex-
tremely low- income and homeless  people on whose behalf Terry fought. Fran-
cis said that Quentin “was in a weird position  because [his organ ization] is 
basically  people from south LA,” a lot of whom have low incomes, but Quen-
tin acted fearful of endangering the MIHO initiative— even if one passed that 
ended up  doing relatively  little for his low- income constituency. Quentin was 
a voice of caution on the coordinating committee, Francis implied. I observed 
that Quentin had said at the last meeting that he  didn’t want the summit to 
necessarily feature “the lowest of the low” and “I wondered if Terry chafed at 
that.” Francis smiled and nodded, but  didn’t say anything.

On the other hand, Francis reasoned aloud, Quentin’s organ ization had 
been working on affordable housing for eight years. He needed a “win” for 
his organ ization; it would want something  after all that time. He contrasted 
it with LAPO, whose representative had recently dropped out of the coordi-
nating committee  because, as Francis put it, “they thought to themselves, 
‘Why should we put up with this’ when their own needs  weren’t getting 
addressed.”

Francis observed, “They  don’t get a lot of  things passed, but they get what 
they want.”

A good leader had to understand that co ali tion members converged on a com-
mon interest from diff er ent social vantage points, diff er ent ideas about po liti-
cal compromise, buffeted by diff er ent orga nizational pressures. The leader had 
to imagine other representatives’ compartments.

Compartmentalizing and finessing became even trickier when differences 
strained participants’ ability to keep working together at all. This was the big-
gest kind of test for bonds in a community of interest, and the biggest test of 
Francis’s leadership skills. A few months  later, Francis let me in on some of the 
strains that made some time traveling abroad seem more appealing than keep-
ing his convener position with HJ. My field notes reflect that:
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Francis described himself as having been the go- between with Carol or 
Mary, on one side, and groups representing largely low- income tenants, the 
“community groups,” on the other. Francis said he had to make decisions 
when to tell Carol about  these groups’ dissatisfactions and when to protect 
her. He pondered aloud for a minute if maybe he should have told Carol 
more often that  these  people  were upset. All the same, he said, “I  don’t want 
to shoot down Housing Justice  either.”

This time, when HJ’s sponsor, WHA, offered to renew Francis’s contract, he 
passed up the offer. He reappears  later in this study, working at LAPO. Francis 
was not the only one to depart from HJ as members’ disagreement over style 
fragmented the co ali tion.

another test of bonds and an  
unimpeachable response

Representatives of several tenant and community organ izations who dis-
rupted a coordinating committee meeting  later jelled into a new co ali tion, 
HRN, viewed in chapter 5. The new co ali tion made preservation of existing 
low- cost housing— SROs and relatively cheap, old apartment buildings— its 
main demand.8 “Preservation” had been part of HJ’s three- point plan, but in 
the eyes of HRN leaders, it received too  little of the HJ co ali tion’s energies. 
Having diminished HJ’s organ izing capacity and its reputation with at least 
some tenant advocates, HRN was a competitor as well as a loyalty test for 
other HJ organ izations. The representative from one of HJ’s longtime member 
organ izations, Beach City Tenant Union (BCTU), was starting to work with 
HRN. When not so subtly quizzed about this new relationship, the BCTU 
representative parried the question of loyalty and reaffirmed co ali tion bonds 
in a way that Carol, though hurt and suspicious, had to accept given the domi-
nant style of the co ali tion.

At an HJ coordinating committee meeting a  couple of months  after HRN 
went public, Carol fished for a way to get Beach City’s representative to talk 
about his involvement.

Carol asked Chuck, “You have a meeting with Joyce Jackson?”

Chuck, sort of surprised: “I  don’t— think so.”

Carol: “She mentioned it to me— she’s meeting with you and LAPO.”

Mention of LAPO was a red flag since its representative had withdrawn the 
organ ization from the committee. Mary changed the subject. It came up again 
fifteen minutes  later.
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Carol said, “ There is a new group consisting of SED and LAPO,” and look-
ing at Chuck, said, “I  don’t know if you are part of it.”

Chuck: “I  don’t know— I have to find out what it is.”

Carol explained it as a “campaign on preservation.”

Chuck asked, “It is outside MIHO?”

Carol nodded yes.

Chuck now spoke up for making preservation a bigger part of the HJ’s over-
all policy platform. His way of putting the pitch, and Quentin’s response to it, 
says a lot about how participants in a community of interest maintain expecta-
tions about bonds even during disagreements. Chuck said, “Our goal, BCTU’s 
goal, is we want the mixed- income policy that HLA has supported, plus a re-
placement [preservation] policy. That’s why  we’re  here at this  table.” Chuck 
affirmed, in other words, that his organ ization’s interests did intersect with the 
central concern of HJ’s community of interest. Quentin, the community or-
ga nizer, questioned  whether or not preservation of extremely low- income 
housing concerned enough  people citywide the way the rest of HJ’s platform 
could; in effect, he was asking if it could be generalizable for a community of 
interest. Carol implied that Chuck’s proposal was too complicated for policy 
makers, let alone nonspecialists.

Chuck’s reply sustained the norms of a community of interest:

Chuck: “I  don’t see what’s wrong with pushing for the  people you are work-
ing for. . . .  My  people are getting killed (losing their homes).”

Quentin reasoned that “we have the same goals over all,” but diff er ent strat-
egies for meeting them. And as for preservation, “ really that may be a dif-
fer ent campaign.”

Chuck affirmed the group’s shared interest that brought him to the  table to 
begin with. “Pushing for the  people you are working for” is just what partici-
pants in a community of interest do—as long as they support the collective. 
Quentin in effect was suggesting that Chuck may need to compartmentalize 
preservation as a “diff er ent campaign” from the MIHO campaign that HJ was 
pursuing. Yet he also suggested  gently that Carol tweak HJ’s current policy 
proposal with the preservation issue in mind. Carol agreed. Taking the last 
word in the discussion, Chuck again affirmed the community of interest:

Chuck: “Just so you know,  we’re sticking with the co ali tion, I just want to 
make that clear.  We’re gonna fight like hell for preservation. But at the 
end—[we stay in the co ali tion].”
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While Chuck was  going to push his organ ization’s big issue, he did not imply, 
as LAPO representatives had months before, that the big issue was a nonne-
gotiable priority that mattered more than HJ’s survival. His organ ization 
would maintain HJ’s solidarity based on a shared interest, without asking HJ 
to guarantee support for other interests BCTU wanted to pursue.

In the spirit of a community of interest, Chuck’s organ ization ended up 
following Quentin’s advice about compartmentalizing too. When I saw him at 
competitor co ali tion HRN’s daylong kickoff event, he told me straightfor-
wardly that “ we’re working in both co ali tions.” BCTU had two compartments 
for housing advocacy. Months  later, BCTU was still a loyal member of HJ, and 
Chuck was working hard alongside other representatives to find new ways to 
fight for a MIHO even  after new developments had made the fight even more 
challenging.

The Central Dilemma: Insider or Outsider Strategy?
A community of interest aims to proj ect the  will of a large constituency with 
some internal diversity. At the same time, HJ co ali tion leaders spent a lot of 
time courting municipal leaders and agonizing over the hot- then- cold recep-
tion from some council members’ offices. They tried to induce power ful gate-
keepers in the zone of aspiration to support them in securing the interest. Time 
and effort spent on cultivating governmental insiders was less time and effort 
available for broadening and firing up the “community” that shared the inter-
est. Coordinating committee members recognized that the “grass roots” that 
Terry spoke up for was an impor tant part of the community of interest too. As 
the MIHO campaign revved into high gear, leading coordinating committee 
members talked more about getting “ordinary  people” into the campaign. That 
sounds like what Terry had promoted, and at first, I thought it was, but it 
 wasn’t. The difference  matters for understanding how style shapes strategies. 
Figuring it out pushed me  toward one of this study’s central findings: that dif-
fer ent styles came with diff er ent dilemmas. Sometimes  these  were on display 
at the same meeting. HJ leaders’ increasing attention to grassroots participa-
tion followed a community of interest’s logic, not the style of grassroots par-
ticipation Terry had in mind.

In HJ discussions, ordinary  people mattered primarily as a means of im-
pressing policy gatekeepers such as council member Hernandez and the 
mayor. They mattered secondarily as subjects of empowerment and activation. 
If ordinary  people expressing their voices could symbolize general support 
among Angelenos for a MIHO, then that was a good  thing. Committee mem-
bers considered a batch of strategies to proj ect an image of generalized  will, in 
tandem with the effort to cultivate and sustain  favor from insiders. Balancing 
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the voice of  the people, especially angry ones, with the  favor of council mem-
bers or mayoral staff was a big dilemma for the community of interest.

In November 2008, Mary started to promote a vision of how to mobilize 
public opinion: HJ needed to collect stories of personal housing hardship that 
 were fit for the co ali tion newsletter and press releases. The idea was that read-
ers would identify with a personal storyteller as a general person. When ISLA 
advocates use the same storytelling strategy in the next chapter, in contrast, 
the idea is that storytellers would emphasize the hardship of a par tic u lar, low- 
income community, not  people in general. HJ’s goal was to release twelve sto-
ries over ninety days. HJ facilitator Francis proposed weekly message pack-
ages, each with a pre sen ta tion of someone’s story and picture of the 
storyteller.

Carol said, “It’s a strategy used in Sacramento a lot around bud get time.”

A low- income  people’s advocate made a pitch to “get ordinary  people 
involved— especially  people who  don’t look like they are totally or ga nized 
by us.”

Another member pitched in that  people “or ga nized by us”  don’t look like 
“ordinary Joes.”

For  these HJ participants, stories from ordinary Joes served a messaging func-
tion, and a means to an end as much as a good in itself. They would proj ect the 
popularity of the MIHO initiative. Trotting out a  music meta phor, a new com-
munity or ga nizer on HJ’s coordinating committee argued HJ’s insider strategy 
would not work  unless the co ali tion also got the public excited about the 
MIHO: “It’s like Hall and Oates! You  can’t have one without the other.”

A community of interest is entangled with the institutional real ity of inter-
est group politicking: with a strategy that pushes an interest, advocates learn 
from experience that they have to develop a formidable constituency allied on 
that interest. That helps make sense of Mary’s comment  earlier that council 
member Hernandez cared about neighborhood councils, housing advocates, 
and developers— groups that brought diff er ent interests to the question of 
affordable housing mandates. Gatekeepers would be hearing from a variety of 
self- organized interest groups, including developers and property  owners who 
had far more money to publicize their own story about the general interest. 
One way to rise above the cacophony of competing interests and siren song of 
propertied opposition to regulations would be to portray the interest in afford-
able housing as every one’s interest— the stratagem Carol said advocates used 
in Sacramento to sway legislators voting on the state bud get.

A few months  later, the focus on grassroots voice became more urgent. 
Mary said that sympathetic  people in the mayor’s office  were getting 
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outmaneuvered. Some around the  table now proposed actions to publicly em-
barrass local developers or generate thousands of phone calls from constitu-
ents to their city council members’ offices. A phone- calling and postcard- 
writing campaign did emerge in spring 2009, along with a plan for HJ 
supporters to attend one of a half- dozen “town halls,” in far- flung districts 
across the city, scheduled by the mayor’s office. The mayor’s housing policy 
staff had planned  these meetings to promote the potential benefits of afford-
able housing construction, and neutralize some taxpayers’ and suburbanites’ 
skepticism. An informational flyer from HJ put it this way: “Come tell the city 
of Los Angeles that too many ordinary  people— schoolteachers, security of-
ficers,  hotel workers— cannot find housing that they can afford. Los Angeles 
needs mixed- income housing so community members from all walks of life 
can find affordable homes in Los Angeles.” This was a new focus on grassroots 
participation carefully paired with the ongoing need to cultivate city officials. 
It could have been a deft way to bridge the dilemma of insider versus outsider 
strategy that, as chapter 1 described, is endemic to the community of interest 
style.

Rather than finesse the dilemma, this turn to the grass roots widened the 
gap. It revealed the divisive potential of the central dilemma at its worst. Broad-
ening participation beyond civic leaders, pastors, housing specialists, and city 
hall officials was supposed to produce the image of a diverse, widespread con-
stituency for affordable housing. At a town hall in South Los Angeles, grass-
roots voices resisted  going along with HJ leaders’ “let us help you help us” 
strategy.9 They risked alienating city officials. Many of the “ordinary Joes” at 
the Hillside district’s town hall,  people HJ encouraged to go, cheered on dif-
fer ent arguments from the HJ- approved ones the flyer nudged them to make. 
As a supporter of HJ told me shortly  after this town hall, co ali tion leaders had 
wanted  people to come and support the mayor’s initiative for more affordable 
housing. The mayor and his housing department  were to some extent allies, if 
not easily tractable ones— a loose part of HJ’s community of interest. In effect, 
the idea was for ordinary Hillside residents to come and speak as po liti cal sur-
rogates for the mayor— the ultimate insider—to pressure more skeptical city 
and interest group leaders. That is not what happened.

Mayoral staff set and tried to control the agenda for the meeting. The focal 
pre sen ta tion made the main points of the mayor’s housing plan for Los Ange-
les available online. The presenter entreated the audience, “We need your 
input. If you want to read the plan, it’s a  little bit long and boring [chuckles 
from the audience].” Another staff person bid the attendees to join breakout 
groups to “get more information.” No one seemed interested in small- group 
talk. He left time for questions, but no one raised a hand. He repeated the first 
staffer’s offer: “Now we want to hear from you.” But attendees already 
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supported more affordable housing; that was not the issue. They  were not 
looking for more information, and apparently  were not interested in projecting 
themselves as a de facto mayor’s bloc  either.

Instead of performing comity in hopes of being rewarded with a good deal 
from the mayor’s office, they challenged the terms of the forum itself. It started 
when a staffer from the mayor’s office asked audience members, How small 
did a residential proj ect need to be to earn an exemption from proposed man-
dates for low- rent apartments in  every new apartment complex? The choices 
 were fifty, twenty, or ten apartment units. Now, woman- about- town and gadfly 
Cleo, familiar from other forums, launched into a rant: “Personally, I think 
none should be exempted. Period! No exemption! We have to cover every-
body. We have to build for every body!” Suddenly the nonprofessionals in the 
room  were beginning to engage. A call- and- response rhythm ensued, with 
rejoinders of “yeah” and “mm- hmm.” “No exemptions!” Cleo urged. “We build 
’em all!  We’re taxpayers, we deserve ’em all!”  Later she took the floor again, 
challenging the mayor’s office to “just have some balls” and quit letting for- 
profit developers off the hook.

Next, the staffer asked attendees what messages about affordable housing 
would “be the most power ful,” and “resonate with the media and opinion lead-
ers.” Francine, an ISLA co ali tion leader we meet in the next chapter, used rhe-
toric that HJ’s coordinating committee had rejected months  earlier as too 
strident for any general appeal: “Housing is a fundamental  human right. . . .  
The overproduction of housing for the sector of society who can afford to live 
anywhere is a scandal.” She challenged the mayor’s emphasis on building 
moderate- income apartments near transit lines. “Transportation access should 
not be  limited to the  middle class and the workforce. [So] I would take a 
 human rights frame.” The staffer interjected with a diff er ent idea about what 
message would appeal broadly. He said volunteering to participate in the an-
nual count of homeless  people in Los Angeles and telling “a story of what you 
experienced— that would be a power ful message.” It was an odd non sequitur, 
but what ever the staffer may have intended privately, it sounded like he was 
trying to soften Francine’s harsh social critique with an anodyne, consensual 
appeal to the pathos of homelessness.

The clash of purposes had become obvious. Mayor’s office staff, just like HJ 
leaders, had  imagined the town hall as an opportunity for attendees to perform 
a shared interest and join forces with the mayor’s office to promote the mayor’s 
vision, and help staff figure out how to appeal to skeptics. Vocal attendees, on 
the other hand, saw it as a chance to speak truth to power right now, and tease 
the mayor’s representatives with the suggestion that their boss had been an 
impediment as much as an ally. Several HJ coordinating committee members 
at the meeting tried to re- center the mayoral staff ’s agenda rather than connect 
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rhetorically with the more popu lar sentiment in the room. When the staffer 
had a hard time getting takers on his bid to imagine the opposition’s arguments 
on affordable housing, Carol piped in with one about economies of scale— 
clarifying, first, that she supported as much affordable housing as pos si ble. 
And  later, just  after Francine’s appeal to “housing as a  human right,” Quentin 
from the HJ coordinating committee proposed a framing much closer to that 
in HJ’s pamplets and flyers. He said the affordable housing mandate would 
benefit “the  people that keep this city moving . . .  janitors, night watchmen, 
bus  drivers.”

In short, HJ’s “outsider” strategy defined ordinary  people in relation to the 
po liti cal pro cess that shapes a community of interest and its possibilities. That 
means outsiders would assist HJ advocates’ strategy of massaging and pressur-
ing insiders to make a good deal. That is a diff er ent strategy from one in which 
outsiders voice their needs and confront instituted leaders, including the 
mayor. Both arguably have their value, but it is the first one that comports with 
a community of interest.

When we rejoin the co ali tion in chapter 6, HJ advocates are recalibrating 
as the MIHO’s chances of passage diminish. They consider new insider strate-
gies as well as briefly mention outsider strategies. During my remaining time 
with HJ, they planned only for the first kind. Dilemmas are built into styles of 
prob lem solving. They endure and can be managed differently, but they do not 
simply resolve. Advocates oscillate between them as they hit up against what 
observers at a distance call social or institutional realities. I discovered that a 
community of identity endures a diff er ent dilemma, though with a similar 
oscillating dynamic, as participants’ style confronts them with diff er ent, sa-
lient social realities.

Talking and Feeling in a Community of Interest
Orchestrating Excitement on a Short Timeline

Many of us are familiar with a campaign for an interest— whether it is a cam-
paign for elected office or a legislative initiative pushed by advocates like HJ 
co ali tion members. As spectators, we often are skeptical about the “hoopla” 
of a campaign the way we are skeptical about advertising, two- for- one deals, 
or anything  else that is trying to get something from us. But as participants, 
we may get swept up in the rightness of our cause and the energy of the mo-
ment, and stop thinking of ourselves as being “in a campaign” at all. Exploring 
style means stepping into the space between skeptical distance and immer-
sion, discovering norms of speech and emotional expression that are distinc-
tive to diff er ent styles as well as part of what makes style a power ful shaper of 
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strategies and outcomes.10 As sociologist Erika Summers Effler (2010) pic-
tures in marvelous detail,  people working for a cause may frequently live out 
emotional rhythms that are as palpable and effective a part of collective life as 
group beliefs or statements of princi ple.11

During my 2 years with HJ’s MIHO campaign, participants talked strate-
gies, numbers, and policies, but they also spoke about and planned for feelings. 
They aspired to a nearly universal audience by orchestrating excitement and 
argument. It showed in the timing of events. Though co ali tion participants 
already had been meeting with supporting groups for months and document-
ing housing needs for a state agency, HJ leaders held off on announcing the 
co ali tion publicly. HJ leaders carefully timed the March 2008 kickoff rally to 
proj ect broad- based enthusiasm for a MIHO at a point when they  imagined 
they would be ready to spotlight the co ali tion’s breadth at public events and 
on letterheads.

At a meeting  later that year, coordinating committee members planned a 
ninety- day crescendo, timed to begin with a particularly impor tant joint meet-
ing of planning and housing subcommittees of city council. Members talked 
of maintaining a “drumbeat” for the campaign. They  imagined a public and set 
of elected leaders all jarred by a succession of emotional appeals. WHA staffer 
and HJ leader Mary said it was impor tant to continue pushing on all fronts 
and “keep up the drumbeat of the personal crisis [of unaffordable housing].” 
Committee members saw themselves as pressing city council members and a 
wider public into the committee’s own short- term timeline. They wanted to 
spread feelings of urgency. HJ leaders knew that plenty of tenants in Los Ange-
les had been living difficult stories— displacement to far- flung, cheaper sub-
urbs with lengthy commutes— for a long time, and had already invited a few 
to represent many tenants’ plight by speaking at the kickoff rally. HJ’s MIHO 
campaign was at this point officially eight months old, but committee mem-
bers  imagined now was the time to collect and distribute  those stories system-
atically to heighten the tension.

Mary mentioned an advocacy outfit that had generated pressure that in-
duced some city council members to sign HJ’s three- point housing plan. I had 
watched one version of this pressure tactic unfold already a year  earlier. To 
secure a city council member’s endorsement, community organizers packed 
a church in South Los Angeles with three hundred supporters, projecting a 
popu lar  will. The council member signed a big poster display of HJ’s three- 
point plan set up at the front of the sanctuary.  People stood up in the pews to 
cheer, giving the council member the chance, in turn, to proj ect herself as the 
friend of an entire low- income, largely Latinx community that  those attendees 
would represent in the news.12 It need not impugn the sincerity of attendees 
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or council member to observe that HJ leaders and their community or ga nizer 
allies orchestrated the excitement.

HJ actors made space for enthusiasm in compartments of time and space. 
They not only chose par tic u lar weeks or months for generating the “drumbeat” 
but also included different- feeling displays of support even within one event. 
Compartmentalizing excitement and righ teous indignation was one of the 
most impor tant speech norms.

At HJ’ s kickoff rally, for example, tenants’ rights advocates used a call- and- 
response format to criticize landlords for victimizing low- income  people. At 
the speaker’s mention of an injustice, the audience chanted, “That’s not fair!” 
The speakers  were angry, and the tenant group members bused in for the rally 
matched the tone with righ teous indignation. Then the scene changed when 
an affordable housing developer in a suit promoted HJ’s housing policy plat-
form, affirming that  people of diff er ent backgrounds should live together, and 
what’s more, affordable housing never lost anyone any money. Attendees lis-
tened attentively, without any call and response. It was this careful partitioning 
of speech genres and emotional outbursts for the consumption of  others that 
dissenter Terry had  violated, and in two ways. She had criticized how the co-
ali tion itself operated at a meeting designed to bracket differences and proj ect 
warm unity to the audience of endorsers in the room, and had “used drama,” 
as Carol put it, bringing to the coordinating committee the kind of hectoring 
critique that HJ welcomed to carefully defined speaker slots at a public rally.

It would be wrong to say that HJ participants  were cold and calculating ma-
nipulators with none of their own feelings in the game. It would be wrong, too, 
to suppose that they did not feel and move with the emotions they tried to gen-
erate for a larger public. For HJ advocates, the MIHO campaign produced cre-
scendos of anxiety, then diminuendos of relief, as the kickoff rally illustrates.

At 8:00 a.m. on March 5, on city hall’s steps, Francis realized he had forgot-
ten to bring a microphone. Ner vously he finger- punched numbers on his cell 
phone, calling for someone who could deliver one. Happily someone came. 
Five minutes  later  there was another minicrisis: Where was that electric plug 
on the south lawn? Setting up the speakers and duct- taping the wiring to the 
steps, Francis glanced across the plaza, still largely empty around 8:40, observ-
ing, “This is the part that makes me ner vous. . . .   Will they come? It’s kind of 
like holding a college party.” I joked that he should have brought a keg. But he 
clearly felt pressed to succeed in terms of numbers. I asked if  there was some-
thing  else I could do. “You can just convince me that this is  going to work out.” 
A bit  later, I hugged Gabriela, HJ’s chief or ga nizer, congratulating her on a 
rousing, well- attended event.  Earlier, she looked to be on the verge of tears as 
Pastor Sean, the first speaker, began describing Los Angeles’ housing crisis. 
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The sound volume was too low for an outdoor rally. Cheerier now, Gabriela 
said, “Now we can get back to work.” Francis replied, “I  haven’t thought about 
March 6 in such a long time that . . .” I said he should take the rest of the day 
off. He joked that he’d do that and go get drunk. When HJ actors got back to 
work at coordinating committee meetings, they engaged a diff er ent kind of 
communication with a diff er ent emotional tone.

Being a Player

Before attending coordinating committee meetings, I had heard they could be 
contentious, which not every one thought was a good  thing. My experience 
over the first few meetings confirmed the reputation, but I noticed  there was 
at least one set of conversational qualities that experienced participants all 
seemed to expect. Members talked like “players,” strategic operators in a high- 
stakes game,  people in the know who relied on each other to understand verbal 
shorthand in lieu of complete explanations of  people, places, or policies. It 
took me several meetings to figure out who some of the other players in the 
LA housing arena  were that they referred to by first name only. As the months 
went on, new participants cycling onto the committee sometimes would ask 
for explanations of basic, occasionally impor tant details, but neither they nor 
experienced members ever suggested that the committee should offer intro-
ductory background or spot tutorials more systematically. Longtime commit-
tee members seemed not in the least burdened by fears of appearing nonin-
clusive, nonaffirming of individuals, or nonempowering— fears that have 
spooked many US grassroots movement groups and exercised some advocates 
in this study too.

Committee meetings unfolded in a fast- paced, ner vous buzz of abbreviated 
thoughts and unspecified references. Longtime attendees never asked for ad-
ditional explanation. Notes from my first meeting recorded some of my out- 
of- the- loop feeling, apparently shared by another newcomer, Terry the dis-
senter from SHAPLA— whom I quickly learned could be counted on to ask 
questions, forthrightly, when puzzled.

 There have been meetings with “Joyce,” who appears to be a kind of sup-
porter of mixed- income housing, but is in the position of presenting it to 
 others; that is what I gather at any rate . . .

Carol said that  there would be “pushback” ( didn’t say from whom) on sev-
eral items, including not wanting to set aside 30  percent. She also said that 
“the pushback  will be voluntary versus mandatory.”

Terry asked what Carol meant by mandatory.
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Carol said it meant “the  percent that would have to be a certain level (of 
income in relation to average monthly income— always abbreviated in 
 these discussions as AMI [area median income]).

***

Ken from Southland Or ga nized for Change said we “need to make sure our 
co ali tion members are talking about it.”

Someone then asked if the mixed- income housing issue would be at the 
WHA conference next week.

Francis said he would “talk to our honorary committee” about it.

Terry: “What are they talking about?”

Carol looked amused or puzzled and said, “This!” In other words,  there 
should be talk about the MIHO campaign.

***

Now  there was a  little discussion of the mayor’s press conference.

Ken said that “a  woman is  going to come who drives eigh teen miles to 
work.”

Carol, jokingly: “The ‘real’ person.”

A new participant needed to be quick on the uptake, or  else familiar with an 
affordable housing policy argot of set- asides and AMI. The reasonably in-
formed newcomer who had spent a  little time in Los Angeles would prob-
ably get it easily enough that pushback came from large property developers, 
but it might take longer to pick up on committee in- jokes and understand 
the self- deprecatory irony with which they  were delivered. Experienced ac-
tivists like Carol could wink at the activist’s need to bring “real  people” on-
stage who convincingly represent widespread hardship in unrehearsed- 
sounding cadences. Advocates relied as well on  others around the  table to 
hear the friendly humor in scare quotes and not take it as demeaning to the 
speaker in question.

Participants needed to keep up and catch up. At other meetings, new par-
ticipants sometimes asked about someone or something unfamiliar: “Who is 
Dora Tisch?” Or in response to conversation about yet more office meetings 
with city council members, participants asked questions like, “Is  there an over-
all purpose to meeting? Is it to get them to sign on?” or “Is  there anyone who 
could say, ‘This Housing Justice stuff is the pits’?” On hearing about new strat-
egy options late in the campaign, a well- respected staffer with a regional  labor 
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federation commented that he would need to “explain to my leadership, to my 
folks,” a lot of technical details. “It’s all confusing,” he said.

A crucial speech norm, then, for coordinating committee meetings was that 
expert players “play” at expert speed. That rhythm of conversation can facili-
tate decisions on the cascade of technical and tactical issues that HJ’s cam-
paign negotiated on its short timeline— such as how large a development 
should have to be before a MIHO applies to it, or which city council  people 
are best to talk to, and when, with what questions and demands. That rhythm 
would offer few openings, however, to participants who want space to enhance 
their capacity to participate or learn how to communicate the MIHO cam-
paign to their own organ izations, or build more solidary relationships among 
committee members or the organ izations they represent. No won der Keith 
said at the  labor housing summit, pictured at the start of this chapter, that it 
was good partly just to give HJ co ali tion members the chance “to coalesce.”

What the Entrepreneurial Model Misses
Seen from some distance, HJ’s coordinating committee and other communi-
ties of interest look like what many  people imagine with the word “strategic.” 
This reflects historical and cultural developments in the United States, not 
natu ral or logical ones. It does make sense that skilled entrepreneurs would 
focus their energy on one interest for the sake of an efficient campaign with 
fewer fault lines of difference—or does it? Some research shows it can be at 
least as efficient to combine issues, picking up more support in the pro cess.13 
It does make sense to pursue a campaign in a short span instead of subjecting 
it to a longer timeline’s unpredictable risks—or does it? What if substantial 
and lasting change may take more than one po liti cal season?

The entrepreneurial actor model imagines advocates who or ga nize relation-
ships skillfully and efficiently to make the collectivity more effective. Yet  there 
are diff er ent and even opposed ways to meet  these standards. It depends on 
how advocates practice “efficiency,” “skill,” and “effectiveness.” Participants in 
a community of interest act skillfully and strategically in par tic u lar, patterned 
ways. One of  those patterns was an action dilemma that HJ advocates could 
not easily opt out of; they could choose one horn or the other.

Strategies are embedded in social and cultural contexts. Scene style turns 
generic, scholarly abstractions such as “social skill” into the freighted relation-
ships and difficult decisions that constitute collective action. If to be strategic is 
to be good at getting other  people to do what you want them to do, as social move-
ment scholar James Jasper put it, style inflects what advocates recognize and 
affirm as “being strategic” to begin with. Within the HJ coordinating commit-
tee and other collective efforts that have worked as a community of interest, I 
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would argue that “skilled” leadership means compartmentalizing and finessing 
differences.14 Skilled leadership is less centrally about drawing out new par-
ticipants or finding ways to incorporate po liti cal education into general meet-
ings, but historically  these goals have been impor tant to some advocates’ no-
tions of being strategic. For a community of interest, strengthening the 
collectivity means expanding relationships into potentially adversarial 
terrain— even the dreaded land of neighborhood councils. It means conduct-
ing a boundary- spanning kind of co ali tion building that is distinct from what 
we see in the next chapter’s version of strategic, collective action. And being 
“effective” means devising strategies for a win in the short term.

The idea of the entrepreneurial actor by itself makes it difficult to imagine 
actors embedded in, not only manipulators of, emotional relationships. In 
theoretical statements, the entrepreneurial actor quite often comes off as a 
calculating risk taker or a savvy bargainer. This is someone who “finds a usable 
collective identity” to attract other  people.15 It is easier to picture this kind of 
entrepreneur as someone who uses drama to manipulate  others’ feelings than 
someone who also rises and falls in the rhythm. Yet if  people like Francis and 
Gabriela had not felt the urgency of the kickoff rally themselves, they would 
not have responded so viscerally when, momentarily, the event seemed to 
them at risk of faltering. Advocacy on the timeline of a relatively short cam-
paign elicits jolts of uncaged emotion; that is part of collective prob lem 
solving— for advocates as well as constituents— when the strategy develops 
in a community of interest. It is not just an add-on.

Entrepreneurial advocacy took a par tic u lar shape in the HJ coalition— one 
that scholars find active in plenty of other con temporary advocacy efforts. It 
is absent or secondary in plenty of con temporary efforts too. We could still ask 
if the HJ coordinating committee simply was responding to contingencies 
peculiar to the case at hand. The mayor happened to be up for reelection soon; 
maybe that is why they needed the short timeline if they  were  going to ac-
complish anything at all. Maybe HJ staff made the coordinating committee 
into a single- interest, short- term, campaign- focused effort mainly  because, as 
advocates sponsored by nonprofit housing developers that needed to keep 
getting contracts, staff had  little choice but to do their sponsors’ bidding. In 
other words, maybe what I am calling a community of interest is less a cultural 
shaper than a set of choices  shaped by other  things. Comparison sites de-
scribed in chapter 5 show that other social advocates with quite diff er ent con-
tingencies also acted like a community of interest in some scenes on occasion. 
When they did so, their implicit notions of a good relationship, good decisions, 
or survivable trade- offs became similar to  those of the HJ coordinating commit-
tee. Before pursuing  those comparisons, we need to see how  else advocates 
might style their action as they turn housing conditions into prob lems.
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4
Solving Prob lems by Protecting 

an Identity

Another Way of Being Strategic
In early winter 2009, activists at the ISLA monthly general meeting pondered 
their next moves in the  battle against residential displacement in South Los 
Angeles. While no longer as smooth  running as in previous de cades, the city’s 
growth machine was churning out new, upscale apartments in neighborhoods 
south of downtown. In some areas, a growing population of professional and 
student residents was driving up rents and driving out low- income tenants. 
Ethan, ISLA’s witty and energetic lead staff person, told us the city planning 
department was letting for- profit builders construct bigger, denser (more prof-
itable) buildings than normally allowed in a neighborhood south of down-
town in exchange for including some lower- rent units in their plans. And that 
reminded him:

Ethan: “Just so you know,  there is a conflict  going on with housing 
advocates— there’s a mixed- income ordinance [being considered]. . . .  
Housing Justice is working on it, and SED and LAPO and  others have said 
that you need to replace [low- rent units with other low- rent units] so  there’s 
not a loss of them.”

 Woman from California Nurses Association: “You need a co ali tion for that.”

Ethan: “Right— that’s all of LA, what ever happens with LA, we are talking 
about this very specific area, [a] specific plan where  there’s high 
displacement.”

One of the participants read aloud from the city planning department’s web-
site on her laptop. It said that new development in the Balboa area should 
embody the spirit of “the new urbanism.” Half- muffled, cynical chuckles broke 
out around the  table. One member asked, “What’s the new urbanism?” One 
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of ISLA’s core members, grad student Mabel, answered that it’s “not like Man-
hattan, but Brooklyn. . . .   People can walk, it’s pretty.” Another participant 
asked, “Does it talk about mixed income?” Mabel said that was the prob lem.

Mabel: “The ‘pretty’ part gets kept and the mixed income part gets 
removed.”

Ethan: “When we snicker, it’s  because they leave out the  people who  aren’t 
 there . . .  When we had  people envision what a city should be like, a lot of 
what  people drew is the new urbanism. It’s not a mystery that  people want 
that— but our question is who can afford it!”

Participants at this meeting sounded committed to the same cause that 
drove the HJ campaign, now in high gear. As the attendee from the nursing 
association put it, and Ethan had agreed, “you need a co ali tion” to push a new 
housing policy effectively, particularly a policy that for- profit developers 
would likely oppose. HJ was just that co ali tion. Mixed- income housing in 
walkable, livable neighborhoods was exactly what HJ leaders and campaign 
newsletters said the co ali tion was working to institute citywide. Yet Ethan re-
ferred to HJ’s citywide MIHO campaign as a distant happening, a quick men-
tion on the way to other topics, not something for ISLA’s neighborhoods.

Why  wasn’t HJ’s campaign more significant to Ethan? It was  going to force 
progressive policies that would meet some of ISLA’s own goals. A public inter-
est attorney assisting both HJ and ISLA had told me a  couple of months before 
this meeting that the same “large princi ple” connected both campaigns, and—
in a telling, if  simple, observation— “the pushback  will be the same” for both. 
What’s more, throughout the fall, Ethan had been worrying eloquently aloud 
that ISLA lacked the staff to orchestrate a big campaign against displacement 
in the neighborhoods of South Los Angeles. Staff had lots of other  things to 
do: run the weekly tenant assistance clinic, educate about the health  hazards 
typical in low- income  people’s homes, monitor properties where landlords 
 were especially resistant to dealing with  those  hazards. Networking with HJ’s 
citywide campaign could have produced some of the goods ISLA wanted, 
making more of precious staff time, or perhaps using less of it. Given the same 
princi ple and foes, building more relationships between the two co ali tions 
should have seemed like a logical move for a skilled, entrepreneurial facilitator 
like Ethan.

Participants in the two campaigns  were not unaware of one another. ISLA 
members had attended the training workshop about the state’s six- year plan, 
where HJ leader Carol taught activists how to locate good sites for building 
affordable housing. Ethan and Francis of HJ knew who each other  were too; 
Francis had attended ISLA’s first, large public meeting with municipal leaders 
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a half year ago. Yet two months  earlier, when I pointed out to the public inter-
est attorney that ISLA leaders had scheduled a meeting about the rezoning 
effort on the same day that HJ planned a meeting about housing in South Los 
Angeles, the attorney looked surprised and said he would ask Ethan to follow 
up with Francis. Apparently the two efforts just did not coordinate. More time 
spent in ISLA scenes fi nally helped me figure out why not.

The answer turns on style. When they are acting as a community of interest, 
advocates try to generalize the appeal of an issue across a wide swath of 
society— “all of LA,” as Ethan put it. A community of identity, on the other 
hand, constructs a prob lem as a shared threat to the community’s socially and 
culturally distinct identity that community members aim to protect. Compro-
mises and broad alliances diminish that quest. Both are styles of prob lem solv-
ing. Participants in both kinds of action get  people to do  things with goals in 
mind. Both are strategic, in other words, but in diff er ent ways. It is the com-
munity of interest, not identity, that usually comes to mind when we use the 
word “strategic.”

This chapter follows the action in scenes from the  earlier phase of ISLA’s 
antidisplacement campaign. I discovered that when advocates style them-
selves as a community of identity, they give themselves a distinctive dilemma. 
Their style of action, with its emphasis on a distinct, subordinated community, 
entangles them with diff er ent social realities from the ones immediately salient 
to a community of interest. The central dilemma for a community of identity 
is to balance strategies that are from the  people most central to “the commu-
nity” and  those crafted by advocates for the community.

The community of identity is a cultural real ity of its own, with its own influ-
ence on how activists make claims and build relationships around claims. It gen-
erates distinct ways of talking and feeling. To anticipate a common assumption, 
a community of identity is not simply a necessity for US activists of color; some 
activists of color in the HJ co ali tion preferred to act as a community of interest. 
It is not specific to Latinx activism. The chapter ends with scenes from LAPO, a 
predominantly African American group that pursued housing and civil rights 
issues in the same style of interaction. Style is a real ity— a pattern of interaction 
we can see playing out similarly across and within diff er ent organ izations, across 
issues and social categories of the participants.

Identity Politics and Community Empowerment?:  
Beyond an Unsatisfying Debate

The community of identity is not just another name for “identity politics,” 
which often ends up being a fuzzy, moving target of criticism. To many com-
mentators, identity politics is an escape from (properly po liti cal) strategy 
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rather than a kind of strategy, a collective quest for honor as opposed to a 
collective strug gle for material or po liti cal resources.  These dichotomies, along 
with blanket assumptions about personal motives and collective goals, would 
get in the way of understanding a community of identity as a form of prob lem 
solving. Discussing them briefly  will help clear the way for my dif fer ent 
approach.

Fifty years ago, US observers puzzled over a kind of collective action they 
considered only ambiguously po liti cal. They heard young protesters sounding 
emotional and moralizing rather than strategic in the sense that observers un-
derstood that term: instrumentally or ga nized for impact on policy makers and 
focused on material grievances. They called it “expressive politics.”1 In some 
of  these accounts, instrumental or “strategic” and expressive currents drove 
separate trajectories of collective action, while other observers figured collec-
tive action always included both.2 In nearly all  these accounts, though, expres-
sive politics results from morally and emotionally laden personal motives that 
drive activists to act.

In the succeeding de cades, feminist and moral phi los o phers rethought the 
instrumental/expressive dichotomy. Rather than unchained personal motives, 
they saw collective bids for social honor. In this view, suppressed social catego-
ries need recognition— legitimate collective identities— before demands for 
resources and rights or inclusion in the po liti cal community can be heard from 
the  people who identify with  those categories.3 Social philosophy made way 
for the “identity politics” of  women, racial, ethnic, and sexual minority groups 
as a po liti cal end, not simply a misplaced, private gripe. The enhanced theoreti-
cal attention to group identities in politics did not make “identity politics” a 
more precise category—so all the more reason we should not consider “iden-
tity politics” and “community of identity” interchangeable even if both share 
certain themes.

For instance, theorists called identity politics “the politics of recognition.” 4 
But what was the HJ co ali tion’s community of interest trying to do with its 
drumbeat and crowded rooms if not generate recognition? Of course, what 
the co ali tion wanted recognized— a general  will for affordable housing— was 
a carefully orchestrated construction, not a repre sen ta tion of some preexisting 
objective real ity. Yet proponents of identity politics would be the first to say 
they are not just representing but actively constructing an (affirming, appro-
priate) identity too. To be fair,  there is a heritage in social theory and philoso-
phy that elaborates on the kind of “recognition” that socially subordinated 
groups seek, helping us distinguish it from the recognition that housing advo-
cates want to direct to a policy proposal and its constituency.5 That is the 
point, however; the terms of discussion about “identity politics” often have 
been too imprecise or abstract to help us study what  people do collectively.
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Not all US observers accepted the valorization of group identities in poli-
tics  either. Some charged that identity politics distracted  people from progres-
sive po liti cal action or divided the nation into enclaves of identity conscious-
ness.6 This critique from the 1990s recirculated widely among academics and 
journalists while I wrote this book.7 In one view, a “pseudopolitics” of identity, 
born in the 1960s’ student New Left, had grown up, taken up residence in US 
universities, and trained two generations of college students to think that poli-
tics is about me and not we, about selves and not citizens.8 Writer Mark Lilla 
rendered identity as motive and also (pseudo)po liti cal end, bringing us back 
full circle to the dichotomies of a half  century before.

Even studies that do consider identity as a strategy carry along the worn 
baggage of a fifty- year- old debate. In one account, colorfully expressive 
identity politics emerges as a strategic response that lesbian and gay activ-
ists make when they see their opportunities for po liti cal gain blocked.9 
When you  can’t win, you bide your time, celebrate difference, and build 
internal group solidarity. This view partly revalorizes what  others have con-
demned about identity politics without  really disturbing the old preference 
for instrumentality; sometimes even expressiveness is instrumental, goes 
the thinking.

Other research reverses the arrows of culpability, and social advocates are 
objects rather than subjects of an identity strategy, but the role of group identity 
is still suspect. City planners and commercial developers elicit “community” 
voices at public hearings.  These forums hold out a deceptive promise of com-
munal empowerment without ceding any real decision- making authority.10 
Advocates get to speak up forcefully as “the community,” similar to how advo-
cates in this chapter do. They become unwitting pawns of a strategy that munici-
pal officials and developers use to make them feel recognized. In this community 
empowerment scenario, local advocates are victims of something similar to 
Lilla’s pseudopolitics.11  Whether or not top- down, or government-  or 
nonprofit- sponsored, community participation forums end up disempower-
ing participants is an impor tant empirical question on its own, but it is diff er ent 
from the ones  here.12

I ask how protecting community works as a strategy for addressing collective 
prob lems.  Those prob lems themselves are not about low collective self- esteem, 
insufficient group solidarity, or lack of opportunities for other kinds of po-
liti cal action; they  were mostly about housing. A community of identity 
denotes a way of organ izing collective action instead of a motive or the end 
of action. It is a collective strategy with virtues, drawbacks, and trade- offs 
of its own,  whether it guides Latinx neighborhood activists, African Amer-
ican civil rights proponents, white college students in solidarity with low- 
income tenants of color, or professional advocates paid to or ga nize par tic u lar 
constituencies.
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A Community of Identity
Mapping: Sharp Po liti cal and Moral Bound aries,  

Fuzzy Geographic Ones

The community of identity style jelled early in ISLA’s history as the dominant 
way of orchestrating general meetings, public rallies, and a lot of the  earlier 
strategy sessions. In  these scenes, throughout my 3½ years following ISLA’s 
antidisplacement and Manchester campaigns, ISLA participants spoke relent-
lessly and often exclusively as members or supporters of “the community.”13 
Rather than positioning their sense of “we” within dotted- line, concentric 
circles as HJ co ali tion participants did, ISLA participants  imagined a sharp 
boundary around a unitary “we”— the community and close allies— protected 
from a power ful “they” ringed around them. The community protects itself, 
and extract rights or benefits to redress some of the harm they cause.

At ISLA’s initial meeting, a retreat held to envision the antidisplacement 
campaign, speakers and videos projected a social “map” like this, with the com-
munity and confirmed, local ally groups in the center. Outside the center  were 
some ambivalent and uninformed outsiders, and then looming threats— 
abstract forces like gentrification, and specific actors like property  owners, 
developers, or simply “all  these elites,” as one leader put it. Rather than orient 
to a zone of competition and aspiration in a  middle ring, on this map actors 
orient to a side, inside or outside the circle, as in, Which side are you on? A 
slideshow followed by a succession of speakers described the threat of gentri-
fication to the neighborhoods of the community. One speaker, a health aide, 
explained she grew up in “this neighborhood,” but “I had to move  because 
 there’s no affordable housing. . . .  I am in Pleasant Valley, but this is my home, 
this is where I work, my parents live  here.” She teared up, and someone kindly 
brought her a tissue and rubbed her back.

Learning the right map meant, above all, expressing identification with the 
community. Most participants picked up on that pretty quickly. I noticed that 
many attendees at the retreat who,  going by appearances,  were unlikely to 
identify as low- income tenants of color, narrated themselves into solidarity 
with the community during a long go- around of introductions that followed 
a slideshow on gentrification in South Los Angeles.

Mabel, the white grad student with purple hair, told us she identified with 
her Latino, nonstudent neighbors. They had “babies, and chickens and par-
ties and— real  people!” She said it  wasn’t a good experience to just be 
around “ people eigh teen to twenty for four years.”

A white man training to be a pastor said, “I’m tired of just walking through 
the neighborhood without knowing much about it.”
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Ethan said, “I live in Balboa Heights [a newer residential complex near 
downtown], and that development could not have happened without dis-
placing many  people and it’s a  great example of what NOT to do.” He said 
he wanted to do something to change that. ISLA activist Marina, seated 
 behind me, muttered cynically, “So are you  going to move out?”

A fresh- faced student said that he lived in the neighborhood north of the 
college and he was afraid that the slideshow was  going to show his  house 
 because he prob ably displaced  people who used to live  there. So he figured 
he needed to take the responsibility to do something.

The speakers all expressed a wish to make up for their social distance from the 
community and justify their physical proximity to it. They narrated themselves 
as tenants or students who regretfully displaced community members, or sus-
pected their own lives to be less au then tic than  those of community members. 
A community of identity is, literally, one in which membership depends 
strongly on participants  either identifying themselves as members of the same 
community, or  else allying or taking sides with the community as outsiders. 
The pull of identification or allyhood could be compelling.

Sharply bound in po liti cal and moral terms, the community was not strictly 
a geographic entity. Early in the antidisplacement campaign, an ISLA ally 
tipped off co ali tion leaders that a com pany hired to redraft the city’s master 
planning document for ISLA’s neighborhoods had been speaking to home-
owners in a small, tree- lined, fastidiously maintained enclave of Victorian 
 houses, wealthier and whiter than the other neighborhoods in which ISLA 
worked. Theresa, a church leader active with ISLA, charged that progentrifica-
tion planners  were finding congenial in for mants to “make up a  whole new 
community.” In other words, they had a diff er ent vision of the community 
from ISLA’s, grounded in the same locale.

Not only did the designation “the community” apply to some  people more 
than  others within a given geographic area, but the term itself blurred bound-
aries that a city planner would see distinctly. Ethan and other members de-
cided that two geo graph i cally distinct neighborhoods, about three miles apart, 
would host block parties to spread the word about ISLA  toward the start of 
the antidisplacement effort. Ethan himself said he was not familiar with one 
of them. The Juniper neighborhood was home to largely Latinx residents 
in a dense collection of duplexes, small apartment clusters, and an occa-
sional Victorian, bounded by a park and major expressway. The other, Lin-
coln, was predominantly Latinx and African American, and less densely 
built, with old bungalows and cutoff streets— some of them brutally bereft 
of trees in the glaring summer sun— and bisected by a wide thoroughfare 
lined with stucco apartments along with an occasional panadería or dollar 
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store with handwritten signs. It would be hard to say Juniper and Lincoln in-
habited the same community if that word meant an urban locale in which 
 people call each other neighbors, or a socially or aesthetically distinct, con-
tiguous enclave bounded by natu ral or manufactured features, such as sea-
sides, hills, bridges, and expressways. I noticed that community rarely mapped 
onto something materially, geo graph i cally distinct, and rarely, if ever, did ISLA 
advocates ask each other to be that specific.

I risked being a pest or looking clueless, and felt like both when the op-
portunity came up to pitch the question informally at the Lincoln street 
fair. ISLA leader Francine told me she set up one of her programs “in this 
community”:

Paul: “So you mean right  here in Lincoln area?

Francine said it was centered  here and in Juniper, and recited two zip codes.

Paul: “Do you know how far east this neighborhood goes?”

Francine said she did not know, and asked Thalia, another ISLA leader and 
longtime South Los Angeles activist from the CGTC land trust.

Thalia: “I  really  don’t know.”

Paul: “So  people  don’t have a sense that the neighborhood is some specific 
area . . .”

Thalia: “It’s not that they  don’t have a sense of place,” she said quickly, 
maybe to fend off any implication (unintended by me) that local residents 
 didn’t belong  there. Thalia continued that the neighborhood did not have 
real specific bound aries. “For some work that [CGTC] is  doing, it is Lin-
coln Ave nue and Vista.” I had the feeling by now that my curiosity sounded 
somehow critical of the community.

Paul: “The reason I ask is I used to live in the Bay Area, and in San Fran-
cisco,  people would say ‘the Fillmore’ and they meant a very specific area 
that ended on a specific street.” Thalia said this  wasn’t like that. “We de cided 
to have the fair at Lincoln and Meridian Ave nues, and it’s ‘the Lincoln and 
Meridian street fair.’ ”

Paul: “But  people  wouldn’t necessarily say ‘I live in the Lincoln and Merid-
ian Street area.’ ”

Thalia: “ People say they live in South LA, or South Central LA.”

As Francine and Thalia both implied, few, if any, residents would have iden-
tified firm outer bound aries of their social enclave with zip codes or streets. 
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Following the action and settings, I learned that the community encompassed 
relatively low- income or working- class tenants of color, mostly but not neces-
sarily Latinx, in a locale whose  imagined geographic bound aries shifted de-
pending on the issue at hand— a building impacting a half- square- mile neigh-
borhood hugged by a freeway, or a shopping center development that might 
directly impact traffic patterns, rental opportunities, and cir cuits of social in-
tercourse within a three-  or five- mile radius.

mapping a communit y of identit y for low- income 
 people of color

The objective contours of urban development and gentrification, the “social” 
as distinct from symbolic bound aries,  were heavi ly racialized in South Los 
Angeles, as the discussion in chapter 2 noted.14 That makes it reasonable to 
think that a community of racial identity emerges naturally from residents’ 
experiences and grievances. Still, experiences do not translate directly into 
styles of collective action. Some of HJ’s organ izations  were advocating pri-
marily on behalf of constituencies of color, but did not choose to or ga nize 
themselves as communities of identity. The community projected onto a 
community of identity’s map, in other words, is a social construction. That 
does not mean that ISLA’s community was not real in the lives of ISLA 
participants, or not real in its consequences. Neither do I mean to imply that 
ISLA’s participants  were exaggerating the toll that displacement took on 
themselves or their neighbors. The point is only that strategies for orches-
trating collective prob lem solving are not simply natu ral or logical. They are 
cultural, even for  people who would seem to have  little “distance from 
necessity.”15

When social advocates say they are fighting on behalf of the community, 
they are making normative as well as descriptive claims. The claim intends to 
compel potential participants. The appeal goes like this: if local residents have 
a decent sense of commitment to  people socially similar to them in impor tant 
ways, they  will recognize themselves in our claims about the community; they 
 will recognize who their  people are. Communities of interest make claims to 
compel potential participants too. HJ leaders’ talk of a “broad- ranging co ali-
tion” was supposed to urge diverse groups to embrace claims about a general 
interest— and pressure city hall to act as if a broad and general citizenry was 
demanding the right decision. ISLA’s advocacy campaigns on behalf of the 
community  were similar to other  battles over urban development and environ-
mental  hazards in that they sometimes projected a community more socially 
homogeneous than the  actual neighborhoods in which advocates worked.16 This 
relation between community as diverse population and symbolic construction 
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became particularly clear when advocates put their projection of community 
to the test.

At an early ISLA meeting, for example, longtime local resident and ISLA 
participant Marina said that “a lot of the community is not as aware as we 
are . . .  of the past, the history.” Being fully “aware” meant recognizing danger-
ous agents of unwanted neighborhood change. Among  these, Marina and 
 others included commercial developers and a local college with building plans 
that members thought would lead to more displacement. Members pointed 
out that some low- income tenants did not want to criticize the local college, 
though,  because they liked the college- sponsored programs for local kids. To 
Marina, college- sponsored youth programming was a sugarcoated pill for the 
neighborhood: “They say ‘ here’s a candy’— then they kick your ass!” Ethan 
did not disagree, but cautioned that when it comes to the possibility of dis-
placement by  people, especially students, who could pay higher rents, “a 
homeowner  doesn’t feel the same as someone  else.” Marina agreed that home-
owners might appreciate the boost in property values that could accompany 
higher rents. Ethan added, however, that “ there are homeowners who  don’t 
want the  whole block taken over,” and co ali tion leader Victor finished the 
thought: “We have to find them.”

It is exactly that enticing opportunity as well as tension lurking in the gap 
between ISLA participants’ vision of the community and the diversity of views 
held by the local population that would generate crucial tests for ISLA. Who 
exactly, then, was outside the community that Ethan, Marina, Theresa, and 
 others projected?

The entities on the other side of “we” in ISLA  were not so diff er ent from 
 those that the HJ co ali tion contended with: property developers and their 
allies. ISLA advocates understood and lived the contestation differently, 
though, with diff er ent terms, imagery, and emotions. While even some prop-
erty developers could be at least short- term allies in the HJ co ali tion, ISLA 
advocates understood their opposition in more categorical terms, in more 
boldly contrasting shades corresponding to more clearly demarcated “we” 
and “they.”

The categorical approach to opponents emerged in comments from the 
director of one of ISLA’s bigger member organ izations. Making informal chat 
over bagels and coffee at the start of the kickoff meeting for the antidisplace-
ment campaign, the director told me how much fun it would be to go to public 
hearings on development in South Los Angeles and yell at big developers, 
“Liar, liar, pants on fire!” He did not make fine distinctions. “Athletic center, 
the college, it’s the same— it’s all  these elites!” The director, long experienced 
with urban issues, most likely saw distinctions between vari ous property- 
owning entities in South Los Angeles. I gathered what mattered more in this 
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conversation was the per for mance of categorical opposition, instructing a 
newcomer in the style that oriented the action  here. Advocates needed to re-
member which side they  were on.

Participants at ISLA meetings did in fact see more than an undifferentiated 
property- owning elite on the other side of a thick line of opposition. At the 
follow-up  after a big town hall meeting with city planners, for example, a  labor 
or ga nizer suggested that ISLA’s emerging antidisplacement campaign should 
spotlight a variety of property developers’ roles in unwanted neighborhood 
change and not focus as much on the college as participants sometimes did. 
Ethan took a poll, and every one agreed, including out spoken Marina: “Devel-
opers have been taking properties away for a long time; the college  doesn’t 
have anything to do with [them].” And at ISLA’s kickoff meeting, the leader 
who had castigated “all  these elites” told a student attendee who sounded con-
trite about his small business landlord, “He’s not the real  enemy, like Residen-
tial Management Professionals [the owner of many apartments in the area].” 
The point is that ISLA’s map made diff er ent kinds of opposition vis i ble— but 
they  were all an opposition, not competitors with whom one might make oc-
casional deals.

City planning officials looked diff er ent on the map of a community of iden-
tity than they did to ISLA’s coordinating committee too. Rather than potential 
subjects of dealmaking in the zone of aspiration, they  were more often objects 
of skeptical monitoring and pointed social critique. Only rarely  were they ad-
mitted as allies of the community. At the kickoff for the antidisplacement cam-
paign, participants asked, “Who is the main target?” and one answered that 
“the city is letting all this happen.” City officials  were not the heaviest opposi-
tion, but ISLA advocates mapped most of them over the line separating adver-
saries from allies—as passive and sometimes active enablers.

Bonds: Commitment That Is Residential, Po liti cal, and Moral

ISLA’s favorite slogan, reproduced on win dow signs dotting the neighbor-
hoods, aptly conveyed the bonds in this community of identity: “Proud mem-
ber of this community for __ years.” Residents filled in the blank; the higher 
the number, the greater the moral weight. While the physical or geographic 
bound aries of community  were fuzzy, community members’ perceptions of 
each other’s rootedness in a community  were unambiguous enough for a nu-
merical mea sure. Local residents testifying at city hall frequently started their 
two- minute public comment statements by announcing their local longevity. 
This  simple affirmation is a clue that ties in a community of identity differ from 
 those in a community of interest. In ISLA’s community of identity, community 
took on layers of residential, po liti cal, and moral as well as demographic mean-
ings si mul ta neously.
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First, the community projected in  these claims of membership encom-
passed members’ life experience as a  whole. Bonds  were commitments of a 
large piece of self to a local  people whose well- being was a source of pride. Ties 
sustained by a community of interest, by contrast, bid loyalty to a stance on 
an issue but not to a morally potent sense of peoplehood. That is not to say 
that ISLA participants necessarily talked or even thought about ISLA or the 
community all day long as they went about their lives. I mean that members 
who  were considered good or appropriate participants in ISLA expected each 
other to act loyally to a  people and community of fate. HJ participants advo-
cated a po liti cal platform— citywide policies they thought would be good for 
Los Angeles in general— but did not give special moral or po liti cal significance 
to Angelenos as “a  people,” or socially and culturally distinct community. 
While ISLA participants, like HJ ones, enacted their sense of loyalty mainly 
in campaign scenes—at meetings, the occasional protest, and hearings at city 
hall— they pictured that loyalty more as a feature of a  whole, locally situated 
life, not the relatively small, if energetically sustained, segment of life devoted 
to fighting one public issue.

Po liti cal campaigns come and go, but lives, and the neighborhoods that 
host them, grow and regenerate over long periods. It is not surprising, then, 
that for ISLA participants, good bonds  were long- term ones. ISLA partici-
pants would applaud for the speaker at city hall who affirmed being a “proud 
member” of the (residential) community over many years, signaling au then tic 
belonging. Good members of ISLA’s community did not simply fight a par tic-
u lar  battle with a property developer, win or lose and then go home, but rather 
identified and affirmed their place in an ongoing chain of events— the history 
of their community. A display panel that ISLA staff created to tell the story of 
one  battle over local redevelopment put it this way: “The remedy lies not just 
with. policy makers or landlords. The deepest healing occurs when our com-
munities tell their stories, or ga nize, build power, and strug gle.”

Physical, residential displacement was at the same time a symbolic blow to 
the bonds of community. At the Juniper neighborhood block party, for ex-
ample, a big sign instructed partygoers how to memorialize displaced neigh-
bors and small businesses. They could write down the names of neighbors and 
businesses, the number of years  either of  those had spent in the community, 
and a story about them on a paper facsimile of a brick, and tape it up alongside 
other paper bricks to form a memorial wall. I copied inscriptions verbatim 
from typical bricks, including  these two:

Maria- Susanna

deslojada por alto costo de renta (evicted by high rent)
renta antes 400 (rent before: 400)
renta ahora 1,400 (rent now: 1,400)
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Lupe Hernandez

Lived in [zip code] for thirty- one years. Left my neighborhood due to 
high cost [of] rents that  were targeted to students. I have been displaced 
by  people who  don’t believe that the working class should live  here.

Telegraphically mournful like gravestone inscriptions, the stories communi-
cated that longtime community bonds had moral as well as purely residential, 
physical significance.

Bonds are not simply a  matter of what  people say about social ties  after the 
fact but what meanings shape  people’s ongoing relationships too. I have been 
using what ISLA participants  were saying as a win dow on normative expecta-
tions about how to jell as the community. We get a sense of how ISLA advo-
cates acted on their understanding of bonds by observing scenes in which 
actors are affirming loyalty  under pressure. Loyalty for HJ coordinating com-
mittee members meant compartmentalizing issues and refusing to endorse a 
protest if  doing so risked alienating partners willing to commit to the co ali-
tion’s focal issue. Loyalty was diff er ent at ISLA general meetings and public 
events, directed to the community, not the issue.

The single action that earned the most praise during my entire time with 
ISLA was the Somos la Comunidad (we are the community) event. ISLA 
members presented findings from their research on local neighborhoods, and 
themselves as the voice of a unified, self- protecting community challenging 
city officials to hear their complaints, questions, and demands. Nine months 
 later, ISLA leaders  were still talking about the event  because community mem-
bers “spoke truth to power.” They acted as a mutually dependent, steadfast 
collective facing potential threat; they enacted bonds expected in a commu-
nity of identity. This kind of unity came off clearly in one of the speaker’s 
opening comments:

“I’m an active member of this community and I’ve lived in LA nineteen 
years and in this community six years. . . .  I want to get power and money 
for the working  people. . . .  The two  people sitting  here who have the power 
[referring to two city planning officials seated, facing the audience] . . .  I’d 
like to ask you to put yourself in our shoes.”

Participants related to one city council member attending the event differently 
from other officials, identifying him as “one of us” and therefore dependable.

Neighborhood resident: “I know  you’re our  people, and  you’re  here when 
we need you. I’ve lived in this community thirty- three years, and seven 
years in Juniper.” She referenced some figures showing that before 1998, 
3  percent of the housing was for “college”  people, but now, ten years  later, 
the figure was 32  percent. “This is unfair, and we have to work together.”
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The council member did not disappoint. He responded to residents’ entreaties 
by identifying himself with the community:

“I’m anxious . . .   because I know what we are  going through as a commu-
nity. I’ve been working in this community fifteen years. . . .  My parents  were 
immigrants so [I feel the prob lems too]. . . .  We  don’t have good coordina-
tion. . . .  At community meetings we need to have the community pre-
sent. . . .  I’m your voice, but I’m one of fifteen. . . .  I tried to push inclusion-
ary housing seven years ago . . .  but none of the council members  were 
supportive.”

The council member was an ally who took a side.
Taking sides was what one did in order to participate in the community’s 

bonds. When the leader of a community development corporation in ISLA 
saw me at the Juniper block party, immediately she handed me a red construc-
tion paper brick and said I should write down any stories of displacement I 
knew. The displacement stories I knew  were only second hand. I knew person-
ally of displacement elsewhere in town. Would that be good? Francine equivo-
cated: “Maybe.”  Later, embarrassed, I figured out the lesson that bonds of soli-
darity committed members to the community— ISLA neighborhoods— not 
to concern for a housing issue in the abstract.

leader ship in a communit y of identit y:  
skills of solidarit y building and  

boundary defending

Ethan, the leading researcher and or ga nizer for ISLA’s antidisplacement cam-
paign, had a knack for integrating members’ needs and insights into conversa-
tion at meetings. Making  people feel valued was one way to get participants to 
do what the co ali tion needed them to do. That made him an especially skilled 
facilitator—as was Francis of HJ— but the entrepreneurial actor model’s no-
tion of “skill” would not easily distinguish the two. While Francis was skilled 
at compartmentalizing and bridging, Ethan was skilled at tireless solidarity 
building and agile boundary defending.

At a meeting called to discuss a new financial sponsorship for ISLA and 
new campaign that might produce a “win” for ISLA, participants laid out their 
assumptions about what makes a good leader. Given this double context, ISLA 
members might have emphasized how impor tant it was for a leader to be detail 
and numbers oriented. Or they could have spoken up for a leader with strate-
gic savvy— someone good at figuring out how to frame some local issue for 
an ISLA campaign.

Uniformly, participants gravitated  toward something  else: a spirited com-
municator who could keep  people emotionally committed. Longtime 
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participant Opal said that the  people involved in a new campaign need to have 
an “emotional” commitment  because “it’s about our  people.” Ethan wrote 
“spirit and communication” on paper posted on an easel in front of the room. 
Ron said he thought Victor could be a good coordinator for ISLA.

Victor demurred: “Spirit and communication  aren’t me: I’m not always 
smiling.”

Ethan mugged a toothy grin.

Victor: “Ethan has the morale that has helped bring us to the  table.”

Both Francis and Ethan  were articulate and sharply observant, and masters of 
understated irony. But neither Francis nor anyone  else in the HJ scenes I ob-
served ever implied that his job depended on being a personable and rousing 
man ag er of  people. Francis pointed out to me how much his difficult job de-
pended on seeing HJ participants as embodiments of abstractions— 
constituencies with interests and varying amounts of influence, not  people in 
need of minding and cultivating.

Ethan lived up to the job description. He cheered, figuratively speaking, when 
 others might have shrugged or  else skulked away. For example, Ethan and core 
members observed not infrequently that ISLA participants did not like  going to 
monthly general or planning meetings. About five minutes  after the starting time 
at one of  these, pulling chairs into a small row, Ethan said in a quiet newscaster’s 
voice to no one in par tic u lar, “ We’re  going to have a very, very, very, very low 
turnout.” He proceeded to facilitate a meeting- cum- slideshow in his usual, ar-
ticulate, voluble way. With Ethan, publicly vis i ble emotions ranged from neutral 
up and out to righ teously indignant, or joyful, on behalf of the community and 
ISLA. Once he literally jumped out of his seat, excited to tell us about a break-
through in negotiations with a big developer, lassoing bits of his story into sepa-
rate phrases as a Spanish translator tried to keep up.

Participants at another ISLA general meeting had planned a neighborhood 
dinner party at core member Marina’s  house, intended to get some pastors 
from the many local churches interested in fighting displacement. We had 
spent at least fifteen minutes discussing congregations to tap, puzzling over 
how to entice African American congregations and storefront churches. The 
goal was a relaxed, conversational eve ning, but one with some payoff for 
organ izing efforts. Ethan recounted for me  after the party that Marina made a 
marvelous dinner, and had said  people  really just need to be together and have 
a good time, and “you build from that.” “She is right,” he averred. It turned out 
that the only clergy member who attended was an already- committed pastor. 
The dinner did  little, if anything, to create new contacts for ISLA. Ethan de-
scribed it cheerily.
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Ethan was a solicitous guardian of ISLA’s community. Protecting bound-
aries, he treated meeting participants to cheeky humor and ironic quips, re-
minding us where we  were on the map of a proud, embattled community. For 
a good leader in ISLA, protecting the bound aries could  matter more than 
winning supporters. He told us at one meeting, with the casual pride of some-
one who knows what’s what, that he would pass up an invitation to speak 
about displacement at WHA’s annual conference.  After all, “the answer is obvi-
ous and  doesn’t need a long pre sen ta tion! You just stop gentrification.”

The Central Dilemma: From or for the Community?
Frustration and Lack of Resources Switches the Strategy,  

Not the Style

Campaigns take money and staff time, as social movements scholars have long 
argued.17 Someone needed to plan and lead meetings, run committees, or-
chestrate outreach events like the two street fairs, attend meetings at city hall, 
keep antennae sharply attuned to backroom and front- stage decision mak-
ing, and apply for grants to keep the organ ization  going. That someone was 
Ethan. But Ethan managed other proj ects for his organ ization too, and even 
an energetic orchestrator might have a hard time keeping up and keeping 
 others up too.

By September, Ethan had reached his limits. He opened the monthly meet-
ing by observing that “a lot of our vision has been tied up in a large group of 
 people coming to consensus around our vision of the neighborhood.” The 
trou ble was, Ethan said, it was not clear ISLA had the resources and staff time 
to make that happen. Over the past half year, Ethan noted, ISLA had managed 
to “shift the frame” with some local college officials, who now recognized that 
the displacement of longtime residents was a prob lem. ISLA had “cultivated 
community leaders”— people who had attended grassroots planning work-
shops put on by SED and gone on neighborhood walks, and then reported 
their findings at the Somos la Comunidad event. Staff person Eduardo agreed, 
adding that “ there are at least thirty trained  people available, so that we could 
stick a microphone in their  faces and they know what to say. I’d rather have a 
hundred folks like that than a thousand who are  there for some other reason.” 
Yet  these positive developments put only more pressure on Ethan. “We  don’t 
have a lot of dedicated staff time. . . .  I  don’t feel like I can be effective,” he said.

With that homely statement, ISLA leaders commenced legitimating to 
themselves a twist on the community of identity’s basic strategy. They would 
speak more forthrightly for the community without worrying  whether or not 
 every ISLA statement was directly from the community, produced or vetted 
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by neighborhood residents. Waiting for a large group of local residents to 
come to consensus would only lose the co ali tion precious time building an 
authoritative public presence. Organizers would not know how to describe 
ISLA’s positions to potential new partners.

Still the risk was that too much staff- initiated speaking for the community 
would threaten ISLA’s claim to be from the community, the au then tic voice. 
Clearly the change sat uneasily with  people in the room. Pastor Chuck worded 
his way awkwardly  toward this new strategic stance:

“We have to give up the notion of being a grassroots organ ization; what 
 matters is that  others  don’t know who we are. . . .  [So] ISLA is grass roots, 
but not grass roots in the usual sense. . . .  Maybe  we’re not all  going out 
[seeking consensus from neighbors], but ISLA becomes more vis i ble, and 
builds that database for  people who want to be involved.”

Participants could have gone door knocking, a classic activist means to discov-
ering grassroots opinion, but that would take precious staff time. If ISLA lead-
ers could rest their legitimacy more on staff members along with  people like 
 those thirty already- available community leaders who knew what to say in 
front of a microphone, then they could still run meetings as a community of 
identity without violating the basic boundary between au then tic insiders and 
suspect outsiders.

ISLA members actually had been speaking for the community from the 
co ali tion’s earliest meetings. Other wise it would not have made sense for Vic-
tor to say that ISLA needed to “find”  people who agreed with ISLA’s stance, 
and “aware” enough not to take the college’s bait while their asses  were getting 
kicked, in Marina’s pungent meta phor. If staff  people could be trusted to speak 
authentically for the community, they could build the co ali tion faster while 
having something more solid to which they could invite ally groups and with 
which they could reciprocate when it came time. Participants in other, simi-
larly oriented campaigns could become au then tic members of ISLA’s com-
munity of identity even if they did not go to face- to- face meetings with neigh-
borhood residents. Or as Ethan put it, “That can be our grass roots,” but “not 
in the usual sense,” in Pastor Chuck’s ambiguous locution.

Speaking authentically for the community was, in short, a strategy to em-
power the staff. Ethan complained, “We have this idea we  can’t say anything 
without the community vetting it. We have to be willing to put it on paper! . . .  
This idea that we  won’t put forward anything without the community—at this 
point it is holding us back.” Francine agreed: “We had this idea about starting at 
zero [each time we talk to the community, and] we  don’t have to be  going back 
to ‘what do you want.’. Theresa reasoned similarly that “at some point we have to 
say  we’ve created a pro cess that is legitimate, and we have to go with it.”
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The defensive rationalizing, the tortured locutions, a grass roots that is not 
quite grass roots: Why was this so difficult and angst provoking? If local resi-
dent voices  were so indispensable to ISLA’s legitimacy, then why not simply 
wait for local residents who cared about the community to pre sent them-
selves? Maybe staff actually  were less servants of the community than they 
 were agents of their own ambition; now was their chance to take over the effort 
forthrightly. But even if that  were the case, the fact is that they did not do that 
previously and did defer to community voices for the long nine months of the 
campaign. Another possibility is that few residents cared that much about 
what ISLA leaders claimed they cared about. Research by residents and lead-
ers of SED, a leading organ ization in ISLA, showed an overwhelming pattern 
of displacement of longtime former residents by recently arriving, higher- rent- 
paying tenants on some neighborhood blocks. Some local residents did speak 
up at meetings and street fairs about their fears of being priced out along with 
their desire to stay. ISLA leaders insisted  these residents gave voice to what 
many of their more timid neighbors felt.

A more plausible reason for all the angst is that hard, per sis tent social and 
cultural realities confront  people who just as per sis tently act as a community 
of identity in neighborhoods like ISLA’s. ISLA leaders themselves had said as 
much. It was an “accomplishment” that local residents had been “trained” and 
now knew what to say if someone stuck a microphone in their  faces, as Edu-
ardo explained it. Staff must have thought residents could benefit from being 
“trained” to read urban planning documents or give testimony, or scarce staff 
time would have gone to other  things. Middle- class, native En glish speakers 
may teach themselves how to read technical reports and speak forthrightly to 
officials at public hearings.18 Scenarios from the world of community organ-
izing, on the other hand, show that residents fighting for a safer environment, 
more responsive schools, and public ser vices in lower- income neighborhoods 
of color benefit from tutelage that compensates the multiple disadvantages of 
marginalized social backgrounds, including the lack of a sense of being entitled 
to speak publicly at all.19

A community of interest may take root in the same social circumstances, 
but participants do not center their action on a shared, au then tic identity that 
makes “for” versus “from” into a tension. That style of action does not entangle 
participants so thickly in the constraints of ill- distributed capacities, as long 
as someone (perhaps professional staff) is able to propel a campaign on behalf 
of  others. A community of identity that draws its au then tic members from 
lower- income neighborhoods of color risks the awkward position of needing 
special outsiders who can make themselves (nearly) legitimate, like Ethan.

The move  toward a more staff- led strategy was not a change in style. The 
community remained the privileged “we” on the map, the arbiter of legitimate 
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participation, its identity strictly bounded and protected from  others who 
 were unacceptable as partners, or would need to show some degree of conver-
sion to become trusted members of the community of identity. The strongly 
and explic itly staff- led strategy did not last  either.

Nine months  later at a monthly meeting, ISLA participants looked over 
their accomplishments and reversed course. They headed again for less staff- 
led action and more action from the community. Ethan, Mabel, and Victor 
 were pondering the disappointing juncture they found themselves at. A 
friendly contact at the city planning department had told Ethan not to wait for 
the department’s new neighborhood planning pro cess to call out, much less 
reverse, the displacement of longtime residents. Bud get cutting had severely 
shrunk the department’s staff. A  labor ally at the meeting summed up the 
mood: “We need a win.” Ethan’s contact suggested that ISLA develop a 
“ people’s plan.” ISLA research staff had guessed that Draper Boulevard would 
be the next zone of contention over the displacement of low- income tenants. 
Just to the south of the college, Draper was a thoroughfare of bodegas, nail 
salons, panaderías, and the occasional real estate office set up for students 
moving into a neighborhood increasingly catering to them with apartments 
cut into formerly single- family Victorians and bungalows. The friendly planner 
urged that a truly professional- quality, urban development plan produced by 
ISLA could influence planners and city council members.

Ethan warmed to the idea. He sketched a campaign within a campaign, a 
participatory planning proj ect codirected by community leaders. Local resi-
dents would envision housing, shopping, and park space that would serve 
their needs. Ethan observed that “this is not the testimony model of getting 
 people to be trained to speak for one or two minutes, but back to the original 
vision of [community]  people leading it.” Victor was excited; it was “some-
thing we can win.” The  labor activist agreed. It sounded like a return to the old 
strategy: a campaign from the community, though of course with staff tutelage. 
But that is not what happened. The proj ect, Dreams for Draper, turned out to 
be one of the biggest tests of ISLA participants’ ability to deal with their style’s 
central dilemma. The style endured— yet we might say, at the cost of a proj ect 
that had generated lots of effort, lots of participation, and  little, if any, impact.

A Big Test of the Map and Bonds: The Dreams  
for Draper Proj ect

Urban scholar Robert Sampson (1999, 2012) has argued that while a shared 
sense of collective responsibility can improve the quality of life in low- income 
neighborhoods, neighbors still need resources from outside in order to thrive. 
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That was the big test for ISLA supporters. How could a community of identity 
integrate outsiders with resources and expertise not widely available in neigh-
borhoods like Juniper or Lincoln?

Outsiders came in the form of college students. Some  were taking an urban 
planning sequence at a distant university, from a professor who knew a leading 
figure in ISLA member organ ization SED. Draper Boulevard would constitute 
their studio proj ect. Students would gather information about their “client,” 
as the professor put it, in the first quarter, and draw up final street plans during 
the second.  Others from another university offered their data analy sis skills. 
The person tapped to be the proj ect coordinator of Dreams for Draper was an 
urban planning student too. In all, the proj ect was an ambitious experiment in 
collaboration. Neighbors and local business proprietors would attend meet-
ings, talk in focus groups, and fill out surveys on what was trea surable or de-
plorable about the Draper Boulevard neighborhood. Students would aim to 
summarize faithfully the dreams and frustrations expressed in focus groups, 
analyze survey responses, come up with rough plans for community comment, 
and then draft a series of final street plans. Local neighbors would give feed-
back on the draft plans; the students from the planning studio would rethink 
and redraft. Outsider students would in effect facilitate the Draper neighbor-
hood talking to itself.

I too became a collaborator. I joined the Dreams for Draper research team 
as an additional “research ally,” in proj ect coordinator Beth’s words. While 
studying the research scene, I advised on how to phrase questions as well as 
appreciate the differences between focus group and survey data as win dows 
on public opinion. I learned that well- meaning outsiders posed a menace to a 
community of identity if they participated not simply as adjunct helpers but 
also  bearers of expertise. Their participation threatened displacing the com-
munity with a diff er ent source of authoritative knowledge and diff er ent tem-
poral rhythm— a diff er ent style.

 These fundamental tensions  were not immediately obvious. At the first 
research group meeting, coordinator Beth implied that our group’s legitimacy 
flowed ultimately from the community’s judgment, not from professional 
know- how; the scene style  here would be the same as at general meetings. 
Two days  earlier, ISLA activists had invited local residents to view a huge 
GPS map of Draper and adjacent streets, and mark off sites they would like 
to “keep,” “improve,” or get rid of with different- colored pushpins. Beth said 
the “facilitators” who would shepherd the  whole proj ect and explain it to 
neighborhood residents should “come from the neighborhood, and it’s 
impor tant they remain from the neighborhood.” They  were in the best posi-
tion to interpret what “keep” or “improve” meant. Beth meant for community 
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members to occupy the driver’s seat; we, the adjuncts, needed to avoid giving 
a lot of backseat advice.

In hindsight, the collaboration challenged the bound aries and bonds that 
defined the ISLA community. Its logistics followed professional rhythms 
rather than the rhythms of a community of identity. Beth had the unenviable 
job of orchestrating the work of student urban planners and data analysts with 
a series of four meetings at which community members would generate the 
“data” by talking about their visions. Plying  giant maps with color- coded push-
pins and sticker dots, neighbors would critique tentative plans drafted in re-
sponse to their ongoing visioning and sticker posting. The student planning 
studio’s ser vices needed to fit a two- quarter course schedule that comported 
with ordinary academic routines, but that did not give the students much 
chance to learn in depth about the Draper neighborhood. Their contacts with 
it  were  limited to several weekend visits the first quarter. While the commu-
nity of identity mea sured the depth of commitment and belonging by time 
spent living in its neighborhoods, students needed to make the most of their 
 little time. Beth’s own contract ran six months. Victor articulated just this clash 
of timelines while the two of us scurried down Draper Boulevard one after-
noon in search of students for whom I would translate as they administered 
surveys to Spanish- speaking passersby.

Victor: “Community pro cess and [students’] homework pro cess are diff er-
ent.” He said that arranging a timeline that works with “class assignments” 
 isn’t easy  because “it takes time to get the opinion of the community.”

Second, at crucial points, the collaboration depended on professional 
know- how conserved by outside experts— the students— not the community. 
They would have the last word on how and when to deploy technical skills that 
had made their presence valuable to ISLA to begin with.  There  were bound to 
be tensions for advocates and neighbors used to projecting a community that 
knows itself best.  Those emerged at the next research meeting, in a politico- 
moral tug- of- war between Beth and a new community advocate, Enira, over 
who was  really directing Dreams for Draper.

Enira: “ Will the students interact with community  people?”

Beth: “One of the  things we are sensitive to is community- generated pro-
cess, and  they’re [the students are] turning that pro cess into language un-
derstood by the city. . . .  It’s a translation pro cess in the end. . . .  They have 
to remember who  they’re working for [the community].”

Enira: “I would challenge you to teach them [students] how to translate 
their pro cess to the community.”
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Beth, not missing a beat: “This is the challenge  we’re taking on as a group: 
‘tell us how to do it better.’ ”

Enira persisted calmly: “I understand the value of the students. But it is 
impor tant to have community members DO the survey.” Beth affirmed 
the comment and said that students could ask, “You want to come survey 
with us?”

Beth was working hard to meet the moral high ground of Enira’s critique, but 
she did not offer to restructure the researcher- researched relationship into a 
transfer of expertise. Members of the community would have to go with a 
research partner’s authority to represent the community.

Enira soon came back to her point, speaking evenly: “The students are 
 doing the [research], but that’s my prob lem. Community members should 
be  doing it. . . .  We should leave room and [grant] that community mem-
bers  will be autonomous, and we can support that autonomy.”

Beth: “I re spect this conversation.”

Pressed by Enira, Beth finessed the discussion with a bit of solicitous manage-
rialese, but did not alter the relationship.

Strikingly, Enira’s boundary policing turned out to be work for the com-
munity since Enira herself was not from it. This was her second day on the job 
as an intern at one of ISLA’s organ izations. She was placed  there on a ten- 
month contract by AmeriCorps. Though a newly arrived outsider in terms of 
the geographic locale, Enira gave a virtuoso per for mance of the style. She was 
easily, stridently an insider to the community of identity that ISLA projected. 
She knew as well as Ethan or Victor how to draw the map, tie the bonds, and 
work for the community appropriately.

Over the next six months, the student planners evidently tried to take on 
what they perceived as local neighbors’ perspectives. At the end of their sec-
ond quarter, the class presented a set of fourteen, professional- quality 
streetscape plans along with slides portraying local “issues” the students had 
discovered during their work to a panel of ISLA leaders and me. The pre sen-
ta tions included references to “the community” with its distinct or vibrant 
“culture”— terms of recognition I had not heard when I accompanied some 
students five months  earlier during one of their weekend visits. It came off as 
a hard- won vocabulary that the students still  were learning. One presenter 
observed, speaking slowly and pausing at points, that “ there is a unique— 
cultural— aura in this area through history.” Another student presented a 
streetscape plan with statues and explained, “We created  these [the statues], 
but ideally they would be created by the community to express their cultural 
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values.” A third said that commercial building facades “could have community- 
oriented design.”

The director of CGTC land trust appreciated the students’ work, adding it 
would be good to “think about the po liti cal work that it would take to make 
any of  these happen.” Beth  gently criticized the pre sen ta tions for not having 
“worked on the harder issues first,” and done “aesthetics and streetscapes in 
the context of ” other issues like affordable housing. Francine said politely that 
“leading with the streetscapes concerned me.” The pre sen ta tions gave  little 
evidence that the student planners’ “clients,” community residents,  were 
 people who said they felt besieged by new developments, stalked by the fear of 
displacement, and indignant that local student neighbors got discount offers 
from local shops that did not offer the same enticements to longtime residents. 
Wanting to represent myself truthfully, I told an ISLA neighborhood or ga nizer 
that “I  don’t live in the community, but  these plans raise a lot of issues.” She replied 
with the quiet est hint of dismay, “Imagine if you did live in the community.”

Despite earnest nods to the community of identity, the students had missed 
its basic features, especially its sharp, defensive boundary between community 
and outsiders. One well- intended slide on cultural preservation proposed 
that “ because of student infringement,” the area needed to “establish its dis-
tinct identity.” The student who crafted the slide may have heard the stories 
I had heard about nighttime carousing and the student  couple who had sex 
on the hood of a parked car. The proposed solution was an “event” where 
residents could come and tell their “cultural heritage stories. . . .  The college 
can get together  these  people to establish a sense of place.” But on ISLA’s map, 
the college was not a partner so much as a threat to the community’s contin-
ued sense of place.

Dreams for Draper had been an ambitious, exciting vision of collaboration. 
It depended on contractual relations with outside, professional, and preprofes-
sional specialists with short- term timelines, and a grant. The proj ect started 
with an expert- client relationship, grafted onto a community of identity in 
which authenticity (however earned) and the slowly accreted local knowledge 
of community members, not professional expertise, was the basis for author-
ity. A clash of maps and timelines— a clash of style— generated tensions along 
the way and, sadly, eventuated in beautifully professional plans that misper-
ceived the community.

How did a clash of style  matter beyond palpably awkward interactions? The 
Dreams for Draper proj ect was supposed to be the “win” that ISLA needed. It 
slipped off ISLA’s docket of strategy altogether. I could find no evidence in 
ISLA files nor in my field notes of the proj ect being mentioned at ISLA meet-
ings more than two months  after the students’ pre sen ta tions. It helps to com-
pare with the Somos la Comunidad event, which was an exercise in grassroots 
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planning too. Residents trained by ISLA presented  simple pie charts, graphs, 
lists, and photos documenting the local urban geography. Their pre sen ta tion 
was a far less elaborate report, with no executive summaries or professional- 
quality mock- ups of streetscapes. Over a year  later, ISLA members still  were 
remarking fondly on this “truth speaking to power” event. ISLA leaders un-
derstood it as a proj ect of the community.

The Dreams for Draper collaboration failed the test of style, rather than 
style failing the test of collaboration. For better or worse, nothing of the 
months of collaborative effort, reams of surveys and focus group transcripts, 
pin- coded maps, or beautiful architectural plans would empower strategies in 
ISLA’s next phase, viewed in the following chapter. It would be wrong to con-
clude that outside expertise and connections never can benefit a community 
of identity. It is fair to conclude that this proj ect’s awkward relation to the 
community left the proj ect with an ambiguous reputation. It was neither from 
nor for community since it did not clearly bear the mark of ISLA’s style.

Another Test: Students as Potential Allies

The presence of college students in some of ISLA’s target neighborhoods re-
sulted as another in ter est ing test of the style. Allyhood in ISLA’s general meet-
ings and public event scenes required boundary work on the part of facilita-
tors, leaders, and ordinary participants alike. It required some extra work on 
the part of students— outsiders—to adopt the dominant map and honor the 
community. A neighborhood tour put on by ISLA leaders for students offers 
a brief illustration.

Ethan explained before the tour that ISLA teaches community members 
they have a right to get involved in city planning. Mabel guided one of several 
walking groups, pointing out good and bad features of the cityscape. “ There’s 
a  house by the freeway, kind of an odd place to live.” She elaborated that when 
the freeway was built,  people  weren’t able to say, “I  don’t want a freeway.” She 
made a pitch for taking the bus to Eastview Park, “a  really in ter est ing, bustling 
Latino area.” Few Angelenos would consider Eastview a likely destination for 
student newcomers. A student got a snapshot of a cathedral dome sharing the 
sight line with Porky’s Bur gers and Stop- for- Gas signs on the same block. The 
incongruities struck Mabel too: “An old cathedral next to a gas station— kinda 
funky. . . .   There are some  really cool local businesses. We  don’t want to lose 
 those,” she said, pointing to a taqueria across the street. In all, it would be hard 
to understand the tour as something other than an invitation to adopt a par-
tic u lar map, social as well as geographic.

At the end, each walking group made a short pre sen ta tion. One walker 
praised a Central American– themed outdoor market space: “The food looked 
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 really good, pretty au then tic.” Another said he saw banners announcing “Col-
legiate Rentals Inc.” wrapped across a refurbished apartment building and 
told us that marketing only to students is illegal. Ethan gave a wrap-up pitch, 
assuring the students that the college does a lot of wonderful  things, and like 
a lot of other educational institutions, its real estate dealings are separated 
from the rest of its mission. He said they had now gotten to “find out what 
other students  don’t know” about the community and suggested they remain 
concerned.

Learning the style turned out to be the implicit curriculum of the tour 
groups. Students learned that routine city planning pro cesses produced social 
inequities and aesthetic  hazards  unless the community was involved. Develop-
ment was good if it signaled the community’s ethnic identity, but not if it 
seemed to exclude nonstudent neighbors and drive up rents. Students learned 
to talk of “the community,” like one man who asked where the community  will 
get together and bond without more public spaces; I did not hear students 
speak of “the community” before the pre sen ta tions. Light chat among the staff 
 after the workshop confirmed my analy sis of the “test.” Mabel appreciated the 
man who had surmised aloud that  there  were not many banks in the neighbor-
hood  because banks did not trust the neighbors.

Talking and Feeling in a Community of Identity
Keeping the Community Central

ISLA meetings and events drew on a broader range of speech norms than HJ 
coordinating committees and workshops. Sometimes, like HJ staff at coordi-
nating committee meetings, ISLA staff  were “players” who talked fast and as-
sumed every one knew who’s who in the local po liti cal scene. Much more than 
at HJ meetings, speech norms organ izing ISLA’s strategy sessions and monthly 
co ali tion meetings made language itself into a defensive  battle site, not just a 
fast route to an end.

Obvious but worth emphasizing is the way “community” worked as a claim 
to turf at once geographic and moral. It obviated some potentially complex 
differences and lent gravitas to the action that actors attributed to it. Newcom-
ers to ISLA activity like the participants at the daylong kickoff meeting worked 
at presenting themselves as aligned with the community. By the end of their 
engagement with ISLA, the urban planning students’ pre sen ta tions referred 
liberally, if awkwardly, to the community. The speech norms of ISLA did not 
just represent but also contributed to producing a community of identity. Dis-
tinctive speech practices marked out and policed the central boundary on 
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the map. They wove the community’s bonds, and aroused feelings of prideful 
separation and protectiveness.

Ironic GPS Sharpens the Central Boundary

Throughout my time in ISLA settings, at office meetings as well as much more 
public events, I heard participants joke ironically about who or what was on 
the community’s side. I labeled one of their distinctive speech devices “ironic 
GPS.” Participants used it to navigate aloud the perimeters of the community, 
momentarily reminding each other which was the good side. One of the par-
ticipants at the meeting just  after the Somos la Comunidad event, for example, 
remarked mischievously that she had seen a surprise guest from the college. 
“He came with his two babies,” she said, pointing  toward imaginary  little heads 
at knee level, adding, “Well, not babies, but as buffers.” Marina asked why he 
was  there. Ethan observed, lightly, “A  little bit of spying, if you ask me.” The 
exchange clarified that the surprise guest came from the other side.

Ironic GPS could also affix moral and po liti cal coordinates to new subjects 
of conversation, saving every one a more pedantic, deliberative exploration. At 
the meeting that opened this chapter, facilitator Ethan and  others did not talk 
at length about the new urbanism. Instead, the conspiracy of snickers around 
the  table gave a clue, which Ethan translated into a quick, instructive remark 
that mapped the topic cleanly:

“When we snicker, it’s  because they leave out the  people. . . .  It’s not a mys-
tery that  people want [the new urbanism]— but our question is who can 
afford it!”

Irony was not just extra show; often it helped constitute the map in ISLA 
scenes.

Ironic GPS signaled the safe territory and no-go zones for new participants 
who might need instruction. Sometimes the irony simply dug trenches around 
something or someone occupying a place on the other side of the line from 
the community. A slideshow introducing local property developer Lionel 
Quinn treated viewers to a feast of ironic bite. Some of the slides  were phrased 
like an announcer’s script on a late- night TV crime show: “Who is Lionel 
Quinn?” asked one. “ Lawyer— and likes to go to court,” answered the next 
slide. Another depicted one of Quinn’s new developments, and the next slide 
taunted, “Show me the zoning!” Other times the irony reminded longtime 
participants of who they  were and who the antagonists  were. At a staff meeting 
one day, someone described watching an African American male duo walking 
down the street, hoping they would make it to their destination; she saw a 
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police car cruising several blocks away. An ISLA leader cracked, “Of course 
racism  doesn’t affect policing.”

Protective Rearticulation Guards the Central Boundary

Sometimes activists try to find familiar language for unfamiliar ideas. HJ activ-
ists, for instance, tried to articulate affordable housing mandates as a  matter of 
offering more “choices” in the housing market. Sometimes instead, activists 
challenge commonsense terms of debate in order to post a figurative “ hazard!” 
sign next to widely received ideas that the community disowns. In ordinary 
meeting conversation, ISLA advocates chose the latter rhetorical route much 
more frequently than did HJ advocates. They would protectively rearticulate 
a topic that might other wise invite commonsense thinking that could harm or 
obscure the community. Protective rearticulation, like ironic GPS, was more 
than rhetorical flourish. It was a pattern that became predictable. It instanti-
ated ISLA’s central boundary on the map.

The topic of neighborhood safety elicited a lot of protective rearticulation. 
Victor said at an early meeting that the local college tended to blame the com-
munity for safety prob lems. “We want to be clear that our approach to safety 
is diff er ent.” The self- identified African American activist continued:

“When I think of safety I think of driving. What street has less cops, so I 
 don’t get pulled over. That’s ‘safety’ for me.”

The topic was a risky boundary object, too easily associated with negative im-
ages of racial minority groups. It needed rearticulation. Even an indirect allu-
sion to safety could elicit protective rearticulation. At one meeting, partici-
pants  were talking about the day’s news of assaults against students. The 
reports did not specify who had assaulted students, but ISLA leaders played 
out a preemptive, protective defense against faulty assumptions:

Victor: “How the community is portrayed in the conversation about 
safety— they  don’t even say if the [perpetrator] is a community member 
or not. . . .  Not to downplay the crimes, but it’s to— not to say the com-
munity is making victims at the school.”

Theresa said it seemed like the policy was only to send out notice of 
“community- on- student crime, not student- on- student crime, which is a 
much bigger prob lem.”

Victor said it’s “impor tant to get the community side into the conversation.”

Eduardo: “FYI, the person they caught from the stabbing, they  weren’t 
even from the community.”
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Victor and Theresa feared that casual readers of crime stories would assume a 
parochial standpoint and take lower- income neighborhoods of color to be a 
safety threat. Participants at this meeting wanted to halt that fast train of 
 mental projections and rearticulate the issue from the community’s 
perspective.

Even environmental  hazards might be subjects for protective rearticulation. 
The planning students from the Dreams for Draper proj ect saw Rodriguez 
Auto Repair in the  middle of a residential neighborhood. They retained it in 
one of their streetscape renovation sketches. ISLA leader Francine affirmed 
the repair shop “has a life in the community.”

Spanish Language and Latinx Cultural Forms Tie the Bonds

ISLA staff meetings and steering meetings  were not always so diff er ent from 
 those in HJ. In- the- know “players” used acronyms, name- dropped, and did 
not often stop to let new participants in on who and what was being talked 
about. It is a telling difference between ISLA’s community of identity and HJ’s 
community of interest that ISLA also hosted parties for members and neigh-
bors, and retreats for staff. HJ hosted committee meetings, staff leader meet-
ings, and an occasional workshop on policy issues.  Whether or not they are 
always thinking about their relation to the community, participants in a com-
munity of identity represent more of the personal self as involved in the 
action.

The self being elicited was Latinx identified or Latinx affirming, if rarely 
specified so explic itly. ISLA’s daylong kickoff meeting, called a retreat, signaled 
the co ali tion’s cultural coordinates from the start. Early in the day, a meeting 
facilitator put on salsa  music, invited us to dance our way  toward other partici-
pants and introduce ourselves, and when the  music  stopped, head for chairs. 
Then the sequence ran again, with fewer chairs, leaving whichever participants 
 were stranded to introduce themselves to the  whole group. Anyone minimally 
hip musically had to get it that this salsa- powered game of musical chairs was 
neither a cakewalk, waltz, nor rap. General meetings for members included 
food of similar provenance: frijoles, pollo con arroz, and tamales.

More than  music and food, though, ISLA’s commitment to bilingual meet-
ings in a normatively monolingual society signaled a preferred basis for group 
bonds. On the one hand, bilingual meetings  were a practical necessity for an 
advocacy co ali tion that wanted members and a good reputation in neighbor-
hoods in which many first- generation immigrants spoke predominantly Span-
ish. Yet as sociolinguist John Gumperz (1982a, 1982b) helpfully observed a 
long time ago, to speak a language in a multilingual setting is to convey a social 
identity. The co ali tion’s name, ISLA, itself said a lot, as a Spanish acronym 
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created from Spanish words. General co ali tion meetings included En glish 
translation more frequently than Spanish translation. I heard ISLA leader 
Ethan say at least once that his own organ izing work was hampered by his in-
ability to speak Spanish, and in fact he took Spanish lessons during his time with 
ISLA. I never heard an ISLA leader or participant lament rudimentary En glish 
skills. Neighborhood residents who gave testimony at city hall in Spanish could 
count on an ISLA staff person to translate to council members. Language use 
and attributions of language capability to  others worked as signals of insider-
hood or outsiderhood. While staff sometimes asked “non- Latinx- appearing” 
 people if we wanted En glish translation, several of the regularly attending mem-
bers of the co ali tion, older Latina  women, would encourage my Spanish- 
language participation. One could belong by speaking Spanish.

Feeling the Scene with Indignity and Pride

Leading participants sometimes sounded off in a par tic u lar emotional register 
that I rarely heard voiced at the HJ coordinating committee. At the earliest 
meetings, when ISLA members  were discussing how to attract more partici-
pants who appreciated the community the way they did, an indignant tone 
rang out consistently.

Marina: “They [the college] always are saying that  they’re good for the 
community.”

Ethan: “They keep saying this community is unstable, but the community 
of students—no  matter how wonderful a lot of them are—is inherently 
unstable.”

At a general meeting a year  later, ISLA leaders  were talking about how to 
create a positive vibe with the Dreams for Draper proj ect. Members had said 
for months that they  were not “against” the college or students but rather 
against displacement. Herb, a new participant and web designer volunteer-
ing his  free hours to help publicize ISLA, had gotten other members talking 
about how to pre sent ISLA’s campaign positively. Members  were on board 
with positive messaging, yet voiced indignation on behalf of the community 
all the same:

ISLA or ga nizer Hortencia now brought up that “ there is a rumor that the 
college is buying Washington Park to develop on it.”

Mabel, interjecting indignantly: “That’s the only park in the area! The next one 
is a mile away!”
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Herb proposes: “ We’re educating the college and city hall about how to do 
fair development. . . .  Remember, we said we  weren’t  going to be 
strident.”

Mabel agreed it’s not good to criticize the college, but all the same, “we  were 
working with them and then they did something  behind our back.”

To say only that ISLA participants coconstructed a sense of indignity would 
miss part of the dynamic. Indignation sometimes bids us to shore up what has 
been wounded: pride. Quite literally the displacement issue did just that in 
ISLA campaigns.  Those win dow signs on  houses announcing one’s longevity 
in the neighborhood read “proud [emphasis added] resident of this commu-
nity.” Both sensibilities in the indignation/pride couplet helped instantiate 
community bound aries and made communal bonds a palpable, breathing 
real ity.

In meeting conversation, the hurt of indignation usually came first. Pride 
was the normative response— one that ISLA participants saw as both emerg-
ing from and enhancing communal solidarity. The collective, emotional cou-
plet was particularly clear at an early co ali tion meeting, at which Victor asked 
attendees to describe negative images they heard associated with the com-
munity and then say “what the community is  really like.”

Victor asked now what is “our essence. Not what every one says it is, but our 
natu ral diversity, not the fake diversity.” He himself pitched in that what was 
“real” about the community was the grassroots organ izations that had put 
so much of their effort and reputation into it over the past twenty or thirty 
years.

A  labor activist added “all that SED has done” with creating a Latin- themed 
business zone.

D: “This is not a resource- poor community but a resource- rich community.”

While the HJ co ali tion orchestrated spurts of excitement on a relatively 
short timeline, ISLA’s antidisplacement campaign sustained a continuous per-
for mance of indignity and pride. Certainly, HJ and ISLA activists alike sig-
naled ner vous excitement— talked more animatedly, listened more tensely, 
and or ga nized their seating and coordinated their speakers much more 
tightly— when they  were at city hall meetings. Activists in both co ali tions  were 
perfectly capable of darting sarcastic quips at perceived competitors and ad-
versaries. The point  here is that ISLA’s community of identity and HJ’s com-
munity of interest also reached into diff er ent, collective emotional registers. 
Each made distinctive claims on activists’ feelings.
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Communities of identity are easy to find in grassroots social movements 
and among some nonprofit advocacy groups in the United States.20 Local resi-
dent activists in New York City, Chicago, Provincetown, and other locales have 
styled their challenges to gentrification this way. They maintain a sharp bound-
ary between a neighborhood resident “we” and invasive, power ful “they,” and 
define au then tic membership in the community in terms of longevity.21 They 
or ga nize themselves in varied ethnic and racially based idioms of community 
and identity— feeling their bonds with diff er ent symbolic objects from the 
ones that Latinx- centered ISLA members shared. Scenes with a similar style 
of action may share diff er ent idiocultures, or diff er ent collections of cultural 
items— the stories, jokes, tastes in food, or honored language that we often 
think of when we say “subculture.”22 To suggest the diversity of idiocultures 
that may carry the same style, we need comparisons.

 Here, then, is a brief look at scenes from LAPO, an organ ization that in-
cludes and advocates for low- income and homeless  people in downtown Los 
Angeles. I did not observe LAPO’s executive meetings, but saw that in the 
housing committee and monthly general meetings of LAPO, participants 
created a community of identity. It was broadly similar to what ISLA par-
ticipants did together in their general and strategy meetings, but LAPO par-
ticipants had their own collection of collective memories, cautionary tales 
and rage rituals.

Subcultural Variety in a Style
It is not quite 6:00 p.m., and we are at LAPO’s monthly general meeting in the 
narrow commons room of headquarters downtown. The thirty, mostly African 
American participants are seated in metal folding chairs, facing a writing 
board. In the huge mural on the wall  behind them, community empowerment 
slogans swirl amid a cityscape— Peter Max meets 1960s’ street art. An African 
American facilitator is engaging the audience in a fight- back drama that I  will 
see at other meetings. He asks if  people know about the city police depart-
ment’s new approach to minor infractions. The facilitator asks, “Does it make 
our city safer?” A young  woman in the back row says no, it brings abuse and 
genocide— a war on the poor.

The energizing discussion is part Socratic dialogue, part call and response, 
part after noon TV talk show. The facilitator says the new policing approach 
started when “they de cided to gentrify LA, put money in the area in order to 
get yuppies to come [downtown], . . .  and get rid of poor folks . . .  black and 
brown folks— and poor folks.” He called it a conspiracy— one that has led to 
issuing thirteen thousand tickets, and five thousand of  those for jaywalking, 
and other wise harassing and intimidating his community. “We all would like 
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to get some ‘revitalization,’ ” but the revitalization downtown  isn’t with them 
in mind; it’s “only for some  people.” The new policy has resulted in six beatings, 
and one person choked to death.

Facilitator, rhetorically: “Why??”

Attendee (who  later turns out to be a white student supporter), ironically: 
“To make us safer.”

Facilitator: “To move us out!” He asked how many  people had been ar-
rested, and roughly a quarter of the participants raise their hands. “How did 
you feel?”

Older man: “Like a caged animal.”

A middle- aged  woman said she felt “terrified and humiliated, but mostly 
terrified.”

Another man: “The reason I’m ticked off is  because I’m a pawn; the only 
reason I got arrested is I  don’t look like every one  else.”

 Woman sitting up front: “Like I’m not a citizen of Los Angeles, California.”

We launch into some chants, and then watch some role- playing skits that the 
facilitator says  will help prepare us for the phone calling and door knocking 
we  will do to turn  people out for a rally to oppose the new policing. In one skit, 
a  woman tries to get a man interested in  going to the rally:

 Woman: “Are you a resident?”

Man: “Nah”

 Woman: “Well, what corner do you live on?”

Man: “Fifth and San Fernando.” Some  people laugh.23

The  woman tells him about the rally, and he playacts a blasé demeanor.

Man: “What’s it about?”

 Woman: “It’s about getting rid of you!”

Then the man says, “Oh,  we’re talking about the police!” Then he seems to 
get more interested and wants to come.

The facilitator reminds us all to include the date, time, and address of the rally, 
noting that remembering  these details is prob ably more of a challenge than 
giving the pitch  because “we all got the rap inside of us,  because  we’re all 
angry. . . .   We’re rallying against the abuse in our community.”
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In another role- play, a  woman makes a pitch for the rally and describes 
LAPO as an organ ization that fights for “homeless rights.” She says, “They are 
having a rally.” The facilitator corrects her, “ ‘They are having a rally.’ THEY 
 aren’t  doing anything. WE are having a rally.”

Another facilitator tells us that “residents of this community” should meet 
before the rally at 9:30 a.m. at the park near San Fernando and “supporters” 
should meet at 10 a.m. at the office; it was impor tant for “the residents to meet 
on our own.” A guy seated next to me yells, “Power to the  people!” The meet-
ing is drawing to a close. We chant “fight back!” and  belt out other chants 
lampooning city officials.

— — —

I chose this scenario, similar in tone to other general meetings I attended, 
 because it shows some of the most typical idioms and images through 
which participants marked off and bonded their community. It also illus-
trates my claim that the same scene style can or ga nize collective action on a 
variety of issues, not just affordable housing. Like ISLA participants, LAPO 
members defined themselves as a tightly bound, if geo graph i cally fuzzy, 
“downtown community” in perennial conflict with dominating, dishonoring 
outsiders. And like in ISLA scenes, the distinction between strategies “from” 
and “for” the community was impor tant— though LAPO leaders finessed it 
by distinguishing “residents” and “supporters.” Members performed tight, 
collective- oriented bonds, just like in ISLA; a sense of “we- ness” was an 
obligation. It was not a convergence of  people on a shared interest but rather 
a community of shared fate and anger. Speech norms and emotional regis-
ters  were in some impor tant ways similar to  those in ISLA. As the meeting 
scenario pictured, participants often would express indignity (“like a caged 
animal”) and pride (“a citizen of Los Angeles” and “power to the  people!”). 
One or two leading members sometimes did protective rearticulation, such 
as the facilitator who reminded the audience that urban “revitalization” 
sounds  great yet is not  really for every one downtown, and one leader was a 
virtuoso of ironic GPS.

A brief look at LAPO suggests how the same style can live in quite diff er ent 
idiocultures. To someone familiar with grassroots activism in the United 
States, ISLA mixed the Spanish- language- affirming and Latinx- informed ethos 
of 1980s’ Central Amer i ca solidarity activists with a version of empowerment 
that many progressive activists learned from educator Paulo Freire’s (1970) 
Pedagogy of the Oppressed.24 LAPO scenes, in contrast, resonated with the 
cadences of black community strug gle and a kind of charismatic leadership 
that some writers consider distinctively African American.25
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A Map with a Central Boundary

In protests and routine general meetings like the one I pictured, LAPO par-
ticipants projected a map of precariously  housed, low- income tenants— the 
community— poised against money- hungry property  owners, unresponsive 
city officials, and sometimes brutalizing police. A good illustration comes from 
a march and rally to protest the de mo li tion of residential  hotels where many 
low- income tenants lived. LAPO sponsored this boisterous, colorful protest, 
accompanied by a menacingly energetic drumbeat, down a main street. Hun-
dreds of units in a small urban enclave had already become expensive condo-
miniums or chic work spaces. Having reached the march’s destination, a park 
near city hall, a speaker yelled into a bullhorn, “ There is a lot of redevelopment 
 here. Who’s losing?”  There  were multiple responses from the crowd, like, “We 
are!” and “Tenants are!” A LAPO leader took the bullhorn and shouted, “Why 
 don’t we have an ordinance? Bureaucracy! City bullshit bureaucracy is holding 
it up!” She said  we’re the  people that the bureaucracy is supposed to serve. 
“ Today is just the beginning. We  will be back next week.  We’ll be  here  every 
day  until they serve us!”

Who, exactly, could count as part of the community? The formulation a 
LAPO director used frequently was that policies  ought to be made by the 
 people who  will be most directly affected by them. On this princi ple of radical 
empowerment, LAPO participants learned to save full community member-
ship for  those low- income inhabitants evidently affected directly by the ac-
tions of property  owners, police, or city officials in downtown Los Angeles.26 
Inside this circle, members projected the community as unitary in its griev-
ances and moral determination. Or as the facilitator put it in the opening sce-
nario,  there was no “they” in LAPO, only a “we” who do not count on  others 
to do  things for us.

Traversing the Central Boundary: Limits to Conversion

Participation status was actually more complicated, though, in general and 
housing committee meeting scenes. Just as in ISLA, participants in  these 
meetings might be  either from the community in both the geographic and 
politico- moral sense, or staff  people who worked  either from or for the com-
munity, but usually spoke, acted, and  were treated as from the community, or 
“supporters” beyond the community who stood in solidarity with it. Just as in 
ISLA scenes, LAPO general meeting and housing committee scenes encoun-
tered the dilemma of balancing efforts “for” and “from” the community. It 
became especially vis i ble as members distinguished between supporters and 
the other two kinds of participation.
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LAPO’s decision- making formats marked off the diff er ent status of sup-
porters. Recall how only the community residents officially voted on the Man-
chester agreement, not the ISLA staff, pro bono  lawyer, or ethnographer. In 
parallel fashion, LAPO decision making recognized differences between com-
munity members and  others not fully of the community. When it was time for 
participants at a general meeting to consider endorsing a new tenant bill of 
rights and protections, the director instructed, “It has to be low- income down-
town residents who vote. Every one  else can support them  after the fact.” The 
distinction between community members and supporters played into protest 
strategies too, like in the protest against the new policing practices, where 
community residents would meet in a diff er ent location from “supporters.”

The distinction mattered  because risk taking was tied up with reputation 
and too easily misrecognized. Rather than projecting the image of a general 
interest as HJ tried to do, LAPO members’ risk taking helped maintain LA-
PO’s reputation for fearlessly giving voice to a distinct community. The meet-
ing facilitator had implied this message might get diluted or lost if residents 
and supporters  were together for the entire protest event,  because police might 
feel  free to victimize community residents  after outside supporters had left the 
scene assuming every thing was fine:

“They get some numbers [at the march], but most of  these folks  will be 
gone  after the rally. . . .  Most of  those  people  won’t feel the handcuffs [from 
being arrested], ‘so  we’re good’ [supporters might assume].”

Better, in other words, if police target community members while a separate 
but nearby contingent of supporters was around to take in as well as spread 
the lesson that community members lived with perilous risk daily. The chance 
of brutality only heightened the dilemma. On the one hand, LAPO’s cause 
benefited from bigger “numbers” with outsiders acting “for” the community, 
but the outsiders’ mere presence complicated an urgent message about injus-
tice faced by community insiders.

Supporters recognized the distinction between from and for too. Several 
times, I heard what sounded like statements of a kind of conversion from sup-
porters, parallel to what ISLA leaders hoped some students would feel. One 
supporter, a white man who lived in a diff er ent neighborhood, got a special 
award to honor his countless unpaid hours assisting committee meetings, and 
 doing research and administrative work. The gesture demonstrates that sup-
porters could in fact be valued participants. Accepting the award, he said that 
“the community has taught me far more than I could ever teach you.” I heard 
similar phrases when talking to white, college student interns at LAPO.

Given their way of associating community membership with authenticity 
and subjection to risks, it would be hard, though, to fully extend orga nizational 
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kinship to outsiders in solidarity. A core member’s backstage comment to me 
 after a general meeting clued me in. She groused that a (relatively privileged) 
outsider volunteer could buy a  bottle of wine anytime and would never  really 
know what it is like to live in poverty, subject to police brutality in their down-
town neighborhood. The community could include supporters who offered 
valuable  free  labor as well as moral support. But a community defined sharply 
by bound aries of authenticity and shared experience granted them a some-
what ambivalent status all the same.

Bonds of Risk and Implicitly Race more than Residence

 There are a lot of ways to honor group bonds. While in ISLA scenes, longev-
ity in the community was itself an honor, LAPO scenes celebrated special 
gifts of time and effort to the organ ization, as pictured above with the award 
ceremony. Leaders also cultivated and honored group bonds by acknowl-
edging risks members took to defend the community.27 At one general 
meeting, a leader taught the hierarchy of honors awaiting LAPO partici-
pants who stepped up a ladder of personal risk for the community. Atten-
dance at two protest marches or rallies earned the participant a gray T- shirt. 
Arrest earned the participant a yellow T- shirt. Honored members never 
entirely left the community. Longtime, honored members who passed away 
 were immortalized with a photo on a wall of the group office. General meet-
ings would announce recent deaths among the membership. Braving risk 
could mean braving police intimidation or even physical vio lence— a rela-
tionship that is racialized not only through differential rates of arrest but 
also symbolically.

This was one of several ways in which racialized imagery informed mem-
bers’ notions of their bonds in LAPO scenes. The “we” implicitly was black or 
black- affirming.28 It is impor tant to say that in any of the scenes I ever was part 
of, LAPO was officially a multiracial organ ization. During my time attending 
meetings, LAPO staff members increasingly mentioned their valued partners 
from predominantly Latinx and other neighborhoods in the new HRN co ali-
tion. As the facilitator put it in the opening scenario, LAPO’s leaders intended 
the organ ization to be the voice of a neighborhood including  people who 
could be described as brown or poor  people, not only Black people. The most 
common, racially distinct symbolism leaders and leading participants ex-
pressed, though, was historically African American. Several general meetings 
ended with a single chant: “All power to the  people!” The facilitator in the 
opening scenario said it would not be hard to convince locals to join a LAPO 
event  because “we all got the rap inside of us.” During his two- minute public 
comment at a city hall meeting on rent control, one member observed that it 
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was Black History Month, a good time to speak up for the just cause at hand. 
During my time in LAPO general meetings and the housing committee, I 
heard none of the solicitous English- to- Spanish translating that was de rigueur 
at many ISLA events;  free dinners  after monthly meetings did not feature ta-
males. It is also fair to say Spanish speakers or Latinx- identified  people would 
have made up a relatively small minority of the participants. One did not need 
to identify as African American to be a member in good standing in LAPO. 
Being familiar with African American cultural and po liti cal idioms would 
likely have made participants feel more connected, though.

Bonding Cultivated by Tutelage

In the tightly bound “we” of LAPO scenes, good leaders  were solidarity build-
ers and boundary policers like in ISLA, and also tutors. In ISLA, members 
could sign up to attend the  People’s Planning School sponsored by member 
organ ization SED, learn conventional and critical perspectives on land use, 
and be invited to speak publicly—at the much- lauded Somos la Comunidad 
event, for example. Staff  imagined that many, at least ideally, would be counted 
on to speak for the co ali tion if “someone sticks a microphone in front of them,” 
as Eduardo had said. Staff aimed to empower participants in LAPO scenes too, 
yet in a diff er ent way. Teaching and learning  were not for separate sessions as 
they  were in ISLA.

A LAPO staffer and the student volunteer who ran housing committee 
meetings both took the liberty and responsibility to orchestrate  these as some-
thing like classroom interaction. At one meeting, LAPO staffer Tony and 
members  were talking about their upcoming visit to city council to speak out 
against a proposal to allow rents citywide to increase 5  percent:

Tony wrote on the board: “8:00 a.m., meet at the office.” Then he asked, 
“Does anyone know what  we’re  doing? I’ll go around. Start with Keith.”

Keith: “We want to push the review forward.” Tony wrote this on the board.

Tony: “Earnestine?”

Earnestine: “It’s del e ga tion action day. [We  will] demand  things they have 
been putting off.”

Steve: “Em?”

Em: “Public comment to the city council.”

Tony had been writing what  people said on the board, and Mary took it as 
an opportunity to agree or disagree with the answers so far.
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Mary: “All of the above— and do del e ga tion visits to three council 
members.”

Loyal said “all of the above.”

Tony told him he  wasn’t  really answering the question.

Bert went next: “We’ve spent millions finding out what we know already.”

Mary soon added, “We  don’t want them to just review . . .”

And Michael finished the sentence, “but act on it.” Mary concurred.

Tony wanted to hear what  people  were  going to comment specifically.

Bert: “I’m  going to give them some hell. Try to wake them up!”

Tony: “Anything besides ‘give ’em hell’?”

Bert said he would tell them that “we are the  people who put you in  those 
[official] seats . . .  and we expect you to do your job.”

Vern asked, “How many council members are  there? Fifteen?”

Tony: “Fifteen.”

Tutelage at the housing committee happened in a teacher- student relation-
ship. Tony was an affectionately disciplined teacher. He occasionally tested 
participants’ attentiveness, including mine, by calling on us. He took the lib-
erty to say some answers  were wrong, pushed and probed to get participants 
to say more, and once chided a member  under his breath for excessive swagger. 
In other grassroots advocacy groups, tutelage happens through a leader who 
coaxes participants into more individualized expression.29 The more “we” fo-
cused and unapologetically hierarchical tutelage at the housing committee was 
another instance of communal bonds in LAPO scenes.

We can recognize the same patterns of style across scenes with diverse rhe-
torical practices, shared stories, and historical allusions. Concentrating on 
scene style, though, means using the extra words necessary to tell readers 
something happened in a par tic u lar scene— a strategy session, for instance— 
rather than simply saying “ISLA did” something. That makes the account 
sound less like many studies, and less like journalistic writing or a novel, and 
more complicated. The next chapter shows the benefits of taking this longer 
narrative route.
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5
Why Follow the Style, Not Just 

the Organ ization?

Scene  Matters
Journalists, politicians, and sociologists often treat an organ ization like a single 
being.  Doing what participants themselves do, we talk of a collective “it” that 
acts when its members are acting. For simplicity’s sake, the previous two chap-
ters matched each chapter’s featured style to the co ali tion or organ ization in 
which that style predominated. If scene style matched up one to one with a 
co ali tion or organ ization, then following co ali tions or organ izations rather 
than scene styles would make good narrative sense. But the real ity in ISLA and 
HJ co ali tions was more complicated.

Diff er ent scenes of the same co ali tion may take on diff er ent styles. Put dif-
ferently, a co ali tion is not just one “ thing.” The same co ali tion may take on 
diff er ent kinds of tests, trade- offs, and emotional sensibilities, in diff er ent 
scenes. This chapter shows how diff er ent scene styles inhabit diff er ent spaces 
of a co ali tion. Part of what we learn from following styled action instead of 
treating organ izations as uniform actors is how distinctly patterned and emo-
tionally power ful scene style can be. Even  people accustomed to the dilemmas 
of one scene style suddenly become like diff er ent  people when they act in a 
diff er ent style. We can see that when ISLA advocates, normally proud to de-
fend the community against outside powers, justify a potential deal with a big 
real estate developer to community members— a scenario below. They switch 
styles. None of this is a statement on advocates’ willingness to stick to princi-
ples. One takeaway is that individual advocates are, like the rest of us, more 
complicated and have more capacities than stock images would suggest. A look 
at shifts in style teaches more novel  things too:

Following scene style gives us a new  angle on what makes or breaks a co-
ali tion. Students of social advocacy have paid increasing attention to co ali tions 
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as the traditional model of the one- issue mass movement— for voting rights 
or against US military involvement in the Vietnam war, for instance— becomes 
increasingly distant from what much social advocacy work is like.1 Advocacy 
organ izations join co ali tions to accomplish what they cannot do alone. Co ali-
tions amass the power necessary to redirect local economic development, 
improve inner- city schooling, reform national military policy, strengthen re-
productive rights, or remove existing reproductive rights, among other 
achievements.2 The research rec ord shows that tensions and tenuousness have 
threatened a  great many advocacy co ali tions, including labor- environmental 
alliances, civil rights campaigns, lesbian and gay co ali tions, feminist networks, 
joint proj ects of peace and  labor  union groups, and cross- issue environmental 
partnerships.3 Working together can be hard even when advocates from dif-
fer ent organ izations agree on what the prob lem is and what the solution 
should be.4 In one compelling example, a co ali tion to oppose the construction 
of a federal biodefense laboratory in the Boston area, activists united in op-
position to the lab but chafed at clashing modes of leadership. Each side mis-
trusted the other side’s judgment. To keep collaborating, the Boston activists 
needed to finesse diff er ent styles of interaction in a tense division of  labor. 
When strained co ali tions manage to do that, they expand co ali tion members’ 
capacities to attract diff er ent constituencies and stay cohesive enough to win 
some of their aims.

Not all co ali tions endure the dissonance.5 Disagreements over style can 
weaken a co ali tion. Sparks flew as a clash of styles rent two HJ coordinating 
committee meetings.  After  those episodes, the HJ co ali tion fractured as several 
HJ ally organ izations withdrew their representatives and energies from the 
co ali tion’s work. Field evidence  will suggest that  these decisions emerged from 
an ongoing commitment to a style of action—in this case, a community of 
identity.  These former HJ co ali tion allies, including LAPO and SED staff who 
had withdrawn their organ izations from the co ali tion  earlier, initiated the 
HRN co ali tion. Acting predominantly as a community of identity, HRN pur-
sued some of the same housing prob lems HJ’s coordinating committee tackled 
as a community of interest.

This all gives style a big role in the story of how HJ fractured. The entrepre-
neurial actor model offers a more common explanation, which builds on the 
idea that advocates wield frames strategically to attract supporters and fend off 
opponents. A dispute over which frames to privilege might fracture a co ali tion. 
I argue that HJ advocates had a diff er ent kind of disagreement about framing 
from what the entrepreneurial model highlights. A close look at several dra-
matic HJ meetings shows that advocates’ deeper clash was over what framing 
is for to begin with.
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Multiple Styles in a Single Co ali tion
Style Switching in the HJ Co ali tion: Compartmentalization

It was my second day volunteering in the HJ staff office. I was phoning co ali-
tion members, urging them to attend the big kickoff rally. Embarrassed, I dis-
covered I had been saying the wrong  thing, telling members I was calling from 
WHA. A staffer let me in on that when it came to organ izations on my list: 
“Some  people  don’t even know  we’re part of WHA. WHA is for the [housing] 
developers;  these organ izations may not know.” The first day, I had been phon-
ing affordable housing developers, which would recognize WHA.  Today, it was 
tenant groups, but it had not occurred to me to change my script. Staff or ga-
nizer Francis agreed with the other staffer that it was better to say I was calling 
from “Housing Justice co ali tion.” WHA sponsored the co ali tion, and paid 
Francis and the other staffer’s salary, but tenant groups likely would not know 
or care about that, and I gathered that somehow, naming it would send the 
wrong signal.

The same orga nizational hat switching would happen  later that year at co-
ordinating committee meetings. Sometimes Mary said that “Western Housing 
Association” would bring ten  people to a rally. Mary helped plan strategy for 
the HJ co ali tion, so I  didn’t understand why she was speaking for WHA, nor 
why she did that at city hall. In other settings, she would say she was from HJ. 
The office staffer’s casual comment helped me figure it out. Naming an orga-
nizational affiliation was a way of priming the listener’s map. Calling tenant 
group leaders on behalf of an activist- sounding entity might warm them up to 
the rally. They might imagine HJ as part of the community, on their side. A 
phone call from a distant- sounding professional organ ization might actually 
be a turnoff. Tenant groups lived in the world of grassroots activism, not the 
world of professional nonprofit affordable housing developers who belong to 
trade associations, and spend more time refreshing their funding streams and 
keeping their government contacts warm than allying with the community.6 
Orga nizational names could cue diff er ent maps and scene styles, and HJ staff 
members used their intuitive sense of the differences to pre sent themselves 
effectively.7 This applies not only to brief encounters but entire scenes styled 
for a par tic u lar audience too.

Early in the HJ co ali tion’s public existence, co ali tion leaders occasionally 
departed from the usual style and orchestrated scenes for a community of 
identity. This means that sometimes, HJ participants acted like a diff er ent 
organ ization. This “other” version of HJ came with a diff er ent sense of how 
“we” relate to “them,” a dif fer ent kind of solidarity, and dif fer ent kinds of 
speech and emotional tone. Rather than concentric circles of closeness to a 
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zone of aspiration, participants would imagine housing advocacy as a  battle 
between a localized community and outsiders trying to deceive or destroy it. 
Participants in  those scenes counted on each other to identify strongly with 
the community in some depth and be rooted in it— implying long- term affini-
ties that stretched far outside the meeting room, not the short- term bonds 
 people activate at an interest group’s campaign meetings. The communica-
tion—in conversation or video slides— was cheeky and angry, not wonky. In 
 these spaces, HJ organizers welcomed the kind of communication that coor-
dinating committee members found out of place when firebrand homelessness 
activist Terry brought it to their meetings.

Other observers of civic action up close also find that sometimes actors 
affiliated with one organ ization switch the style, creating a diff er ent kind of 
scene in the pro cess. Scholars have long known that complex organ izations 
may cobble diff er ent kinds of scenes in diff er ent settings of the organ ization, 
but the insight has only rarely made it to research on civic action.8 In some 
organ izations or co ali tions, one style is clearly dominant in most scenes while 
another, subordinate style is found predictably in only certain scenes, perhaps 
cued by predictable signals— a socially distinctive speaker or topic of ritual 
denunciation.9 Through experience with  these situations, participants know 
the cues.10

HJ leaders carefully compartmentalized  those scenes. At the end of the 
chapter we  will see what happened when activists breached this interactional 
rule, acting as a community of identity at HJ coordinating committee meet-
ings, outside the few compartments activists marked off for that style.11  These 
incidents made it all the easier to recognize where in the organ ization and for 
how long HJ staff allowed or actively orchestrated scenes for a community of 
identity.

One place for  people to act like a community of identity was in tenant 
workshops. HJ leaders hoped  these would entice tenants to participate in a 
state- mandated planning exercise, identifying properties that might be good 
sites for affordable housing development. Just as in the case of the mayor’s 
town hall meetings about housing, HJ activists wanted to intervene in a gov-
ernmentally sponsored pro cess. Only this time, they intervened as insurgents 
protecting and resisting rather than as allies of public officials setting the 
agenda.

At the workshop I attended, coordinating committee member Carol facili-
tated with roughly thirty, mostly Spanish- speaking tenants associated with 
LAPO, SED, and other tenant activist groups. It was the same sharp- witted 
and articulate Carol from chapter 3, but with a diff er ent persona. We started 
with a not- so- subtle bit of po liti cal education on slides, full of cues as to how 
audience members should think of themselves. The slides instructed that 
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58  percent of Angelenos  were renters, and the annual median income of rent-
ers in South Los Angeles was a mere $22,000. As Carol summed it up, “We are 
a divided city.” The slideshow confirmed that much more market- rate housing 
than affordable housing was being built in most neighborhoods. Carol con-
cluded, “When we let the market build, it  doesn’t build what we need.” In this 
context, the “we” was low- income, working- class  people of neighborhoods in 
South Los Angeles— like  people in the room. It was not the more usual, ex-
pansive we of HJ: teachers and accountants as well as laborers and ser vice 
workers throughout the city. The we of this room, in contrast, was more like 
the antigentrification activists pictured in another slide who marched with a 
banner declaring “displacement- free zone.”

The map and bonds shared in this scene  were parallel to what I usually 
heard at ISLA meetings. Carol invited attendees to tell stories of what they 
 were seeing with housing in their own neighborhoods. One said  there was a 
lot of new housing construction in her neighborhood, but “only for  people 
with high incomes, not for workers.”12 Another told of tenants who had made 
their apartment home for twenty years, paying $400 or $600 monthly, while 
newer tenants had to pay $1,100 or $1,500. Another asked, “What can the com-
munity do, not  people with a lot of money?” Carol’s cofacilitator, a staff person 
with HJ, urged attendees to participate in the planning exercise  because it 
“gives some power to interject our needs.”

A much larger meeting for activists citywide, also dedicated to the planning 
exercise, sounded similar. But  here, compartmentalization worked inside the 
same physical setting, at the same meeting. Some segments of the meeting, 
cued by a change of speaker, delivered technical- sounding pre sen ta tions for 
what speakers took to be a community of interest. Other segments, cued by 
invitations to be angry or tell stories, played for a community of identity. The 
two kinds of scene sat uneasily together, like two videos alternating, one on 
and the other off; this happened more frequently in ISLA scenes, as I  will 
describe shortly. At the start, attendees told stories about greedy landlords. 
The audience learned that one landlord, who planned to convert cheap apart-
ments to boutiques, told tenants to vacate within twenty- four hours, and 
pulled a gun on the ones who challenged his right to evict. The sense of shared 
threat and solidarity in suffering— a beleaguered community of identity— 
only hardened when a real estate developer in attendance spoke up.

Real estate developer: “You have a high number of renters, so prob ably 
 they’re not being pushed out;  they’re moving on with their lives.”

Skeptical muttering reverberated around the room.

 Legal aid activist, sharp and loud: “ They’re moving to the street!”
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Tenant rights activist: “ People who have lived generations in the same 
place are being pushed out of state.”

Soon  after the real estate developer’s comment, the scene suddenly shifted 
to a community of interest: A housing law attorney opened an instructive 
slideshow about housing development, including “analy sis of governmental 
constraints” along with “fees and exactions.” A housing advocate asked a long 
question about how to “strengthen the Mello Act,” to which the attorney re-
sponded with a riff about “the cost of the differential between creating units 
from scratch versus preservation.” Some tenant activists  were getting up to 
leave. We  were now in the world of housing and the legislative maneuvers nec-
essary to produce it, not the world of community suffering. The housing law 
attorney encouraged attendees to get involved in the planning exercise. One 
activist still  there responded plaintively, “Participate how?”

The HJ co ali tion was a collection of scenes and agreements about what 
goes in which scene. Scenes might play out  either of two diff er ent styles of 
action, orchestrated by leaders who helped keep one style dominant, espe-
cially in decision- making scenes, and the other sequestered in dif fer ent 
spaces or segments of meetings. We would not necessarily predict how HJ 
participants would stay connected to the co ali tion simply by knowing “the 
co ali tion” sponsored an action or did outreach. We need to investigate the 
scene for the style in play.

Style Switching in the ISLA Co ali tion: Acting in and  
Watching Two “Movies” Si mul ta neously

In most ISLA scenes where I spent any time, participants acted as a commu-
nity of identity. Then  toward the end of ISLA’s long antidisplacement cam-
paign, ISLA activists carved out a community of interest inside the larger com-
munity of identity, as ISLA leaders slowly, haltingly, cultivated a platform of 
issues: affordable housing, local  labor hiring, and small business preservation. 
When acting as a community of interest, ISLA advocates bonded and mapped 
themselves in relation to generic issues like “hiring.” HJ leaders similarly had 
formulated a platform (the three- point plan) to realize their interest in the 
generic issue of “affordable housing.” That was the focus of their bonding and 
mapping.

In ISLA, at first, each style corresponded to  either strategy or community 
meetings. Increasingly in both kinds of meeting, participants switched be-
tween a community of interest and community of identity. Style switching 
could be cued by a conversation topic that suddenly called for a diff er ent kind 
of script, diff er ent  imagined audience, and diff er ent emotional tone. Rather 
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than a tightly orchestrated compartmentalization, it is more fitting to think of 
the relation between the two styles in ISLA as “alternating movies” of differing 
length, one nested inside the other.

the antidispl acement campaign grows a  
communit y of interest

In January 2010, just before the undergraduate planning students presented their 
Dreams for Draper street plans, ISLA participants met for a strategy session to 
take stock of the antidisplacement campaign to date. Leaders from SED and 
another ally organ ization  were  there, and so  were the proj ect director, Beth, and 
out spoken intern, Enira, who argued so tenaciously for the community to con-
trol the Dreams for Draper proj ect. Some of the conversation seesawed on the 
same dilemma I had been watching in play for many months: the tension be-
tween the staffing realities of a campaign that spoke sincerely for the community, 
and the aspiration that participants and campaign demands be of the commu-
nity. Yet participants also said  things I had never heard at a meeting before.

ISLA advocates  were imagining themselves on a variegated map, not a 
 simple  battle zone with community on one side and “all  these elites,” in an 
ISLA leader’s words, on the other. They talked of ISLA’s constituency as po-
tentially all eighty thousand residents in the neighborhood, not only the 
“aware” community members who would not  settle for “candy” while getting 
their asses kicked, as Marina said a year  earlier. The world was getting more 
complicated, and so was ISLA’s menu of meetings. By September of that year, 
the co ali tion had started hosting special community meetings for whomever 
identified as the community. In  these, the style was familiar, with talk about 
threats and re sis tance.

That month’s strategy meeting did a dif fer ent kind of group building, 
though. Starting with the same slides Hortencia used for the community 
meeting, staff invited  labor and community development organ izations in 
South Los Angeles to connect their orga nizational goals with a shared interest 
in ISLA’s antidisplacement campaign. “How do you see the college’s develop-
ment affecting your work,” a co ali tion leader asked, not, “How long have you 
been in the community?” a typical icebreaker to build solidarity at community 
meetings. The concluding slides presented the emerging ideas about a CBA 
that they might fight for. As the conversation unfolded, it became clear that 
the lead facilitator assumed participants identified with the community along 
with its needs and grievances. Still, she also invited participants to consider 
interests they might share in job programs, small business preservation, and 
other ele ments of a potential pact with the college— instead of emphasizing 
the identity they  ought to share as the community fighting oppression.
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This was an invitation to act like a community of interest, where partici-
pants might be something other than community members. This opened the 
conversation to new participants like Frank from a job training nonprofit; he 
was interested in a CBA that could include a promise by the developer to hire 
local residents. He was proud of his organ ization’s training program. It served 
convicts and multiply marginalized  people; it helped African Americans break 
into the hospitality industry, which had long discriminated against them. The 
biggest new departure of all was that participants at  these strategy meetings 
talked about the local college as a potential partner. Longtime campaign leader 
and staffer Thalia said it is impor tant to

“work with the college to get this money [for job training] into neighbor-
hoods for training programs. . . .  So if we think of [the college] as not being 
conflictual—of course they  don’t want to put money into!— but . . .   people 
inside [the college] could troubleshoot. So we think in terms of partnership 
and collaboration.”

Even Victor suggested in the same vein that the college might play a sup-
porting role. “It might take a role in educating small landlords” near its cam-
pus,  because it may have its own frustrations with small- time proprietors who 
rent to some students. The web of shared interest was expanding in surprising 
new ways. It was a new movie.

Just  after Victor spoke, Mabel brought up “the fence.” Suddenly a diff er ent 
movie switched on— the story of a demeaned, subordinated community, 
with sympathetic victims and bad guys. Anyone in ISLA with a decent sense 
of ironic GPS would recognize the fence, literally and symbolically: a mini-
mally decorative wrought iron barrier  running alongside part of the nearby 
college. To neighbors, it symbolized the college’s self- interested aloofness. 
Mention of the fence led to talk of policing. A new, African American ally 
from a community development corporation suggested that college police 
needed sensitivity training. For Thalia and  others, the topic called up the 
more emotionally charged and categorical terms of  battle familiar from the 
last chapter:

Latina ISLA participant: “I saw some young boys of color walking down 
Balboa and I thought to myself, ‘It’s only a  matter of time before—[they 
would be  stopped by police].”

Victor: “ There’s increasing harassment of our folks.”

Frank from the job training center hesitated; this  didn’t  really sound like 
housing and land planning.

SLACE director: “It’s all part of pushing  people out.”
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Frank said that “then you have to get the police on board” and talk to them 
about it.

Thalia replied, “I think that the college is the driver of the police.”

Longer- term ISLA advocates still easily related to each other as a commu-
nity of identity. Frank was much less used to that map. Thalia treated Frank’s 
comment to protective rearticulation; it had inappropriately conjured up a 
search for shared interests with the police, when the scene of this “movie” was 
the  battle against outside threats.

The point of following this meeting closely is to get a good look at how 
style switching worked. Par tic u lar topics could trigger the conversation and 
emotional register of a community of identity. But discussion focused in-
creasingly on how to move the college to an agreement; this alternative 
movie ran for more minutes at some meetings. To that point, ISLA leaders 
had considered the college a frustrating partner. A sudden building de mo li-
tion changed all that.

the manchester apartments and another 
communit y of interest

A developer with a taste for imitation brick siding was planning a big apart-
ment complex. Building the Manchester apartments to plan would require the 
partial de mo li tion of a nearby hospital clinic. ISLA member organ izations had 
monitored the development for over two years and  were busy formulating 
demands for the antidisplacement campaign when the Manchester’s threat to 
the hospital “came out of nowhere, and we had to fight it,” said one of ISLA’s 
community organizers. Hurriedly, ISLA staff or ga nized local residents, 
planned with allies, and attended public hearings and backstage meetings with 
planning officials and city council members, just as a wrecking ball was level-
ing part of the hospital. Within a few months, ISLA and the developer agreed 
to a revised plan and a CBA— considered a “win- win” situation by both sides. 
The CBA including reduced- rent apartments and a low- cost medical clinic 
inside the development. ISLA celebrated a victory.

At the first discussion of the proposed Manchester proj ect several years 
 earlier, ISLA participants had spoken as a community of identity once again 
threatened by outside incursions. The upscale apartments would not be af-
fordable to us, said meeting notes. Yet the first strategy session of the Manches-
ter campaign started with a question just like the one that kicked off the new 
strategy meetings about a CBA with the college: “What makes you care about 
the Manchester proj ect?” This question pointed us not to the community so 
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much as to an issue, the Manchester development, that we might share from 
diff er ent vantage points as an interest. An electric workers’  union representa-
tive said that the developer had “never used union- wage  labor.” A student from 
a university thirty miles away said he was concerned about “the  human right 
to health care.”  Others spoke as worker advocates or health care professionals 
who wanted continued medical ser vices in the neighborhood.

Each strategy meeting presented us with alternating movies. At the first, a 
staffer presented a slide about the Manchester development, calling the cam-
paign a “strug gle about preserving community resources.” It was about defend-
ing the community of identity in other words. In the same key, the director of 
SED closed the meeting, saying that they “ can’t give away our land and rights 
without our input.” At other points, however, attendees related to the Man-
chester development as a shared interest. A shared identity needed protection 
and defense, but a shared interest needed competitive advantage, deals, and 
compromises. Some  were  there more for the interest than the identity. When 
the facilitator at one meeting asked how many supporters they could roll out 
for hearings with the city planning department, Frank, from the job training 
and placement program, initially hesitated:

Frank: “I  can’t— what’s in it for them?  There’s no motivation.” He said that 
usually he could easily load two buses with  people, but prob ably not for this.

The facilitator asked what about coming to support the bigger “alternative 
vision” of development in ISLA’s neighborhoods.

Frank: “I  don’t . . .  bring  people to shut down a proj ect.” He asked rhetori-
cally, “You know what  will happen if I bring  people?” Answering his own 
question, he replied, “The developer would say, ‘I’ll hire you!’ ” to some of 
this man’s job training gradu ates.

The “alternative vision” the facilitator referred to was the overarching com-
mitment to the community. Participants needed to keep their bearings regard-
ing two sets of map and bonds.13 Frank wanted his job trainees to get their share 
of community benefits if the developer agreed to any— such as, for instance, a 
promise to hire neighborhood construction laborers. When Raimunda sug-
gested that at the upcoming hearing, every one could wear big square stickers 
announcing opposition to the development, Frank asked if his could be just “a 
nice square that you put  here”— patting an imaginary lapel. He leaned over and 
told me sotto voce that it would be  great to pack the hearing with protesting 
students, considering the developer’s claim to be building student- oriented 
housing. He was not unsympathetic to community claims; he just did not want 
to alienate potential  future employment contacts for his trainees.
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 After two months of strategy sessions, testimonies at city hall, and closed- 
door negotiations with the developer, ISLA co ali tion leaders and the devel-
oper had arrived at a CBA draft that included space for a community medical 
clinic,  free rent for twenty years as compensation for shrinking the hospital, a 
quota of the Manchester’s apartments rented below the market rate for the 
area, and a percentage of construction jobs allotted to local residents. ISLA 
staff hurriedly called a meeting to vet the agreement with the community, and 
leaders found themselves in an awkward new position.

trading dilemmas

Francis of HJ had led by finessing and satisficing, trying to keep diverse rep-
resentatives focused on a shared interest. ISLA’s Ethan led by building solidar-
ity and defending bound aries. Now on the brink of a big agreement with the 
Manchester’s developer, ISLA leaders Raimunda and Thalia led much more 
like Francis than Ethan for most of the meeting.

Seventeen Spanish- speaking residents of the immediate neighborhoods 
agreed to come on short notice, hear a pre sen ta tion on the agreement from 
ISLA organizers, and take a vote. Residents asked pointed questions.14 One 
speaker in her late forties wanted to know how much affordable housing 
would be built  under the agreement. And how much of that would be acces-
sible to  people with low incomes? Thalia explained that state regulations 
would not allow apartments targeted to income brackets below $40,000. That 
was a prob lem for a  family with four or five kids, the questioner observed. 
Another asked just how much affordable housing  there would be. Neither she 
nor the first speaker looked completely pleased at the answer—5  percent of 
the units— but did not press the point. Thalia said summarily, “That is not 
 going to change,” then blurted a theatrical side comment in Spanish, venting 
her frustration with the situation. The first questioner had “heard  people in 
the community say” they  were worried that the new clinic would pass up low- 
income  people or subject them to long waits. Raimunda responded that the 
nonprofit chosen to manage the clinic was “capable of  running urgent care” 
and could be counted on.

Raimunda and Thalia  were satisficing, promoting a compromise. Leaving 
the world of local communal solidarity, they  were inviting residents along with 
them into a zone of aspiration, potentially sharing an interest with a for- profit 
real estate developer. Quite a dilemma— but this was not the usual predica-
ment of choosing between being “from” and “for” the community. That di-
lemma rarely surfaced by the time Frank and other orga nizational leaders in 
South Los Angeles  were attending strategy sessions. This was instead the char-
acteristic prob lem of a community of interest: Should we put our energy into 
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getting a good deal from power brokers or strengthen relations with a com-
munity of outsiders to the negotiation pro cess who shared a strong interest in 
its outcome? Residents’ skepticism tested that community’s viability  until 
Raimunda compartmentalized the deal from the dealmaker, clarifying that 
residents could affirm the deal but pass on the developer. They could 
compartmentalize— the same strategy HJ honored— and manage the sharper 
edge of tenant grievances.

On the second vote, seventeen hands went up, approving the agreement; 
a visiting filmmaker and I  were not asked to weigh in. Community members 
had agreed to enter a community of interest with the developer, without 
surrendering their community of identity. They accepted the compartmen-
talization. As one of the seventeen put it, they supported the deal; that was 
diff er ent from endorsing the proj ect. But what if the developer refused to 
commit to an agreement  after all? “¡Las camisetas blancas!” the facilitator 
answered mischievously. ISLA members would turn out in white T- shirts 
(camisetas blancas) emblazoned with “proud member of this community.” 
Deserting the possibility of a shared interest for now, they would return 
home to communal pride.

back to the antidispl acement campaign:  
now isl a is a pl ayer

The developer and ISLA representatives signed an agreement. Now ISLA was 
in the affordable housing management business. In effect, it was collaborating 
with the developer too. We  will take a brief, closer look at this arrangement in 
chapter 9. ISLA had won a lot. Maybe the biggest  thing it won was a bigger 
reputation. The next week, according to an ISLA leader, college staff contacted 
ISLA saying the college was now ready to negotiate a CBA of its own. ISLA 
leaders Thalia, Francine, and  others credited this new initiative to the Man-
chester agreement. The college, they figured, was ready to re spect ISLA as a 
player with a reputation, if not necessarily as the voice of an au then tic com-
munity speaking truth to power.

Re spect in a world of interests and bargaining had become ISLA leaders’ 
goal over the previous year, though the co ali tion certainly did not start that 
way. Even before the college came calling, the strategy conversation had 
come to focus more on bargaining position, juggling the “insider game” with 
the “outsider game.”  Toward the end of the Manchester campaign, for ex-
ample, ISLA leaders considered sending a letter to the college’s development 
department, inviting a dialogue. As Frank put it, “Let them know  we’re  here,” 
and that “ there are community resources that may be of use to [them].” Con-
trast the talk of one year  earlier. Then, who said they wanted to offer 
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resources to the college? Now, as Raimunda from SED observed, they could 
build on their recent victory. “That’s why the Manchester is so impor tant,” 
she said; it was a token of the symbolic power ISLA could bring to a next, 
even bigger negotiation. ISLA leaders  were communicating as players, not 
moral adversaries. A public interest attorney with ISLA pointed out “ there’s 
an inside game and an outside game”— invoking the same terms HJ advo-
cates used to make their own plans. He said the inside game is “we want to be a 
partner . . .   we’ve been a good partner [in the past],  we’ve done this before—
we are good at it— you are lucky to have it.” ISLA’s strategy sessions  were 
sounding more like HJ’s coordinating committee meetings, down to even the 
same meta phors.

The community of interest projected in this conversation soon became in-
stitutionalized. Just two weeks  after the Manchester deal’s announcement, 
ISLA participants codified membership and decision- making roles for the 
co ali tion. “Members” could vote on and be signatories to any potential agree-
ments with the college’s development office, and be appointed to negotiating 
teams. “Allies” could attend strategy meetings, but could not negotiate, vote 
on, or sign agreements. “Community residents” could have their own meetings 
and select representatives to attend strategy meetings, and be candidates for 
se lection to negotiating teams. Negotiating teams included four orga nizational 
representatives and two community members. The ISLA co ali tion had in ef-
fect constructed concentric circles of affiliation and responsibility centered on 
a set of four shared interests. I did not hear any debate about  whether or not 
the pro cess was sufficiently community directed at all levels—as intern Enira 
had so avidly insisted on a year  earlier. The community already was written 
into the decision- making pro cess. The “movie” of the community and the al-
ternate one about the four interests would each keep  running on their diff er ent 
timelines, protected by confidentiality agreements all around. The community 
of identity’s story was longer, and the community of interest’s story more like 
a set of movies within a movie.

Is Style Just Another Stratagem for Entrepreneurs?
For a skeptical reader, it could look as if leaders in both co ali tions manipulated 
scene style to entice participation from  people whose support they needed. 
Why not treat scene style as a manipulatable cultural resource, like the frames 
or collective identities that social movement entrepreneurs craft to define 
grievances and mobilize supporters?15 And putting it tartly, could it be that 
ISLA leaders cultivated a new taste for communities of interest when the pros-
pect of winning something significant enticed them to leave aside the  battles 
over identity? Researchers argue that advocates change strategies, including 
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rhetorical ones, in response to changing po liti cal opportunities.16 This skepti-
cal line of argument would shift our attention back  toward the entrepreneurial 
actor model with its focus on actors who use culture to take the best advantage 
of external opportunities. Let’s see how that approach would play out.

First,  there is  little reason to reject the idea that sometimes, orga nizational 
leaders orchestrate scene styles intentionally. It makes sense to think Carol’s 
tenant workshops invited the “we” of the community to complain about the 
property- owning agents of displacement  because Carol figured that would 
appeal to working- class tenants whose support HJ would need. And it makes 
sense to think that when faced with the choice between an imperfect CBA and 
a new behemoth in the neighborhood with no benefit to speak of for ISLA’s 
constituency, ISLA leaders would try to lead by compromising rather than 
building defensive solidarity and hardening bound aries. They wanted neigh-
bors to recognize an interest in the agreement even if they  were not  going to 
identify with the developer.

Advocates have some amount of agency with scene styles, but they also 
wield that agency while standing and acting within a style, not from a “neutral” 
standpoint outside the world of styled action.17 Social advocates are culturally 
cultivated, socially embedded actors; they  don’t stand outside the realm of 
culture, picking and choosing what they need with indefinite leeway.  There are 
other good empirical and conceptual reasons not to overplay the role of de-
liberate, individual, conscious choice. Studies suggest that quite often, actors 
proceed with a scene style from nearby social cues and habit, not by a delib-
erate plan.18 In conceptual terms it makes sense to think of scene style as a 
fuzzy and fuzzily perceived pattern— something actors know how to do and 
match more or less appropriately to a given scene, but not perfectly.19 Style 
is not a firm rule nor a sharply delineated structure, so one cannot follow “it” 
absolutely consistently even if one wanted to,  because  there is not such a 
unitary “it.”

Acknowledging that actors have agency and choices does not obviate the 
notion that action comes in styles that have a fuzzy logic of their own. The 
weight of previous decisions, and perceptions of what has worked before (like 
CBAs or broad- based co ali tion building for that  matter) freight the decisions 
down the line.20 Answering convincingly the question of why ISLA leaders 
switched to a community of interest when they did would require that we 
compare well- matched transition points from many co ali tions. More in ter est-
ing in this study is that faced with a potential deal with a property developer, 
ISLA leaders settled into a recognizable pattern, if not their most privileged 
one.  There is a  limited number of styles for acting.

In crisp terms, the scene style controls the actor as much as the actor con-
trols the style. In the theory of action that informs this study, actors gravitate 
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 toward “packages” or chains of action; the scenarios we have seen already bear 
out the insight.21 Grasping how chains of action unfold, and how  those chains 
are patterned, we can understand puzzles and frustrations that bedevil even 
skilled entrepreneurial social advocates.

HJ co ali tion leaders’ efforts to use the community of identity style itself 
strategically ended up backfiring.  Those efforts also revealed just how deeply 
HJ leaders  were cultivated in, and maybe confused by, assumptions that ac-
company a community of interest. Advocates like Carol assumed that propo-
nents of a community of identity would say their peace and then stay in their 
compartment. As one steering committee member said to dissenter Terry, 
“We need your passion!” In the same spirit,  others on the committee said it 
was fine for tenant advocates to push stridently for more than the co ali tion 
would likely get in terms of affordable housing mandates. The subtext in both 
cases was supposed to be that tenant advocates could perform stridently, all 
the while accepting the likelihood of compromises and satisficing in the zone 
of aspiration. But in a community of identity, members perform as au then tic 
voices of the community, not stage- positioned bargainers playing “bad cop” 
and then “good cop.” The misunderstanding exploded in co ali tion members’ 
 faces, as we see shortly. The (dubious) assumption that advocates could readily 
and agreeably compartmentalize a community of identity shows that scene 
style, the community of interest in this case, can deeply shape ways of being 
pre sent in a social situation. It is not just a cultural garment one might put on 
or take off as occasions demand.

For ISLA advocates, being strategic with scene style risked a lot of incon-
ve nience and at least a  little self- questioning. When they presented their tenta-
tive CBA to neighborhood resident members, ISLA leaders led in line with a 
community of interest. They took on board that community’s characteristic 
dilemma. They likely would have avoided the dilemma if given the choice—in 
some abstract world of act- by- act decision making. Who would want to cozy 
up with an opponent  after months of fighting? One neighbor remarked as 
much: it would be hard for the group to endorse the Manchester proj ect just 
 after having fought it. But once acting as a community of interest, ISLA leaders 
found themselves caught up in the art of securing a deal, and the po liti cal ten-
sion of attending to the developer’s terms in order to get the deal, while attend-
ing to their own constituency at the same time. They had to balance an insider 
versus outsider strategy. Once having orchestrated the scene, leaders them-
selves had to follow the script with its squirm- inducing moments. They did 
not manipulate relationships moment by moment or even meeting by meeting 
for best effect.

When we focus on chains of action rather than imagining advocates exert 
their  will act by act, it is easier to grasp that scene style includes an 
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emotional impact. The proud and protective anger of a community of iden-
tity would not so easily dissipate, any more than would advocates tune out 
the drumbeat, as Mary put it, of a community of interest’s exciting, enervat-
ing, external deadline- driven campaign. At the last city hall hearing on the 
Manchester,  after ISLA advocates had officially withdrawn their previous 
objections to the development, ISLA ally Francine told me softly that she 
felt sick to her stomach. So advocates sometimes may orchestrate a scene 
with a style for strategic ends. That does not make style itself less real, less 
causally impor tant, or less emotionally power ful.  Whether intentionally 
orchestrated or generated by habit, scene style is a patterned chain of ac-
tions, dilemmas, and consequences that individual advocates do not parse 
or rearrange at  will.

The same insight illuminates the question of  whether or not ISLA lead-
ers grew a community of interest for ISLA  because concrete, new opportu-
nities had emerged. Studies referred to  earlier point out that a change in 
external conditions— a perceived division between elites or shift in competing 
groups, for instance— produces a change in the po liti cal opportunity struc-
ture, prompting savvy advocates to push new strategic story lines about who 
we are, what the prob lem is, and what we should do about it. In this logic, 
the question of “how” recedes, and strategy is not so much a chain of action 
with its own patterns and rhythms but instead a more or less rational re-
sponse advocates make to an external, structural constraint— like a puzzle 
piece that fits into a preexisting puzzle. On that logic, did ISLA advocates 
“get practical” and ditch some of the wrangling over who can speak for the 
community when  there appeared a real opportunity to win something they 
wanted?

ISLA’s timeline from 2010 onward strongly suggests not. The co ali tion’s 
antidisplacement efforts had been germinating a community of interest 
months before the Manchester development literally bulldozed its way onto 
ISLA leaders’ agenda. And then only  after successfully concluding an agree-
ment with its developer did ISLA leaders receive the big signal that the college 
was interested in negotiating an agreement too. If anything, ISLA members at 
strategy meetings had already started projecting what new opportunities might 
materialize if they positioned ISLA as a reputable player worth the college’s 
time. They started living in a new  future of their own collective projection.22 
Pre sent caught up with  future when the Manchester developer sought a CBA 
worth a  great deal of money, in effect ratifying and also resourcing ISLA ad-
vocates’ pro cess of collective redefinition, which had already been happening 
for nearly a year. ISLA co ali tion members talked their way to a set of interests 
that expanded the co ali tion to new kinds of members, while maintaining “the 
community” as the ultimate source and arbiter of  those interests. None of this 
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would have been easy to predict two years  earlier, when ISLA members  were 
on the lookout for critically aware community members who did not want 
their asses kicked. Following styled action need not be a substitute for study-
ing what gets achieved in the name of an organ ization or co ali tion. But it cer-
tainly enriches our ability to interpret and explain impor tant, puzzling aspects 
of what happens along the way.

How Scene Style Can Break or Make a Co ali tion
Chapters 3 and 4 portrayed scene styles as patterned responses to tests. We 
can think of compartmentalization and alternating movies as responses to a 
kind of test too— the challenge of making two (or more) scene styles cohabit 
one problem- solving effort. As action unfolds, it is always pos si ble that advo-
cates fail that test, and we can say that is what happened in the HJ co ali tion, 
just as its MIHO campaign was accelerating. The co ali tion fractured, as some 
orga nizational representatives diminished their organ ization’s involvement in 
the co ali tion, or departed it altogether and joined in forming the new HRN 
co ali tion. We are  going to follow the clash between differently styled action at 
HJ coordinating committee meetings and the emerging HRN co ali tion. Then 
we try out an alternative explanation of what happened to HJ.

Scenario: A Unity Meeting

Coordinating committee members had just taken turns lauding the Housing 
Summit with the mayor— the discussion that opened chapter 3. Now it was 
time to engage the endorsers— people who represented organ izations sup-
porting the MIHO campaign on paper and received email updates from 
Francis.

Keith said, “What if we had an expanded steering committee meeting and 
invited them!”

Question from the  table: “What do we tell them?”

Ralph, a policy researcher: “ Don’t screw us!”

Keith suggested that “we should just have it [the endorser’s meeting]  here, 
not make it a big deal.” He proposed wording the invitation to the tune of “We 
need to move forward on this, and it would be  great to have you join us.”

It would be a “unity meeting.”
Two weeks  later at the unity meeting, about two dozen coordinating com-

mittee regulars along with representatives of endorsing groups listened to 
Keith recount a brief, upbeat history of the MIHO campaign. He described 
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getting city council members to sign HJ’s Housing Pledge. “One we cornered 
in the hall, and she said, ‘Do you want me to sign? I’ll sign it now!’ ” HJ advo-
cates brought a Housing Pledge placard to meetings around town that were 
set up to build support for the campaign.

Keith: “This has been a  great symbol [and] momentum builder.” He said 
that we “came back and showed the mayor, ‘You said get eight (council 
members’ pledges); we got nine.’ ”

Now Roger brought up the recent summit on housing.

“We learned we need a broad co ali tion.” He started enumerating the par-
ticipants: “ union members from diff er ent ethnic backgrounds— a painter, 
a city official . . .”

Terry, cutting in: “ Don’t forget the homeless!”

Roger, in slower, lower tones: “I was talking specifically about the workers.” 
He acknowledged that a homeless person was among the speakers.

Carol pitched in that preservation of old, cheap apartments was a large issue 
in their discussions with the mayor’s office, as was homelessness. Now a rep-
resentative of LAPO said she had looked at the mayor’s five- year plan and saw 
 there  were two buildings downtown that  were being redeveloped. She was 
concerned that residents had to move out of  these two former  hotel buildings 
and would not be allowed back in.

Carol: “ We’re not involved in it, but the housing authority has bought other 
land so that  people can [move  there]. . . .  The mayor has said that they  will 
try to accommodate” current residents and “want to minimize 
displacement.”

Question from the room: “Housing Justice is not taking a position?”

East Los Angeles community or ga niz er: “Why not?”

Carol: “As endorsers, you signed onto the three- point plan. If we raised 
hands, you all would prob ably be against the [Iraq] war, and for another 
presidential candidate, but  we’re not  going  there. We have JUST enough 
energy for the three- point plan.”

A college professor who I had not seen before emphasized how many home-
less  people that even a housing preservation policy would not help.

Carol, slowing her speech: “Let me back up. We take no position on Mason 
Downs” (the redevelopment in question). She went on to explain the may-
or’s position.
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The LAPO representative acknowledged that the mayor’s new plan in-
cluded “some of what we want,” but was not entirely happy with  either the 
mayor’s plan or the conversational agenda.

LAPO representative: “the preservation [component] is not good, and the 
trust fund [component] is not good. . . .  We made the plan better, but it is 
pretty weak. I know it’s not the point of this meeting, but we need to [speak 
out about] the mayor’s plan.”

Darwish of Poor  People for Change: “I second.”

Terry, forcefully: “Third!”

College professor: “Fourth.”

Director of Terry’s homelessness organ ization: “Fifth.”

Carol, without missing a beat: “OK. We should keep analyzing it.”

Unity was fast dissipating.
Carol now toured us quickly through the sheet with HJ positions con-

trasted with the mayor’s positions on affordable housing mandates. At several 
spots, she emphasized the MIHO campaign’s attention to the “point” in the 
three- point plan that called for preserving old, low- rent apartment buildings. 
Yet the tenant and homeless advocacy group representatives in the room did 
not sound impressed.

Question from the f loor: “How did we reach the figure [the proposed 
quota of low- income targeted apartments per building]?

 Woman from Community Action League: “We had a retreat. . . .  We 
arrived at it.”

Terry: “You usually push for more than you think you are  going to get.”

Carol: “This is  really Left!” She said that when she tried out the figure of 
25  percent,  people said that it was just too radical.

Charlie from BCTU said, “We gotta focus on the  people who have the 
toughest time finding affordable housing— the el derly, the homeless, and 
low- income workers.” He went on to observe that some of the toughest 
pushback on HJ’s proposals came from neighborhood councils, whose par-
ticipants worried a lot about losing “the character of the neighborhood.” 
He portrayed HJ as a sharp negotiator, keeping the most marginalized ten-
ants in mind while pursuing a proposal that could  really win. Playacting a 
conversation with a neighborhood council stalwart, he said, “OK, you want 
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your single- family neighborhoods?” Answering the rhetorical question, he 
pointed out that affordable housing quotas would apply only to large apart-
ment complexes, not blocks of single- family housing. “This is what  we’ve 
got to say to get this passed.”

Terry: “A lot of us are concerned about [low- income  people].” She asked 
what is  going to happen if the city council  doesn’t even approve HJ’s pro-
posed quota.

Charlie paused, looking flustered at the question. “I’m just one member of 
the coordinating committee, but— we’d better talk about it.”

To this point, it looked like clashing economic constituencies. The LAPO 
representative wanted the co ali tion to criticize the mayor’s affordable housing 
plan and the initiative to redevelop two SRO  hotels that might create displace-
ment and more homelessness too. The attendees who affirmed her comments 
in quick succession all represented or supported groups that advocate for low- 
income and homeless  people. In his preplanned capsule pre sen ta tion of the 
co ali tion, Roger, on the other hand, said, “We learned we need a broad co ali-
tion, from low- income workers to middle- income folks.” Maybe HJ’s intended 
appeal to a large, cross- class constituency simply made some members feel too 
much of a tension between sustaining their own groups’ agendas and collabo-
rating with organ izations pursuing differently phrased (if overlapping) goals 
and aspiring to wider constituencies. That is one reason co ali tions get stressed 
and dissipate.23

But why did they articulate low- income and homeless  people’s interest the 
way they did? Students of class- based co ali tion building maintain  there are 
diff er ent ways to represent the same social stratum.  There is more than one 
way for advocates for low- income neighborhoods to value alliances beyond 
their locales.24 More puzzling still is that LAPO’s repre sen ta tion had already 
 stopped attending coordinating committee meetings several months before 
the unity meeting. If co ali tion work  really demands that staff members juggle 
their own organ ization’s sustenance with the potential gain they get from put-
ting time and energy into combined efforts, why did the LAPO staffer take 
precious time to come to a meeting with co ali tion endorsers and derail the 
proceedings, knowing that denouncing the mayor’s proposals “is not the point 
of this meeting”? It would have been at least as “skilled” to sustain a polite, 
paper endorsement of the co ali tion, take what ever benefits might result, and 
save time to advocate elsewhere for the most precariously  housed  people.25 I 
argue that style  shaped the “calculus” driving the majority and dissenters in 
diff er ent directions on HJ strategy.
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A Clash of Scene Styles

du e l i ng di l e m m a s

The style- hewn character of the conflict became increasingly obvious the 
longer the meeting went on. Roger thought the point of the co ali tion was to 
win a MIHO by building a broad- based co ali tion. Carol said we have “just 
enough” energy for the three- point plan. Even Charlie, more explic itly fo-
cused on low- income  people, said  there  were just certain  things “ we’ve got 
to say to get this passed” and overcome neighborhood councils’ opposition. 
Each implied that the co ali tion was an in defi nitely expanding circle of advo-
cates and their constituents who shared an interest in a MIHO, did not ob-
ligate each other to other issues, and said the  things that need saying in order 
to increase support, fend off skeptics, and win. That is what a community of 
interest does.

In contrast, the two loudest dissenters spoke for a social category and im-
plied that a good co ali tion identifies strongly with it, drawing hard bound aries 
around the category and rationales used to protect it, as a community of iden-
tity does. Community or ga nizer Keith said, “If it’s only low- income advocates, 
this prob ably is not happening, so we need more than low- income advocates.” 
Terry retorted that the co ali tion’s current ideas about affordable housing quo-
tas would position it “to the right of the (local) Demo cratic Party”;  there 
needed to be bound aries. Keith responded in the spirit of a diverse community 
of interest: “We need your passion!” Supporters did not all have to argue the 
same  things at city hall, he added.

As the crescendo of tensions mounted, a LAPO member in turquoise 
stretch pants clutching a Betty Boop purse showed up at the door and 
heightened the drama: “ Aren’t we fighting for low- income  people?!” And if 
we  were not, “then  you’re leaving me out!” Darwish, director of Poor  People 
for Change, added that “when  people hear ‘low income’ and think it’s a bad 
 thing, you are talking racial.” He said the co ali tion should be most con-
cerned with the  people who most need housing and criticized HJ’s way of 
aiming for breadth by “not turning off middle- class  people.” As for the up-
coming city council hearing on a MIHO, he asserted, “  We’ll be talking 
about low- income, and if anyone  doesn’t like it, f–’em.” Conversation and 
unity drained away shortly  after that declaration as attendees started getting 
up to leave.

The debriefing at the next committee meeting supports my interpretation. 
Keith said, “It seemed like talking past each other.” That is my analy sis too. The 
representative from an affordable housing developer said Terry had accused 
 others around the  table of “saying we  don’t need housing for working class and 
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homeless— but that’s who our [affordable housing nonprofit’s] constituency 
is!” “We could make this a poor  people’s issue— but we de cided to put a poor 
person’s face, a working- class person’s face, and a middle- class person’s face on 
it.” She went on to say it would not have been pos si ble to get as far as  they’ve 
gotten already without that broader appeal. Roger chided that “you  don’t show 
up at the end of the party and ask to change the menu. . . .  You have to have a 
level of trust and faith.” Another housing developer described that sort of trust 
in remarkably clear terms:

“I always thought in this co ali tion if you  don’t like where we are  going, you 
can get off  here.” He said that if the policy that HJ pushes for ends up being 
only 10 to 15  percent of the AMI, “WE  will pull out. That’s always been our 
prerogative. . . .  We’ve committed to this, that’s what we bought into. I’m 
not  going to raise issues we discussed twelve months ago.”

Mary explained that the point of the unity meeting was to strengthen co ali tion 
connections around what was actually a “risky” undertaking—in other words, 
to build trust. It was a community of interest’s version of an “outsider strategy,” 
unifying the outsiders trying to push policy- making insiders.

The trust that most HJ advocates presupposed was not the same as the 
trust Terry had in mind.  There  were “serious issues that could break your 
co ali tion apart— a serious breach of trust,” Terry remarked, saying HJ lead-
ers had arrived at proposals without consulting with members. Terry was 
speaking from the terms of a diff er ent dilemma altogether. To her, a worth-
while co ali tion would coordinate itself differently. She accused HJ leaders 
like Carol and Mary of speaking “for” the community without even being 
adequately in touch, much less from the community. No won der it felt to 
Keith, and prob ably Terry too, like they  were speaking past each other. The 
debriefing meeting ended no more conclusively than the unity meeting, but 
I noticed that over the next several committee meetings, several representa-
tives had  stopped attending.

a breakaway co ali tion: hrn

The HRN co ali tion went public early in 2010. It included five, onetime orga-
nizational members of the HJ coordinating committee. A sole member of 
HRN continued to collaborate with HJ, while the other four distanced them-
selves from HJ’s leadership and remained paper endorsers only. The dissenting 
organ izations had worked on and off as an informal caucus within HJ. Shortly 
 after the HJ’s kickoff rally, a LAPO leader helped write the “housing preserva-
tion platform” for the caucus. Participants from the other organ izations had 
considered themselves a “subset” of HJ that would focus efforts on the point 
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in the HJ co ali tion’s platform that demanded the preservation of housing for 
the lowest- income residents. HRN’s first big public event was a five- hour town 
hall with a city councillor. Hundreds of participants took buses to a midtown 
auditorium to testify to the realities of rapacious landlords, roach- infested 
apartments, and inattentive oversight bureaucracies. They insisted the council 
person accede to a list of protections for renters.

The kickoff meeting of the HRN co ali tion, ritualized figuratively and liter-
ally the map and bonds of a community of identity. In an opening exercise, 
attendees placed post- its on a big map of the county, signifying where they 
lived. Referring to the post- laden map, a facilitator from LAPO said, “This is 
where the  battle over land is happening. . . .   We’re the ones who’ve been fight-
ing and keeping our neighborhoods as they are. . . .  Even though we  don’t have 
housing in [the wide swaths of unposted spaces on the map], the housing we 
have  here . . .  are our communities and have been our communities for years.” 
Roughly two- thirds of the attendees identified as Latinx  people from low- 
income neighborhoods; most  others identified as LAPO members, with the 
plurality African American. Concluding the five- hour event with a closing 
ritual, a meeting facilitator asked us all to join hands in a huge circle. He in-
toned, “We’ve been  here before.” He recited the mostly Spanish surnames of 
a multiracial band of  people who  were some of the earliest nonnative inhabit-
ants in Los Angeles. We belonged  here, the facilitator said, and always had. A 
new community of identity was born.

And that community had a right to housing. The co ali tion’s name itself 
made a claim that HJ co ali tion leaders like Carol had treated skeptically with-
out rejecting outright. The sober- sided Protestant pastor who introduced HJ’s 
own kickoff rally two years  earlier introduced himself by saying that he and his 
colleagues in Jewish, Muslim, and Christian traditions all felt the obligation 
“to view quality and safe affordable housing as a basic  human right.” A long-
time veteran and downtown tenant member of LAPO put it somewhat more 
directly but no less eloquently that “housing is a  human right, not a privilege.” 
Carol, on the other, hand said that “when  people hear that ‘housing is a right,’ 
they think ‘well— maybe— not.’ ” Did the HJ co ali tion’s tensions reflect mem-
bers’ disagreements over what counts as a right?

framing dispute or st yle dispute?

In dispute with LAPO and other dissenting representatives’ claims, Carol had 
argued at the unity meeting that HJ’s current demands  were “as far left as we 
can go” and still have a chance of winning the MIHO. Charlie agreed they  were 
“left” in contrast with what the property- friendly Central City Association was 
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saying about a MIHO. Terry disputed  those assessments and emphasized 
that even the Demo cratic Party’s demands  were more radical. This all might 
reflect what social movement scholars call a “framing dispute.”26 Apart from 
attracting larger publics and fending off detractors, frames have consequences 
for cohesion among groups in a co ali tion.27 I proposed in chapter 1 that while 
advocates craft claims strategically and intentionally at least sometimes, they 
do so in a meaningful, cultural context.28 I heard a dispute over “frames” 
within a larger clash between two lines of styled action. The context  behind 
the framing dispute became clearer at a coordinating committee discussion— 
held a month before the explosive unity meeting—on how to talk about af-
fordable housing policy to the media.

Carol led a pre sen ta tion contrasting two ways of “framing” housing issues; 
the term from social movement studies had entered activist parlance.29 
Power Point slides attributed a “social issue frame” to advocates who carry 
“values” such as “ human rights” and “justice.” Carol affirmed this frame, add-
ing, “It’s a social justice issue, right? That’s what got me into it.” Succeeding 
slides presented an alternative, “consumer issue frame” attributed to “every-
one affected by the housing situation,” and driven by values such as “choice, 
 free market,  family and child balance.” Carol argued, and a majority around 
the  table agreed, that the co ali tion should speak to  people who held the “con-
sumer” frame. She added, “If you have signs that say, ‘housing is a  human 
right,’ that’s not  going to work!” Yet Carol had just affirmed the “frame” that 
represented “ human rights.” She did not say she disagreed with the notion 
now; she said it would not work. Carol referred to research showing that or-
dinary  people care about homelessness, and added, “We should be talking 
about homelessness” and poor  people, but in the context of “ people” in gen-
eral  because “ people care about the  people. They  don’t care about the 
category.”

The most crucial meanings that advocates like Terry and Carol would dis-
pute  were the meanings of engaging in framing activity itself. That dispute was the 
deeper source of the dispute over  whether or not to call housing a  human right 
in public. Carol implied that she personally agreed with the frame that housing 
is a  human right and the most subordinated category (homeless  people) 
needed to be explic itly part of any solution. But speaking as a participant in a 
community of interest, Carol bid other HJ participants to use the framing 
most capable of generalizing support for a housing ordinance. She assumed 
that the act of framing meant roughly what it also means to academic, social 
movement researchers. Keith assumed the same  thing: that if advocates want 
to win, they want to frame issues to appeal to a big audience. At the unity 
meeting he pushed the value of “messaging,” and the “message” that HJ had 
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de cided on is “housing for every one—we want housing for the cook, the dish-
washer. The trick is how do you do it without losing your core values.” He 
went on to explain that a media con sul tant had said at a training workshop 
he attended that “low- income housing” turns  people off. Yet “ ‘housing for 
se niors’— yeah! . . .  They are exactly the same  thing!”

They  were not the same  thing to every one around the  table. For advocates 
who preferred to work as a community of identity, the very fact of engaging in 
strategic framing activity implied a distance from what  matters. It would be 
inauthentic. The LAPO representative at the unity meeting said that HJ should 
“not [be] so focused . . .  on po liti cally palatable ways of framing the issue.” It 
should not, in other words, do what the entrepreneurial actor model assumes 
advocates do. The rhe toric should not be made to appeal to in defi nitely ex-
panding circles of potential supporters as well as gatekeepers; it should reflect 
the most pressing, au then tic needs of the social category that advocates are 
trying to protect. She did not say that housing for the poorest should be framed 
strategically; she could have. Rather, she said that HJ should be “fairly aggres-
sive” and not use “buzzwords like ‘affordable housing.’ ” Both sides could agree 
privately that “housing is a  human right,” but at the coordinating committee 
they  were understanding that statement in the context of dif er ent styles of col-
lective action. Each style gave the act of strategic framing activity itself diff er ent 
meaning and value.

At least some HRN participants would have converged with HJ co ali tion 
leaders on the same frames in the abstract. The prob lem is that we only hear 
and speak frames from inside a style of interaction. Style differences between 
HJ and HRN mattered more than this convergence of frame language. When 
a facilitator asked participants at HRN’s kickoff meeting to say why they sup-
port the new HRN co ali tion, a participant from LAPO answered, “We should 
be able to live where we want to live,” and another, longtime LAPO member 
said, “Guarantee we always have a supply of low- income housing.”  Those are 
the same words HJ leaders used to justify their bid for a region- wide “three- 
point plan” instead of a few low- income housing enclaves: HJ leaders’ three- 
point plan included a proposal to preserve existing low- income housing units 
everywhere. If we attend only to frames and semantic differences between 
frames, it is hard to understand why  there was such  bitter disagreement now. 
A LAPO leader told me privately, both before the organ ization rejected the HJ 
coordinating committee and  after the HRN was emerging, that not only HJ’s 
position on preservation but other HJ positions too actually  were in her organ-
ization’s interest. We  don’t have to rule out the possibility that advocates for 
extremely low- income, ill- housed  people wanted to focus more on their con-
stituency’s interests than HJ’s larger community of interest. But that by itself 
does not explain how they related to their own constituency, or why they 
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would viscerally reject HJ leaders’ vision of a housing policy that spoke to 
homeless and low- income  people’s needs among  others. Something  else mat-
tered, and that was the style by which HJ co ali tion leaders coordinated co ali-
tion building along with the alternative style that drove the dissenters.

Scene style influences co ali tion solidarity. How, if at all, does it  matter for 
goals and successes?
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6
What Is Winning?

Ho w  S t y l e  S h a p e s  G oa l s ,  S t r a t e g i e s ,  
a n d  T r a de -  of f s

Activists and researchers all want to know about what makes advo-
cates’ campaigns successful. Which combinations of  factors lead to  things 
advocates and their constituencies want, such as new policies, new rights, and 
more repre sen ta tion? Yet, we also should ask why advocates have the goals 
they have to begin with, and what counts as winning. Neither of  these is so 
obvious. Remember how Ethan of ISLA sounded oddly distant from HJ’s af-
fordable housing campaign. At a meeting, he had mentioned it in a conversa-
tional FYI comment about what was new in the housing advocacy world, on 
the way to an ironic takedown of “the new urbanism” in city planning. This 
was at a meeting of advocates who wanted to increase housing options for 
low- income  people, so it seemed like an odd bypass. Why  wouldn’t some ISLA 
members be more enthusiastic about the citywide affordable housing man-
dates?  Wouldn’t that help ISLA win what it wanted?

Comparing two co ali tions with somewhat diff er ent goals is counterintui-
tive. As its sponsoring organ ization’s director told me at the start of the cam-
paign, HJ planned to “focus like a  laser” on a citywide MIHO. ISLA advocates, 
on the other hand, sought affordable housing amid other public goods, all for 
a small clutch of neighborhoods. They fought for a CBA from the developer 
of the Manchester as well as a college whose building proj ects  were expanding 
into ISLA neighborhoods.1 The goals of HJ and ISLA co ali tions worked at 
diff er ent geographic scales. Using both cases to build up a general explanation 
of why campaigns succeed or fail would be wrongheaded, but that was not my 
own goal.

Instead, I use scenes from the two main co ali tions to show just how diff er-
ent their campaigns  were and why that  matters, even though both fought for 
affordable housing. Accomplishments make sense only inside strategic arcs; 
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scene style shapes the strategic choices advocates make. Scene style inflects 
the meaning of par tic u lar strategies and goals as well as winning itself. This 
chapter pre sents two trajectories of collective prob lem solving that unfold on 
varying timelines,  toward tentative and evolving goals. The two co ali tions and 
their trajectories reveal diff er ent trade- offs that go with each, differently styled 
line of action.2

None of this is to imply that goals and outcomes themselves  don’t  matter. 
In fact, accumulating evidence shows that diff er ent styles do shape outcomes 
that  matter to advocates and the scholars who study them.  There is much more 
to find out about how style contributes to outcomes as scholars usually treat 
them. The point is that we learn valuable and practical  things when we under-
stand par tic u lar outcomes in the context of strategic arcs that make  those out-
comes more, or less, meaningful to advocates and their constituencies.

Outcomes or Diff er ent Kinds of Success?
Which grassroots problem- solving efforts have the best outcomes? Practical- 
minded  people and policy makers want to know, and it is not so easy to find 
out. The trou ble is partly a  matter of finding good evidence. It is partly also 
that the question itself is a lot more complicated than it looks. As for evidence, 
we can read about social advocates’ efforts to improve a locale’s environment, 
reform its police force, regenerate job opportunities, or steer urban develop-
ment in equitable directions.3 We can read cases that reveal “best practices” 
too.4  There are fewer studies, though, that look systematically and compara-
tively at what makes local advocacy on issues such as affordable housing suc-
ceed.5 When we turn to  those systematic comparisons, the complexity of the 
“outcomes” question becomes glaring. Twenty years ago, sociologists had 
done few systematic studies on what makes social movements win new regula-
tions and rights, achieve repre sen ta tion, or deliver other tangible outcomes 
that advocates and larger publics care about. Since then, more systematic com-
parisons have appeared. The point  here is not to review them all, but only to 
summarize several characteristics of  these outcomes studies enough to clarify 
how my approach differs.6

First, from William Gamson’s (1975) foundational work on social move-
ments in the 1970s and onward, studies of outcomes often have pictured a 
social movement as an individual actor writ large—an entrepreneur we figu-
ratively can point to, rather than entwining and sometimes opposing lines of 
styled action.  These studies frequently focus on a national or nationwide col-
lective actor battling the state for new or diff er ent policies, rights, or regula-
tions, even though a good deal of social movement organ izing in the United 
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States over the past several de cades has been local.7 This means that at the 
outset, a lot of the curiosity about outcomes has addressed a diff er ent level of 
institutional change than what housing advocates in this study hoped to 
achieve.

Second, scholars usually approach the question of outcomes by asking 
which combinations of impor tant  factors produce which kinds of outcomes.8 
What are the ingredients of success? This analytic choice, like the decision to 
treat a social movement as a unitary subject, comes with benefits and draw-
backs. In this “causal combinatorics” mode, the investigator uses cases to rep-
resent diff er ent combinations of  factors or variables.9 The investigator sup-
poses  these diff er ent collections of  factors have led to diff er ent outcomes of 
the same class of event— a new po liti cal right or no new po liti cal right, a 
scheduled vote in the legislature or no vote, a win or a loss.  Factors that such 
studies invoke include an organ ization’s mobilizing capacity, use of protest 
tactics, or savvy framing strategy, or the degree of unity or division between 
the governing elites it confronts.10

To follow this route, we have to assume we know which actors and relation-
ships count as part of the social movement we are trying to evaluate. And for 
this study’s purposes, we have to treat the social movement as a unitary actor. 
If we can agree on  those moves, the benefit of this strategy is clear: we get 
purchase on the big, practical question of why some advocates are better than 
 others at solving their chosen prob lems. An exemplar of this causal combina-
torics mode is Daniel Cress and David Snow’s (2000) comparative study of 
fifteen local homeless social movements organ izations. Like much other 
research on social movements, it invokes a collective, entrepreneurial actor, 
a social movement, or movement organ ization that has intentions the way a 
person does.11 More complicated than some of the outcomes research, this 
study names four potential outcomes of homeless  people’s social move-
ments, alliteratively tagged as repre sen ta tion, resources, rights, and relief. 
Diff er ent organ izations in the study brought diff er ent combinations of orga-
nizational, strategic, and po liti cal  factors to bear on their strug gles. A com-
bination of orga nizational stability and articulate framing mattered a lot for 
several of  these r- word outcomes. Causal combinatorics assumes we can 
hold the meaning of an outcome constant while we assess which sets of 
 factors produce it.

What if the same outcome has diff er ent significance in diff er ent organ-
izations? That is what my research found. Studies that turn observed action 
over time into  factors and outcomes are not set up to apprehend  those diff er-
ent meanings. My alternative mode of comparison uses a theoretical 
category— like “civic action” or “style”—to compare diff er ent chains of action 
and consequences, instead of comparing diff er ent outcomes to the same class 
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of event— policy change or no policy change, for instance. That way, we can 
understand an “outcome” inside the sequence of meaningful action in which 
it occurs— rather than pulling it out and treating it according to the scholar’s 
own need for a clean model. I compared diff er ent chains of meaningful action, 
in HJ and ISLA co ali tions, in terms of the common theoretical category of 
scene style. Diff er ent cases stand for variation inside a category— style— not 
diff er ent combinations of  factors.

Diff er ent comparative modes come with diff er ent trade- offs. Comparing 
chains of action loses the power of a broad overview that may explain success-
ful and failed outcomes across many cases. Comparing chains of action does, 
however, reveal impor tant  things about outcomes. Qualitatively rich studies 
of social movement organ izations, volunteer groups, and nonprofit organ-
izations tentatively suggest strengths and weaknesses of diff er ent scene styles 
for several outcomes of interest.12 Two are especially relevant  here. Neither 
would count as final ends or final successes for a lot of advocacy campaigns— 
the way that winning a new right might be a final end, for example— but ad-
vocates like the ones from ISLA and HJ work hard  toward  these ends. Further 
comparative, qualitative work can substantiate  these tentative patterns.

First, acting as a community of interest, advocates are more likely to access 
governmental resources successfully than if they act as a community of iden-
tity. One snapshot of evidence for that style contrast comes from the HJ co-
ali tion: HJ leaders and the loyal majority of representatives valorized a quiet 
partnership with the mayor’s office at the outset, while HJ dissenters con-
sidered such a partnership much more skeptically. Remember the scene 
from the contentious town hall with mayoral staff portrayed in chapter 3. 
Dissenters sounded little interested in securing goods from the mayor’s office 
through collaboration on the mayor’s terms.

Previous research also suggests style impacts efforts to get groups mobi-
lized for a po liti cal co ali tion,  whether or not the campaign wins. In this study, 
ISLA advocates selectively bracketed their longer- term, community strug gle 
and carved out space for diverse, local groups to converge on a small slate of 
issues, including housing and jobs. They succeeded in mobilizing a more influ-
ential constituency that shared an interest in a CBA even if not all  were so 
committed to a longer- lasting community of identity. They won an agreement 
from the Manchester developer and  later the college on that basis.

What’s most striking  here is that  these advocates clearly knew how to form 
a community of interest. Theoretically they could have been  doing that all 
along, perhaps winning more short- term goals in the pro cess. But they did not. 
All the more reason to supplement conventional questions about outcomes 
with research into what goals, outcomes, and success mean to advocates and 
their constituencies.
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Two Styles of Projecting Success
A Pragmatist Approach: Timelines of Success

Following the action with HJ and ISLA co ali tions made vivid how diff er ent 
styles of collective action induce diff er ent ways of defining a goal, and dif-
fer ent criteria for what counts as meeting a goal. Styles cultivate goals on 
diff er ent timelines. Causal combinatorics explains co ali tion success or failure 
in terms of  factors like savvy alliance building with governmental insiders, or 
effective framing, without considering the temporal context. In this mode, 
sociologists turn pro cesses into abstract  factors that play their role whenever 
they do, somewhere between chosen starting and end points for the subject 
in question. But individuals and groups continually proj ect for themselves a 
 future state of affairs,  either more or less fully consciously. Sociologists have 
been thinking more about how  people’s imaginations of time itself influence 
their action. Our anticipation of a  future state of affairs is embedded in and 
has some shaping influence on what we are  doing right now.13

Dewey’s pragmatist vocabulary makes the insight useful for thinking about 
social advocates’ goals. Participants entangled in the midst of unfolding, col-
lective action do not orient to a single, generic, omnipresent end or goal such 
as “affordable housing” in the abstract. They orient  toward what Dewey (1939) 
called an “end- in- view”: a goal that means something specific inside a par tic-
u lar timeline. An end- in- view, part of action in everyday settings, may trans-
form depending on what happens over time, as actors recalibrate  after ad-
vances or upsets. Differently styled problem- solving efforts transpire on longer 
or shorter “trajectories.”14  These are contexts that shape a goal’s par tic u lar 
meaning for  those pursuing it. As sociologist Josh Whitford (2002, 343) points 
out, actors  don’t choose single ends, one  after another. Rather, “actors choose 
pro cesses, so ends are meaningless without means- to- ends. Ends flow from 
means as effect from cause, the choice of a diff er ent means implies a diff er ent 
end state (and vice- versa).”15

The idea of an end- in- view helps us think about advocates’ goals from the 
standpoint of unfolding action.  People working together may proj ect many 
ends in view, some more intermediate, and some longer term, yet all  imagined 
on an arc stretching  into the  future. Accessing state resources or producing a 
mobilization for a campaign can be seen as intermediate ends in view— real 
and consequential goals for advocates even if they are not the longer- term ends 
of winning a campaign or protecting the community. The more common ap-
proach treats social advocates’ goals from the standpoint of abstract princi ples 
in mission statements or advocates’ own retellings of “a successful campaign” 
at some point  after action is completed.16
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Thinking of goals as ends- in- view helps explain why ISLA’s Ethan was so 
 little interested in HJ’s MIHO campaign. HJ advocates’ ideal of more afford-
able housing was one that ISLA participants could share in the abstract. But 
ISLA’s own end- in- view for housing made sense inside a much longer and lo-
calized trajectory of community subordination and re sis tance. Participants 
assumed that trajectory would keep unfolding through time  whether or not 
the city council voted for new housing mandates. ISLA advocates would say 
they  were “in it for the long haul.” Success, like the deal ISLA wrested from the 
Manchester’s developer, would be a noteworthy marker in a long strug gle, not 
a final end in itself. The HJ co ali tion’s end- in- view, a MIHO, on the other 
hand, was a much more consequential, time- marking end in relation to the HJ 
co ali tion. In fact, winning a MIHO would end the co ali tion. HJ did its prob lem 
solving on a what participants projected as a shorter trajectory.

Explanations of success and failure risk obscuring real, consequential dif-
ferences in goals and the significance of success. By comparing outcomes, we 
think we are comparing like with like when, from the advocates’ point of view, 
we sometimes are not. Comparing trajectories, we better understand other-
wise puzzling difficulties in collaboration between organ izations.

In Hot Pursuit of Shifting and Just Good- Enough Goals:  
The Community of Interest in the HJ Co ali tion

Several months  after HJ launched its “outsider strategy” with town hall meet-
ings, the co ali tion made a remarkable advance. A crisis followed almost im-
mediately, and the co ali tion started planning for a big shift in strategies. Coor-
dinating committee members began considering new goals for HJ, but 
continued acting as a community of interest. The way that new goals emerged 
tells us a lot about how a community of interest relates to goals and strategies, 
and how it proj ects success.

In May 2009, the city council voted unanimously for a “framework” for a 
MIHO. That was not the same as a vote for an ordinance itself. Still, as HJ’s 
coordinating committee convener told me over coffee, “We felt this momen-
tum and a lot of excitement, and  people felt like  we’re moving. . . .  It’s the first 
time we ever got something on paper.” Council member Hernandez, magnet 
for so much worried second- guessing at the coordinating committee, had 
warmly mentioned HJ by name during the voting session. And for community 
organizers in the co ali tion, the vote was especially good news. On HJ leaders’ 
urging, the framework included the language and numbers that would man-
date more housing for the organizers’ blue- collar constituencies in places like 
South Los Angeles, not just the higher- income groups alluded to in some of 
the comments by staff from the mayor’s office at community meetings. The 
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convener explained that for the first time in her tenure with HJ, staff “could sit 
back and think about what should come next.”

Then a large property developer sued the city. The developer wanted to 
thwart a mixed- income housing policy already in force in one par tic u lar city 
district. The policy had been written into that district’s official planning docu-
ment, assessing fees for residential developments that failed to offer their 
quota of affordable apartments. The developer won the suit; the court de cided 
 those fees  were illegal. The city attorney’s office appealed the ruling and lost. 
The lawsuit portended a negative  legal pre ce dent for MIHOs, freezing HJ’s 
existing strategies.

In fall 2009, at the next coordinating committee meeting I attended, Mary 
drew up a list of  things HJ could do next. Committee members  were most 
keen on supporting the city attorney’s appeal of the recent ruling to the state 
supreme court. Next on their list was meetings with city council members’ 
offices. Meantime, public interest attorneys  were helping the committee figure 
out how they could accomplish what the MIHO was supposed to accomplish 
and in a way that could survive  legal challenges. Maybe HJ would push the city 
to institute developer fees that could be channeled to affordable housing con-
struction on the grounds that more housing options constituted a compelling 
public good. Maybe the co ali tion could simply pursue a more  limited MIHO 
in hopes that a broader ordinance would get a  legal pass from the state legis-
lature or courts  later on. Or maybe it would focus on a MIHO just for owner- 
occupied housing, like condominiums in the central city, not the rental hous-
ing where a majority of Angelenos lived. The recent  legal case would not apply 
to owner- occupied homes.

In other words, co ali tion participants  were willing to try diff er ent strategies 
to arrive at some sort of affordable housing ordinance, with diff er ent combina-
tions of actors. HJ’s incipient efforts  toward “outsider” strategies the previous 
spring had now taken a U- turn  toward what was perhaps the consummate 
insider strategy: reliance on courtroom action. “Success” might mean winning 
in court, not at city hall. A new attendee from a council of  labor  unions argued 
for moving cautiously, saying that the committee  really needed to know more 
about what council members  were thinking before pushing, and meeting fa-
cilitator Mary agreed. Both  were saying, in effect, that it was time to figure out 
all over again who stood where in the concentric circles of close allies, more 
distant supporters, and adversaries, rather than to dig in heels and push the 
issue with city council members, as one attendee suggested. As Mary put it, 
“We have to figure out what we are pushing for.” Short-  and medium- term 
goals  were shifting, but HJ advocates still acted as a community of interest.

Hypothetically, the developer’s lawsuit could have spurred the co ali tion to 
remap itself as a threatened, resisting community. HJ advocates could have 
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hardened the bound aries between “we” and “they.”17 HJ’s constituent groups 
could have begun cultivating popu lar commitment to the idea that housing is 
a  human right, the way members of the co ali tion’s former, dissenting organ-
izations did. At the following month’s meeting, a list of potential strategies 
written with a felt pen onto a sheet on the wall included “or ga nize low- income 
communities.” What committee members talked more about, though, was 
 legal recourse. We did not discuss community organ izing during my time with 
the HJ co ali tion, which ended soon  after this meeting.

What is most striking is that HJ advocates assumed it would be alright to 
shift their strategic goals  toward diff er ent constituencies and players. Commit-
tee members did not even discuss how far the new aims should deviate from 
the old. Reaching success was a  matter of satisficing, finding a good- enough 
goal involving affordable housing, not holding out steadfastly for one par tic-
u lar version of that goal. Relations between short- term goals and the shared 
interest  were relatively fluid, mutually dependent, and negotiable. Diff er ent, 
plausibly acceptable strategies might rely on quite diff er ent sets of players, 
such as mobilized tenants, city council members, attorneys, state legislators, 
and state supreme court justices. That does not mean HJ was willing to adopt 
just any strategy at all. Recall how dissenter Terry on HJ’s coordinating com-
mittee got  little response when she promoted her version of an “outsider” 
strategy— organ izing tenants to confront city agencies rather than unite 
 behind the mayor’s housing initiative. Still, strategies could shift between play-
ers, constituencies, and forums of contestation quite quickly without grossly 
threatening the mode of strategizing, the community of interest. The co ali tion 
even flirted with the idea of raising the socioeconomic “floor” of its chosen 
constituency by redrafting MIHO proposals for owner- occupied units that 
would attract a quite diff er ent social stratum from that of working- class tenants 
who had figured importantly in HJ’s plans.

Advocates had assumed that strategies in pursuit of a MIHO,  whether in-
sider or outsider, would play out on a relatively short timeline. When HJ’s 
efforts  were close to winning the requisite number of city council member 
endorsements to pass a vote, coordinating committee members had said that 
property  owners  were just beginning to fight. Yet HJ leaders already had 
mapped out a roughly eighteen- month campaign to pass an ordinance they 
said would produce by far the largest affordable housing mandate in the United 
States. Given the aspiration  here, it was an ambitious timeline.18 Rhythms of 
a community of interest unfold to a campaign drumbeat, as Mary put it, and 
surge to  little crescendos with public events. We could say advocates fit the 
entire HJ campaign onto a timeline with a relatively quick crescendo of suc-
cess. At the last meeting I attended, Mary said, sounding tired, “It’s clearly 
 going to be a longer fight” than the coordinating committee had planned, even 
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though with the campaign’s ambition and commercial developers’ likely re sis-
tance, this should not have been that surprising.

Some individual members of HJ’s coordinating committee remembered at 
least one of the two prior campaigns named “Housing Justice” over the previ-
ous ten years. But committee members rarely referred to the  earlier campaigns 
in my earshot. When they did,  these came up briefly, fleetingly, as editorial 
comments. Once, a community or ga nizer on the committee complained 
about gadfly Terry’s blustery approach, saying that “ we’ve worked  toward this 
for ten years” and Terry was now threatening to derail the campaign. Another 
time I heard vocal co ali tion leader Carol say quickly, in one of  those charac-
teristically abbreviated references for in- the- know players, that a council mem-
ber was hedging on committing to a MIHO  because he felt “burned” by the 
campaign several years  earlier.  These comments suggest that some individuals 
came to committee meetings informed by a longer- term memory and even a 
ten- year strug gle. Up  until the chilling lawsuit, however, the way members 
worked together depended  little, if any, on members’ knowledge of prior 
campaigns.

Action instead depended on short- term knowledge: good, useful partici-
pants  were the ones who kept keep track of which city council members had 
committed to supporting a MIHO this time, and which needed pressure 
from which ethnic or neighborhood constituencies. A city- approved MIHO 
could end the campaign, and along with it, the need for the HJ co ali tion in its 
current form. Two preceding campaigns on affordable housing- related issues, 
constructed as communities of interest, had disbanded at the conclusion of 
their respective campaigns. One had won, and the other lost, but  either a win 
or loss would extinguish the reason for collaborating, and the current HJ cam-
paign would be no diff er ent. Coordinating committee participants could go 
back to the other co ali tions and orga nizational efforts waiting to fill in their 
always- packed schedules. HJ staff person Mary could simply continue working 
for Western Housing Association. Other HJ staff such as co ali tion convener 
Francis and office colleagues  were hired on short- term contracts with no guar-
antee of renewal. It so happened that the staffer who replaced Francis was 
herself leaving just as the co ali tion was refiguring strategic goals  after the law-
suit; her contract term was over, and WHA was not offering money to extend 
it. The community of interest projected a definitive outcome, successful or not, 
on a relatively short timeline.

The idea of a goal itself varies depending on style. Acting as a community 
of interest, HJ had worked  toward the goal of a MIHO, but the form that goal 
might take and constituencies it would benefit could vary. Both the goal and 
co ali tion fighting for it could change in even startling ways, depending on how 
the ongoing pursuit of a shared interest unfolded in the context of blocks and 
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threats. Winning even a version of a MIHO that would leave some organ-
izations’ representatives unable to “go with the group,” as Carol put it, would 
end the community of interest happily for most participants.

Fighting the “Hundred Years’ War”: The Community of Identity

In contrast with HJ’s community of interest, communities of identity proj ect 
a longer timeline of action. On that timeline, successes are never definitive— 
not as long as  there is a community to defend from threats. Goals, as discrete 
ends- in- view, have less of a defining influence on the collectivity pursuing 
them than do goals for a community of interest, in which goals are a major part 
of the interest, without which  there is no community. A downtown resident 
member of LAPO’s housing committee put it starkly while reacting to my 
pre sen ta tion on what made LAPO and ISLA diff er ent from a co ali tion like HJ. 
In the tone of an insider teasing a naïf, he told me, “ We’re fighting a hundred 
years’ war!” Maybe he had a taste for drama, but I gathered he was not just 
being ironic.

ISLA participants articulated their relatively long timeline in both more 
and less ceremonial settings. Early in this study, when ISLA advocate Ethan 
introduced the new ISLA co ali tion with a slideshow, the show began with 
pictures of a mostly African American commercial district that state redevel-
opment authorities had designated “blighted” and obliterated in the 1960s, 
nearly a half  century  earlier. ISLA’s kickoff meeting similarly started with a 
long historical narrative- cum- slideshow of neighborhood transitions and 
gentrification near the college. To fight alongside ISLA was to place oneself 
on the community’s timeline— a trajectory made palpable by ISLA advo-
cates’ stories.

The community’s timeline informed talk in less ceremonially scripted set-
tings too; it became part of the everyday action. During the Manchester cam-
paign, participants occasionally would recall in the  middle of a meeting that 
the city planning department had a long rec ord of approving nearly any new 
building that did not self- destruct. Early in the antidisplacement campaign 
when it seemed as if college officials  were ignoring ISLA advocates or speaking 
dismissively, the conversation would lurch  toward stories of disrespect from 
years past and promises seemingly broken. Advocates would remind each 
other, for example, of how the college’s outdoor swimming pool, announced 
originally as a good to share with neighbors, in fact admitted only instructors, 
staff, and students; the pool was constructed many years before the ISLA cam-
paign.  These bit narrations filled in a map that oriented ISLA advocates’ rela-
tions to each other as well as outsiders. The two previous rounds of affordable 
housing activism that some HJ advocates knew about or had joined, in 
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contrast, almost never entered ordinary, coordinating committee conversa-
tion. They  were separate campaigns and communities of interest even if they 
included some of the same  people representing the same groups. The cam-
paign history HJ leaders did in fact tell at HJ’s contentious “unity meeting” 
was only a year long.

When the timeline is a “long haul,” it may seem to make any par tic u lar goal 
along the way more negotiable. But the opposite was true,  because in a com-
munity of identity, the goals represent the  will of a specific constituency (the 
community) even if its geographic bound aries are fuzzily defined. For ISLA’s 
strug gle with both the Manchester development and college, a CBA became 
the goal. A CBA might take a diff er ent shape, just as a MIHO might take a 
diff er ent shape, depending on what deals savvy negotiators on each side could 
strike. But the beneficiaries of the CBA would be nonnegotiable. And further, 
the range of other actors who might bring the goal to fruition  were small. ISLA 
staff members availed themselves of  legal advice from some of the same pro 
bono attorneys who assisted HJ. Even the most time- starved ISLA leader, 
though, would not allow a community strategy to transform entirely into fights 
centered mainly on courtrooms—as the HJ leaders seemed to be contemplat-
ing. The community needed to empower itself by organ izing its local residents 
to speak out and ensure that closed- door negotiations had the community’s 
approval.19

Francis from HJ once told me that LAPO “ doesn’t get many  things passed, 
but they get what they want.” While neither LAPO’s housing committee nor 
other communities of identity in this study always got what they wanted, the 
comment turned out to be a helpful clue. Participants in communities of iden-
tity take their strategies as more of a reflection on their collectivity and aspira-
tions than communities of interest do. The parties pursuing the strategies 
along with the beneficiaries of  those strategies need to identify and be identi-
fied by  others as community members. Satisficing is too open ended as well 
as potentially dissatisfying to describe relations between a community of iden-
tity and its strategies and goals. The range of potentially central players, con-
stituencies, and forums cannot be as wide, and needs to include recognized 
members of the community.  There is less leeway for the kind of shift in goals 
that HJ was contemplating.

A community of identity may significantly shift strategies and goals in the 
pro cess of defending the community. The single- biggest change I saw during 
my time with ISLA, however, makes my point about the narrower leeway for 
prob lem solving. ISLA participants had hatched the Dreams for Draper proj-
ect as a chance for a “win” along with a “positive” proj ect that could signal to 
the city as well as the college, “Look what we can do, beyond complaining and 
resisting. We can create professional- quality neighborhood plans. We can be 
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partners in planning.” This positive strategy enlisted new participants— the 
urban planning students from a distant university, for example. They worked 
 toward the short- term goal of a research- based report, and proposed redevel-
opment plans that might, in the much longer view, influence city planners and 
establish ISLA advocates’ seriousness of purpose. This strategy was not intrin-
sically incompatible with a community of identity. A roughly similar strategy 
and goal culminated in the Somos la Comunidad event.

Yet a crucial difference distinguished the two efforts. Dreams for Draper 
depended on outsider expertise that threatened community bound aries. The 
outsider students’ lack of familiarity with the community made  things more 
awkward still. ISLA advocates’ way of coordinating themselves did not open 
them up to diverse sources of initiative or expertise. The HJ coordinating com-
mittee, on the other hand, considered new roles for attorneys, statewide bod-
ies, and even entirely new constituencies as it continued pursuing an interest 
in affordable housing. Proposing a constituency other than the community for 
ISLA’s efforts would have been at best a nonstarter. A community of identity 
produces nonnegotiable positions more readily. Put differently, the commu-
nity gives itself less leeway for a distanced, ambivalent, or satisficing relation 
to its own strategies. Success plays to a stricter standard, or other wise the com-
munity of identity threatens its authenticity as the community’s voice.

Diff er ent ways of embracing a strategy became especially clear at the HJ 
meeting following the “unity meeting” that had been so disunifying. Terry had 
insisted that the co ali tion needed to stand firm  behind higher quotas of hous-
ing for extremely low- income tenants in any proposed ordinance. For Terry it 
had been a nonnegotiable commitment, bolstered by her claim that even the 
local Demo cratic Party stood for more low- income housing than HJ seemed 
willing to endorse. For Carol, au then tic commitments might have to live in 
tension with the need for deals that could keep  those concentric circles of al-
lies, supporters, and potential supporters close enough for a win. Carol had 
told Terry, “We all care deeply about low- income  people. It hurts that we  can’t 
do more.” Carol’s identity as a community member was not at stake; her loy-
alty to a shared interest was, however. That loyalty might even overpower the 
co ali tion’s sincere commitment to extremely low- income and homeless con-
stituencies. Terry asserted that “ people are not necessarily on board” with the 
co ali tion’s proposed quotas of housing for diff er ent income brackets.

Carol: “We know that! . . .  We think we have a position that’s as left as we 
can go— and we feel fine about that!”

Carol would make do with what she supposed was best for a shared interest. 
Terry would remain steadfastly for what she supposed was the most au then tic 
voice of a community.
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While a community of identity narrows the potential range of allies and 
tightens advocates’ identification with the strategies they choose, it may 
also multiply the number of issues with which advocates are willing to strat-
egize. When news of the hospital de mo li tion reached ISLA leaders, they 
 were busy getting the local college to commit to negotiations over  future 
development plans. Leaders had followed developments at the Manchester 
site for several years, but had not realized that construction suddenly could 
begin. Potential negotiations with the college would produce goods far more 
extensive than what one apartment development site could offer, yet no one 
ever said or implied that taking on the Manchester was a choice or a  matter 
of triage with a stretched staff ’s energies.  There was peril in the community, 
and as a staffer had said, “We had to fight it.” At the HJ coordinating com-
mittee’s unity meeting, in contrast, the blow-up started when dissenting 
members, who preferred a community of identity, found out that the com-
mittee was not  going to take a position regarding residents forced to vacate 
two SRO  hotels. It was not the committee’s focal issue, Carol reminded them; 
the MIHO was.

Strategies and Meanings in Everyday Action
HJ and ISLA advocates used strategies that would sound the same if described 
in orga nizational reports or interviews done  after the end of a campaign. The 
co ali tions’ seemingly similar strategies had diff er ent meanings for the actors, 
though, and elicited diff er ent immediate responses. In chapter 3, I used “strat-
egy” in its conventional sense, as a plan devised for a goal. Now it is useful to 
compare strategy in this sense with an academic version of the term. For sev-
eral de cades, researchers influenced by culture scholars such as Pierre Bour-
dieu or Ann Swidler have conceived of a strategy as something more involved 
than simply a means  toward an intentional goal. They theorize it as a culturally 
patterned way of organ izing individual or collective action over time,  whether 
or not it is entirely intentional.20 Style turns strategy in the conventional sense 
into strategy in the more theoretical, cultural sense.

Strategy in the conventional sense is not a carefully calibrated object of 
study. Advocates decide on a “strategy” of demanding a meeting next week with 
a city councillor, or ponder the co ali tion’s yearlong “strategy” to secure nine 
city council votes to approve a historic housing policy.21 Depending on the 
metric we use,  there could be many, many strategies in a two- year campaign, 
or just one “campaign strategy.” To locate advocates’ distinct strategies in the 
narrow sense of the term, we can follow social movement scholar Kathleen 
Blee (2012, 2013) and focus on “sequences” of interaction at meetings. 
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Sequences are simply conversations revolving around a par tic u lar topic, such 
as the need to hire a new campaign director, or the question of  whether or not 
to mount a grassroots phone-in campaign to pressure city council members. 
Sequences may be long or short. Sequences treating the same topic may re-
emerge at multiple meetings. A topic, and therefore sequence, may emerge 
suddenly and then suddenly exit the stage in the  middle of a sequence on a 
diff er ent topic. We  will concentrate on sequences in which advocates are talk-
ing about or carry ing out their strategies,  whether or not they use that term 
explic itly for their plans.

Following are three sets of strategies, in the narrow sense of the term, that 
advocates discussed and carried out in both HJ and ISLA co ali tions. Each 
became a diff er ent, meaningful line of action— a diff er ent strategy in the cul-
tural, so cio log i cal sense— depending on the style in play.

Pondering Insider versus Outsider Strategies

Dissenter Terry argued with HJ co ali tion agenda setters such as Mary and 
Carol about the need for a “community strategy” or “grassroots mobilization.” 
She criticized them for focusing too much on insider strategies. Terry and HJ 
leaders spoke past each other on the same topic  because they understood strat-
egies from inside diff er ent styles of action. Repeatedly Terry called her pre-
ferred plan of action an “outsider” strategy that brings ordinary tenants into 
angry, determined contact with city council members’ offices. Mary and Carol 
both seemed to think they had addressed Terry’s complaint. Both used nearly 
identical terms to respond. Mary replied to Terry’s complaint with, “We’ve 
done a power analy sis of who influences other  people.” Three meetings  later, 
when another, short sequence of talk about insider versus outsider strategies 
came up, Carol said,

“When we did our power analy sis, we found out that  labor is very 
impor tant.”

Diff er ent notions of outsiders produced the cross talk. It took repeated 
scans of field notes for me to figure out why Mary and Carol’s use of a “power 
analy sis” was not just a non sequitur response to Terry’s call for an outsider 
strategy: they meant diff er ent  things by “outsider”! For Mary and Carol, out-
siders  were  people who do not make policy, including potentially power ful 
 people such as  labor leaders. They  were “outside” the official legislative pro cess 
in which interests are adjudicated, highlighted, or  else unrecognized. Hence 
the reliance on a power analy sis that rates how much influence diff er ent actors 
have with power brokers. It was on this basis that HJ leaders encouraged 
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legislative outsiders to attend town halls to promote the mayor’s vision of af-
fordable housing.

For Terry, outsiders  were something more like “the community.” They  were 
low- income tenants and homeless  people. They  were social outsiders— 
members of socially subordinate groups, not narrowly legislative outsiders 
who may actually represent relatively well- resourced organ izations such as the 
federation of  labor— whatever their own social background happens to be. 
Outsiders in Terry’s sense would fight for the community’s vision of its priori-
ties, not the mayor’s. Outsiderhood in each case is meaningful in relation to 
diff er ent social and institutional realities that we can see as social scientists, 
and that advocates experience and articulate in vari ous ways.

Differences in preferred scene style gave the conversation between Terry 
and the other two its jarring disconnects. To Mary and Carol, gatekeepers with 
power over the housing issue, such as municipal legislators in this case,  were 
central actors. They occupied the zone of aspiration; the point of a good strat-
egy was to target them. To Terry, the community was a central actor. The point 
of a good strategy was to define and defend the community against threatening 
social forces represented by municipal legislators as well as police, exploitative 
property  owners, and other social elites. During field visits to Terry’s home 
organ ization, SHAPLA, I heard advocates defending and affirming the home-
less community against threatening outsiders months before HJ’s contentious 
coordinating committee meetings. They  were propelling a community of iden-
tity, like the one pictured in the ISLA co ali tion. The same strategy on paper, 
an outsider strategy, would have advocates focusing on diff er ent kinds of allies, 
depending on the style.

Office Visits and Letter- Writing Campaigns

Both HJ and ISLA paired visits to municipal officials’ offices with letter writing 
as a pressure strategy. Recall how HJ coordinating committee members fre-
quently, seemingly obsessively, discussed the timing and purpose of visits to 
council members’ offices. What did it mean that Hernandez does not want to 
talk to us this week? Members did not call  these office visits a strategy, but the 
point did not need belaboring. The visits  were one of the main strategies for 
reaching the goal of a majority vote on the city council for a MIHO. The point 
of a coinciding letter- writing proj ect was equally unmistakable. Both  were part 
of keeping up the drumbeat of pressure on the gatekeepers. Yet even 
straightforward- sounding strategies like  these could mean diff er ent  things in 
the context of diff er ent styles of action.

When HJ co ali tion leaders made office visits, they spoke on behalf of a co-
ali tion pursuing an interest. Who shared the interest? The co ali tion 
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represented its constituency by way of letters signed by political and civic or 
religious leaders of publicly prominent groups in the city. The letters together 
communicated diverse rationales for the shared interest. A letter from African 
American leaders connected housing affordability to a longer strug gle against 
housing discrimination. The letter from Latinx leaders emphasized the danger-
ously overcrowded, unhealthy living conditions Latinos in the city dispropor-
tionately faced. The letter from rabbis remarked on Jewish scriptural impera-
tives to guarantee shelter and condemn evictions that leave  people homeless. 
The point of  these letters was not to announce cultural difference. Rather, HJ’s 
office del e ga tion visits and letter- writing strategies communicated that HJ 
represented a broadly diverse, collective “everyperson” of Los Angeles.

The topic of office visits came up at an ISLA strategy meeting too, a month 
before ISLA and the developer of the Manchester ratified their CBA. ISLA 
advocates had started visiting city planning commission offices in hopes of 
influencing their decision on the apartment complex. During one lengthy se-
quence, what seemed like the same strategy on paper— office visits— began 
to sound diff er ent from the HJ co ali tion’s visits in a subtle, impor tant way. 
ISLA leader Francine had visited a city planner’s office. She came back with 
the planner’s friendly suggestion that the co ali tion select just “one good 
speaker and make four points and have six minutes” instead of fitting inside 
the usual public comment format of two- minute slots. SED leader Raimunda 
said it was crucial to “represent diff er ent parts of the coalition”— and up to this 
point, made the strategy sound like that of HJ— but then she added, “and one 
or two community members to make it real.” She emphasized that “it’s very 
impor tant— none of us can represent close to them.” This specified the mean-
ing of contact with city officials. The communication act itself meant being a 
distinct community’s voice, not the voice of an Angeleno everyperson. ISLA 
also paired the visits with a letter- writing proj ect. Office staff prepared a tem-
plate letter that community residents could send to the city planning depart-
ment, embellished with what ever personal appeals they might like to add. The 
same strategy meant something diff er ent to each co ali tion’s campaign coordi-
nators and called forth diff er ent kinds of communication.

Small Committees Work Out the Details of a Deal

They may not have thought of it as a strategy, but the leading members of the 
HJ and ISLA co ali tions all needed a plan for determining what could count as 
a worthwhile deal. Other wise, neither co ali tion could claim to meet its goals. 
Comparing sequences from chapters 4 and 5, we find that diff er ent under-
standings of group trust and legitimacy cast a very diff er ent light on both co-
ali tions’ tendency to rely on small subcommittees to work out the details.
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HJ leaders had maintained a policy committee, a subset of the coordinating 
committee. Formally, the co ali tion entrusted the policy committee members 
to figure out what quotas of affordable housing units at what income levels and 
what kind of buyout option for developers would produce the best deal for 
the co ali tion. At the blow-up meeting, Terry and other dissenters voiced their 
distrust of this arrangement. They said it left member organ izations out of the 
loop, while producing a figurative ballpark of quotas for income levels that left 
them dissatisfied. Francis retorted that they could have read their email from 
the co ali tion if they wanted to be in the loop, and a seasoned co ali tion member 
shot back that maybe it was only Terry who was uncomfortable with the pro-
cess. Carol summarized that every one had to trust and “go with the group.” 
The strategy of delegating policy details to a smaller circle ended up costing 
the co ali tion momentum, morale, and ultimately several impor tant tenant 
organ izations.

ISLA leaders followed a similar strategy in the Manchester campaign yet 
in a context that evidently gave them more legitimacy. A small group of ISLA 
staffers worked out a set of conditions with the Manchester developer and 
presented  those to a gathering of neighborhood residents. Residents had 
asked skeptical, pointed questions, and one observed how awkward it was 
to make a deal with an entity they had opposed, but none challenged the 
legitimacy of the bargaining team. If a potential deal failed and the emerging 
community of interest with the developer collapsed, then, as SED’s director 
teased, it would be time for plan B: break out the slogan- bearing T- shirts. 
The community of identity would endure, in other words. A history of rou-
tine appeals to the  will of the community, by leaders and other participants 
alike, made it hard for even skeptical residents to delegitimate the provi-
sional deal.

During the vetting, one ISLA leader asserted that the developer was never 
was  going to set aside more than 5  percent of the upscale complex’s units for 
affordable housing. No one challenged the claim.  There is a truly striking con-
trast  here: when HJ’s coordinating committee debated what percentage of 
set- asides it should fight for, one experienced leader tried to mollify the dis-
senters, saying, “We could get an agreement [from city council] for 5  percent 
tomorrow if we wanted to.” They  were holding out for much more than that, 
of course; they  were quite leftist  after all, not just pushovers. Diff er ent circum-
stances  will make “5  percent affordable housing” sound diff er ent, but still one 
can won der how the same number could sound so very dif fer ent. ISLA’s 
5  percent became part of a win that ISLA participants celebrated. HJ’s “un-
questionably more than 5  percent” did not enjoy the same trust and confi-
dence. Dissenters interpreted the committee delegating strategy  behind it as 
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capable only of producing a raw deal since they deemed it inattentive to the 
 will of the community.

A deal is a good deal depending on the style in play.
For  either co ali tion, like any other that endures for a significant time, a 

variety of shorter- term strategies like office visits and letter writing live to-
gether in one campaign. Through the lens of style, we can see them as links in 
meaningful— styled— chains of action. The strategies can carry diff er ent sig-
nificance and elicit diff er ent consequences even when they sound identical.

Following Action at a Distance: The Trade- offs of Style
 Until now, we have been following the meanings of strategies, goals, and “suc-
cess” from advocates’ own points of view. This is a good place to step back and 
consider some practical trade- offs that come with styling collective action one 
way rather than another. Trade- ofs are diff er ent from the dilemmas that chap-
ters 3 and 4 followed. Advocates themselves talked about their dilemmas, if 
not in such direct terms. They puzzled and argued over  whether to pursue an 
insider or outsider strategy, and  whether or not their strategies  were suffi-
ciently rooted in the community. Dilemmas  were built into styles of coordinat-
ing action  because  those styles unavoidably entangled advocates with social 
realities that complicated their way of acting.

Advocates rarely talked about trade- offs. Trade- offs are the largely unspo-
ken risks of a style. Speaking about them would have been impolite and soli-
darity busting. Trade- offs are easier to see and talk about when we stand out-
side advocates’ preferred style and think with comparisons. When advocates 
talked or implied something about trade- offs, it usually was to condemn the 
options they did not choose and affirm the ones they did. Considering trade- 
offs openly and deliberately would violate a taboo— something like the “sa-
cred” of the group, as Goffman might have put it.22

Trade- ofs in a Community of Interest: Risking Skewed Justice  
and a Lack of Accountability

Perhaps the most divisive trade- off for HJ leaders, when acting as a commu-
nity of interest, emerged from their investment in broad- based co ali tion build-
ing. The upside seems obvious: a broad- based strategy potentially brings more 
supporters and more varied supporters than a narrower kind of organ izing. 
The  people who wrote HJ’s co ali tion newsletters pointed out that every one 
who depends on a robust economy benefits from companies that can more 
easily attract employees to the region if housing is affordable. On this thinking, 
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 there could be potentially many supporters beyond the “usual suspects” who 
get involved in campaigns for progressive social policy. But on the downside, 
a broad- based strategy for “every one” could imply that financially strained office 
workers, laborers doubled up in apartments to save money, and homeless 
 people teetering between shelters and the streets are equally aggrieved and in 
need of attention.

Dissenters in the co ali tion questioned this equivalence, pointing out a 
seemingly obvious fact:  people with extremely low, unstable incomes are in 
worse straits than middle- income librarians or teachers. One suggested angrily 
that if HJ spokespeople did not talk forthrightly about the poorest, then 
“ you’re talking racial.” HJ’s community of interest constructed a general ap-
peal; we want housing for every one including the dishwasher, said community 
or ga nizer Keith.  Whether or not advocates  were  either intentionally or implic-
itly racist, the strategies they pursued as a community of interest could sound 
deceptively oblivious for not highlighting and prioritizing the poorest victims 
of Los Angeles’ housing crisis. Given the racial contours of gentrification 
sketched out in chapter 2, the appeals for housing that a community of interest 
crafts for the Angeleno everyperson might sound tepid, not to mention too 
distant from the real ity of Angelenos of color who lived near redevelopments, 
especially downtown. For the sake of redistributive justice (not a term com-
mittee members used), maybe HJ should have fought for a MIHO that would 
address the most urgent needs by offering more housing for residents of low- 
income, predominantly minority neighborhoods, even at the cost of distanc-
ing more eco nom ically stable groups from co ali tion demands.

The criticism reveals the trade- off. At contentious meetings, co ali tion loyal-
ists addressed the trade- off in terms more moralizing than deliberative. Keith 
characterized dissenter Terry’s criticisms as “ideology versus pragmatism.” 
Context and tone communicated to me that the latter term was the moral high 
ground, and that Keith thought Terry had been impertinent and maybe of-
fensive. Carol said that HJ’s current MIHO proposal already leaned as far left 
as was pos si ble if they wanted to win. Winning for her happened through give 
and take in the zone of aspiration; for Terry, it would occur by making the 
central boundary between us and them less porous as well as harder to move. 
“Ideology,” “pragmatism,” and “left” in this context are boundary- policing, 
jingoistic terms we  will come back to in the concluding chapter. They protect 
rather than scrutinize the style in play. If a style of action breaks down, actors 
need to figure out some other way to coordinate action, other wise the point 
of a group’s existence is unclear. That is why I propose Goffman’s Durkheimian 
meta phor: the group sacred is being  violated.

Another trade- off for HJ’s community of interest came with its strategy’s 
time frame and demands on group trust. When dissenters Terry and several 
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 others at the coordinating committee complained that they had not been kept 
apprised of the shifting figures in HJ’s MIHO proposal— the minimum quota 
of affordable housing that developers would have to provide, and for which 
income bracket of tenant—an HJ leader close to negotiations with city leaders 
said in effect “you have to trust us.” He implied it was logistically impractical 
to tell all the community groups about  every move in negotiations. Signing 
onto the co ali tion meant “ going with the group,” as Carol put it, and that 
meant assuming its leaders  were fighting for what was pos si ble. Given the 
seeming burst of enthusiasm from the mayor’s office for an MIHO in  later 
2008 coupled with the impending mayoral election, the logistical argument 
made sense. The campaign was,  after all, a proj ect with a short- term goal for a 
co ali tion that did not need to endure in defi nitely. On the other hand, Terry 
charged that leaders  were in effect skirting accountability to supporters in 
community groups who did not know exactly how hard leaders  were pushing 
for their priorities. The charge cast doubt on the legitimacy of HJ’s entire 
broad- based, MIHO campaign strategy at that point. No won der talk was so 
 bitter and emotions  were so explosive. Again, it was like a violation of what HJ 
leaders assumed was their  whole way of coordinating action— a kind of group 
sacred.

When ISLA leaders presented a tentative agreement on the Manchester 
development to seventeen community residents, inviting them into a com-
munity of interest, they suddenly  adopted the same trade- offs. They pushed 
what seemed pos si ble to win, even if that meant eschewing a harder— some 
would say more just— line on the developer’s offer of affordable units. In that 
scene they also tugged at residents to trust them rather than slowing the pro-
cess to allow more critical pondering. The meeting had been called unusually 
quickly  because  there was a rush to decide on an agreement, and the seventeen 
 people  were  those who  were available on short notice.

Trade- ofs in a Community of Identity: Risking Exclusivity  
and Freezing Time

Prob ably the most limiting trade- off for ISLA’s community of identity was the 
immovable definition of the community that powered its strategy. On the one 
hand, this strategy gave ISLA advocates a privileged position as the truly le-
gitimate voice of a socially bounded, fuzzily geographic constituency.  Whether 
speaking from or for the community, ISLA advocates and close, vetted allies 
could speak much more authoritatively on the community’s behalf in front of 
city leaders than would any more distant outsiders who claimed to know what 
was best for the community. They would be hard put to argue with authentic-
ity, and even opponents at city hearings did not try to. At the final city hall 
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deliberation, a Manchester developer’s spokesperson said their team had lis-
tened to the community, and was making sincere efforts to be a good neighbor 
by scaling back and offering goods the community wanted. The community’s 
definition of the neighborhood, theoretically, could have been up for debate, 
but it was not.

Other scenes showed the strains of a strategy based on projecting authen-
ticity when it comes to attracting allies. When Frank from the job training 
nonprofit said he would not be able to summon laborers to attend hearings on 
the Manchester if ISLA was in effect shutting down potential construction 
work, the SED leader asked if he could support ISLA’s alternative vision for 
development in the neighborhood. Frank said he could, but asked what was 
in it for the laborers. The community strategy threatened to exclude the kinds 
of allies who honor multiple commitments.  These allies ask of any commit-
ment, “What’s in it for us?” The community strategy required allies make the 
community—as characterized by ISLA participants— the overriding priority. 
For potentially valuable, influential allies like Frank, that could be a tough deal. 
The risk of distancing or excluding potential allies outside the community was 
a big trade- off, but seemingly not worth a lot of breath. Recall how when Ethan 
quickly described the citywide MIHO strategy to fellow ISLA participants, he 
had made it sound distant from “this very specific area . . .  where  there is high 
displacement.” Compelling as ISLA’s cause could be, I noticed that relatively 
few citywide or regionwide housing or environmental organ izations spoke up 
for it at city hearings.

Exploring and pondering ISLA advocates’ definition of the community 
could sound impolite and a challenge to group solidarity. That is not just a 
guess. At ISLA’s Lincoln neighborhood street fair, discussed in chapter 4, I saw 
how near I came to annoying Thalia and Francine when I asked about the 
coordinates of the community. Which streets  were the bound aries? The ges-
tures and tone of voice told me that my questions came off as supercilious— 
much as I had not meant them that way. I sensed they  were too sharp and lit-
eral, or  else just misdirected; they  were clueless sounding about what  really 
mattered.

Another trade- off resulted from the long timeline of ISLA’s community of 
identity. On the one hand, planning for a “hundred years’ war” makes good 
sense in the face of a power ful opposition—in this case, large property devel-
opers assisted by the politics of the municipal growth machine. On the other 
hand, a “war” understood in such prolonged terms may have to ignore or di-
minish changes in the “warriors” and turf, essentializing the community in the 
pro cess. ISLA leaders defined their community of identity as a Spanish- 
speaking constituency that wanted to live in current neighborhoods in def-
initely. “Proud members of this community”  were not mobile, except  under 
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duress.  There is no reason to think upward mobility is or should be a goal for 
all lower- income  people, but it also would be wrong to assume that few, if any, 
Spanish- speaking  people from immigrant families in South Los Angeles have 
middle- class aspirations and want to move to middle- class neighborhoods.23 
Communities change, in a crucible of individual residents’ aspirations, re-
gional and global markets as well as po liti cal economies. That fact sat awk-
wardly with ISLA advocates’ efforts to valorize some current residents of a 
neighborhood, producing what I call a moral time freeze.

The essentialism of community freezes one historically specific, social and 
cultural profile of a locale as its proper and enduring condition over a long 
haul. The neighborhoods themselves, as ISLA leaders knew,  were substantially 
African American a half  century  earlier.  There still  were “black homeowners” 
who ISLA advocates had learned would not necessarily support ISLA’s anti-
displacement work since gentrification might enhance their property values. 
When ISLA leaders spoke of the community, the tag would not normally in-
clude  those African American homeowners. That makes sense if leaders are 
looking for the most likely supporters. It also privileges some residents over 
 others in ISLA advocates’ view of community. That is an inevitable trade- off 
for strategies that protect a community of identity. The community of identity 
envisions “a neighborhood that never changes,” as sociologist Brown- Saracino 
(2009) put it in her study of gentrification.24 In their view, ISLA advocates 
wanted to counteract the economic forces of the urban growth machine that 
values neighborhoods for how salable versus livable they are.25 Property spec-
ulation kept property owner ship in motion, making significant numbers of 
lower- income tenants in ISLA’s neighborhoods move unwillingly. The com-
munity of identity places the driving forces of this process— developers and 
speculators—on the other side of its central boundary. The map counterposes 
this ceaseless, profit- making motion to a community whose residents want to 
stay put in defi nitely— a stark scenario of opposition in a polar world.
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7
Who Can Say What, Where, 

and How?
F ol l o w  t h e  C l a i m s  M a k i ng

along their diff er ent strategic arcs, LA housing advocates made lots of 
claims.  There is always more than one kind of claim advocates could make 
about any condition, including the assertion that a condition  others call a 
prob lem is  really not a prob lem. Even a condition as seemingly obvious and 
impor tant as a lack of housing for  people who need it can be worded, felt, or 
judged differently, and of course solved differently too. What HJ advocates 
called a prob lem of too  little affordable housing, some building industry ad-
vocates labeled an issue of too  little housing in general or too  little financial 
incentive to build for low- income  people.

That is why we need to study how advocates “construct” social prob lems 
through claims making. Talk about social construction is nearly a cliché in social 
science  after a half  century of it.1 It retains its hold on us  because it helps convey 
a power ful, social science truth that departs from commonsense understandings: 
social prob lems come into existence when  people make claims about conditions 
they consider problematic and in need of improvement.2 Social advocates are in 
the business of turning conditions into prob lems through claims making.

Claims are demands, criticisms, or declarative statements that actors make 
in relation to public debate.3 By definition then, claims makers publicize prob-
lems for collective prob lem solving. Claims making is diff er ent from a casual 
exchange of opinions among individuals.4 It is a crucial part of civic action; it 
is part of collective efforts to improve some aspect of common life in society, 
however participants imagine society.

“ People who work in Los Angeles should be able to live in Los Angeles” is a 
claim. I heard and read it during the 2008 campaign for a citywide MIHO. When 
Ethan from ISLA said the new urbanist model of city planning spotlights aes-
thetics and ignores affordability, he was making a claim. The statement that “the 
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city has overdeveloped luxury housing by any mea sure” is a claim. The finding 
that “ there are 28  percent fewer health care facilities  here than the rest of the 
county” is a claim. Claims may communicate moral, po liti cal, or aesthetic prefer-
ences and  matters of debate, like the first three examples, or be scientifically 
verifiable according to the best available, systematically collected evidence, 
like the fourth. If we want to understand how social advocates construct social 
prob lems, we have to take what the claims say, along with how and where they 
circulate, as being at least as impor tant as  whether or not they are verifiable. 
 People may make  those claims in formal, governmental settings like the city 
council chamber at city hall, where participants heard the first, third, and 
fourth examples, or much less formal and less public meetings of advocates, 
like the gathering that heard Ethan lampoon new urbanist city planning.5

To understand how social advocates construct social prob lems, we must do 
more than study claims. We must study claims making— the very social act of 
communicating claims in par tic u lar settings  whether real or virtual. Often, 
casual observers and social scientists alike focus on the text of advocates’ 
claims. We call them rhetorical appeals or ideologies, or use social movement 
scholars’ notion of frame. This chapter looks closely at what advocates are 
 doing when they make claims. The act of claims making unavoidably signals a 
claimant’s social identity and reputation along with a message,  because advo-
cates develop and circulate claims inside ongoing relationships, real or 
 imagined. So we  will treat claims making, like relationship building, as styled 
interaction we can follow. That is why this chapter comes  after the chapters 
that introduced styles and their strategic arcs.

Claims making happens in the context of not only a style of interaction but 
also a set of conventional categories for making claims. A discursive field pro-
vides  those basic symbolic categories that advocates on multiple sides use to 
make claims about a prob lem. Scene style keeps some ways of talking about 
social prob lems outside the discursive field altogether, and relegates  others to 
marginal enclaves or subordinate status inside the field. Following the action 
of claims making in the ISLA and HJ co ali tions, we can learn how a discursive 
field works. The next chapter continues that conversation, using the topic of 
homelessness to highlight the perhaps surprising power a discursive field can 
have on our public speech.

Discursive Fields and How They Work
The Symbolic Categories We Usually Take for Granted

When advocates make claims about a prob lem, they enter an ongoing circle 
of real and  imagined interactions with allies, opponents, and wider publics. 
They learn that certain categories of appeal—to fairness, compassion, or 
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quality of life— are conventional for the issue at hand. We tend to talk about 
some prob lems as compassion and not fairness prob lems, for example.  These 
symbolic categories orient us to the prob lem and suggest responses. If advo-
cates use a symbolic category that is not conventional for the prob lem at hand, 
they risk sounding strange or impertinent, wasting time and losing their audi-
ence.6 A  simple cross- national comparison  will help make the point.

It would not surprise many to hear someone say that homelessness in the 
United States is a compassion prob lem. Many, though certainly not all, also 
say that  people become homeless through personal  mistakes or character 
flaws; such a speaker imagines  people who have became addicted to drugs and 
have lost their  will to be productive. So we suppose that homeless  people need 
more compassionate care or effective discipline in their lives, or maybe both. 
Talk of compassion and discipline both appeared in the website text of a large, 
nonprofit homeless ser vice organ ization in Los Angeles that chapter 8 visits. 
The text explains that homelessness happens when individuals lack the struc-
ture and discipline to face their challenges. They need the caring “tough love” 
of professional and volunteer staff who enforce rules in homeless shelters, and 
help residents define and set goals for personal improvement.

But what if someone says that homelessness is a prob lem solved by inclu-
sion in society? Relatively few  people in the United States say that. To many 
ears, that would sound abstract and impractical.  People have not been culti-
vated to that language for this prob lem, and would be more likely to say home-
lessness is solved by a change in the homeless person’s personal habits, more 
compassion for the downtrodden, and/or a change in the availability of hous-
ing for disadvantaged  people. An international nonprofit organ ization that 
originated in France does say homelessness is fundamentally a prob lem of 
inclusion in society and a “social emergency.” Homelessness, as understood in 
this organ ization’s mission statement, happens when society has “excluded” 
some  people from the social ties that connect  people as members of a po liti cal 
community. In this view, homelessness is more about (failed) social solidarity 
than about individuals with failings. The sight of  people camped out on a Paris 
sidewalk, warming themselves over ventilation gratings on a winter’s night, 
should elicit the reaction “Emergency! We need to call for help!” more than a 
compassionate “oh, how sad!” or tough- loving “oh, change your ways!”7 Social 
advocates tend consistently  toward a relatively few symbolic categories for 
making claims about housing prob lems. They avoid, react viscerally to, or just 
never think of  others— like calling homelessness in Los Angeles a social soli-
darity emergency.

Field theorists say that a field’s influence takes shape as relations of collabo-
ration and competition or conflict develop around a shared stake or focus of 
attention.8 In a discursive field, it is collaboration and conflict over what 
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participants can say publicly about a social prob lem that  matters.9 The scale 
can vary. Researchers can study the discursive field that jells around one city’s 
debates on the status of  women, one industrial conflict, or one nation’s collec-
tive memory.10 Any of  these applications can be defensible since it is up to the 
analyst to identify patterns of mutual attention  toward a prob lem and desig-
nate them a field.11 In this study, we see how discursive fields jell as collective 
actors focus on prob lems, not necessarily issues in the conventional sense such 
as “housing issues.” That way, we can leave it an empirical question  whether or 
not the field that develops around one prob lem involves the same symbolic 
categories, styles, or issues, as  those of another contestation over a seemingly 
similar prob lem.12 This study analyzes the discursive field that crystallized 
around the prob lem of the Manchester development, and the prob lem of in-
stituting a citywide, affordable housing ordinance.

Why do advocates heed the categories circulating in the field, adapting or 
innovating instead of rejecting or transforming them? Why  don’t housing ad-
vocates come up with new ways of trying to convince the public as well as 
legislators that housing  ought to be affordable and homeless  people  ought to 
have housing? How much leeway do social advocates have to innovate with 
the categories that or ga nize most arguments in a discursive field?

The Social and Cultural Pull of a Discursive Field

A central theme is that the language that is prevalent in a discursive field 
strongly influences what advocates claim in that field, even if they may talk 
differently about the same topic outside the field. The field is not just optional 
terrain that advocates select; symbolically speaking, it exerts a gravitational 
pull. Chapter 1 introduced a more common approach to claims making: the 
social movement framing perspective that imagines social advocates as crafty 
entrepreneurs with leeway to piece together words and images to entice an 
audience. I mentioned the limits of this perspective when it comes to the ques-
tion of how advocates make claims about prob lems.  Here it is good just to add 
that strategic intent and skill alone would not easily explain why advocates 
often used just the same appeals in front of power ful decision makers at city 
hall as at informal activist meetings, or why they sometimes passed up alterna-
tives seemingly more likely to appeal to the intended audience.

We can solve those puzzles by adopting a diff er ent picture of what claims 
makers are like. I argued that we learn more about how social advocates ac-
complish central tasks if we see them as socially embedded and culturally cul-
tivated actors, not entrepreneurs with indefinite leeway to use their skills. This 
means that as advocates make claims, they become accustomed to and in-
vested in big symbolic categories that preexist them, and make claims from 
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mostly inside  those categories.13 Social advocates express themselves in 
shared, mostly preexisting categories so that their constituents, wider publics, 
and even competitors  will understand, if not necessarily agree with, them and 
 won’t think they sound strange— the way calling homelessness a social soli-
darity prob lem would sound strange to most  people in the United States. 
New claims makers learn the discourse of the field.14 They are culturally 
cultivated.

Following advocates making claims about housing, I discovered something 
that previous studies of discursive fields have neglected: advocates inflect the 
main symbolic categories, making somewhat diff er ent claims depending on 
the setting. I discovered patterns of variation in social advocates’ use of the 
same, symbolic categories for the same campaign but in diff er ent scenes. Goff-
man is the master proponent of the insight that diff er ent settings or scenes can 
elicit diff er ent modes of interaction from the same  people. Studies of po liti cal, 
religious, and community ser vice groups consistently bear out the insight.15 
The switches are not random but rather patterned by scene- specific expecta-
tions regarding who “we” all are, socially or institutionally.16 That is what it 
means to say claims makers are socially embedded in distinct settings.

The question of “who we all are”  matters especially when advocates make 
claims  because they are representing more than private opinion. Though social 
advocates  don’t always bring groups of chanting supporters to a public debate, 
they represent a group, body of constituents, or entire population beyond an 
immediate scene of claims making. That is why when Francis and his HJ col-
league went to the town hall on housing policy, pictured in the introduction, 
they  were so confused at what they heard. City planning personnel  were claim-
ing exactly what they, HJ co ali tion advocates, claimed about the need for more 
affordable housing, in the same words. That  violated the advocates’ expecta-
tions about who we all are: city bureaucrats are not activists, even if they some-
times support the same policies.  Those expectations come in patterns, and are 
none other than the maps that go with style. Style shapes social advocates’ use 
of symbolic categories to make claims.

Now we can summarize more simply the cultural and social pull of a 
discursive field: when social advocates craft claims, they are not like free-
wheeling entrepreneurs trying out diff er ent rhe toric to see what produces a 
“sale.” Claims makers make claims always in relation to  others, real or 
 imagined, as they perceive  others in distinct scenes. Put simply, what advo-
cates can claim about social prob lems depends on how they think they are 
connected to each other as well as to their audience.

That is why it makes sense to think of claims making and relationship build-
ing as closely paired, central tasks of civic action. And that is why advocates’ 
puzzles and arguments over which claims to make quite often co- occurred 
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with puzzles and arguments over how they should relate to or trust each other. 
Terry’s explosive challenge to the HJ coordinating committee is a  great ex-
ample. Beginning as a criticism that the co ali tion’s claims about how to in-
crease housing opportunities  were too timid, Terry’s concern quickly segued 
into a seeming non sequitur: a criticism of committee relationships, which did 
not work as Terry thought they should.

How a Discursive Field Develops

In the discursive fields of this study, the shared stake was the  matter of how to 
construct a housing- related prob lem. Par ameters of acceptable claiming jell 
fairly quickly as newer participants are influenced by the established conversa-
tion and learn what can be said about a prob lem. They may notice reactions 
to what they  later figure out are occasional  mistakes.17 Following the claims 
making, I discovered a surprising combination of continuities and systematic 
variation by social setting. The variation would escape notice or  else look ran-
dom to observers focused solely on overarching symbolic categories. Most 
previous studies of discursive fields built their arguments about a field of dis-
course from newspaper accounts, governmental documents, interviews, or 
secondary sources. This study draws systematically on internal documents 
from advocacy groups as well as audiotape or videotape of meetings at city 
hall, but depends heavi ly on everyday claims- making action too. I saw where 
advocates made claims and who they made them to. This combination of 
sources helps us discover how discursive fields actually work.

 Under the influence of scene style, actors distinguish between legitimate 
symbolic categories and ones that they consider illegitimate, and refrain from 
using or even reject explic itly. Actors also distinguish between claims that are 
appropriate for a par tic u lar scene from  those that are inappropriate— meaning 
they would violate the style of a scene. Fi nally, scene style can induce claimants 
to make some symbolic categories secondary or less salient than  others that 
actors take to be more impor tant, again  because of expectations regarding who 
we all are in that scene.  These features— legitimacy, appropriateness, and sa-
lience of claims— each are worth a bit more exploration.18

bounding, or what  can’t be said about a prob lem: 
illegitimate and inappropriate cl aims

 Claims makers avoid entire symbolic categories, in effect putting up bound-
aries around what can or  can’t be said about a prob lem at all. Claims makers 
also avoid some par tic u lar kinds of claims in some scenes, dividing up the field 
internally. The first kind of rhetorical avoidance or rejection makes  whole 
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symbolic categories of claim illegitimate. I discovered how categories became 
illegitimate from tracking how claimants in the study talked across diff er ent 
scenes. Advocates’ talk about compassion offers a good, quick example. ISLA 
advocates and local residents who identified with the co ali tion spoke caringly, 
as friends or neighbors in private informal scenes, about  people displaced from 
their long- term homes by rising rents. By definition, this private conversation 
was not claiming. It was not talk launched in order to enter or imagine entering 
a public debate about displacement. Compassion- based claims, on the other hand, 
 were exceedingly rare, and on the opposing side, extremely rare too, as if nearly 
all claimants had scripted and policed their sentiments. The shift in discourse 
between private informal and claims- making scenes is akin to what sociologist 
Nina Eliasoph has called “evaporation.”19 As ongoing interaction renders some 
entire categories illegitimate, the field acquires external bound aries.

In the second kind of rhetorical avoidance or rejection, claimants treat 
some claims as inappropriate for a par tic u lar scene. Even if fashioned with the 
right symbolic categories,  those claims bear the influence of the wrong style 
for the scene at hand. During my rounds with housing advocates, claimants 
treated some style per for mances and claims as appropriate only in some care-
fully compartmentalized claims- making scenes. At the explosive “unity meet-
ing,” HJ advocates all  were talking in terms of fair opportunities for housing, 
but some enacted the wrong style and turned “fair opportunity” into wrong- 
sounding claims for the scene. They  were harshly censured by other co ali tion 
members for being impertinent, or seemingly clueless. In this way, a discursive 
field maintains internal bound aries.

salience : some categories of appeal are 
subordinate to  other s

Analysts often suppose most fields maintain some kind of hierarchy. They 
make some discourses or practices dominant, or hegemonic.20 Scholars of 
discursive fields point out that some discourses gain higher “stature” than 
 others even apart from claimants’ social structural positions.21 Some themes 
in a discursive field are “recessive,” less emphasized than  others even if not il-
legitimate, and some discourses are more subculturally distinct than  others.22 
In the United States, for example, po liti cal leaders frequently stress the rights 
and privileges of individuals regardless of the social context. It is mainly in 
subcultural, religious, or academic circles that we hear appeals to collective 
responsibility or communitarian sentiments. In the same vein of argument, 
illustrations below show how some symbolic categories can become less sa-
lient than  others in a discursive field.
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Scene style induces advocates to lower the salience of some categories 
of claim. Recall that scene style includes a shared social map with bound-
aries that separate “we” from “they” and “like us” from “not like us.” Claim-
ants may reduce the salience of rhetorical categories that they associate with 
a competing or conflicting “they” that is  either physically pre sent or 
 imagined in their audience. Put meta phor ically, style can produce an anti-
magnetic effect. During debates over a new national constitution in post- 
Soviet Poland, for example, po liti cal leaders downplayed appeals to univer-
salistic notions of citizenship  because  those appeals would risk associating 
them with (stigmatized) old Communists who invoked the same rhe toric.23 
In the United States, po liti cally progressive religious activists have often 
avoided “sounding religious”  because, they say, that is how religious funda-
mentalists sound.24 To be clear, I do not mean to suggest we can strictly 
“determine” the ways claimants valorize and use symbolic categories simply 
by knowing the scene style they usually perform. Style works as a fuzzy, 
cultural pa ram e ter, not a strict program. Advocates enact it with some leeway 
for variation.

Now we can see the workings of discursive fields in contests over housing 
prob lems.

Claims about the Prob lem of a New Apartment Complex
Symbolic Categories

During the Manchester campaign, the vast majority of ISLA participants 
crafted housing claims from the categories of fair distribution of opportunity 
and quality of life, but primarily the former.25 The central claim about housing, 
heard at ISLA meetings and city planning commission hearings, was that the 
Manchester would adversely affect neighborhood residents’ housing oppor-
tunities. Meeting notes from early in the campaign stated that the develop-
ment would “dramatically accelerate displacement in the area, bringing mas-
sive, market- rate development into an area severely lacking in affordable 
housing and experiencing rapidly rising rents.” Talking points prepared for city 
planning commission hearings included the claim that the luxury apartments 
would not be affordable to many residents in South Los Angeles, since “ here, 
1 in 4  house holds is ‘severely rent- burdened’ ” (meaning over 50  percent of 
their income goes to housing and utilities). Quality of life as an in de pen dently 
impor tant claim was pre sent but rare in the findings. One example comes in a 
laundry list– like letter, prepared by ISLA staff for tenants to mail to the city 
planning commission: “We are concerned about the loss of affordable housing 
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in the area, gentrification, and the increased unhealthy air quality in the area 
that would result from the proposed proj ect.”

Two features of the Manchester episode support the idea that the contesta-
tion over the apartment complex was played out in a single, discursive field. 
First, ISLA made claims about the Manchester’s health consequences, separate 
from housing.  These health claims  were also crafted with a predominant em-
phasis on fair distribution, with quality of life less salient. Meeting notes and 
flyers frequently mentioned that building the Manchester on a hospital site 
would result in lost hospital ser vices in a locale “severely underserved medi-
cally.”  Others stressed that “ there are 28  percent fewer health care facilities  here 
than the rest of the county,” before adding, “ Because we have inadequate pri-
mary care, we suffer from higher rates of diabetes, hypertension, and HIV/
AIDS.” However local residents may have experienced inadequate health care 
privately, the public wording of  these claims position health in relation to the 
distribution of health care opportunities—  because they had inadequate pri-
mary care.

Second,  these categories animated claims by skeptics as well as ISLA staff 
and uncritical supporters. As an agreement with the Manchester developer 
was being fleshed out, some ISLA participants and allies asked if the agree-
ment would provide enough opportunity to low- income residents for hous-
ing and clinic access. At the last city planning commission hearing, a promi-
nent housing advocate publicly questioned ISLA allies’ acquiescence to a 
revised Manchester plan. She said the city had already allowed too many 
luxury developments to be built, and that organ izations like hers would keep 
coming back to city hall “ until low- income communities are treated equita-
bly and fairly.”

Pro- Manchester speakers also articulated fair distribution or quality- of- life 
claims.26 This included the Manchester developer’s employees and attorneys 
as well as business association allies, supportive local residents, and contrac-
tors and construction workers. A common quality- of- life argument was that 
the proj ect would enhance shoppers’ and commuters’ experience of the neigh-
borhood, and entice commuters out of cars and onto a nearby transit line. 
Many claimants underscored that the proj ect would bring much- needed em-
ployment opportunities. The development team noted its plan to fill the jobs 
with local residents or at- risk individuals. Less frequently, speakers argued for 
fairly distributed goods in the form much- needed tax revenue that new, 
ground- floor businesses would generate, or  else noted the developer’s volun-
tary commitment to rent 5  percent of the units below the market rate. The fact 
that both skeptical ISLA participants and pro- Manchester speakers crafted 
claims using the two master categories strengthens my assertion that a discur-
sive field contoured the debate.
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How Style Shapes Claims Making: More Justice for a  
Community of Identity

Claims about the Manchester at both city planning commission hearings and 
internal, co ali tion meetings bore the imprint of a community of identity. The 
master symbolic category of fair opportunity, “filtered” through style, became 
claims for more justice for a subjugated, distinct community. Claims consis-
tently represented a self- identified collectivity resisting material injustices and 
indignities. A typical claim on talking points handouts stated, “The luxury 
apartments would not be affordable to us  because [our area], which is mostly 
African American and Latino, has the lowest socioeconomic status in LA 
County.” Meeting rec ords show similar claims at ISLA’s first, internal discus-
sion about the Manchester: The development would “dramatically accelerate 
displacement” and have “serious effects on the health of low- income com-
munities.”  These claims  were not simply about fair distribution in general but 
instead about fairness for a distinct community; that was the nearly uniform 
style of the claims made.

Style helps explain why advocates often used fair distribution arguments 
for health concerns that participants likely experienced privately as quality of 
life issues too. Even if community members wanted a healthy quality of life, 
like  people anywhere, when individuals acted together as ISLA activists, they 
shared a collective self- understanding as “the community” demanding justice 
in the face of external threats. Claims making already was embedded in this 
understanding of who we are to each other, and any such understanding limits 
what makes sense for actors to communicate.27 Making community- specific 
claims against unjust external incursions was already central to ISLA advo-
cates’ social identity and how they wanted to be perceived by  others,  whether 
the claims  were about housing or health.

The researcher separates out scene style and the claims  people make while 
acting in that style, but of course in real life, the two come together. How can 
the researcher tell that the one influenced the other, and a broader symbolic 
category lay  behind a specific claim? We can see the influence of ISLA’s style 
of interaction operating by watching what ISLA advocates did when they en-
countered sympathetic statements crafted in a milieu with a diff er ent style. As 
natu ral experiments,  these instances show how advocates work to make claims 
more appropriate to the style they prefer— even claims that are already about 
the fair distribution of opportunity. For instance, in the  middle of the cam-
paign, attorneys allied with ISLA drafted a letter to the city planning commis-
sion with appeals to fair opportunity. The draft warned that the Manchester’s 
presence would contribute to the displacement of local residents and seemed 
commensurate with ISLA’s concerns. Yet a campaign staffer revised it to 
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emphasize more strongly a self- identified community’s needs; the result 
sounded more like a letter from a community of identity. Unlike the attorney’s 
first draft, the ISLA staffer’s version prioritized community residents ahead of 
 people simply working in the area, and added that the community already 
suffered comparatively high rates of chronic illness. The ISLA staffer’s draft 
replaced a language of  legal incentives with the claim that a severe shortage of 
low- income housing should compel the developer to change the building plan. 
Revisions comported more closely with a community of identity demanding 
justice.

A second illustration comes from the campaign’s victory cele bration, held 
at the new health clinic that ISLA had won in a CBA with the developer.  Eager 
to be useful yet wary of posing inauthentically as a longtime community mem-
ber, I produced a narrative timeline in the nonevaluative prose typical of social 
science monographs. Staff members borrowed from and revised my text to 
create educational display panels for the cele bration. The revisions communi-
cated in more evaluative, hortatory terms an effort of the community. My text 
had stated,

“The Manchester appeared to be another in a line of development proj-
ects . . .  that would increase rents and force increasing displacement of the 
surrounding neighborhood’s residents, the plurality of whom are working- 
class  people of color. . . .  Attorneys with ISLA proposed alternative 
plans. . . .  ISLA activists and residents attended public hearings and spot-
lighted the accelerated gentrification.”

The final, revised text on the display panel presented an empathetic account 
told from the point of view a distinct community, united in re sis tance:

“ ‘The Manchester’ appeared to compound the already disturbing level of 
displacement. . . .  The community also feared that the new transit infra-
structure . . .  was being built not for them but to attract wealthier incoming 
residents and further advance displacement pressures on low- income resi-
dents. . . .  Residents responded by organ izing meetings,  house visits and 
actions to  counter the original plans.”

In the final version, “disturbing” trends pit wealthier newcomers against a low- 
income community, not simply a neighborhood population. In my original 
draft, attorneys proposed an alternative plan, and ISLA activists and residents 
joined in. The final text highlights the proactive work of residents as a com-
munity, not attorneys in alliance with them.

Just as the style of a claim needs to be appropriate, the category in which 
a claim is made needs to be legitimate. Some ways of making claims about 
the Manchester could have sounded compelling in the abstract but became 
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illegitimate. By following the action, we discover how discursive fields jell 
over time, as advocates exercise their sense of what is wrong to say about a 
prob lem.

How Some Categories Evaporate

w h y  wa s n ’t t h e a pa rt m e n t com pl e x a  
prob l e m of com pa s sion?

An entire symbolic category may challenge the style in which advocates prefer 
to make claims. The observer recognizes  these illegitimate claims when inter-
action immediately around the claim indicates it was a kind of  mistake and 
“should not have happened” in the scene.28 In this case, the category of com-
passion became subject to an evaporation pro cess, which narrows or even 
dis appears options for advocates.29  After its first appearance, the few  later in-
stances of compassion appeals suggest that  these claims acquired illegitimate 
status. They are evidence of the kind of boundary drawing that keeps a discur-
sive field marked off.

At the first meeting of ISLA’s antidisplacement effort, an introductory 
speaker broke down crying as she recited to the workshop audience the story 
of having to move to a neighborhood with more affordable housing. The hurt 
she emphasized was personal. She had to abandon the neighborhood she 
knew from childhood— the neighborhood where her parents still lived, and 
the one that centered her life  until now. Housing trou bles can elicit compas-
sion. Yet in the ongoing contention over the Manchester development, pub-
licly announced claims for compassion became extremely rare  after this kickoff 
meeting. In private chats before or  after meetings, I occasionally heard ISLA 
staff and members say it was too bad that neighbors had to move away to more 
affordable neighborhoods. The emerging discursive field, however, was ex-
cluding compassion claims from legitimacy in claims- making scenes.

A supplemental review of all claims made by ISLA speakers and their op-
ponents at municipal hearings supports my inference. Only four could be 
considered appeals to compassion. Three  were made at city planning commis-
sion hearings, by construction workers advocating in  favor of the proj ect on 
the grounds that they needed work, or that “it  will help me and my pals,” as 
one said. The sole compassion claim on the ISLA side came from a parent 
distressed that her disabled child would lose her current site for pediatric care. 
Compassion claims nearly evaporated before entering the discursive field of 
the Manchester. They  were interactional  mistakes, committed by  people (con-
struction laborers and a parent) who had spent too  little time to become em-
bedded in the field and its conventional discourse.
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Scene style helps explain why compassion claims evaporated. Bids for com-
passion like that of the teary  woman become illegitimate when the style posits 
members as a resistant, proud community  under threat from external forces 
of domination. It would strain the style’s implicit sense of who we are on our 
map to make claims as if claimants  were weakened supplicants seeking com-
passion rather than empowered resisters demanding justice. Routinely, resi-
dents and advocates worded their claims about displacement in terms of pride, 
not pathos; “proud member of this community” is what ISLA T- shirts and 
win dow signs announced, not a plea for help. It would take further research 
beyond the bounds of this book to be certain that scene styles among 
developer- allied groups similarly delegitimated compassion discourse, but 
evidence  here is sufficient to demonstrate my argument about the mechanism: 
styled interaction can make a symbolic category evaporate.30

why  wasn’t the apartment complex a prob lem of 
cap i  tal ist propert y rel ations?

On one observed occasion, ISLA leaders treated another symbolic category 
as illegitimate: an appeal to social- structural change that goes beyond fair op-
portunity in the given property market. The rarity of the category and re-
sponse to it suggests it may have evaporated between informal conversation 
or progressive advocates’ private thoughts and the realm of claims making. At 
a general community meeting, participants discussed several new building 
proj ects in the neighborhood, including the Manchester. A meeting facilitator 
said that ISLA wanted to “preserve what we care so much about— our neigh-
borhood, our businesses, our schools and families.” One resident said that 
ISLA advocates  ought to stop local property  owners from selling to outside 
developers, and another proposed enlisting the neighborhood’s city council 
person to regulate local property sales. The facilitator responded to the first 
resident, saying “sometimes property  owners get  great offers that they  can’t 
turn down.” An ISLA advocate replied to the second resident by criticizing the 
council member’s voting rec ord and then changed the subject. The facilitator 
then made a pitch to “focus on the connections that we share as a community.” 
Interaction at this meeting signaled, in short, that a cap i tal ist property market 
was to be assumed and a critique of property rights was out of bounds.

A community of identity coordinates itself to defend the community 
against threats and build internal solidarity. Fairness for the community is dif-
fer ent from social- structural change that would not defend the community so 
much as transform it fundamentally. Given a diff er ent kind of collective self- 
understanding— a diff er ent scene style— participants might assume what they 
are  doing together is social critique in the interests of thoroughgoing social 
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change. That is the “social critic” style— with its own characteristic map and 
bonds— familiar from some social movement efforts, but diff er ent from the 
more  limited, if no less dedicated, defense of a community’s cultural and geo-
graphic space.31 While I occasionally heard scrappy, informal banter among 
ISLA leaders about greedy property- owning elites in Los Angeles, ISLA’s pub-
lic claims making about the Manchester did not include a critique of cap i tal ist 
property relations.

The implicit convention against criticizing the system of property relations 
in ISLA meeting scenes is especially in ter est ing given the reading material on 
offer in the ISLA staff office. I saw pamphlets from a network proclaiming a 
“right to the city,” for example, that strongly implied urban property develop-
ment should privilege its use value for current residents over its exchange 
value for investors. While fine on paper, such talk apparently did not seem 
appropriate in ordinary general meetings or strategy sessions with residents. 
In  these forums,  people could say big property  owners  were an intrusive 
“they” that threatened the community, yet that was diff er ent from saying prop-
erty  owners  were incumbents of systematically exploitative property 
relations.

How a Legitimate Category Becomes Subordinate

Advocates can subordinate one category to another depending on how scene 
style induces them to map potential arguments. A category that claimants 
strongly associate with “ people not like us” on their social map may be devalued 
as an appeal, and therefore less salient in claims. On the map of a community 
of identity, the community opposes outsiders who threaten it rather than iden-
tifying in solidarity with it. This helps us interpret the varying frequency of 
quality- of- life and fair opportunity claims.

Ethnographic evidence suggests that ISLA advocates consistently held 
quality- of- life arguments in lower repute, such that they needed to nest them 
inside primary claims about fair opportunity and rarely made them in de pen-
dently. Claimants take each other and themselves as objects with reputations; 
claimants may avoid categories that would easily associate themselves with the 
“wrong” side. ISLA advocates identified quality- of- life arguments with the 
negative side: the property developers and city planners on the other side of 
the community of identity’s stiff boundary between “groups like us” and inva-
sive outsiders.  Here are just two brief examples.

At the strategy meeting that opened chapter 4, facilitator Ethan and other 
participants had positioned the topic of urban design as a distracting issue not 
worth much time. It turned out the planning department envisioned LA 
neighborhoods in light of new urbanist planning theory. Facilitator Ethan had 
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characterized the “new urbanism” as planning that disregards the  people who 
 can’t afford to live in pretty neighborhoods. He had devalued the quality- of- 
life goals of new urbanist planning, saying it was no “mystery” that ISLA par-
ticipants shared them; they, too, wanted walkable neighborhoods with ameni-
ties nearby, but the real question was who could afford that. For groups like 
ours, Ethan said, new urbanist planning is something that outsiders, “they,” 
propound that misses the point of “our” par tic u lar question about fair oppor-
tunity. Claims about what a city should be like, its quality- of- life features, 
should be obvious and not worth dwelling on.

A skeptic might say it is obvious that the aesthetic features or con ve nience 
of a locale do not  matter much to  people who desperately need affordable 
housing and fear being displaced. But both qualities  were central when the 
same ISLA advocates put on the Somos la Comunidad event. ISLA members 
had complained about cracked, buckled sidewalks that could topple baby 
strollers and a surfeit of liquor stores. Speakers articulated  these par tic u lar 
issues, plausibly quality- of- life concerns, as ones of fairness and opportunity. 
One  woman told city planning staff and a city council member in attendance 
that “we” do not have the power or wealth of “you” city leaders sitting in front 
of us, and we do not want our kids growing up in an environment that denies 
them “opportunities for a decent life”; she turned potentially quality- of- life 
concerns into a distributional issue of opportunity.

Claims about safety or environmental sustainability elicited ISLA advo-
cates’ skepticism when speakers justified them on quality- of- life grounds. Just as 
ISLA staff ’s focus on the Manchester was intensifying, several longtime ISLA 
members and staff or ga nizer Hortencia attended a forum put on to solicit 
 people’s comments on redevelopment plans for Balboa Boulevard, just a block 
from the Manchester. Urban redesign experts introduced the forum, saying 
the city could reduce car dependence on the massive boulevard, make it safer, 
and improve bicycling and transit options for Angelenos in general. The next 
speaker described how she enjoyed Sunday mornings by biking a route that 
ended with brunch at a  hotel on the boulevard.  These opening comments 
primed participants to take features of the boulevard’s redevelopment as 
quality- of- life, not distributional, fairness issues. Participants then divided 
into discussion groups, seated at  tables with maps of the boulevard and 
emoticon thumbtacks, to identify what they liked (smiley face) and did not 
like (sad face) on the map. Seated together at a  table, Hortencia and ISLA 
members bestowed smiley thumbtacks only on a shopping arcade built by 
a nonprofit ally of ISLA as well as a school with a largely low- income minor-
ity student body.  These  were outposts of the community. When it was time 
for sharing from the  tables, Hortencia said that her  table’s map sported 
mostly sad  faces.
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“Most of us are community residents. We ask who  will benefit from this 
[planned] redevelopment. We need housing for  people to enjoy living on 
the boulevard.”

She said the community also wanted safer crosswalks, accessibility, “more clean 
streets, trees, all the  things that you [want too],” but that it also was impor tant 
for  these plans to “integrate the needs of . . .  so many long- term communities.”

Design experts had expected the attendees to care about quality- of- life 
concerns— “enjoying” the boulevard. Yet Hortencia implied that even envi-
ronmentally conscious redevelopment, if treated as a quality- of- life good, 
would only benefit  others. At most, quality- of- life goods  were obvious and 
unremarkable: “we want all the  things you want,” just as ISLA staffer Ethan 
had implied above.  These two illustrations, from the Manchester campaign’s 
intensive phase and twenty- two months before, strongly suggest that ISLA 
advocates consistently subordinated quality of life to fair opportunity when 
they spoke to a pre sent or  imagined audience of opposing actors on their map.

The tally of fair opportunity and quality- of- life claims at city planning com-
mission hearings makes sense in this light. It strengthens the argument that 
scene style can affect the salience of diff er ent kinds of claims in a discursive 
field over time. Considerably more of ISLA or ISLA- allied claims made fair 
opportunity, not quality of life, into a dominant or in de pen dent theme. Fur-
thermore, while ISLA advocates and allies made more claims over all at city 
planning commission hearings than did property developer spokespersons 
and allies, almost three- fourths (eigh teen out of twenty- five) of the dominant 
or in de pen dent quality- of- life claims made by anyone  were made on behalf of 
the Manchester developer. The tally  here suggests that hearing quality- of- life 
claims emerge disproportionately from outsider opponents on their map 
could regenerate ISLA advocates’ tendency to associate quality- of- life con-
cerns with morally and po liti cally suspect actors outside the community. ISLA 
advocates’  future claims making, in response to what they still hear from the 
other side, may continue subordinating appeals to quality of life. Parallel field 
dynamics  were shaping what HJ co ali tion allies and their opponents could say 
about a MIHO as a community of interest.

Claims about the Prob lem of Unaffordable Housing
Opportunity and Quality of Life in a Dif er ent Context

The master symbolic categories of argument in the Manchester campaign  were 
dominant in HJ’s MIHO campaign as well for what both HJ allies and oppo-
nents could claim publicly. For HJ, the essence of fair distribution appeals was 
that housing availability was deteriorating with the city’s increasing rates of 
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luxury housing development.32 HJ advocates touted their solution in flyers, 
position statements, newsletters, and letters to city hall— a comprehensive 
strategy to “give  people from all walks of life a place to live” and provide hous-
ing choices within the reach of “ people currently priced out.” One pagers sum-
marizing campaign arguments stated that 90  percent of the new units built in 
the previous year  were affordable only to  those earning over $135,000. Business 
sector opponents overwhelmingly expressed fair distribution claims, contend-
ing that a mandate should not place the responsibility for affordable housing 
disproportionately on one sector. They maintained that limits on luxury hous-
ing production and failure to set aside funds to incentivize affordable housing 
production would unfairly burden the real estate and building industries. Such 
limits, they continued, would hamper the builders who play such a crucial role 
in providing housing opportunities.

Quality- of- life appeals by HJ advocates described socially and physically 
unhealthy living conditions.33 Participants argued that if  people are forced to 
the outlying suburbs in search of affordable homes, their lives become saddled 
with unbearably long commutes. Other lifestyle consequences follow, as 
 people are unable to “participate in their communities” and spend less time with 
their families. “Many [workers] are living and raising  children in overcrowded 
apartments that are cockroach infested and located in unsafe parts of town, far 
from where they work,” one  union leader wrote in a letter of support.

Most of  these quality- of- life assertions  were nested inside the primary ap-
peal to the fair distribution of opportunity and thus less salient. In one- minute 
public comments, most HJ speakers made almost exclusively fair distribution 
claims. For instance, a  labor leader emphasized that a lack of affordable op-
portunities forced construction workers to live outside Los Angeles, adding 
briefly the less salient quality- of- life claim, “and of course this is a contribution 
to traffic, pollution, and so many other issues.” Only one speaker, a paint er’s 
 union representative, gave a lengthy, in de pen dent quality- of- life appeal, de-
scribing overcrowding when “you have two or three  women fighting over 
who’s cooking . . .  [and] kids in front of a tele vi sion trying to do homework.” 
He ended with an appeal to fair opportunity in the po liti cal pro cess, stating 
that now that the city was fi nally addressing schooling and unemployment 
prob lems, it needed to make housing right too.

How Style Shapes Claims Making: Opportunity for an In defi nitely 
Expanding Community of Interest

The HJ co ali tion acted like a community of interest in most of the decision- 
making and public scenes connected with the MIHO campaign. In this case, 
the fair distribution of opportunities became fairness for an in def initely 
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expanding constituency of Angelenos “who work in Los Angeles and should 
be able to afford living  there,” as campaign flyers put it, rather than justice for 
a distinct, socially subjugated community. Letters of support each added an-
other constituency to a diverse community of interest. The letters from African 
American civic and Latinx leaders both presented the signatories as dedicated 
to “making the city one of opportunity for all.” Each connected a distinct group 
to a generalizable interest in affordable housing: the African American leaders 
talked about the history of redlining in African American neighborhoods, and 
the Latinx leaders described rates of overcrowding in Latinx  house holds and the 
lack of housing affordability for Latinx renters. Both letters used signatories’ ra-
cial or ethnic identification to articulate group- specific reasons for joining di-
verse  others who shared the same interest in a specific issue.

In testimonies at city council, HJ speakers consistently presented their ex-
periences as reasons for arriving at the shared interest. In a rare exception, one 
co ali tion representative promoted a “right of return” for  people displaced by 
de mo li tions and conversions, implying something like a long- term commu-
nity of identity. Other wise, strings of two- minute statements before the coun-
cil represented middle- class professionals who commuted long distances and 
low- income workers whose residences  were at risk of de mo li tion for condo-
miniums. All positioned their par tic u lar experiences as reasons for converging 
on the shared interest. This was not the most obvious or natu ral way to promote 
affordable housing. Speakers who feared property de mo li tion might have pre-
sented themselves as a group threatened by encroaching powers as opposed 
to a group advancing a citywide housing platform for every one.

As in the Manchester campaign, ethnographic evidence suggests that ad-
vocates associated quality- of- life concerns with the “wrong” side. The category 
was less salient in their own claims. Chapter 3 showed that at coordinating 
committee meetings, advocates both loathed and feared neighborhood coun-
cils at least as much as big commercial real estate developers. They would re-
cite in satirical singsong the claim by neighborhood council stalwarts that af-
fordable housing developments diminish “the character of the neighborhood.” 
They talked warily and ironically about  these councils’ pushback, as when 
Carol said that  people would tell her she had been treated fairly well at a 
neighborhood council if no one had spat on her. It was as if HJ coordinating 
committee members  were stung more strongly by rebuke from neighbor-
hood councils than opposition from big property developers  because their 
expectations for support from ostensibly grassroots, neighborhood assem-
blies  were higher.

As with the Manchester case, a tally of fair opportunity and quality- of- life 
claims at city planning commission hearings makes sense in light of this aspect 
of scene style. HJ advocates and allies made more claims in all that their 
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opposition did, but of all in de pen dent (not subordinated) quality- of- life 
claims made, twenty out of twenty- four  were made  either by neighborhood 
council representatives (eigh teen) or individuals identifying with a locale 
(two). Affordable housing of course can be a quality- of- life  matter. Outside 
this discursive field— after HJ’s bid for a MIHO failed—an HJ leader made 
an elaborate pitch in quality- of- life terms for affordable housing development 
using dozens of Power Point slides.

Could It Be a Prob lem of Social Interdependence?:  
A Niche Appeal with  Limited Salience

Just as with the Manchester campaign, a discursive field around HJ’s MIHO 
campaign maintained some leeway for rhetorical variety. Following the for-
tunes of one par tic u lar rhetorical appeal teaches more about how a commu-
nity of interest uses its discursive options. Rhe toric highlighting social ties and 
interdependence appeared early in the campaign. It is the closest LA housing 
advocates came to making housing issues into a social solidarity prob lem the 
way French homelessness advocates did. This appeal emerged in the com-
ments of one of HJ’s most prominent allies but never became one of the mas-
ter categories. An internal document from over a year before HJ’s campaign 
launch featured this category amid other ideas on a list of potential campaign 
messages. The list included the statement, “The housing crisis is tearing up the 
social, economic and civic fabric of Los Angeles.” The first kickoff rally speaker, 
a Protestant pastor, said the same  thing: as housing becomes increasingly less 
affordable, “the very structures of our society . . .  are being threatened.”

The same appeal emerged in only a handful of instances over the campaign’s 
eigh teen months, but each time articulated by speakers that co ali tion leaders 
respected. At a housing summit with the mayor,  after appealing to both op-
portunity and quality- of- life concerns, a  labor leader declared that the city 
owed decent affordable homes to the health care workers and janitors who we 
depend on to take care of as well as clean up  after us. A support letter from 
rabbis used Jewish  legal tradition to argue that landlords are obligated not to 
cause their tenants’ homelessness and “a functional society” ensures every one 
has decent housing. The category of social interdependence remained mar-
ginal,  limited mainly to communications from the pastor mentioned above, 
the  labor leader, and the rabbis’ letter.

In a community of interest, the social interdependence category was ac-
ceptable in a  limited way. It could help portray diversity in HJ’s campaign 
without becoming a main theme.  After all, an appeal to social interdependence 
would comport awkwardly with a style that bids participants to see themselves 
as members of distinct groups that converge. An appeal to social 
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solidarity— the social fabric—in contrast, invites participants to identify with 
the social  whole, diminishing their distinctiveness as African American, 
Latinx, or Jewish interest groups converging on a shared interest. Yet this cate-
gory must have had some special appeal,  because staff made a point of updat-
ing members about  whether or not they had secured endorsements from 
“ labor” and “Jewish groups,” and ran the letters through multiple drafts. It 
makes sense if we think about what social interdependence rhe toric might 
signal about the speaker in the larger field, instead of focusing on the rhe toric 
itself. Publicizing distinctive, subcultural rhe toric from the tradition that hon-
ors the dignity of  labor or the  legal tradition of Judaism could signal to a wider 
public the diversity of the HJ co ali tion. A wider public hears that this com-
munity of interest is broad based. The logic would be, “Diff er ent kinds of 
groups see the value of our platform; your group can too!”

The contrast with ISLA’s campaign bolsters my point. When ISLA advo-
cates acted as a community of identity, they did not solicit claims that could 
suggest internal cultural diversity. Quite to the contrary, good speakers might 
be diff er ent kinds of  people— health care providers, community organizers, 
or parents— but all spoke on behalf of the same social object— the commu-
nity. The logic was diff er ent: “The community demands justice and re spect; 
we must give the community what it deserves.”

How Scene Style Can Induce Internal Bound aries  
in the Field and Segregate Issues

Even when HJ co ali tion members constructed their claims from a legitimate 
symbolic category,  those claims still might challenge the scene style in play. 
They might be inappropriate in the scene at hand.

My chats with HJ staffer Francis revealed that while he was intensely com-
mitted to housing opportunity and HJ’s success, privately he felt especially 
warm to tenant groups like onetime co ali tion members SED or LAPO. In the 
scenes I saw, participants in  these two organ izations acted as a community of 
identity, not interest. What Francis said about housing politics at city council 
sounded more like what participants in a community of identity would say too:

Francis: “It’s audacious, what  they’re trying to do with rent control—to 
basically take away [renters’ protections].” He repeated, like someone ob-
serving a won der of nature, that it’s a huge move and also “very insulting.” 
I was surprised he put it in such personal terms and  wasn’t sure what to say.

Paul: “Yeah, insulting for renters or  people who care about tenants.”

Francis said it was an insult to the good  people who rent.
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Francis articulated fairness for renters not so much as an issue in which 
Francis had an interest but instead as a  matter of  people with whom he identi-
fied. In coordinating committee scenes, however, I never heard Francis talking 
about housing opportunity in this way. He spoke the way most  others did, 
about how best to make affordable housing mandates into a winnable issue at 
city hall, not how to defend tenants’ dignity.

Conversation over dinner nine months  later only reinforced the hunch. 
Characterizing the tenant groups as “my peers,” Francis said he agreed with 
their approach and that HJ was taking a “po liti cally safer” approach that col-
lided with what he saw as “my role in this movement” over the longer haul. All 
the same, he observed that as a coordinating committee leader, he needed to 
finesse the difference between tenant groups’ perspectives and  those of other 
HJ leaders. HJ co ali tion leaders did occasionally orchestrate scenes for a com-
munity of identity, such as in the tenant workshops discussed in chapter 5. In 
the coordinating committee scene, however, the “we” was no longer “the com-
munity” but rather the larger  imagined constituency for a MIHO.

Claims from a community of identity, welcomed at tenant workshops, got 
censured or even silenced.  After HJ’s ill- fated unity meeting, for instance, the 
representative from a nonprofit housing developer had argued with Terry, the 
homelessness advocate, over how to pre sent the co ali tion’s “face” to the wider 
public. Terry had maintained that HJ’s campaign should speak stridently on 
behalf of housing for poor and homeless  people. The developer affirmed the 
committee’s decision to “to put a poor person’s face, a working- class person’s 
face, and a middle- class person’s face on it.” The committee’s majority, in other 
words, wanted the campaign to represent the potentially broad appeal of HJ 
members’ shared interest. Terry shot back in the terms of a community of 
identity: “You  don’t want to hear what the community is saying?” (emphasis 
added). Then a co ali tion leader curtly dismissed Terry’s line of reasoning. Even 
when invoking the category of fair opportunity, claims from a community of 
identity could be inappropriate when launched outside the appropriate scenes 
for them.

Internal bound aries between scenes ended up segregating issues beyond 
the MIHO, which some committee representatives cared about, making some 
claims inappropriate. When LAPO advocate Deborah insisted at one meeting 
that the co ali tion speak out against the de mo li tion of a downtown apartment 
building where low- income  people (the community) lived, staff person Carol 
insisted that HJ would not take a public stance on the issue. It was inappropri-
ately beyond the focus of obligation for HJ co ali tion members— the MIHO. 
The tenant leaders persisted. Carol responded, “OK, we should keep studying 
it,” and then changed the subject. Similarly, co ali tion leaders de cided HJ 
should not go on rec ord endorsing a protest over policing tactics, even though 
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policing deeply concerned LAPO, the co ali tion’s leading tenant organ ization. 
Policing fell outside the agreed-on interest of the co ali tion. A staff person said 
that HJ leaders “encouraged members to go as individuals,” not as HJ repre-
sentatives. Acting as a community of interest, the co ali tion obligated members’ 
reputations on one issue only.

— — —

Advocates launch claims about prob lems in a symbolic and social context that 
informs what they can say, to whom, and where. They word their claims in rela-
tion to real and  imagined participants or audiences in distinct scenes. Conceiv-
ing of them as culturally cultivated, socially embedded claims makers rather 
than culture- wielding entrepreneurs can solve some puzzles. We can under-
stand why left- progressive advocates like the ISLA leaders would be lukewarm 
at best about claims that emphasize environmental sustainability— which usu-
ally are considered “progressive” too. We can see why social advocates like HJ 
co ali tion leader Francis would not necessarily consider it a victory when mu-
nicipal planners used the same arguments HJ used to promote affordable 
housing. Next, we see why LA housing advocates in this study did not often 
talk about homelessness as a “housing” prob lem.
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8
How Homelessness Does Not 

Become a Housing Prob lem

Separate Prob lems?
One way to find out how a social prob lem gets constructed is to focus on the 
rhe toric and imagery of a nationally publicized issue.1 That approach has the 
virtue of scale: it aims to grasp a nationwide debate, not just the debate that 
concerns one neighborhood invaded by a stucco  giant. This study’s smaller- 
scale, comparative approach ultimately helps us understand what it took for 
housing advocates to consider a prob lem to be a housing issue to begin with. 
This chapter explores how, if at all, housing and homelessness advocates made 
claims about both homelessness and housing prob lems together.  After all,  isn’t 
homelessness  really a housing prob lem?

In 2010, as I was making my rounds in the field, the presidentially appointed 
United States Interagency Council on Homelessness (USICH) implied as 
much. It issued a remarkable plan for ending homelessness and preventing it 
in the  future, marking the federal government’s final break with the emergency 
ser vice approach to homelessness conjured in the 1980s. The USICH’s (2015, 
14) plan embraced a  simple insight: “Homelessness is a housing crisis and can 
be addressed through the provision of safe and affordable housing.”2 One of 
the strategic plan’s four big objectives was to “provide affordable housing to 
 people experiencing or most at risk of homelessness.” The document predi-
cated this goal on the observation that “for most  people, the threat of home-
lessness stems from the gap between their current income and the cost of 
housing” (38). Just as striking, the plan’s first big objective called for increasing 
collaboration between governmental agencies and “ people with first- hand 
experience of homelessness, businesses, nonprofits, faith- based organ izations, 
foundations, and volunteers” (33). This was a call for civic and not only gov-
ernmental action that connects homelessness to affordable housing. This 
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chapter looks at the cultural conditions that shrank opportunities for civic 
actors to expound on that connection out loud.

A lot of  people in the United States may be readier to make the connection 
between homelessness and housing than we would think. On the one hand, 
the route of HomeWalk, an annual five- kilometer walkathon fundraiser for 
homeless ser vices, was watched over by three- story pylons bearing this state-
ment: “The central antidote to homelessness is not a police sweep or a shelter 
bed, it’s housing.” HomeWalk organizers from the United Way charity must 
have assumed that this was  either new information, or a salutary reminder for 
walkers or the news media covering the walk. Yet  there is evidence that at least 
urban dwellers see a collection of  factors  behind homelessness and they name 
social- structural opportunity a cause more frequently than homeless individu-
als’ personal characteristics. Studies suggest that  people’s private attitudes in 
the United States  toward homelessness are multifaceted and conflicted.3

All the more reason to move beyond a focus on private attitudes, and ask 
 whether or not  people’s civic efforts can connect the real ity of homelessness 
with an argument for affordable housing. Could Angeleno social advocates do 
what USICH’s new report called for? Could advocates make claims about 
homelessness and housing together, routinely, in public places?

Many of the advocates did make fleeting claims about homelessness or 
homeless  people. Yet they did not talk much about homelessness as a housing 
prob lem, even though it may seem like the most urgent one.  Here is where 
investigating discursive fields and style can help. I  will compare ISLA and HJ 
co ali tion members’ claims about homelessness with  those of professional- led 
volunteer efforts or ga nized to address homelessness as a prob lem in itself. 
Connecting homelessness closely and forthrightly to housing would take cul-
tural work that most housing advocates and homeless ser vice personnel in this 
study did not do. It is likely that I did not find all the scenes in Los Angeles 
where advocates or ser vice workers may have been linking the two, at least in 
passing. The range of scenes I studied nevertheless suggest that in Los Angeles, 
cultural conditions conspired to make homelessness a marginal topic across 
diff er ent quarters of the housing advocacy world. And homeless ser vice work-
ers talked  little, if at all, about affordable housing as a public issue. Following 
the claims- making action leads to part of the reason that homelessness re-
mained relatively separated from housing as a prob lem to housing advocates 
during this study.4 To be clear, the point is not to ask why self- identified hous-
ing advocates did not mount campaigns specifically about homelessness or 
work in homelessness advocacy organ izations. The question is why did hous-
ing advocates only rarely and briefly treat homelessness as a housing prob lem 
in their deliberations, strategy sessions, or big public events. The end of this 
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short chapter suggests additional tools of cultural analy sis that can illuminate 
the disconnect.  These in turn enrich our understanding of how a discursive 
field works.

From the many scenes followed in this study, I found exactly one in which 
participants talked at length about the plight of homeless  people and advo-
cated that  people in general treat homelessness as a housing prob lem. We go 
 there first.

How Cultural Context Separates Homelessness  
and Housing

When Connecting Homelessness to Housing Takes Awkward, 
Boundary- Straddling Work

Caring Embrace of the Homeless and Poor (CE) worked to convince a wider 
public that affordable housing is the answer to homelessness.5 It was a loose- 
knit group of religious congregational leaders and housing and homelessness 
advocates. Between five and twelve core members gathered monthly for me-
andering meetings facilitated generously by Theresa, social outreach coordina-
tor at a liberal Protestant church near the college whose expansion plans con-
cerned the ISLA co ali tion. The regular participants came from theologically 
liberal and conservative Protestant Christian congregations, joined occasion-
ally by ser vice and advocacy organ ization leaders, and three times by a syna-
gogue social outreach group member. Theresa routinely introduced CE’s 
monthly meetings with this story: congregational leaders had initiated CE 
when they noticed more apparently homeless  people in their South LA neigh-
borhood, and then began meeting monthly to consider responses to homeless-
ness that  were caring rather than stigmatizing for homeless  people.

CE’s main proj ect during this study was a public education campaign urg-
ing local religious congregations to think about homelessness as a massive, 
urgent housing prob lem for Los Angeles. Called the Nails Proj ect, the 
consciousness- raising campaign urged local religious congregations to collect 
a total of seventy- four thousand nails to symbolize each person homeless on 
an average night in the city at that time. CE planned to publicize the collection 
and then donate the nails to Habitat for Humanity, a large nonprofit organ-
ization that builds  houses for low- income families. In addition, CE designed 
an educational pre sen ta tion for congregations that was intended to dispel 
what Theresa and an HJ advocate advising her considered widespread myths 
about homeless  people— that they are homeless  because they are addicted to 
drugs or  won’t look for decent- paying jobs, for example. The point was to 
advocate affordable housing as the real solution to homelessness and get 
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members of religious congregations to agree. Remarkably, “homeless  people” 
and “affordable housing” cohabited  these pre sen ta tions.

Theresa was good at multiple dramatis personae. She was a core participant 
in ISLA during its ongoing antidisplacement campaign and counted herself a 
supporter of the HJ co ali tion too. She invited Francis of HJ to CE’s monthly 
meetings, and sought his expertise on the facts of housing and homelessness. 
At ISLA meetings, Theresa sounded just like other members. She denounced 
the unfairness of displacement as well as the role of real estate developers and 
the college in gentrifying surrounding neighborhoods, and asserted the need 
for more housing opportunities as well as the value and valor of standing with 
the community.

Participating at a CE meeting was like being in two movies  running 
concurrently— one about social activists and another about charitable volun-
teers. Theresa herself could sound as if she  were playing two roles si mul ta-
neously, each character undercutting the other. During CE meetings and in 
flyers written for church audiences, Theresa affirmed repeatedly that “the solu-
tion to homelessness is affordable housing.” During  those same meetings, 
Theresa and  others also said, repeatedly, that “if  every church, mosque, and 
synagogue takes a homeless  family,” homelessness would dis appear in Los 
Angeles. The attentive attendee at CE meetings would come away with an odd 
double message about what it would take to end homelessness: The real solu-
tion to homelessness is to institute more housing opportunity, and the real 
solution also is voluntary caring for homeless families. Theresa had been an 
activist a long time. It is unlikely she was just confused.

It makes more sense to say Theresa was speaking in (at least) two colliding 
discursive fields. Among affordable housing advocates, homeless  people  were 
part of the larger constituency for housing mandates, not a strongly distinct 
category. Among religious congregations, homeless  people  were a distinct ob-
ject of compassion discourse. Neither Theresa nor the other CE participants 
tried reconciling the two discourses. Evidence suggests that few congregations 
would be ready to go even as far as CE had in making homelessness a housing 
prob lem. Though Theresa was unusually well connected in both church and 
advocacy circles, CE’s educational pre sen ta tion on homelessness received only 
a handful of invitations from congregations, and the nails collection lagged 
many months  behind group goals.6

CE’s experiences suggest the power of a discursive field. Claims makers 
could promote more broadly distributed housing opportunities, treating 
housing primarily as a fairness prob lem, as both HJ and ISLA did. Or they 
could promote charity and caring for homeless individuals, treating homeless-
ness as a compassion prob lem. Outside CE, only a special subset of housing 
advocates would publicize and emphasize at length that homeless  people need 
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more housing opportunities or homelessness is a fairness prob lem. Let’s go back 
and see what happens when a community of  either interest or identity takes 
on the issue of homeless  people inside the field of debate about affordable 
housing mandates in Los Angeles.

When an Interest in Housing Subsumes Homelessness

“ Don’t forget the homeless!” Terry had warned, interrupting another commit-
tee member at HJ’s ill- fated unity meeting. Taken aback, the committee mem-
ber said he was focusing on the presence of laborers and then added that a 
homeless worker had addressed the convocation too. Terry, a vocal advocate 
for homeless  people, had questioned  whether or not HJ co ali tion leaders’ 
strategy adequately represented low- income  people, the community. When 
several advocates including Terry wanted HJ to speak out in opposition to the 
mayor’s plan to redevelop two SRO  hotel buildings downtown, Carol an-
swered that in the mayor’s office, “ there is concern for not wanting to make 
anyone homeless,” and the office would try to offer alternative housing and 
“minimize displacement.” A reasonable listener could infer that at least a few 
tenants might be left homeless or shunted from one shelter to another for a 
short time when their formerly low- cost apartments got redeveloped. A hous-
ing advocate might won der just what Terry and other critics at the meeting 
wondered: Why would housing advocates, of all  people, not want to speak out 
against a redevelopment proj ect that could leave some  people homeless?

HJ passed up a chance to address this potential increase in homelessness as 
a troubling issue for housing advocates. When a  couple of HJ members pressed 
the point, Carol narrated the situation as a  matter of conserving the focus, time, 
and energy for the shared interest that gave HJ its reason for being. She said, “We 
have just enough energy” for the affordable housing platform amid a lot of other 
interests that some, if not all, members might share as well. Affordable housing 
was the prob lem, and HJ’s platform, including the proposed MIHO, was the 
interest. HJ leaders could rightly expect members to promote the shared interest, 
but could not rightly prevail on them to do more than that.

Communities of interest aim to generalize an interest in an issue to an in-
def initely expanding audience of potential supporters rather than affirm 
many issues that all concern one self- identified community. Homeless 
 people could benefit from an MIHO in the same way that other lower- 
income constituencies would benefit. For the community of interest,  there 
was no contradiction between believing that the solution to homelessness is 
housing, and paying relatively  little direct attention to homelessness or 
homeless  people as aspects of a housing prob lem. As the logic goes, home-
less  people as a group need not elicit more specifically directed attention 
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than the African Americans, Latinx people, or Jews, whose leaders had en-
dorsed a MIHO. All endorsed the general interest; homeless  people would 
make the convergence simply that much larger. If homelessness  were  going 
to enter the discursive field of the debate over affordable housing, HJ’s com-
munity of interest offered a route that subsumed homelessness  under “ people 
who need affordable housing.”7 But  there was at least one other way that the 
seventy- four thousand homeless Angelenos might enter the discursive field 
around the proposed housing mandate.

Making Homeless  People into a Community

By chance, Terry’s homeless advocacy organ ization, SHAPLA, became part 
of the study several months before research with the HJ co ali tion began. A 
SHAPLA staffer kindly welcomed me to the organ ization’s “housing commit-
tee.” I would see him again in HJ’s staff office four months  later and then much 
 later at LAPO; it was Francis. I saw for myself that SHAPLA’s housing com-
mittee worked as a community of identity. Terry’s interaction with HJ’s coor-
dinating committee fit the same scene style, with its sharp bound aries between 
an au then tic, resistant “we” and oppressive “they,” and a sense of solidarity 
with the community across diff er ent issues.

SHAPLA’s community was homeless  people. I wondered why, on the one 
hand, Francis told the committee at my first meeting that we should “be more 
action oriented,” yet he also let one participant, Sheila, self- described as for-
merly homeless, go off on long, angry rants at meetings. To judge from  people’s 
facial expressions, her diatribes tugged at every one’s patience. Sheila had lived 
with her  children for months inside her old Chevy, which she let us know 
multiple times, was cleaner inside than any of  those homeless shelters. She said 
shelters gave their guests bus tokens so they would take a  ride to somewhere 
 else. At one shelter, she explained, they offered guests a single paper towel to 
dry off  after a shower when  people  really needed two.  There was plenty to be 
outraged about. Then I realized  after the second meeting— especially  after 
Francis exclaimed, “Democracy! I love it!”— that Sheila represented what an-
other SHAPLA participant enthused about at a city hall lawn encampment: 
the “voice of the (homeless)  people.” She lent authenticity.

In hindsight, it was easy to predict that the routine at SHAPLA’s housing 
committee would not effectively overcome the community of identity’s di-
lemma of being authentically from or for the community. Fully legitimate 
spokespersons ideally would be au then tic— that is, homeless. That was good 
reason to heed recently homeless Sheila, but she was unlikely to be abided for 
long outside a small enclave of advocates in solidarity with homeless  people.8 
One study cited above suggests at least indirectly that a designated, homeless 
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spokesperson may induce less empathetic reception by a general audience 
than someone who comes off as a respectable professional. 9 That means pub-
lic communication connecting homelessness with affordable housing would 
circulate further and faster by messengers speaking effectively for homeless-
ness  people even if less authentically from the community.

Like the leading participants in ISLA, Francis preferred spokespeople from 
the community. He ventured to me over coffee one day that “before we say 
what the community needs, we should ask the community.” We should not 
just ask the “ten  people around this  table,” as Francis put the same thought at 
a meeting. If the community of identity is homeless  people, it would be espe-
cially challenging to find spokespeople  either for or from, though. The com-
munities of identity that ISLA and LAPO members constructed  were at least 
fuzzily geographic, and at least implicitly, ethnically or racially distinct, and 
some members  were extremely longtime residents. A homeless community of 
identity would be harder to speak for in a way that conveyed authenticity when 
the community itself was transient, and thus not so easily characterized by 
predominant ethnic or linguistic characteristics that  others in solidarity might 
adopt. Some members of the homeless community might even cease to carry 
the defining identity and no longer honor it, as Sheila still did, if they become 
 housed. For authenticity from such a diffuse constituency, one would have to 
wait for self- identified homeless  people to show up and then appreciate the 
 free expression of a voice from the community.

With greater geographic and implicitly racial specificity, LAPO cultivated 
leaders who could speak effectively for a community that included homeless 
 people without marking them very distinctly. LAPO general meetings did 
authenticate homeless voices as fully a part of LAPO’s “downtown commu-
nity,” yet LAPO also defined that community to include participants who lived 
in old, residential  hotels as well as on the streets and in shelters, so the specific-
ity of homeless  people was not highlighted. Leaders and other participants 
spoke of LAPO’s community as “low- income  people who lived downtown,” 
 whether  housed, sheltered, or un housed. At meetings, leaders made a point of 
not drawing distinctions that would divide members of the community— 
homeless or  housed, for example. All deserved re spect as members of the com-
munity and needed to support each other, as a leading facilitator would say. 
 Those  were the  people who could vote on proposals at LAPO meetings. The 
SHAPLA housing committee’s “homeless community” was hard to give social 
locators. During my study, LAPO leaders made relatively few claims about 
homeless  people as a distinct category.

The HJ co ali tion, SHAPLA, and LAPO all argued consistently for a fair 
distribution of housing opportunity. For HJ advocates, extremely low- income 
homeless or  housed  people, along with blue- collar workers, teachers, 
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librarians, and anyone  else whose  house hold brought in less than $135,000 a 
year, would benefit from HJ proposals for mandates to increase affordable 
housing opportunities. As SHAPLA and LAPO advocates put it, in turn, the 
homeless and downtown communities needed housing, period. Every one 
should have a right to housing— one way of assuring a fair distribution of 
housing opportunities. But given the way style worked in the discursive field 
around the MIHO proposal, leading advocates of  these organ izations made 
few claims that could encourage much broader publics to both recognize 
homelessness as a distinctive prob lem and connect it directly to the prob lem 
of affordable housing. The seventy- four thousand homeless  people sank into 
a larger interest constituency, all of whom would benefit from a MIHO, or  else 
became part of a culturally marginal or highly specific community whose sup-
porters, like  those of any community of identity, needed to identify closely 
with them in order to be taken as allies. Who, then, would help a broader 
public connect homelessness and housing together? The CE group made 
 limited headway with its “split personality” strategy. What about  people who 
focus exclusively on homelessness by serving homeless  people?

Homelessness as a Separate Prob lem
Discourses of Compassion and Awareness

The category of compassion quickly evaporated from ISLA advocates’ argu-
ments  after their antidisplacement campaign’s kickoff meeting. It did not emerge 
at all in public claims about the MIHO campaign during this study. Yet compas-
sion along with the theme of awareness  were prominent, if not exclusive, appeals 
in claims about homelessness inside a large fund rais ing effort.

At the United Way’s second annual HomeWalk fundraiser in 2008, walkers 
all received a nameplate to wear. The back side of the plate carried a story 
about a homeless person helped by one of the organ izations cosponsoring the 
five- kilometer walk. Like the previous year’s walk, this one followed a loop 
that began and ended in a field with booths set up by homeless ser vice pro-
vider organ izations— nonprofits and several governmental agencies. Each 
booth had on hand a plastic- encased sheet with a story like the one on walkers’ 
nameplates about someone homeless the organ ization had helped. As the 
HomeWalk event presented it, homelessness was about individuals with sto-
ries, individuals who needed help, individuals we walkers might momentarily 
become aware of, feel for, and identify with. This year’s featured speaker, Los 
Angeles Times columnist Steve Lopez, talked about the homeless musician 
Nathaniel Ayers. As moviegoers might recall, Lopez had met Ayers playing 
violin in an underpass downtown, and became friends with and supported 
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Ayers in finding a place to live.10 Portrayed in the movie as grudgingly attentive 
and annoyed with his incon ve nient new friendship with Ayers, Lopez ulti-
mately manifests compassion in the modern US sense of the term.11 At the 
previous year’s HomeWalk, featured speaker Mayor Antonio Ramón Villarai-
gosa told participants that “ today we walk, but this walk is about walking and 
demonstrating our compassion, our commitment that in this city of the angels, 
we care. . . .   We’re  going to fix this prob lem of homelessness and poverty.” At 
both HomeWalk events, prominent speakers claimed homelessness as a  matter 
of compassion for individuals.

I walked and chatted with walkers in teams of youth group members, reli-
gious congregants, corporate employees, and surprising to me at first— 
nonprofit ser vice providers. I saw no walkers representing  either the HJ or 
ISLA coalitions— except Holly, the new interim director of SHAPLA. When 
Holly or Terry  were promoting affordable housing, they advocated stridently 
and contentiously for housing opportunities for homeless  people. But no one 
at the walk was talking that way. What was Holly even  doing  here? Why  were 
homeless ser vice professionals walking?  Weren’t they quite “aware” already?

The walkers and booth staff I chatted with along with the public education 
pylons lining the walk all helped me figure it out. Housing was not an “aware-
ness” prob lem, but homelessness was that as well as a compassion prob lem. 
The walkers, including the homelessness professionals, had signed up to be 
 human signposts. I never heard anyone saying during the affordable housing 
campaign that Angelenos or even city officials needed to become more “aware” 
of housing inequities, but I heard repeatedly at the walkathon that homeless-
ness called for awareness. Theresa and participants in CE used the same rhe-
toric to promote the Nails Proj ect: the public fi nally would “see” Los Angeles’ 
massive homeless prob lem in the form of seventy- four thousand small, metal 
representatives. That is why Holly from SHAPLA was  there— not  because she 
necessarily thought a fund rais ing march could make much difference for the 
homeless community her organ ization wanted to represent. It was rather that 
she, like the representatives from homelessness nonprofit groups at the walk, 
was publicizing the issue of homelessness itself.  People I met during the walk 
and at a variety of information booths said the same  thing:

A single walker from a small nonprofit called Housingworks carried a hand- 
painted sign that said “homeless  people needed  houses.” I sidled up along-
side him as we walked Draper Boulevard:

Paul: “So if enough  people march, do you think it’ll change policy in LA?”

Housingworks guy: “I hope— well, raise awareness.  There are a lot of 
homeless  people!”
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I noticed a large team of walkers, all wearing aqua- colored T- shirts that said 
“Kyle and team, established 1986.” It turned out to be a group of  family and 
friends of a young man who had died of heart failure. I wondered why they 
chose the march for a collective walking memorial.

Paul: “Do you all follow homeless issues in Los Angeles?”

Walker: “No. His [Kyle’s]  mother was the most involved in this stuff.”

I  stopped to read the one- page testimony at the booth sponsored by a large 
homeless shelter downtown. A twenty- something  woman staffing the 
booth smiled and offered casually, “Sign up with us.  We’re a  really cool 
organ ization.” I chatted with her partner.

Paul: “What do you think is the best  thing about  these events?”

Booth partner: “It brings attention.”

Within this momentary, annually assembled public of several thousand 
volunteer walkers, several messages at the HomeWalk events did connect 
homelessness with the need for affordable housing. The connection was made 
silently, on both a walker’s homemade sign and one of the educational pylons 
set up alongside the walking route. Included in a short laundry list of “ things 
you can do” about homelessness was “promote the building of permanent, 
supportive and affordable housing in your neighborhood.” Featured speakers 
did not voice that claim, however, and did not say that we as Angelenos or any 
other constituency should work together to solve the prob lem of homeless-
ness.12 HomeWalk was not set up to encourage participants to say, own, or 
work collectively with the idea that homelessness and affordable housing  were 
connected, the way Theresa’s CE group was— much as Theresa’s statements 
about congregations adopting homeless  people could undercut that claim. 
Like many other onetime or short- term volunteer events, HomeWalk was or-
ga nized to carry out a task— fund rais ing— and call attention to an issue 
(homelessness) without cultivating further collective effort. It was up to indi-
vidual volunteers which message to take away, if any, about  things they could 
do to end homelessness.

Plug-in Volunteer Responses to Homelessness: Fundraisers and 
Underwear, with  Little Claims Making

For walkers, HomeWalk’s five- kilometer fund rais ing jaunt ran on a distinct 
scene style in which far more  people participate than  either the community of 
interest or identity.13 This is plug-in volunteering. For many  people in the United 
States, civic action is “volunteering,” and volunteering means the short- term, 
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task- oriented, can-do kind that researchers call plug- in.14 Plug-in volunteers 
sign up for volunteer time slots, show up on time, and carry out tasks  under 
instruction from volunteer coordinators who may be nonprofit staff or gov-
ernmental employees. Tasks could be picking up litter on the beach, tutoring 
a child one hour a week in an after- school program, or serving dinner twice a 
month at a homeless shelter. In the case of HomeWalk, volunteers signed up 
for a five- kilometer walk, securing “sponsors” who paid for the volunteer’s 
symbolic  labor of walking by donating to the United Way nonprofit charitable 
organ ization that put on the HomeWalk event.

As close-up studies of volunteering point out, this is a style that downplays 
claims making in  favor of  doing.15 A good volunteer believes in “ doing instead 
of talking”; understanding  those two as a sharp dichotomy is in fact one of the 
core characteristics of plug-in volunteering. Why talk about environmental 
policy when you could be recycling, cleaning up a beach, and  doing your part 
right now to improve the environment? Why argue over solutions to home-
lessness when your church could be housing a homeless person right now or 
raising money to end the prob lem? When acting as plug-in volunteers, we 
 don’t see conflicts of interest or identity;  those are not on our map. Acting as 
volunteers, it makes sense, then, to claim simply that a prob lem needs compas-
sion by way of one- to- one tutoring, meal serving, or mentoring, or awareness 
that emerges when a wider public hears that something needs fixing. Brief 
introductory remarks by a Los Angeles County supervisor at the second 
HomeWalk  were practically a doxology of the plug-in volunteer approach:

“Each individual has a story, who needs help, and a hand up. If each and 
 every one of us took responsibility for one homeless person, we could end 
homelessness. When you go, one person at a time, one foot in front of the 
other, we can make a difference.”

A short- lived effort by Los Angeles’ largest homeless service- providing 
organ ization aimed initially for a diff er ent approach. TWH’s director initiated 
the Faith Brings Us Home proj ect in hopes of convincing some religious con-
gregational leaders to embark on building housing for homeless  people on or 
over their underutilized parking lots. At the proj ect’s first luncheon, a few 
months before the HJ co ali tion’s kickoff rally, forty congregational leaders and 
homeless ser vice providers heard a speech about the role of churches in US 
social reform. At the second meeting, about twenty- five religious leaders and 
homeless ser vice providers heard a long, peppy testimonial by the director of 
Caring Sunday, an annual, citywide help- a- thon. Caring Sunday staff spent 
months connecting plug-in volunteers with thousands of local opportunities 
to donate groceries, pull weeds, paint an el derly person’s  house, send a com-
puter to a youth center that needs one, or carry out some other onetime 
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charitable task on that one Caring Sunday  every year. All that activity all over 
town would “build community through helping,” as the website put it. If any more 
of  these planned, quarterly luncheons took place, I never heard about them.

In their own terms, participants in Faith Brings Us Home ratified that plug-
in volunteering was the most realistic approach for their congregations, and 
the first and perhaps last step to solving homelessness. A rabbi attending the 
meeting said he had come to realize that congregations each have their own 
way of  doing  things. From  there, he deduced that it was best to start with proj-
ects that the majority of a congregation found “doable,” like collecting protein 
bars and soap,  because congregants often said they wanted to be able to give 
something useful to the homeless  people on their daily rounds. The rabbi also 
talked a bit about his synagogue’s participation in community organ izing and 
then asked how many  others’ congregations  were similarly involved. One 
 woman raised a hand.

Rabbi: “A protein bar or bar of soap is only the merest Band- Aid. To make 
change happen, . . .  we need to get into the po liti cal pro cess.”

The pastor of a westside Presbyterian church thought  little tasks would 
whet volunteers’ appetites for more ambitious kinds of prob lem solving 
around homelessness. “My church was asked to contribute three hundred 
socks and underwear. . . .  When you get it down to clean socks and underwear, 
 people like to do that— people like it. They feel good about it. . . .  They can get 
more involved [in other proj ects]  later. It leads to bigger, more in ter est ing 
 things.”

Taking the power of scene style seriously, we have to be more skeptical of 
the pastor’s idea. He was articulating a theory popu lar among some activists, 
on which the empirical research rec ord is ambiguous at best, that casual task- 
oriented volunteering induces volunteers to “scale up” to more collective and 
po liti cally consequential civic action.16 In contrast, I argue that volunteer 
scenes by themselves suppress opportunities to make connections to a “bigger” 
world of public claims making and collective action for institutional change.17 
They coordinate interaction for “ doing, not talking,” carry ing out charitable 
tasks that need relatively minimal verbal elaboration. A  simple claim  will do. 
Homeless  people need socks and underwear, now.

Maybe talking is overrated.  Don’t  people who live on city sidewalks, and 
lack regular access to showers and washing machines, need clean underwear? 
Not every one can or should get involved in claims making about homelessness 
and housing, or any other prob lem.

But scenes that suppress claims making allow misunderstandings to fester. 
That is especially the case when  people playing scripts from two diff er ent 
scenes run into each other on the same city block. In the  middle of Faith 
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Brings Us Home’s second luncheon, one of two African American pastors 
interrupted the can-do tone of the largely white, lunch affair with perplexing 
news, to which I heard perplexingly  little response:

The pastor of Downtown Church on Seventh and Montgomery reported 
that “ there’s a movement downtown” of  people who are concerned  because 
 people come to offer  people food. The food ends up on the street, it’s a 
mess, and it  causes “health issues.” “Food just shows up, and an easy way to 
kill off homeless  people is to poison the food and distribute it.” He did not 
say who this “movement” was, nor what anyone was  doing about potential 
health issues.

The attendee next to him, executive director of a prominent, Korean com-
munity ser vices agency, said, seemingly in response, “I like the idea that 
[downtown] is a  little cleaner now, safer,” but that she got an unfriendly 
response from  people downtown. That  didn’t feel good to her. She sounded 
hurt and  bitter. She did not elaborate.

No one asked her to. No one asked the pastor of Downtown Church to say 
more about the idea that volunteers would poison giveaway food.  There was 
no discussion. The luncheon facilitator told us now we would hear a pre sen-
ta tion from the director of Caring Sunday.

It would be hard to find a starker illustration of a volunteer scene suppress-
ing claims making in  favor of tasking. The community ser vices director and 
“movement downtown” came with diff er ent understandings of what volunteer- 
hosted meal giveaways accomplish, but apparently this was not the place to 
explore them. A scene styled for charitable volunteering does not normally 
include the role of critical observer; that is just not part of the script. In a scene 
styled by a community of identity, on the other hand, outsiders are usually 
suspect to some degree, no  matter how they understand their own motives. 
That is true  whether they are a big property owner or individual, each of 
whom, sincere in their charity, wants to “take responsibility for one homeless 
person,” as the county supervisor put it.

I tried to initiate the conversation myself with the Downtown Church pastor 
 after the lunch.18 He told me that the “movement” considered the volunteer 
food giveaways on his block as an environmental as well as health issue. The char-
ity ser vice resulted in food and Styrofoam containers strewn about the street.

Pastor: “We  don’t know where this food comes from. We  don’t know who 
prepares it.”

Paul: “I thought  people needed a permit to distribute food.”
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The pastor said he  didn’t know, but guessed that “a lot of the  people  don’t 
have a permit. . . .  I’m just trying to represent what  people  were saying.”

Paul: “They do sound like very serious— reasonable— concerns.”

The pastor said some of the  people voicing  these issues, raising the specter of 
poisoning homeless residents,  were involved with LAPO. LAPO participants 
and food- bearing volunteers apprehended homelessness from diff er ent worlds 
of style as well as diff er ent discursive fields.

Plug-in Volunteers with Ser vice Providers: Specialized Ser vice,  
with  Little Claims Making

“What do you think about bound aries?” Cindy asked startlingly. Tom, a col-
lege student, said that they help ensure mutual re spect. Cindy picked up a copy 
of last Friday’s Los Angeles Times, showed us an article on homelessness, and 
pointed out the child in the picture—an obvious subject of concern and at-
tachment. She talked more about bound aries. “ There’s manipulation. Manipu-
lation is a survival strategy.” “Bound aries” appeared on a sheet we would sign, 
listing roughly thirty  things we  were not supposed to do with homeless  people, 
such as:  don’t talk about your own personal prob lems,  don’t invite them to your 
 house,  don’t give them money, and  don’t touch them other than a handshake 
or to administer CPR.

Two Danish college students, a research assistant, and I  were all taking a 
brief orientation before starting outreach volunteer stints. One of TWH’s big-
gest draws for volunteers was the ride- along program with the homeless out-
reach ser vice. TWH outreach workers would fan out in  little white trucks to 
districts of the county that had contracted with TWH for its mobile staff to 
locate homeless  people and invite them back to TWH shelters. For outreach 
volunteers, the route started with Cindy, the coordinator who scheduled vol-
unteers, took their signed agreements to abide the “ don’ts,” and gave informal 
tours of the central TWH fa cil i ty. Cindy was informing us about homeless 
 people’s survival strategies without sugarcoating them. She was modeling 
TWH’s “tough love” approach.

A few statements gleaned from across a total of fourteen field sessions in 
TWH scenes could be considered claims about homelessness or affordable 
housing as public prob lems. A formal tour of TWH’s central fa cil i ty described 
TWH’s ser vices for homeless  people in some detail, but the guide made no 
statements on behalf of TWH about homelessness as a public prob lem, or 
relations between homelessness and the availability of housing. Cindy said in 
our first conversation, though, that Los Angeles County had a total of fourteen 
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thousand shelter beds yet ninety- one thousand homeless  people, “so it’s a big 
prob lem,” and left it at that. Intriguingly, she also quoted the TWH director 
on how to address homelessness: “Shelters are not working. Transitional hous-
ing is not working. We need affordable housing. So he might be able to give 
you a bigger picture.” A new branch of the TWH organ ization in fact was now 
planning affordable housing developments, and TWH endorsed the HJ’s 
three- point plan for housing policy. Quite possibly in other scenes, beyond the 
congregational volunteer network and outreach volunteering opportunities, 
the “bigger picture” Cindy alluded to was informing claims about homeless-
ness and housing. In the outreach volunteer scene, alongside TWH staff,  those 
claims  were extremely rare.

Four- hour sorties with lunch breaks and commutes between Hollywood 
and Inglewood left a lot of time for casual chat. We talked about  music, Los 
Angeles, or outreach staff ’s clinical master’s programs and  future plans. On his 
first outreach sortie, my research partner got a description of municipal ordi-
nances regarding public sleeping. An outreach worker explained:

It’s illegal to sleep on the sidewalks downtown except between the hours 
of 9:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m., and that  every so often LAPD  will go down 
 there and, at 6:01 a.m., start arresting homeless  people for sleeping on the 
sidewalk and then checking for outstanding warrants on any of them.

To this, I replied, “Charming.”

And she said, “Yeah,  really,” and gave a short exasperated “heh.”19

The criticism implicit in the outreach worker’s three- word commentary  here 
was the most obvious claim about a public prob lem from among the few can-
didates we picked up in field notes from  these volunteer stints.

Cindy and the outreach staff all referred to homeless  people as “clients” 
 whether or not they already  were receiving any ser vice from TWH. That along 
with Cindy’s talk about bound aries at the volunteer orientation was a big clue. 
During outreach sorties,  whether accompanied by several volunteers, myself 
only, or my research partner, staff spoke frequently in  human ser vice vocabu-
laries or  else from their professional experience. They talked about homeless 
 people as individuals with personal prob lems, tough circumstances, and oc-
casional breakthroughs (a clean shirt or an optimistic demeanor), and  those 
attributions all seemed accurate. Staff worked hard at tuning in to their clients 
or prospective clients. Assiduously they would try, over weeks’ or months’ 
time, to develop a relationship with an evidently homeless individual, hoping 
to coax a new enrollee in TWH’s program of shelter, employment readiness, 
and personal change. Staff kept  little notebooks stashed in dashboard ashtrays 
and at the ready in back pockets. They took notes on each of their encounters 
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with homeless  people, tracking their pro gress in nudging potential clients 
 toward the program. One found out that a man on a street corner in Inglewood 
was a soccer fan and vowed to buy him a sports magazine as an innocent open-
ing to conversation.

Staff monitored the  people who had become regulars during outreach, 
rather like a doctor  doing hospital rounds or probation officer checking in.

Steph (suddenly, as  we’re driving): “ There’s Sharon, on the corner, she’s 
with someone.”

Herman: “Do you want to stop?”

Steph: “Yes, I want to check on her.” Stephanie already knew that Sharon 
was pregnant. She asked Sharon if she had gone to her court hearing.

Sharon, half gruffly: “No, you gonna call the police?”

Stephanie said no, she just wanted to know. She told us that Sharon had been 
booked on “Proposition 36,” which meant that she would get ser vices if she 
had made her court date, but having missed her court date, Herman added, 
“she would go to jail.” Stephanie said she  didn’t look as much as six months 
pregnant, and Herman said, “She’s carry ing a crack baby in her stomach.”

Staff made first contacts in a matter- of- fact way, sparing euphemisms. Her-
man would hand  people a flyer, and casually describe the shelter as a place to 
“pick yourself up” or “get your life in order.” Staff attended to some regulars 
like Sharon elaborately, while  others seemed to be on indefinite “check-in” 
status. In one Hollywood park, we checked in with a thin  woman with sun- 
damaged skin, a former model who, the team explained, was telling the truth 
when she said she used to own mansions in the hills. Allison talked about the 
 woman’s “ triple morbidity” and said in the truck on the way back to the shelter 
that  people with a drug addiction are the hardest clients to work with. If you 
 don’t have a diagnosed medical condition as well as the drug habit, the  mental 
health clinic  wouldn’t help.

They would have to call police authorities if they  really thought someone 
was an imminent danger to themselves. It is a difficult call, she said, 
 because you do want to create a relationship. Making the wrong judgment 
call about getting  legal authorities involved might make  things worse. 
Allison commented, “We have to come from a place of re spect”— respecting 
the clients and their decisions, while wanting them to seek help and get 
ser vices too.

This was a dif fer ent line of work from constructing claims about social 
prob lems.
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TWH’s homeless- centered volunteer scenes engaged short- term tasking or 
 else opened a short win dow on the gritty realities of homeless ser vice. The an-
nual volunteer HomeWalk performed the transubstantiation of leg power into 
money and awareness. None of  these volunteer scenes made social space for 
volunteers to connect homelessness to housing as public prob lems out loud.

In most of this study’s scenes, in fact, it was hard for advocates to develop 
explicit claims about both homelessness and housing, and connect the two at 
any length. On paper, advocates as well as governmental officials have consid-
ered homelessness a distinct prob lem while also saying that the long- term 
solution to homelessness is affordable housing with support ser vices. I am 
suggesting that discursive fields and style, working together, have helped keep 
homelessness and housing separate, foregrounding one while marginalizing 
the other and cultivating advocates in quite diff er ent rhetorical appeals for 
each. Civic actors  either could fight for more affordable housing, subsuming 
the distinct category of homeless  people into a larger public of inadequately 
 housed  people, or turn homeless  people into a marginal and perhaps precari-
ous community. Or  else they could focus in on the personal needs of homeless 
individuals by tasking or applying  human ser vice expertise, leaving the hous-
ing theme for  others to take up.

The Benefits of Conceptual Pluralism
This chapter and the last one take claims makers as culturally cultivated and 
socially embedded. We can say at the same time that social advocates try to 
make their messaging strategic. They sometimes rummage around for usable 
slogans, within limits. It should be pos si ble to study strategic framing work 
without discounting the cultural context that empowers and limits what ad-
vocates can consider strategic, and where, to begin with. It should be pos si ble, 
too, to focus in on the images and reputations that social prob lems scholars 
find when they study the construction of diff er ent social issues, without ignor-
ing or discounting a broader cultural context that keeps diff er ent images stuck 
to diff er ent issues.20

To take the case of the Manchester campaign, framing scholars might note 
that campaign leaders actively framed “talking points” to sway commissioners 
at city planning commission hearings. Before one hearing, for example, the 
director of a power ful organ ization in the co ali tion concluded, “We do want 
a variety of speakers to represent diff er ent parts of the co ali tion . . .  and one or 
two community members to make it real, . . .  [like] somebody who needs 
health care, somebody who needs a job.” It is equally impor tant to ask which 
cultural categories and styles of action shape what advocates can imagine as 
strategic or appropriate to begin with. The ISLA director’s self- conscious 
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strategy to “make it real” materialized in claims about unfairly distributed 
housing chances. It is not just natural that this would be more strategic than 
framing appeals to city council members in terms of compassion or quality of 
life. Further, the director’s comments show she was assuming that claims for 
fairness and opportunity sound “real” when they are represented by members of 
“the community,” not by Angelenos, or  people who work in the city and there-
fore should be able to live in the city—as HJ advocates would have put it.

Strategic framing happened and is worth studying on its own terms. It also 
happened within a discursive field, through styled interaction.  These induced 
leaders to select from what was potentially a larger universe of discourses or 
strategic frames. An HJ leader said  after a kickoff rally that the three- point plan 
was the “glue” to hold together diff er ent constituencies in the campaign. This 
sounds like an unremarkably logical strategy. Yet Manchester campaign par-
ticipants eventually included  labor, community, and religious organ izations, 
just as HJ did.  These groups did not always work together or even agree with 
each other, but I never heard leaders speak of their framings as glue for a co-
ali tion. I would argue that having styled their campaign mostly as a commu-
nity of identity, Manchester leaders needed to treat their public statements as 
representing the au then tic  will of a self- identified community of fate, not a 
temporary convergence of groups with disparate interests.

Cultural context can induce advocates to pass up opportunities for strategic 
framing. Limiting the examples  here to the Manchester campaign, Why would 
the ISLA leader quoted just before think that claims about a distinct commu-
nity’s needs would sound more compelling to planning commission members 
drawn from across the city than claims framed in terms of what was good for 
Angelenos at large or the regional environment? It is not clear  either why the 
ISLA staffer who revised the supportive attorneys’ letter would suppose that 
government employees would be more moved by community- centered ap-
peals than the original, legalistically framed statement. But rather than force a 
choice between one framework or another,  future studies might draw insights 
from both, investigating further how scene styles constrain strategic framing. 
Maybe some styles induce more rigid constraints than  others.

 Future research can borrow valuable insights from the venerable, construc-
tionist approach to social prob lems as well. Some constructionist approaches 
examine rhetorical tropes, imagery, or typifications that embody advocates’ 
claims.21 Prob lems become typecast po liti cally too, “owned” by some po liti cal 
groups or identities, and shunned by  others.22 It is not hard to imagine the 
images that contribute to making fair opportunity or compassion feel diff er ent 
when we hear about them, and may help make housing and homelessness feel 
like diff er ent prob lems too. Research mentioned before finds that homeless-
ness conjures up feelings of disgust and, for some  people in the United States, 
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images of personal failure.  These are components of a more basic typification: 
homelessness implies a condition of persons. Housing, on the other hand, con-
jures up facilities, material infrastructure. In theory,  either category may involve 
rights or opportunities. Observations  here and studies cited  earlier suggest 
that groups that approach the social world in terms of structured access to 
facilities—in the United States, po liti cally progressive groups— will “own” a 
prob lem tagged with the word “housing” more than they  will a prob lem tagged 
as “homelessness.”

 These ideas about typification also contribute a thicker understanding of 
meaning making in a discursive field. Informed by meta phors of  battle or 
strug gle, some scholars see discursive fields as sites for launching symbolic 
salvos, dominating or being dominated by  others. That story line fits some of 
what happens in a discursive field,  after the fact. The account  here presented 
discursive fields as products of ongoing interaction. That implies that actors 
in the field are becoming socialized, learning to typify arguments, issues, or 
 people in par tic u lar ways; that is part of what one field theorist called the 
“semiotic” import of fields.23 Advocates for more housing learn to make fair 
opportunity arguments, but only very rarely arguments about the injustice of 
property rights. Over time, claims makers may pick up that assertions about 
housing issues need to be fair opportunity arguments. By the same logic, 
 people already predisposed to par tic u lar kinds of argument may attach to 
some issues rather than  others. Advocates who gravitate  toward fairness argu-
ments may tend to  favor housing issues and be less likely to attend to concerns 
that sound like homelessness, since  those conventionally are not about 
fairness.

 There is more to learn about how issues, symbolic categories of argument, 
and po liti cal valences become stuck together or detached. Generations of so-
cial thinkers from Karl Marx onward have pondered the social organ ization of 
po liti cal ideas. Investigating discursive fields and styles, we can renew and re-
fine inquiry into what sociologists have called ideologies, hegemony, cultural 
systems, or strategic frames. Rather than suppose that sociology already sports 
too many culture concepts and  ought to  settle on one, it is much more useful 
and generative to treat culture as multifaceted.24 In tandem with a respectful 
pluralism, I suggest humbly that it is worthwhile to keep specifying what was 
once called the amorphous “mist” of culture.25 Diff er ent tools of cultural 
analy sis, combined judiciously, give richer and more practical analyses of con-
ditions that have kept claims about homelessness and housing hard to work 
with together.
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Hybrid Prob lem Solving

C r e a t i ng  A f f or da b l e  Hou s i ng

A Box Too Big
Keep following housing advocates in the United States and you inevitably ar-
rive at nonprofit housing developers who produce what the housing advocates 
are fighting for. Like social movement organ izations, nonprofit organ izations 
aim to address social prob lems, are not agencies of the government, and as the 
name implies, do not follow all the ordinary routines of profit making in the 
marketplace. Some social movement organ izations are nonprofit organ-
izations. To go with the common usage, however, “nonprofit organ ization”  will 
refer only to organ izations whose staff makes a living by producing goods or 
ser vices conceived of as benefiting society, and do not aim to make a profit for 
shareholders. Many scholars associate nonprofit organ izations with “the non-
profit sector” or civic sector, one of the three sectors of public life along with 
government and the commercial or market sector.1 Assigning organ izations 
to a single sector can be misleading, though. That opens up a valuable oppor-
tunity to clarify “civic” beyond all the confusing language and imagery that go 
with the term— a major goal of this chapter.

Some research treats the civic sector as an institutional compartment of 
society that cultivates special virtues and skills. Typical candidates are public- 
spiritedness along with an ability to be a good listener or run a meeting effi-
ciently.2 Many researchers have expected the civic sector to host public- 
spirited, egalitarian collaboration between  people.3 In theory, the civic sector 
cultivates skills frequently devalued or suppressed in the other, less participa-
tory or less public- minded institutional realms of modern society. In this view, 
the civic sector is society’s guarantor of democracy, the realm in which the  will 
of everyday  people  really  matters. The ideal representative of the civic sector 
in  these studies, the hardy, local volunteer group, would be easy enough to find 
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in Los Angeles.4 It could be the church- based social outreach group that was 
collecting socks and underwear for homeless  people. Or it could be the 
volunteers who staffed a trailer- cum- kitchen, inside which they rolled and 
foil- wrapped burritos to distribute at homeless encampments throughout 
the city.5

Other researchers use “the civic sector” as a technical, not theoretical, tag. 
It is the collective term for organ izations that legally are nonprofit enterprises, 
certified  under Section 501(c)(3) of the United States Code  because their 
man ag ers have demonstrated on paper that their organ izations exist to serve 
some public good. In this usage, the connection between “civic sector” and 
“good for democracy and society” is more attenuated although not wholly 
absent.6 The ideal representative is a hospital or private university. Organ-
izations with this designation are exempt from taxes on their earnings.

This quick terminological tour leads back to a point briefly implied in the 
first chapter: the civic sector “box” is too big and generic for this study. It can 
be a useful category for some kinds of research, depending on what we want 
to know. If we think that a large, diverse collection of groups  really has some 
basic  thing in common, it can make sense to classify  those groups inside a 
“sector” of society.  Doing that clears the way to comparing socie ties or histori-
cal periods with larger smaller, more or less diverse civic sectors. The trou ble 
is that this is an extremely big if, and it requires trade- offs even bigger than the 
ones we make when we designate some collective effort as a social movement 
or social movement organ ization. Many nonprofit organ izations, like private 
universities and hospitals, are not set up primarily to address social prob lems. 
We are concerned with the subset of nonprofit organ izations whose staff do 
see themselves as addressing social prob lems directly by providing goods or 
ser vices like affordable housing.  These organ izations have a mission— one that 
at least some of the public would find morally “magnetic” and indisputably 
appealing.7

This study’s nonprofit housing developer organ izations and their staff 
would match this description. At one of WHA’s annual conferences, a keynote 
speaker and one of the few  people wearing a tie, talked about how housing 
related to global warming, and how tightening state and federal housing bud-
gets meant that developers needed to share their experiences and know- how 
more intensively. The appeal to collaboration would only make sense if afford-
able housing developers see themselves as advocates who share a commitment 
to a cause, not simply competitors for shrinking pots of money— though they 
 were that too. It makes sense to think that a lot of affordable developers did in 
fact care about the cause of housing lower- income  people, especially given that 
they signed up for a part of the housing industry that generally is less profitable 
than market- based real estate development.8
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Instead of treating all nonprofits simply as interchangeable incumbents 
of a sector, recent ethnographic and historical accounts look more closely at 
their everyday workings.9  These accounts suggest that the blanket label of 
“civic sector” obscures the diff er ent kinds of work that nonprofit organ-
izations do. Some of that work is freely initiated and driven by missions that 
nonprofit professionals devise as  people concerned about prob lems like 
unaffordable housing: civic action. Yet some of it is highly scripted by gov-
ernmental mandates and the impersonal logic of the market. Working for a 
nonprofit affordable housing developer means juggling the diff er ent roles 
accompanying  these scripts, and at the one I studied, the juggling act never 
 stopped. Some of the staff said they enjoyed it, like the finance officer who 
told me gleefully, “We have fun  here. . . .  It’s diff er ent  every day!” In fact, it 
often was diff er ent from hour to hour, and sometimes hard to follow. The 
name for the juggling act is “hybrid civic action.”10 That means that some of 
the action was civic by this study’s definition, while some looked and 
sounded much more like what governmental agencies do to address social 
prob lems, and some of it looked and sounded like what businesses— 
property  owners or man ag ers—do. Beyond clarifying a complicated pro cess 
that creates a home for some low- income  people, why should we bother 
looking at hybrid civic action closely?

First, we see impor tant po liti cal and practical differences between nonprofit 
goods and ser vice providers and the social movement groups they sometimes 
ally with. The category of “the civic sector” encompasses both and would ob-
scure  those differences.  Those differences  matter; it turns out that nonprofit 
housing developers manage enervating dilemmas that impinge  little, if at all, 
on grassroots social movement organ izations.

A deeper reason to follow hybrid civic action is to see what makes civic 
diff er ent from noncivic action. Clarifying the practical meaning of “civic” in 
the nonprofit world is far more than a dry academic exercise. Popu lar social 
critics and promoters of civic engagement drench the topic of civic in  simple, 
romantic notions of what is “local” and “voluntary.” In commonsense think-
ing, we suppose that civic action is both.11 Both descriptors do point vaguely 
 toward something impor tant in civic action, but neither is precise or reliable. 
Scenarios from fieldwork on nonprofit housing development  will challenge 
commonsense, overidealized notions of civic that inflect scholarly discussion 
as well as popu lar and po liti cal conversation. The close juxtaposition of civic 
and noncivic in hybrid civic action  will give us better ways to discern  whether 
or not, and how, nonprofits express the  will of  people in their immediate lo-
cale, and  whether or not they pose an effective alternative to governmental 
action, as some commentators argue. All that should help clarify how civic 
action  really works.
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We focus mostly on a locally prominent and successful, nonprofit afford-
able housing developer, HSLA. At the end we compare HSLA briefly with 
efforts by an ISLA committee to administer the housing provisions of the CBA 
that ISLA’s campaign won from the Manchester apartments developer. This 
was a diff er ent kind of hybrid. ISLA’s affordable housing work for the com-
munity ultimately was both financed and constrained by a big, for- profit real 
estate developer— the Manchester property owner.

Hybrid Civic Action
Contracting and Its Dilemmas

Many grassroots efforts mix civic and noncivic action at least a  little. Social 
movement organ izations like LAPO or SHAPLA as well as co ali tions like HJ 
or ISLA had staff  people who issued paychecks, paid rent on office space, filled 
out requisitions for catered sandwiches and chips now and then, and did other 
administrative  things that sustain their organ izations but do not relate directly 
to collective, social prob lem solving. But the participants in this study, like the 
 great bulk of leading staff persons and participants in the organ izations, un-
derstood themselves primarily as civic actors, and civic action took most of 
their time. It would be misleading to call  these organ izations hybrid just 
 because one or a small handful of staff in the organ izations had mainly admin-
istrative jobs that kept their organ izations’ heating and lights on, employees 
paid, and guests fed snacks. The collective efforts in this chapter are diff er ent, 
being much more thoroughly a mix of civic and noncivic efforts.

Chapters 3 and 4 showed that diff er ent styles of civic action each face a 
distinctive dilemma. Nonprofit affordable housing developers face other char-
acteristic dilemmas. One is set for them by a web of state regulations that govern 
diff er ent aspects of affordable housing. The web can become a constricting 
tangle for nonprofits. Another dilemma— a set of them,  really— derives from a 
funding structure that can induce even socially conscious, committed develop-
ers to remain fairly distant from the  people or locales they serve— more like 
the commonly held image of a state agency than a locally based civic group. 
Nonprofit housing developers, just by virtue of the professional work they 
have chosen, cannot sidestep or switch  these dilemmas. We need more studies 
before we can identify widespread patterns of hybridity. My time with housing 
developers is enough to indicate, though, that  there is a distinct kind of scene 
along with a way of combining scenes that goes with hybrid civic action. First 
we should clarify why nonprofit affordable housing developers have special 
dilemmas to begin with.

Housing is expensive. Nonprofit housing professionals must raise the 
money it takes to buy the land, then hire the contractor, architectural firm, 
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construction workers, and building man ag ers, and sometimes pay the salaries 
for the supportive  human ser vice workers that staff some affordable housing 
developments. They may also cover moving expenses for current tenants who 
have to leave a building that a developer like HSLA is  going to gut and rebuild. 
If the developer does win the grants to build the housing, it then enters a world 
of Twister- like tasks. Or as HSLA’s receptionist said unprompted on my first 
day as a volunteer staff person, “Oh, it  really is a pain! I mean, it’s good to have 
housing for the low- income  people, but . . .”

The world they enter is the “contracting regime.”12 Put simply, the US fed-
eral government  stopped designing and building housing for low- income 
 people in the mid-1980s. Instead, nonprofit organ izations like HSLA contract 
for grants, loans, tax credits, and other kinds of funding from multiple sources 
in order to do what federal and state or municipal government working in 
concert used to do.13 The massive change in the way US society provides hous-
ing for some low- income  people unable to afford market rates reflects a mas-
sive institutional shift that has restructured the way the United States provides 
for  human needs more generally. Federal legislators’ zest for devolution since 
the time of President Ronald Reagan has shifted more and more formerly 
federal responsibilities to states and local governments. When affordable 
housing developers apply for grant money from governmental grant programs, 
they are usually applying for state-  or municipal- sponsored grants. And the 
move from direct governmental responsibility for low- income housing to a 
shifting patchwork of contracts with and grants to nongovernmental (fre-
quently nonprofit) housing organ izations represents just one of many in-
stances of a privatization of formerly governmental responsibilities that has 
altered the social contract in the United States. Countries around the globe 
have experienced similar transformations since the 1970s, sometimes heralded 
with appeals to greater civic responsibility and empowerment like the ones 
 people have heard in the United States.14 In the contracting regime, nonprofit 
professionals rather than governmental agency employees increasingly are the 
ones who design and deliver public goods and ser vices.15 For nonprofit profes-
sionals like the housing developers I studied, the contracting regime induces 
dilemmas between roles traditionally assigned to government and  those we 
expect of self- directed, grassroots advocates. Two  dilemmas were especially 
prominent in my field sites.

Dilemma: Equity versus Responsiveness

When nonprofit housing professionals use tax money to provide a good 
(housing) that government used to provide, they must treat potential clients 
equitably. They  can’t brazenly discriminate, play favorites, or pay for goods that 
recipients  don’t need with the public’s money. But as nongovernmental 
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organ izations, they also have the leeway to pursue missions that are responsive 
to the par tic u lar cultural or individual character of the  people they serve.16 
Nonprofit staff may voluntarily charter an organ ization with the mission of 
serving a par tic u lar population (el derly  people, Asian Americans, or disabled 
 people, for instance) as opposed to only the most general population.17

The dilemma of equity versus responsiveness played out in the way HSLA 
staff chose applicants for their apartments. Nonprofit staff at HSLA followed 
the criterion of equity by devising application and publicity guidelines that 
would not unfairly benefit one ethnic group or one kind of Angeleno over 
another if all in question need housing. They worked with an active eye  toward 
fair housing legislation, which since 1968, has forbidden racial, ethnic, and 
other kinds of discrimination in the housing market.18 HSLA practiced re-
sponsiveness in part by maintaining a community liaison who kept abreast of 
local civic organ izations, including occasional social movement activity, that 
might affect life in the par tic u lar neighborhoods with HSLA developments. 
Nonprofit professionals want to be responsive, but usually they cannot make 
cultural or individual particularity a basis for privileging some recipients of 
ser vice and disadvantaging  others; that would be inequitable. Balancing equity 
and responsiveness is tricky.

Dilemma: Disembeddedness versus Responsiveness

Relying on short- term contracts introduces a second dilemma that affects 
nonprofit developers  whether their contracts are paid by governmental bod-
ies or philanthropic foundations. Policy makers in Sacramento or Los Ange-
les, and executives in foundation boardrooms, continually filled or drained 
their pools of grant money in line with changing priorities. From a nonprofit 
staff ’s point of view, making a living and keeping an enterprise  going by win-
ning grants  under  these conditions means working  under constant uncer-
tainty. Sustaining oneself and the organ ization requires being willing to re-
main disembedded from any par tic u lar constituency. One cannot be too 
attached to any par tic u lar group, social category, or need, for who can know 
what next year’s call for proposals  will be? A call for proposals might prompt 
proposals to  house homeless vets, families, or low- income se niors. A non-
profit that writes grant proposals to  house only a  limited range of constituen-
cies reduces its chances of staying afloat financially. On the other hand, ap-
plying for a  great variety of grants, addressing many diff er ent constituencies, 
would require being able to show convincingly on paper that the organ ization 
can be responsive to each of many diff er ent cultural or demographic catego-
ries of need: housing for low- income el derly, families with small  children, and 
homeless vets.
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A distinct batch of conundrums ensues. I  will call the batch, collectively, 
the dilemma of disembeddedness versus responsiveness.19 Participation 
in a system of  limited, unpredictable short- term funding makes nonprofit 
professionals like  those at HSLA into sellers in the marketplace, competi-
tors whose survival depends on avoiding an exclusive affinity for any par-
tic u lar ser vice clientele. We see how each dilemma plays out by following 
HSLA staff as they select tenants and develop plans for a new housing 
development.

Following Hybrid Civic Action at HSLA
The Lottery and the Dilemma of Equity and Responsiveness

On my first day at the office, Nora had scheduled a phone consult with a friend 
in the real estate business. She wanted advice on how to choose among ap-
plicants for one of the apartments in HSLA’s new Hollywood Apartments 
development, a three- story stucco building with small, sunny porches and a 
facade with square- shaped splashes of earth- toned colors, ready for occupancy 
in just a  couple months. She invited me to listen in and ask questions. A lot of 
applicants  were  going to be disappointed, or worse.  There  were 1,267 applica-
tions for 32 apartments. Nora told me that choosing applicants on a first- come, 
first- served basis would not work. “ There are community groups that  will get 
every one they know and all stand in line together—if they  really know the 
system they can work it, so that they all get housing, and none left for anyone 
 else.  There goes your ‘fair housing.’ ”

The realtor suggested holding a lottery with a small cast of carefully selected 
attendees in a carefully selected location. He explained that each application 
would get a number, and we would put each number into a bingo machine. 
We asked who should attend the lottery drawing.

Realtor: “ There  will be an own er’s [from HSLA] representative. Is  there 
city money in this?”

Nora: “Yep.”

Realtor: “You want to have a council person’s representative, and someone 
from the city.”

He added that HSLA also should hold “community meetings” to “educate” 
prospective applicants about how to apply, how affordable housing works, and 
what kind of income qualifies applicants for the affordable rents.

Paul: “Where does this [lottery] actually happen? What is the audience— 
what is the social scene like?”
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Realtor: “Very good question. I  don’t recommend an audience. It is good 
to do in the [Los Angeles city] council man’s office.”

Paul: “Does anyone make a stink and go complain?”

The realtor answered that if we have held community meetings, then  people 
 will understand the pro cess and  there would not be much complaint.

Realtor: “Have management [HSLA’s chosen management com pany] take 
the lead  because they are not as close to the community as HSLA.”

Figuring out the action in HJ and ISLA scenes could be challenging on 
occasion, yet hybrid civic action frequently was a far higher magnitude of chal-
lenge. As I debriefed with Nora and HSLA’s community liaison Nathan, I 
slowly came to understand it: the se lection pro cess was sort of like a TV game 
show, but with a high- minded purpose and for a private audience. It was a 
creative attempt to balance equity and responsiveness. Nora told us all to dress 
up for our morning of spinning the basket; this was a lottery with serious, even 
life- changing consequences.

On the responsiveness side, Nora told me that HSLA indeed had held com-
munity meetings, including with Spanish translators, about its new development 
to help potential applicants understand the pro cess. Relatively speaking, HSLA 
was “close to the community,” as Nora’s real estate friend put it. The meetings 
 were run by Angelenos United, a community organ izing co ali tion that got low- 
income Latinx churchgoers in South Los Angeles fired up about supporting HJ’s 
three- point plan for an affordable housing mandate before the big fracture in the 
HJ co ali tion. HSLA rented an office near the new apartment development to 
receive applications so that it would be easy for local residents to apply. In  these 
and other ways, HSLA staff built responsiveness into the se lection pro cess.

Choosing a lottery system to begin with was also a way to safeguard equity, 
with a commitment to fair housing law, as Nora implied. A first- come, first- 
served pro cess would have allowed ethnic- based community groups to fill that 
line with their own well- networked members. A HSLA staffer told me that 
according to the local housing authority, favoring applicants located in a build-
ing’s neighborhood would not by itself constitute discrimination  because geo-
graphic residence is not a protected category. The Hollywood Apartments, 
however,  were located in a heavi ly Armenian immigrant part of town. If ap-
plication procedures seemed to elicit a preponderance of Armenian appli-
cants, they could look unfair and invite the charge of discrimination along with 
time- consuming  legal  battles,  whether or not the charge was justified. Nora 
had reason to be concerned. Community meetings in other neighborhoods 
 were not only a device to ensure responsiveness but also a means of broadening 
the potential pool of applicants in the interest of fairness. The management 
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office taking the applications was not just in the neighborhood but down the 
hall from that district’s city council man’s field office too. That was by design. 
As the financial officer put it, association with the city council office lent “le-
gitimacy” to the se lection pro cess, diminishing the chance that an applicant 
would complain that it favored some kinds of applicants over  others.

In all, HSLA staff tried to make the se lection pro cess equitable, and also 
enhance the perception that it was equitable and above reproach by applicants, 
a vast majority of whom would not get an apartment. The financial officer told 
me that the lottery would be videotaped, and that two applicants already put 
in requests for a copy; one wanted it posted on YouTube. Filling the Holly-
wood Apartments with tenants required a complicated dance of commit-
ments, perceptions, and orga nizational self- protection.

The business end of the Hollywood Apartments introduced yet more com-
plexity. Incomes and assets reported on applications needed to fall below a 
ceiling since the premise of affordable housing is to offer opportunities that 
compensate to some degree for low- income tenants’ inferior position in the 
housing market— a  matter of equity. As Nora explained it  after the phone call 
to her friend, HSLA “needs to have affordable units, but we also need the cash 
flow to make the deal pos si ble.” That is where the financial officer’s job came 
in; he was the one who would figure out how many apartments to offer at what 
rent levels. A range of rents would qualify as “affordable” to tenants earning 
between 20 and 60  percent of the average monthly income in the region.

Balancing equity and responsiveness thoughtfully made financial officer 
Ricky’s job into a  matter of playing “good cop” and “bad cop” at the same time.

Ricky: “Even if an apartment is, say, a hundred dollars a month, they need 
to make enough income to cover that rent.  There’s still rent. . . .  If you want 
 people to pay no more than 50  percent of their income in rent, if it’s a hun-
dred dollars a month, they need to make so much a year  because  after rent 
they have to buy groceries, for instance.”

Paul: “Yeah, the federal limit is 30  percent of your income.”

Ricky: “I’m OK with 50  percent.  Because some  people are paying 80  percent 
(now), so 50  percent is a relief.”

Sometimes  there are surprises. Ricky said that he went to inspect an apartment 
once and saw a Mercedes parked in the driveway.

Ricky: “I want it to be fair, by ethnicity and gender—if  they’re good ten-
ants,  great. . . .  That’s why I want to do home visits. See if  they’re pack 
rats. . . .  It’s only thirty- two units. I  don’t want to give housing to  people 
who  don’t need it.”
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Nora, Nathan, and Ricky all displayed at one point or another their desire 
to go beyond the call of duty to help out their tenants. Nora told me that she 
saw a haggard mom with (she presumed) an autistic kid having a meltdown, 
standing in line with their application for an apartment; she wanted so badly 
to just give her one of the thirty- two units in Hollywood Apartments. Ricky 
wanted to be responsive to prospective tenants hurting from paying an unsus-
tainably high proportion of their earnings to current landlords. He told me 
that when a construction contractor asked him why he wanted granite coun-
tertops installed in the kitchens of a newly refurbished building (on that part 
of that day, Ricky was acting as liaison to the contractor), he had replied flatly, 
“Why  shouldn’t homeless  people have nice countertops like every one  else?” He 
also wanted to be fair and safeguard the princi ple that affordable housing should 
go to tenants  limited in what they can afford. Inspecting apartments— a role 
classically played by invasive landlords or cold, bureaucratic social workers— 
was part of Ricky’s solution to the dilemma of equity and responsiveness.

All in an Hour’s Work: Hybrid Civic Action Unfolds in  
Quilts of Scenes

Work at HSLA was a complicated dance, balancing governmentally guaran-
teed rights and the community- minded concern that often goes with notions 
of civic. How did they do it? As the quilt meta phor suggests, action over even 
brief periods at HSLA unfolded in a patchwork of diff er ent scenes, some civic, 
some noncivic, and some both. The scene could change quickly, lurching from 
one patch to another. Sometimes it was like we  were in a volunteer group 
meeting, then suddenly a government agency, and then twenty minutes 
 later, a small business. Each of  those scenes ran on diff er ent expectations 
about who we are in relation to the wider world, and how we depend on each 
other— diff er ent styles of interaction.

Participants in quilts of action know implicitly that they  will need to shift 
frequently between a small batch of styles. Eliasoph’s (2011) youth empower-
ment proj ects are a  great example. African American high school– age partici-
pants in a youth club knew implicitly that in the course of one after noon meet-
ing, they would need to act like civic volunteer do- gooders visiting bedridden 
hospital patients, then switch suddenly to acting like well- behaved clients (not 
civic actors) of social workers, and then for short moments their scholarly or 
civic achievements  were victories for their  whole “community”— and they 
 were then members of a community of identity. At HSLA, action bunched up 
into several diff er ent scenes each with a diff er ent style or hybrid of styles. That 
is how work unfolded all day.  Here is just one hour’s worth.
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When I checked in for a short after noon stint at the HSLA office, on a June 
day in 2008, HSLA director Nora asked what I had seen the previous day at 
HSLA’s property management office. I was watching/helping staff vet applica-
tions for the Hollywood Apartments. I had seen a lot of applicants checking 
what rank their application had received from the lottery. I added that it 
seemed like many of the applicants did not understand the lottery. Indignant, 
Nora told me that HSLA had received a fair housing complaint. “ There are 
always complaints, no  matter what system we use,” she said. This time, a com-
plainant had called a local fair housing agency to say that a staff person in the 
property management office told her she would not get an apartment “ because 
she’s an African American.” Nora pointed out that the third- ranked application 
on the long list of entries was “something like ‘Keisha.’ ”

Paul: “It was a rainbow of  people coming in. A lot of Armenians, but a lot 
of  others too.”

Nora: “Well that’s the neighborhood . . .  and that group [Armenians] is 
well or ga nized.”

But as for discrimination against an African American, Nora disagreed.

Nora: “I mean, c’mon! The guy  doing the interviews is African American . . .  
and the third name on the list sounds . . .” (She threw both her arms up in 
the air; I inferred that Nora was quite sure the third- ranked applicant was 
an African American.)

Though miffed, Nora took the complaint seriously. She abided by HSLA’s 
obligation as a housing provider to follow regulations that prohibit racial dis-
crimination. Nora gave me the job of finding the fair housing office’s number 
and phoning up to “do a  little PR” with the complainant’s case man ag er. I 
would say I was calling “to make sure that you have what you needed” to make 
a determination about the complaint and find out if the complainant’s case 
was still open. Nora said nothing to imply that she thought that antidiscrimi-
nation law itself was unfair.  Here was a scene in which action was scripted 
largely by governmental regulations, not self- organizing, grassroots prob lem 
solving. This was in effect a “test” of HSLA’s operating procedures, parallel to 
the tests of style we saw emerge in the ISLA and HJ scenes. Nora responded 
with one of the styles of action familiar to HSLA staff: they knew how to act 
like careful subjects of governmental regulation.

Now Nora realized she had run out of  things for me to do. Nora asked staffers 
if they could find some proj ect for me. At that point the scene shifted abruptly. 
I was not a subject of governmental regulation anymore. I had jumped into a new 
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patch or scene of action, and soon I needed help simply to understand “what’s 
 going on  here,” as Goffman ([1974] 1986) put it.

Queenie volunteered that I could take over her new proj ect. She was lining 
up a HSLA tenant to give a testimonial. HSLA staff wanted a cameo story 
about a tenant’s life experiences to pre sent at the groundbreaking ceremony 
for a newly planned affordable housing complex a mile and a half away. So I 
could interview the tenant, find out where he came from originally and what 
he did for a living, and write it all up as an engaging story for the ceremony.

As with so much of the work at HSLA, I just did not get it. The task was to 
write up the personal story of a tenant of one apartment complex so as to grace 
a groundbreaking ceremony for a dif er ent apartment complex? Who would 
hear this story? Why would this mystery audience care about a random ten-
ant’s personal tale? Queenie explained that the testimonial could “put a face 
on” affordable housing and supportive ser vices, adding that buildings like the 
one  under construction served to “fix situations.”

Paul: “Personal situations?”

Queenie, seeming at a loss for words: “Well— doing good.”

Trying valiantly to clue me in, she said the point of the testimonial was to 
feature “someone who was helped” by living in a HSLA building. The testimo-
nial should convey the message “to support affordable housing and support 
programs like ours.” The building was financed in conjunction with Southland 
Foundation Land Trust, and Queenie said it was impor tant “to talk up” the 
foundation, since its money helped make the new apartment complex 
pos si ble.

Fi nally, I put it together: Queenie was saying that when HSLA placed 
 people in an affordable development, it was helping them, “ doing good” in 
general, the way volunteers in the United States typically talk about helping 
the needy. HSLA was like a collective volunteer; it never occurred to me that 
staff at a housing developer with millions of dollars in contracts would act 
volunteer style. But that was not all; this volunteer map of who we are worked 
alongside a diff er ent one orienting the same scene. On that other map, HSLA 
was like an employee relating to a boss who has the power to control the em-
ployee’s livelihood; this was not the world of civic action anymore. Associating 
Southland Foundation with  doing good, personified by the happy HSLA ten-
ant who lives better by paying low rent, would in some small way massage the 
foundation’s reputation by association with a heartwarming scenario, all the 
while positioning HSLA as an effective contractee worth the money. Happy 
tenant, programs like ours that do good, funder with the power to choose 
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proj ects, and ceremonial setting— this chain of meanings went together unre-
markably for Queenie, but took real effort for me to assem ble.

Volunteer- style civic action and a noncivic concern for a marketable reputa-
tion in the world of foundations guided the scene I was entering. Queenie 
offered just the same analy sis yet in far simpler terms: “Working on spread-
sheets and forms [to stay financially  viable] is the job— but you should want 
to know how your work has benefited the community.” In roughly an hour, I 
had gone from pliant subject of state mandates to collective civic volunteer- 
cum- grant- seeker in a tight market for funding, all in the same sixth- floor of-
fice space.

Revisioning the MacArthur Park Apartments: The Dilemma of 
Disembeddedness and Responsiveness

The Los Angeles Housing Department had smiled on HSLA’s proposal to 
empty out, gut, and renovate a hundred- year- old apartment building as afford-
able housing for extremely low- income se niors. Then state- level evaluators 
turned it down. The pseudonym for this development honors the city park 
that sits nearby, in a largely Central American immigrant neighborhood a few 
miles west of downtown. HSLA staff learned of another call for proposals and 
 were now rushing to complete one with a new vision for the old building. The 
new proposal was not for housing extremely low- income se niors. Staying dis-
embedded, pivoting quickly to new populations when necessary, was part of 
hybrid civic action. The new call for proposals solicited ideas to build housing 
for “homeless se niors”— a diff er ent, if overlapping, social category.  These pro-
posals would need to plan not only housing but also the counseling and  human 
support ser vices that this targeted population likely would need. Nora de cided 
the new call for proposals was worth a try and secured approval from HSLA’s 
board of directors, “all in a  matter of a few days,” she told me.

Having newly  adopted a constituency, staff ’s job was now to show that they 
could be responsive to that constituency’s par tic u lar needs. HSLA had never 
submitted a proposal to build for homeless se niors or a population needing 
supportive ser vices. What did its staff know about homeless se niors? Nora and 
Nathan, who worked on the early proposal drafts,  were learning a lot, fast. 
Reading over the early drafts of the new proposal, I puzzled over how  these 
housing professionals happened to know that  there was a low- cost, psycho-
logical ser vices provider and se nior day center within a half mile of the apart-
ments. I thought housing developers  were in a diff er ent line of work.

Paul: “ There just happen to be  these ser vice providers in this area . . .  and 
you knew about them already?”
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Nora: “It was a referral. St. Francis [a Catholic- sponsored, low- cost health 
clinic] told us about them.”

Paul: “You must have done a lot of quick reading of websites.”

Nora: “It was a lot of phone calls and reading websites quickly.”

Paul: “You have to be poised for quick changes.”

Nora: “Bureaucracy  wouldn’t work  here.”

A quick switch of proj ects and fast- approaching deadline made it only more 
challenging to learn enough about a population that homeless advocates and 
social ser vice workers would have spent years trying to understand.20 That is 
the dilemma, disembeddedness and responsiveness, but to Nora it was an in-
ter est ing new learning experience: “It’s very exciting. When you listen to what 
Sara Teitelbaum says, you find out that homeless se niors is a big population.” 
Someone at a state agency had told Nora that this population was a big priority 
for funding right now.

Positioned amid the work of meeting governmental guidelines and sustain-
ing a cash flow, the civic part of the hybrid action  here sounded, again, like 
ordinary volunteering. Classically, community ser vice volunteers understand 
themselves on a map full of needy populations: each groupings’ needs may be 
unique, but all are worth being met. Volunteers in clubs like Rotary Interna-
tional or ga nize fundraisers for a succession of unrelated needy groups or invite 
monthly, luncheon speakers to talk on a variety of unrelated, charitable  causes. 
The point is to be of ser vice to a locale, to be charitable, good  people in general, 
no  matter what the issue.21 Nora related to homeless se niors as one, impor tant 
needy social category among other impor tant needy categories out  there. One 
could learn about and become interested in them, the way community ser vice 
volunteers do, not as a community of identity to whom one attaches deeply 
and protects. Unprompted, Nora told me at work one day that she used to be 
an investment banker. “It went from ‘how can I take all your money and invest 
it?’ to ‘how can I help you?’ ”

Nonprofit housing development  faces special dilemmas, but nonprofit pro-
fessionals in some ways sound like volunteers. Are they just  doing volunteer- 
style helping amped up with a lot more technical skills, money, and multitask-
ing? What exactly makes them diff er ent? Overidealized notions of civic action 
and oversimplified thinking about social sectors have made this surprisingly 
difficult to address. The lack of clarity about what civic and hybrid civic are 
sounds like an issue for academic specialists, but it has perilous, practical con-
sequences. The fuzziness invites unrealistically high expectations for nonprofit 
approaches to social prob lems.
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High Hopes for the Nonprofit Approach to  
Prob lem Solving

Virtuous Locals versus Their Governments?

Some theorists and commentators assume the nonprofit approach to prob lem 
solving benefits society  because nonprofits, at least if they are local organ-
izations, run on locally cultivated virtues and skills. The scholarly version of 
this civic localism often pulls imagery selectively from Tocqueville’s Democ-
racy in Amer i ca to make the point.22 Communitarian social thinkers such as 
Peter Berger and Richard Neuhaus (1977) have recirculated that imagery, writ-
ing that local communities cultivate moral sensibilities and virtues that  don’t 
find fertile grounds in other spheres of modern society. Eminent sociologist 
Amitai Etzioni (1996) celebrated local communities for safeguarding “the moral 
voice” that motivates  people to take responsibility and solve some social prob-
lems themselves. Many  people have heard or perhaps  adopted some version of 
the idea that longtime inhabitants of a local community grow into being good 
citizens who know what their community needs, rightfully suspicious of outsid-
ers who presume to know better. To find civic virtue, go to a New  England town 
hall meeting or church- run homeless shelter, goes the thinking.

 These sensibilities closely complement the argument that  these theorists and 
a much larger collection of policy makers make that nongovernmental ap-
proaches to social prob lems are better than the ones legislators devise. On this 
view, nonprofit organ izations must be more efficient than government agencies, 
more connected to the  people’s  will, or both.23 Etzioni contended, for example, 
that a “community devolution” could be a good  thing when it comes to prob lems 
that local  people would address more sensibly than governmental officials.24 The 
idea is that moral and civic virtue develop locally, not through nationally di-
rected, governmental effort. The thinking depends on a  simple, sectoral notion 
of society that we should treat skeptically. Civic localism and skepticism of larger 
governments both assume that what ever is not the federal government must be 
more locally rooted and locally sustainable, and therefore better. The contrast 
between inefficient, clueless centralized government and local, virtuous nongov-
ernmental effort animates a potent cultural story, and sometimes wins elections, 
but in the case of nonprofits, it obscures at least as much as it illuminates.

Nonprofit Housing Developers to the Rescue?

Two de cades before the federal government  stopped planning housing proj-
ects, the distinction between bumbling, top- down planning and virtuous, 
local initiative already resonated in debates over housing. A historian of public 
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housing has written that “top- down, state- centered planning” was discredited 
by the late 1960s, largely  because of public housing proj ects.25 Policy makers, 
planners, and some social scientists called for an end to massive housing proj-
ects and leveling of entire neighborhoods, which they saw as the sour fruit of 
centralized planning. Their idea was to integrate low- income  people into 
neighborhood life rather than sequestering them in bleak, high- rise towers 
that only reminded residents they  were “wards of the state.”26 Neighborhood 
preservation and rehabilitation became the guiding priorities of federal hous-
ing policy.  These complemented the community empowerment motif en-
shrined in mid-1960s’ poverty legislation, which called for low- income  people 
to or ga nize themselves in local community action proj ects and determine 
their own destinies— a goal that theorists Berger and Neuhaus lauded too.27

The critique of centrally planned housing proj ects spread beyond planning 
specialists and federal policy makers. As early as 1966, a New York Times cor-
respondent described public housing proj ects in Brooklyn as “monsters de-
vouring their residents, polluting the areas about them, spewing out a social 
excrescence which infects the  whole of our society.”28 In the succeeding de-
cades, politicians would score points perhaps less poetically for identifying 
government- built housing with crime and indolence. City dwellers would 
disparage the housing proj ects as crime ridden, disorderly, and ugly to boot.29

Enter the local, nonprofit housing developer. During my time with the HJ 
co ali tion and nonprofit HSLA, proponents of affordable housing did point 
out that their developments fit in with their surrounding neighborhoods. No 
more high- rise monuments to monitorial modernism brought to you by the 
government. Two-  and three- story stucco apartments with gabled, tiled roofs 
graced the roster of award- winning buildings at WHA’s annual conference. The 
proposal for the HSLA housing development that I assisted with as a volunteer 
grant writer included plans for liaison with an inclusive social ser vice provider 
and employment opportunities all just several blocks away. It seemed like the 
point was very much to integrate residents into the neighborhood and even 
empower them. An on- site resident’s council would give residents a voice in 
 running the building.

How does the optimistic take on nonprofit prob lem solving play out with 
HSLA? Did HSLA’s work in fact grow out of locally bred values and traditions? 
With the criticisms of governmental planning in mind, we can ask even larger 
questions. How did HSLA’s housing development practices depart from long- 
criticized, top- down planning methods? How did HSLA staff actually empower 
or speak on behalf of the socially marginalized tenants of its buildings?

To the first question, observations above suggest a skeptical response. 
 There was nothing distinctively local about HSLA staff ’s volunteer- helper ori-
entation. The scenarios above suggest that Nora, Nathan, Ricky, and Queenie 
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all felt a sincere interest in  doing good. It would be hard, though, to find locally 
cultivated moral understandings and traditions  behind their work. In no way 
should it dishonor Queenie’s or Nora’s self- stated, helping orientation to ob-
serve that it is a generic, modular, transposable ethic, not one deeply rooted 
in a locale or  people. An Armenian immigrant in one of HSLA’s buildings had 
a colorful life story that could lend  human interest, by association, to a new 
HSLA proj ect elsewhere and also be transposed to “programs like ours,” as 
Queenie phrased it. Nora learned from research conducted at another non-
profit organ ization that homeless se niors could be a worthwhile and gratifying 
focus for a housing developer’s help. In both cases, social beneficence is an 
abstract quality, not a local tradition. It exists in general, and then attaches, tem-
porarily, to par tic u lar categories of  people or proj ects. With no criticism of the 
ethical impulse intended, I point out that this is distinct from the communitar-
ian theorists’ vision of morality that is organic to a locally par tic u lar  people.

To the second question, about an alternative to top- down planning and 
administering, the best way to find out is to look closely at how HSLA staff 
made claims and created relationships— with funders, local citizen groups, 
residents, and tenants. It turns out that entrusting a lot of the administrative 
work of affordable housing to nonprofit organ izations displaces some of the 
top- down planning associated with government but does not make it dis-
appear. Nonprofit housing development does not  really bring home building 
“closer to the local community,” as one might suppose a civic effort would. In 
the case of HSLA, it makes more sense to say that nonprofit housing develop-
ment ended up making the local nonprofit developer more governmental and 
sometimes more commercial. Depending on one’s vision of a good society, 
that is not necessarily a bad  thing, but it is quite diff er ent from the idea that 
nonprofits are fundamentally diff er ent from state agencies or businesses. It 
blasts the popu lar distinction between distant, unworthy government and 
local, grassroots, nonprofit efforts.

Hybrid Claims Making and Relationship Building
Making Claims to Governmental or Market Specifications

HSLA staff participated  little in public rallies or activists’ meetings, and did not 
engage in city hall deliberations during my time with them. To find claims mak-
ing at HSLA, the best place to look is the long grant applications that staff wrote 
to fund housing proj ects. On the one hand, staff made claims, just as HJ or ISLA 
participants did. ISLA advocates made claims about local housing conditions, 
and so did HSLA’s grant applications. ISLA’s general and strategy meetings, in-
formation sheets, and testimonies included talk about “displacement,” and so 
did HSLA’s grant applications. HJ advocates wrote and spoke of its beneficiaries 
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in terms of social categories— retirees or low- wage workers, for example. HSLA’s 
applications did too— extremely low- income  people or se niors, for instance. 
Reference to expert knowledge graced the communication of all three.

Still, impor tant differences between HJ’s or ISLA’s claims and  those from 
HSLA reflect differences between civic and hybrid action. Civic action is col-
lectively self- coordinating action;  people work together to or ga nize them-
selves. But the claims that HSLA staff made in their grant applications  were 
part of a much less self- coordinating pro cess. Claims in applications followed 
a format determined by the city housing department, not HSLA. Applications 
responded to calls for proposals to fund housing for par tic u lar categories of 
 people determined by the city agency, not the nonprofit. The application form 
asked questions about, for example, “the population the proj ect intends to 
serve and how the decision was made to serve this population,” “the physical 
and socio- economic characteristics of the surrounding community,” and the 
proj ect’s “public benefit” and “impact on the neighborhood.” City agency staff 
would score applications in a competitive pro cess to produce a winner; diff er-
ent parts of the application  were worth diff er ent amounts of points. HSLA did 
hybrid civic claims making.

Of course, nonprofit staff  were  free to apply or not for funding. In that way, 
they had the leeway of civic action. They may have de cided that they  really did 
feel committed to the category of  people they applied for money to build for— 
the way volunteers come to care about the  people they serve over a period of 
time. Nora was edified to learn that housing for homeless se niors was a fast- 
growing need. We should not think of hybrid civic claims making as simply 
uncharitable under neath it all or not in the public interest. It is more helpful 
to understand it as melding civic- sounding motives to a funding pro cess that 
imposes governmental standards and practices on nonprofit organ izations.

cut and paste : reports,  not arguments

 These differences between civic and hybrid ways of making claims only  really 
hit me as I did an unexpected kind of wordsmithing for HSLA grant applica-
tions. The pro cess itself could be exhausting, as represented in  these field notes 
from the first day of work on a grant application to the Los Angeles Housing 
Department.

I actually did work on them for three hours straight. Got bugeyed. . . .  I over-
heard one side of maybe five phone conversations but did not keep track of 
any. I was engrossed in the application, trying to synthesize and parse from 
the  earlier application they wrote to the Community Redevelopment Agency 
in 2007. It was a tremendous amount of repositioning, selective deleting, re-
categorizing, and some writing from scratch, though not so much of that.
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Drafting narratives for grant applications to build the MacArthur Park 
apartments engaged me in the same engrossing pro cess. It was not exactly 
“writing” but instead more like micromanaging sentences and paragraphs. My 
field notes tried to summarize my experience of it:

You get into managing text, and trying to figure out how to cut and paste 
and suture and compose in relation to other blocks of text, with a title/
subtitle format that  will create order out of mess, and it is hard to break 
away from the  whole combined puzzle. . . .  You cut and paste the part about 
MacArthur Park neighborhood poverty from some other application, and 
the part about  people being displaced. . . .  It is social movement talk turned 
into text management.

Grant applications called for claims that report or give overviews, more than 
they try to convince the way civic actors traditionally would. Applications called 
for standardized information, more than in forums where two or more sides use 
facts to argue a viewpoint. The information that grant applications called for is 
more amenable to cutting and pasting  because standardized facts about a neigh-
borhood (social composition, amenities, and the number of transit stops) are 
supposed to be the same for any reader, prob ably over many months’ time. Civic 
actors, in contrast, might want diff er ent facts depending on the audience, prox-
imity of a campaign to po liti cal events on the calendar, or other contingencies.

The difference between this hybrid claims making and more thoroughly 
civic, citizen- driven claims making is like the difference between taking an 
open- book essay exam and participating in a public debate. The exam gets 
graded, by predetermined criteria at one point. HSLA staff wrote with an eye 
for criteria— the eight questions—in hopes of  doing well on the “exam” and 
winning the money. When HJ or ISLA co ali tion advocates launched claims 
about displacement, gentrification, or the benefits of affordable housing, in 
contrast,  those claims entered an ongoing debate. In the pro cess, housing ad-
vocates might change what they say— within the par ameters of a discursive 
field and style— and revise claims depending on what opponents or bystander 
publics say. It is not a one- shot exam. Civic claims making is a more open- 
ended pro cess than hybrid claims making.30

representing the locals?

A more subtle but impor tant difference between civic and noncivic action also 
 matters  here. By definition, civic actors make claims about conditions that they 
consider prob lems and want to convince  others to take as prob lems too. The 
claim represents a constituency of  people who care already, and proj ects that 
to an audience that should care.
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ISLA and HJ advocates purported to speak on behalf of distinct 
constituencies— the community that demands justice for Latinx neighbor-
hoods in South Los Angeles or community of Angelenos who share an inter-
est in affordable housing mandates. HJ staff crafted and recrafted talking 
points for use at city hall, in letters from African American leaders or Latinx 
businesspeople, or for interviews with the press; my rec ords include mul-
tiple drafts to prove the point. That sounds sort of like the text- management 
work that I dubbed “cut and paste.” But they drafted and redrafted claims in 
relation to specific grassroots constituencies that they wanted the claims to 
represent. Sometimes, especially at the start of the campaign, they experi-
mented with new claims, trying to hit the right note. A year before HJ’s 
kickoff rally, for example, HJ staffers tried out campaign slogans at a “messag-
ing brainstorm”:

You think  we’re good enough to clean your floor but not good enough to 
live next door.

 We’re good enough to clean your floor AND good enough to live next 
door!

It’s not just about buildings; it’s about people/neighbors.

Development is pushing  people away from their jobs.

This  isn’t about statistics; it’s about our lives.

The only permanent housing is jail.

Twelve million dollars for dog parks, zero for us. 31

 Whether cheeky or earnest, the claims that HJ advocates projected  were com-
ing from a “we” that the claims represent.

But who exactly was represented by HSLA’s claims? Assertions in nonprofit 
HSLA’s grant applications did not come from or represent local  people to 
some larger public.  There was no smaller “we” trying to convince the public 
or its leaders regarding the solution to a prob lem. Rather, claims in grant ap-
plications offered an overview of conditions ostensibly true for all observers, 
for any combination of “us.” This is, classically, how governmental administra-
tors communicate. They speak as outside man ag ers rather than participants in 
a fray in which citizens are arguing, compromising, and figuring  things out.

This may sound like a condemnation of HSLA’s communication or perhaps 
the entire grant application pro cess. But I intend it only as a description that 
alerts us to some differences between civic and state- driven forms of commu-
nication. The point is not to nominate “good” and “bad” actors  here. Neither is 
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the point that HSLA claims relied only on facts, while HJ and ISLA claims 
eschewed facts. Recall that ISLA, for instance, mobilized facts about health care 
disparities in Los Angeles County, and HJ referred frequently to the facts re-
garding housing built and housing needed in diff er ent income categories.  These 
facts became part of claims about conditions “we” see as prob lems that “you” 
should see as prob lems too. All three parties’ assertions referred to factual in-
formation. The point is that they related diferently to the facts.

Talk of “displacement” is a good illustration.  Until I started watching and 
working alongside HSLA housing developers, I had assumed that the word 
“displacement” was intrinsically a criticism, not a description. I thought it 
was a term for criticizing gentrification from an activist sensibility. I figured 
that was why it was a victory for ISLA when college officials changed stances 
and agreed that displacement was happening. That is why I was surprised 
that an application to a city agency for affordable housing funds could use 
the term prominently.  Wouldn’t a city agency prefer a neutral, nonpolitical- 
sounding application? Yet on HSLA’s first application to fund the MacAr-
thur apartments, Nora amended my draft’s answer to the question of why 
HSLA chose its target population (se niors) with the phrase “the need to 
minimize permanent displacement.” The existing template I was redrafting 
already noted that se niors have a difficult time finding affordable apartments. 
Nora also appended a sentence further down the page that se niors  were af-
fected by an increase in “profitable conversion to condos and lofts.” This 
sounded exactly like what HJ said in activist settings about no more conver-
sions or what LAPO said about “no more displacement.” I  wasn’t  really ex-
pecting this and asked about it.

Paul: “I  wasn’t sure if it might sound too controversial or po liti cal to bring 
up about conversions.”

Nora: “No”— nodding.

Paul: “This sounds exactly like what Housing Justice says.”

Nora: “Yes, they [the city housing agency] want to stop conversions that 
displace  people.”

Nora did not say “we are against displacement,” the way ISLA advocates 
routinely did. She said the state agency had a priority. The “need to minimize 
permanent displacement” was not a claim on behalf of displaced  people. It was 
a fact ratified by the municipal agency. HSLA was not trying to convince a 
larger public that displacement is a prob lem in need of solving, though staff 
individually made it clear that they thought that. It was trying to score well on 
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the agency’s “test” by offering a good rationale for the population it was pro-
posing to  house.

Though they did not clearly represent a par tic u lar constituency, claims in 
HSLA grant applications did come implicitly from a point of view— one that 
surveys general features and summarizes them from above. It shows in HSLA’s 
application for a grant to fund construction of the “first version” of the MacAr-
thur Park apartments— the version that would have won money to  house low- 
income se niors.32 Parts evidently had been cut and pasted from at least two 
other HSLA grant applications. The cut- and- paste ethic made quick pivoting 
from one request for proposals to another more feasible, as the contracting 
regime demands. First came a description of “physical and socio- economic 
characteristics of the surrounding community”:

MacArthur Park was established in 1885. . . .  Neon signs, believed to be the 
first in the United States, adorn the rooftops. . . .  MacArthur Park is an 
urban oasis with a lake and paddle boats, a large, sand playing field. . . .  
MacArthur Park/Westlake is known as the most densely populated area 
“west of Manhattan” and is one of the most impoverished neighborhoods 
in Los Angeles.

Next is an excerpt from the section portraying public benefits of the 
proj ect:

The [MacArthur Park apartments] food bank is a public benefit that any 
member of the community may patronize. . . .  The proj ect  will redevelop 
a building which has long been an eyesore on the block. . . .  [A] high 
percentage of the resident population has been transient and very difficult 
to manage, evidenced by the high number of eviction proceedings initi-
ated by the management agent over the years as well as the high number 
of calls to LAPD.

Development of [the MacArthur Park apartments] complements efforts 
to eradicate area crime, some of which was generated by residents of the 
existing residential  hotel, and contribute the stability of a strong, se nior 
residential community.

The proj ect offers the opportunity to achieve a mutual goal shared by 
HSLA and LAHD: to find an appropriate solution to a property with a 
troubled past and uncertain  future.

And fi nally,  here is a short segment portraying the neighborhood impact of 
the new development:

The [MacArthur Park apartments]  will add to the re nais sance currently 
underway in the MacArthur Park neighborhood. First, an investment by 
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LAHD in this proj ect  will leverage City investments already made and 
committed to physical improvements, recreational programs, and crime 
fighting.

The text of the grant proposal is a dispassionate overview of demographics, 
social and economic conditions, and public facilities. Possibly excepting the 
mention of a food bank, the material about public benefits assumes a reader 
who views the neighborhood and housing proj ect as objects seen from above. 
Though  there is no explicit “we,”  there is an implicit viewpoint— that of  people 
who would be interested in reducing crime, improving architectural aesthetics, 
and/or finding a better and more financially sustainable use for a building. 
While lower- income  people care about crime and neighborhood aesthetics 
too, one still can ask who would be expressing concerns about the currently 
existing building’s residents who  were “hard to manage” and involved in crime. 
The proposal sounds like it speaks to  people who would see the neighborhood 
and apartment proj ect as  things to be dealt with, to be ameliorated— from out-
side. It speaks administratively. That is normal for state actors; it is not what 
we usually expect of civic actors.

The proposal speaks a bit in a commercial voice as well, depicting a historic 
neighborhood with vintage neon signs and paddleboating.  These passages 
reworked text from an older proposal, for a Community Redevelopment Agency 
(CRA) grant, written to address a question about the market appeal of the 
proposed development. Particularly pertinent, the proposal noted that the 
MacArthur Park apartments would complement ongoing investments by 
the CRA in aesthetic, streetscape improvements. In other words, the MacArthur 
Park apartments would complement other efforts to upgrade the neighbor-
hood and make it more commercially  viable.

Hybrid Relationship Building

HSLA needed to maintain a complicated set of relationships with tenants, 
funding partners, social ser vice providers, and local civic associations. HSLA 
staff might sustain a single relationship using several diff er ent styles— perhaps 
even si mul ta neously. Relations with tenants are a good example.

managing, administering, and helping  
tenants— All at the Same Time

Part of Ricky’s job was to make sure that a prospective tenant had enough 
monthly income to pay the rent. Prospective tenants for HSLA’s buildings 
needed vetting the way tenants for any ordinary apartment would. Administer-
ing the pro cess in line with state and federal regulations was more complicated 
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than that, though. Nora outsourced one entire HSLA scene to another loca-
tion, where employees of an apartment management com pany interviewed 
tenants and checked their documents with  those guidelines in mind. For a 
week I watched as Russian-  and Spanish- speaking applicants for the Holly-
wood Apartments managed with varying degrees of English- language profi-
ciency to navigate the fifteen- minute interview.

One  couple brought their own translator, who kept asking the management 
employee Janice to repeat herself.

Janice: “The next form is the child support questionnaire, even if he  doesn’t 
receive child support, he signs it.”

Translator: “Child support?”

Janice: “He  doesn’t receive child support? He needs to check no and sign.”

Janice: “The next form is the nonemployment affidavit.”

Translator: “Slow, I  don’t understand.”

Janice: “Next form is stating he has no more than $5,000 in the bank 
account.”

The translator  doesn’t understand. Janice repeats more slowly, several 
times.

It is easy to see why at least a few applicants would be mistrustful of the pro cess 
and inclined to threaten with lawsuits. The trou ble is that being more respon-
sive and having better- trained translators on hand for multiple languages 
would cost money that would have to come out of the grants that pay for the 
housing proj ect, leaving less money for something  else equally necessary.

Janice was the management com pany’s compliance specialist. HSLA de-
pended on her to make sure that tenant se lection complied with the rules. 
Janice explained on my first day in the com pany office that if the com pany 
selects a tenant who earns an income higher than what an apartment is slated 
for, then the  whole building may be called “out of compliance” with the law. 
Affordable housing built with tax money is supposed to go to  people in in-
come brackets that are too low to cover ordinary market- rate rents safely. 
The out- of- compliance designation would endanger the nonprofit’s access 
to state funds set aside for financing the building that  housed a tenant over 
the income limit.33

Paul: “So in a way  you’re  doing some of the government’s work.”

Janice: “It’s a program for low- income families, trying to build themselves 
up and get out of low- income housing.”
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In this scene HSLA was like a collective, outsourced social worker, earning 
money from government funds to administer tenants. When HSLA staff or 
employees of the management com pany talked of tenants “gaming the sys-
tem,” it made sense given the scene.  Here  were professionals who saw them-
selves as responsible for administering  things fairly— not part of the usual 
imagination of what civic actors do. Recall that Ricky wanted to do home in-
spections to make sure  there was not an expensive car parked in an HSLA 
apartment’s driveway. Janice talked occasionally in the same conversational 
register: “A lot of times, someone claims zero income, but  they’re getting social 
security on the side,” she observed. She told me how one time, applicants at-
tested to a low monthly income, submitting pay stubs that  were all suspi-
ciously written for exactly the same amount of wage; closer inspection re-
vealed the stubs  were written to diff er ent  people. The applicants turned out 
to be affluent, and had hoped to make a lot of money living in a cheap apart-
ment and renting out their own more expensive residences. And like social 
workers, HSLA staff had administrative leeway to determine for how long 
tenants deserved affordable housing. Would a tenant with an increase in 
income have to move out? Janice explained that it would be up to the own-
er’s (HSLA’s) “judgment that they feel they [the tenants]  don’t need low- 
income housing anymore. If they [HSLA]  don’t think they are losing tax 
credits, then they usually  won’t evict.”

Paul: “So it’s up to the owner to decide if they want to do “good” [by offer-
ing a low- rent apartment] for someone even poorer?”

Janice: “Yes.”

HSLA’s own financial stability would help determine if it should evict a more 
well- resourced current tenant in  favor of one who falls into a low- income 
bracket.

In short, administrative and managerial duties sometimes ran the scene, 
crowding out the volunteer helping impulse that HSLA staff like Queenie or 
Nora expressed with such sincerity. At HSLA, “helping” had its own full- time 
staff person.

the communit y liaison

As the community liaison, Nathan orchestrated a  great deal of HSLA’s helping. 
The tag suggests distance between HSLA and whomever might be the com-
munity. Civic efforts like ISLA or HJ co ali tions would not have a community 
liaison. Each already claimed to be the voice of a community of some kind— a 
“we”—no need for an intermediary. All the same, Nathan kept up an ambitious 
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docket of proj ects that often he himself conceived of as helping what he called 
the community. In that way, he was the primary civic actor of HSLA.

Nathan’s weekly to-do lists  were filled with meetings of local associations. 
Just as a US small business proprietor might join a local volunteer club in order 
to do good but also develop a good reputation that could facilitate more busi-
ness  later, Nathan kept a peripatetic meeting schedule that gave HSLA a civic 
presence and reputational goodwill.34 For a diff er ent part of this study, I saw 
him, for instance, at the monthly meetings of a MacArthur Park neighborhood 
improvement co ali tion that met at a tamale restaurant that operated as a non-
profit organ ization to train Latin American immigrants in food ser vice.35 The 
attentively self- curated local notable who ran the restaurant, a youth arts pro-
gram director, two local beat police officers, a parks district employee, a local 
elementary school principal, and assorted  others met monthly. Nathan up-
dated the group on HSLA’s plans for affordable apartment developments in the 
neighborhood. He cultivated relationships with neighborhood institutions like 
some of the ones represented in this co ali tion, along with  others much less com-
mercial, including several with an explic itly po liti cal mission. He told me, for in-
stance, about a new grant awarded to a HSLA- led team, which included a low- 
income public health clinic, a Central American immigrant and workers’ rights 
organ ization, and two  others, that is “for the community,” and would pay for a 
thousand units of broadband access, youth training program, local inventory of 
ser vices, low- cost computer purchasing program, and  free internet access.

Paul: “This is for  people in one of your buildings?”

Nathan: “This is for the community. . . .  It’s not our core business, but it’s 
something I wanted to do.”

Paul: “Nice to have the leeway to do that kind of work.”

Nathan sometimes could sound like an ISLA advocate. He looked skepti-
cally on  people who only spoke for the community rather than from it, but as 
we see soon, his activities as community liaison  were more in line with the 
volunteer spirit of Nora or Queenie, or social ser vice, than the oppositional 
community of identity that ISLA’s Ethan or Victor  were leading. At one of 
HSLA’s buildings, he designed a food giveaway program— for the community, 
not only the residents— that would save building staff the bother of storing 
food. I helped him give out bags with turkey and canned groceries before 
Thanksgiving one year to a line of  people that stretched around the block. The 
building hosted an after- school educational program too, run by its own staff, 
intended to introduce underprivileged teens to a broader world of  career pos-
sibilities than they might imagine other wise. To introduce urban planning 
professions, the program tapped Nathan and a university professor to lead a 
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neighborhood surveying walk. At first it seemed just like the neighborhood 
walks that ISLA leaders put on to teach local residents and students how to 
identify the traces of power and privilege  behind the features of the built en-
vironment. But Nathan’s walk was a striking contrast.

This was not so much about celebrating “our turf,” and pointing out indigni-
ties and injustices, as when ISLA led tours for students. For Nathan, it was 
more an opportunity to model professional success to the underprivileged. 
He introduced himself to the high school students thus: “I work for Housing 
Solutions for Los Angeles. We build low- income housing.” The survey walk 
proceeded without empowering euphemisms, and on the walk, Nathan 
pointed out now and then that “this is one of our buildings.” When one of the 
walkers said he did not know why they  were  doing this surveying walk, Nathan 
explained, “ There are a lot of  little local restaurants and their business is hurt-
ing. . . .  This is to figure out if it’s  because of parking or access to transporta-
tion.”  Whether or not Nathan thought privately that endangered business re-
lated to something more social- structural or disempowering, he did not bring 
it up that after noon. We stood on the sidewalk across the street from Pueblecito. 
Nathan and the restaurant proprietor, a wearily smiling older man, faced us.

Nathan said, “We own this building. . . .  It has the restaurant on the bottom, 
and it has low- income apartments for se nior citizens and families. You 
would never know it [from looking at the building]. . . .   There are a lot of 
possibilities in life. I grew up in a neighborhood like this one. . . .  I went to 
school to become a planner. . . .  Now I have the luxury of passing out  little 
cards with my name on them.”

Nathan introduced the proprietor and told us Pueblecito is a  great place to 
eat. He said, “ They’re providing food,  they’re providing culture—we  don’t 
want to lose them,” and concluded that “the message is: eat at Pueblecito.”

Had an ISLA advocate been leading the tour, the message would have been: 
proud members of this community resist displacement.

empowering tenants?

Fieldwork at HSLA began just a month  after the big kickoff rally for HJ co ali-
tion’s affordable housing campaign. HSLA was a prominent member of WHA, 
which sponsored HJ and paid staff salaries. Yet over the several months’ time 
during which I was a volunteer worker, I never heard anyone say that HSLA 
staff—or residents of HSLA buildings— should get involved in the campaign. 
The co ali tion’s proposed MIHO would have benefited HSLA by guaranteeing 
more opportunities to apply for grants. It also would have benefited residents 
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who potentially might identify as inadequately  housed  people who needed or 
deserved better chances. Nora mentioned to me once, offhandedly, that some-
one from HJ had called to see if she could attend a co ali tion event. She sup-
ported the cause but did not  really have time. I recalled, then, that while vol-
unteering in the HJ office, telephoning housing developers to turn them out 
for HJ’s kickoff rally, I had gotten a similar message from the HSLA staffer I 
called. Unlike staff in some other hybrid civic, nonprofit organ izations, HSLA 
workers did not pursue efforts explic itly aimed at “empowering” their clients 
to speak up for funding that could have benefited them at least indirectly.36

 Behind the scenes, Nathan got involved in the kind of local empowerment 
efforts that a community of identity pursues. In a few scenes outside the office, 
HSLA became a quiet ally. Nathan encountered other characters from my 
study, making for fascinating comparisons. He told me, for example, that “a 
bunch of nonprofits” including HSLA, a local low- cost clinic, two low- income 
tenant organ izations, and SHAPLA planned a “workshop day kind of like the 
one that Ethan from SED did, the first day I met you, except bigger— for a lot 
more  people.”37 The workshop, “for  people in the community in general,” 
would discuss “the role of the CRA” and highlight “what the community 
wants—no, needs.” Ideally,  these needs would inform the CRA’s plans to reno-
vate a decommissioned theater near the MacArthur Park apartments. Nathan 
said he did not know if the community would have real decision- making power,” 
but hoped the CRA would invite the co ali tion of groups speaking on the com-
munity’s behalf to judge proposals for renovating the theater building.

Terry, SHAPLA’s gadfly from HJ co ali tion meetings, had joined the newly 
emerging co ali tion, by invitation. Nathan chuckled, “She tried to take over the 
meeting, saying, ‘This is what I want.’ ” He said, “She wants to get us [HSLA] 
out” of the group, adding that “they [SHAPLA] come in as an invited mem-
ber,” not like “us” who are “the  people who created it.” Terry and SHAPLA 
“ aren’t involved as having constituents or a base.” I was still trying to figure out 
why she wanted HSLA out of the effort and tried out an interpretation.

Paul: “She’s not crazy about developers.”

Nathan: “She’s not crazy about any kind of developer, nonprofit or for 
profit. She actually said to me at one point, ‘You can take that to your 
 people.’ ”

In contrast, he said, “ We’re [HSLA] in the neighborhood,  we’re on the 
ground— we’re giving out food . . .  dealing with  people’s real prob lems. . . .  
SHAPLA  doesn’t have a take on what  people  here need.”

What Nathan was narrating to me was hybrid civic action. His criticism of 
Terry sounded like ISLA members’ criticism of  people who only speak for the 
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community without being from it. Nathan talked community empowerment, 
yet at the same time created and promoted programming that served “needs”—
or addressed “ people’s real prob lems,” as he put it— the way social ser vice 
professionals and volunteer helpers serve homeless  people’s needs. The time-
line for satisfying  human needs is individual, and cyclic, repeating on a daily 
basis. The timeline for a community of identity that wants to empower itself 
is a long, projected history of collective strug gle— the hundred years’ war 
mentioned  earlier. The individual  human needs that HSLA was in touch with 
by way of Nathan’s valiant efforts  were not the needs— usually cast as 
demands— that SHAPLA or ISLA would even consider fighting for. Civic, 
community empowerment, and social ser vice provision co- organized HSLA’s 
work in the neighborhood, in Nathan’s view.

Pushback more potent than Terry’s  limited Nathan’s involvement in the 
community co ali tion. At a neighborhood improvement meeting, a half year 
 after HSLA and other organ izations hatched their co ali tion, I asked Nathan 
for an update. Squinting mischievously, he said, “ We’re not  really involved.” 
The CRA included co ali tion participants’ ideas in its plan to redevelop the 
theater, but  there was no official CBA. Additionally, a CRA staff person had 
phoned him, sounding annoyed that HSLA was involved in this community 
co ali tion at all. Nathan explained, “CRA is one of our major funders,” and it 
thought of this community co ali tion as basically a pain. So, I summarized, 
CRA was annoyed with the co ali tion, not HSLA. Yes, that was it. Nathan said, 
“I do it on my own.” The dance of perceptions and expectations in the con-
tracting regime shifted Nathan into individual, unofficial support for the local 
co ali tion.

Beyond “the Civic Sector”
When we follow action instead of following a sector, we see that governmental 
ways of making claims and relating to  people do not dis appear when the gov-
ernment contracts with nonprofits. Governmental practices simply get out-
sourced and become patches in the nonprofit’s unfolding quilt of action. 
HSLA professionals imbued their work with a transposable volunteer- helping 
ethic that serves the community in general. Staff or ga nized themselves as pro-
fessionals using hard- won resources to help  people with housing prob lems. 
But at the same time, a lot of the claims and relationships that went into this 
helping  were  shaped by governmental directives and sometimes reflected a 
commercial real estate sensibility too.

In some ways, HSLA was local. Its enterprise was locally based, not a re-
gional or national enterprise. Nathan energetically kept up HSLA’s relations 
with local leaders and local notables— Pueblecito restaurant’s proprietor, the 
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upbeat youth arts program director, and the overworked guy from the  free 
clinic who or ga nized local residents to challenge the CRA during his precious 
off- hours. In other ways, HSLA staff  were outsiders wielding abstractions of 
 limited, if any, use to the  people they  housed; their grant applications’ claims 
about housing and neighborhood conditions read like governmental reports, 
an apartment man ag er’s files, or real estate ad copy. Staff expressed genuinely 
charitable motives and went out of their way to help hurting individuals, yet 
they also vetted and monitored their tenants closely, dispassionately, and an-
nually. That is hybrid civic action.

In their LA office, HSLA staff practiced a soft- spoken version of what po-
liti cal anthropologist James C. Scott (1998) has called “seeing like a state.” The 
narratives I worked on for the MacArthur Park apartments took a broad, 
managerial overview of the local population, not one rooted in ongoing local 
conversation or contestation. Applications for funding took their cue and 
housing priorities from city hall, or the California state agencies in Sacra-
mento, not from the neighborhood that would receive the new housing. Well 
intended as it may be, affordable housing  under the contracting regime de-
pends on abstract expertise more than the local knowledge that scholars like 
Scott, or communitarian thinkers like Berger and Neuhaus, all celebrate. Na-
than and Nora had enough local know- how to know that the St. Francis Re-
habilitation Center was a half mile from their new housing development. And 
they knew that it could sound good to write St. Francis into the part of their 
grant proposal that described ser vices HSLA would offer to special needs ten-
ants. At the same time, it is not obvious that MacArthur Park needed housing 
for homeless se niors more than for other identifiable groups— but this group 
was big and underserved in the state at large. They needed to live somewhere 
in decent, safe housing. Plunking dozens of poor, high- needs  people down in 
one building, in a neighborhood already remarkably poor, might only further 
strain an already- stressed, local social ecol ogy. Disregarding local relationships 
means ignoring what makes any neighborhood sustainable over time, as urban 
theorist and activist Jane Jacobs (1961) famously pointed out. Affordable hous-
ing development by way of the contracting regime turns out to be rather like 
monocultural foresting.38

As long as  there is a contracting regime apportioning  limited funds for af-
fordable housing, what might be the alternative? Grants made with public tax 
money come with governmentally determined priorities that may enforce a 
one- size- fits- all approach to housing. Yet if a state funding agency does not 
prioritize especially underserved or fast- growing homeless populations, why 
would affordable housing developers who need to keep balance sheets in the 
black ever build for  those populations, especially if  others take less staff time 
to write proposals for and are cheaper to  house too? If statewide or even 
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citywide calls for proposals  don’t rotate housing priorities— housing for 
homeless se niors, low- income se niors, families, and veterans— then some 
groups may get left out altogether. Should  those groups do with fewer oppor-
tunities  because they are incon ve nient?

In the sunniest view, when hybrid civic action builds affordable housing 
through the contracting regime, it combines neighborly virtues of localism 
with the largesse of tax money and a re spect for equal opportunity. Illustra-
tions from HSLA suggest a diff er ent picture: hybrid civic action leads actors 
through difficult dilemmas, played out in a patchwork of suddenly shifting 
scenes. The actors do not always act like  people cultivated by, rooted in, and 
responsible to a distinct locale; they  can’t, since they also carry out govern-
mental and occasionally commercial roles, and depend on governmental or 
private money. While illustrations  here hardly exhaust the world of nonprofit 
housing in Los Angeles, they do also indicate that nonprofit developers are 
likely to encounter a lot more demand than their efforts can possibly meet, as 
long as they are negotiating dilemmas and making ends meet in a shrinking 
welfare state.

For some observers, the big prob lem  here is dependence on external 
money. Some left- progressive critics argue that the only good nonprofit is one 
that sidesteps the money train of the contracting regime and acts like a social 
movement organ ization, not a hybrid social ser vice agency. In the case of non-
profit housing development, that would mean organ izing tenants to demand 
collectively that housing is a right.39 But the research rec ord is ambiguous on 
the funding question. Sometimes governmental funding does not discernibly 
affect the po liti cal aspects of a nonprofit’s mission.40 But sometimes, partici-
pating in the contracting regime transforms an organ ization’s strident social 
critique into a depoliticized, social ser vice mission; for example, feminist 
consciousness- raising at a battered  women’s shelter gives way to individual- 
centered counseling.41

Maybe the prob lem is more complicated. If so, a popu lar, US cultural story 
does not help. The story has it that participation in public life is  either volun-
tary, virtuous, and internally motivated— thus civic—or  else coerced, cor-
rupted, and externally funded, and hence noncivic. Scenes from nonprofit 
housing development suggest this binary hides much more varied and com-
plex relations between civic action and funding sources. Nonprofits do plan 
housing developments with funding in mind and their staff do attach classi-
cally civic- sounding motives to their work. I did see evidence that developers 
avoid action that would upset funders, such as Nathan’s careful dance with 
the CRA. But it also is pos si ble to pursue a consistent, civic mission with 
external funds— albeit within par ameters that civic actors do not set. ISLA 
advocates initiated this kind of hybrid as they carried out the terms of their 
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CBA agreement with the Manchester property developer. That effort invited 
other dilemmas.

Diff er ent Hybrid, Diff er ent Dilemmas
ISLA co ali tion’s CBA made ISLA representatives into de facto partners with 
the Manchester developer in a community of interest. ISLA members would 
help choose tenants for that 5  percent of the Manchester’s apartments that 
would rent at below the market rate as per the agreement. Members also would 
help administer seed money to initiate other affordable housing proj ects in the 
neighborhood. Once perceived as a menace, the Manchester developer was 
now a collaborator. Work with the CBA generated distinctive dilemmas for an 
ISLA committee.

The ISLA co ali tion itself was not a home- building enterprise, and its staff 
salaries did not depend on grants from a statewide or nationwide contracting 
regime for housing. Staff did not need to stay perpetually flexible and ready to 
retrain themselves for new ser vice populations, unlike Nora of HSLA who 
found it stimulating to learn about homeless se niors, never having built for 
them previously. When ISLA representatives planned for their new roles as 
affordable housing administrators, they depended especially on technical 
know- how from a new affordable developer in the co ali tion, CGTC, which 
had shared, then acquired several staff formerly with a founding member 
organ ization of the co ali tion. CGTC worked as a community of identity in its 
monthly meeting and strategic planning scenes, sharing not only the same 
personnel but also same notion of community with other ISLA representa-
tives, the community that would last beyond and set limits on the community 
of interest with the developer.42 At the time of the Manchester CBA, CGTC’s 
funds came from a foundation grant awarded to promote housing stability in 
the community as well as money from a diff er ent CBA, paid by a diff er ent 
developer in lieu of building affordable housing.

No dilemma of disembeddedness versus responsiveness shadowed ISLA’s 
work with the Manchester. In hindsight, though, it was clear that ISLA 
would encounter new predicaments as soon as the city planning commission 
had ratified the CBA. They surfaced as a newly appointed ISLA committee 
began envisioning ISLA’s practical roles in the CBA. For brevity’s sake, I pick 
out some relevant themes from just one of the committee’s  earlier meetings, 
in 2011.

Committee members including Raimunda of SED, Thalia of CGTC, and 
Francine agreed with a con sul tant they brought on board that housing devel-
opers working with the CBA needed several skill sets. They needed not only 
to understand the complicated world of affordable housing development but 
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the tenant’s perspective on housing too, and just as impor tant, have “experi-
ence  doing grassroots work,” as Thalia and the con sul tant noted. This was,  after 
all, neighborhood- based development, the con sul tant said.  Here was another 
chance for an ethnographer to let on to genuine puzzlement about who the 
neighborhood was, with an annoyingly naive question.

Paul: “So ‘neighborhood- based’ means a developer who is actually in the 
neighborhood, like CGTC— not one that just happens to want to build in 
the neighborhood?”

Thalia said that yes, CGTC, or a community development corporation, and 
the con sul tant said that it means a developer with “a connection to the 
neighborhood. . . .   You’re  going to have to decide what that connection is, 
the quality of it.”

It was not  going to become much clearer than the time, several years  earlier at 
an ISLA street fair, when Thalia and Francine talked to me about the bound-
aries of the Lincoln neighborhood. Community members just knew. In any 
event, ISLA’s participation in administering the CBA, like the agreement itself, 
was on behalf of the community.

That means ISLA staff could consider equity and responsiveness somewhat 
differently from how HSLA did. The dilemma did not go away, but “respon-
siveness” meant attending to constituents the way a community of identity 
does. We could call this a dilemma of “equity versus the community.” It 
emerged in the discussion on how to select tenants for the Manchester’s 
reduced- rent apartments. Thalia proposed that ISLA draw on a list of tenants 
in need of more affordable local housing— tenants who belonged to CGTC 
or the cooperative land trust. The con sul tant thought this would work  because 
 there was supposed to be a preference for displaced, formerly local tenants 
when the subsidized, Manchester apartments  were getting leased up. Yet the 
con sul tant also brought up the equity implications of a tenant “list”: “How 
does that meet fair housing standards?” She preferred to talk in terms of a 
“marketing plan”; the phrase itself sounds more like a broadcast pitch instead 
of a narrowcasting invitation. Thalia spoke more from the “responsiveness” 
 angle, concerned for the community, while not ignoring equity. The CBA set 
aside money for a ( legal) “compliance reviewer.” Thalia wondered if some of 
that large sum could not be redirected, within the CBA’s terms, to help ISLA 
or CGTC members— the community— position themselves for strong 
applications.

“So  there’s a  whole group of our members and  mother members that could 
be ready. So we have this relation with the developer; I want to move this 
from a compliance relation to getting our members stable. . . .  You get this 
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a lot in affordable housing, where you  don’t get many of the local 
community.”

ISLA’s version of responsiveness was diff er ent from HSLA’s. The heavi ly 
Armenian neighborhoods surrounding the Hollywood Apartments  were not 
HSLA’s community but rather one among  others to try being responsive to. 
Thalia, on the other hand, assumed the point was to try to prioritize the most 
threatened or already- displaced members of ISLA’s community— without vio-
lating basic fairness. Thalia wanted to help “ people from our community 
 going into  those units— not violate fair housing, but maximize the oppor-
tunity for our  people to get in. . . .  CGTC wants to do a training to get our 
 people out in front.”

The “civic” part of hybrid civic action in HSLA scenes was not the same as 
civic action in scenes where ISLA was working with the Manchester CBA 
 either. HSLA’s public- facing work was about  doing good in general. The as-
sumption, similar to what casual volunteering supposes, was that  there are lots 
of needs out  there; the benefactor picks one to work on, the way Nora picked 
the housing needs of homeless se niors. Meeting  those needs, and  doing it 
fairly, was the greatest good. But the civic aspect of ISLA’s work with the CBA 
was rooted in a par tic u lar community, not the general population of Los An-
geles. The con sul tant proposed the CBA was “an opportunity to develop a 
new model that  doesn’t depend on big tax credits”—in other words, that 
does not depend on the contracting regime and its ethos of compliance with 
regulations. The committee wanted to institute an ethos of community em-
powerment instead. Francine said this was “an opportunity to build com-
munity capacity.”

Community empowerment would have to happen within the bounds 
of a CBA as opposed to the contracting regime. That too would involve a 
dilemma—we could call it “community versus collaboration”— built into this 
private- funded method of creating affordable housing. The prob lem came up 
most starkly as the committee discussed the seed money program for develop-
ers. Members originally  imagined putting this part of the CBA into effect by 
establishing a loan program for affordable housing developers.  Running such 
a program would require making judgments about deservingness among 
organ izations all identified with the community. And loan payments would 
return to a fund with the developer’s name on it, ultimately a symbol of the 
developer’s largesse. Members proposed instead to distribute the seed money 
as grants, not loans, to facilitate community- oriented nonprofit housing de-
velopers. Rather than loan worthiness, the seed money program’s se lection 
criteria could emphasize a developer’s creative plans for building its own 
community- serving capacities as it built housing for local, low- income tenants 
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of color. The idea was to empower rightly oriented nonprofit developers, 
strengthening the community versus sustaining a pot of money in the devel-
oper’s name.

Research with ISLA ended before the Manchester opened its affordable 
apartment units.  These observations are enough to suggest that ISLA’s civic- 
commercial hybrid worked somewhat differently from the state- civic hybrid 
of HSLA. ISLA preserved its community- driven approach to the prob lem of 
displacement— within quite narrow par ameters though. While ISLA advo-
cates would not put it quite this way, their work indirectly facilitated the con-
tinued operations of a large property developer who previously had shown 
 little concern for the community priorities that ISLA promoted.

But beyond the dilemma that ISLA members themselves experienced, of 
working with a former challenger,  there was a big trade- off for ISLA and hous-
ing advocates at large. CBA- style agreements access private money, turning it 
into homes for lower- income  people, without instituting a potentially unpop-
u lar tax. By definition, CBAs link affordable housing opportunities to sites that 
developers have already determined to build, for developer (and market) rea-
sons. Stocking a neighborhood or city with more affordable housing through 
CBAs keeps  those developers steering urban development. The community 
becomes a kind of transaction cost on the way to further development that 
feeds the urban growth machine. Neither communities nor the broad public 
decides where affordable housing  will go next. It depends on which developer 
happens to be building big, and is willing to offer or submit to an agreement. 
Thalia had recognized the prob lem already, telling me over coffee one day that 
the CBA device, helpful as it can be, is not a long- term strategy for securing 
housing for a city’s low- income citizens.

What Civic  Really Is
To understand the civic, scholars and popu lar commentators often have relied 
on misleading images and misplaced moral fervor. Nonprofit organ izations 
have gotten caught up in the crosswinds of idealization and critique, elevated 
or disparaged in sometimes empirically unsupportable ways. The scenarios 
and discussions in this chapter have called out  these empirical prob lems.

For some writers, local voluntary public action is by definition civic, and 
laudable, and nonprofit housing developers are local. But HSLA did not 
clearly speak  either from or for any local constituency. Neither did its hard 
work to build more housing depend on special local customs and traditions 
of the sort that communitarian thinkers uphold. Its beneficent reputation did 
likely depend at least partly on the indefatigable community liaison. It is true 
that local staff prob ably would find out more easily than faraway agencies how 
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far the nearest adult day center was from a planned apartment complex. Yet 
an internet search and a  couple short videoconferences might also have done 
the trick.

For  others, nongovernmental public action is by definition civic, and laud-
able, and nonprofit housing developers are not the government.  Here is where 
sectoral thinking plays its biggest role. Money for something expensive like 
housing has to come from somewhere, and government money from taxes is 
a big source. Reducing government’s role in how exactly that money is 
spent— a primary goal of the contracting regime— does not diminish all the 
less direct ways that governmentally set priorities, criteria, and safeguards en-
able as well as constrain nonprofit organ izations that apply for grants. We 
might say the money empowers “local” initiative or at least initiative in a dif-
fer ent sector. Yet we might also say the contracting regime makes nonprofits 
more like outsourced governmental agencies that monitor their clients the way 
traditional social workers do. It is worth adding that if the taxpaying public 
supports equal opportunity in housing and agrees that residential racial seg-
regation is unacceptable, then the governmental regulation of civic responsive-
ness is hardly a bad  thing. The prob lem is making government into the stock, 
bad guy character in the story and relying on a reverse valorization of the other 
parties, meanwhile forgetting how housing nonprofits depend on relationships 
with governmental agencies.

Fi nally, for some critics, real civic action leaves money, at least large sums of 
it, out of the picture. Money corrupts civic and po liti cal missions, goes the 
thinking. While the research rec ord on that claim is mixed, as noted above, the 
contrast between ISLA and HSLA shows that it is entirely pos si ble to pursue 
a civic approach to affordable housing while drawing on outside money, and 
from a for- profit com pany no less. The money does of course come with 
strings attached, which rope the nonprofit into offering or managing housing 
on some of the granting developer’s terms. If  there is no for- profit housing or 
other commercial development,  there is no CBA. In the case of foundation- 
funded affordable housing, homes become available in line with private do-
nors’ ideas about needs, rather than private entrepreneurs’ ideas about where 
and for whom to build.  Whether initiated by foundations and donors or en-
trepreneurs, neither pro cess is steered by public input. At the same time, it 
would be wrong to say that neither HSLA nor ISLA hosted any civic action.

The best way to understand civic is not by looking for what is voluntary and 
local, nongovernmental, or  free of outside money. It is better to follow and 
interpret collective, problem- solving action.
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 Conclusion
B e n e f i t s  of  a  Big g e r  B ox

Around the world, researchers are using something like the conceptual 
box of civic action to study social advocacy and participatory planning.1 What 
do we gain from adopting this alternative to the view of social advocates as 
strategic entrepreneurs? And what might social advocates or broader publics 
gain from the move  toward concepts of style, scene, or discursive field? It is 
good to consider  these questions the way pragmatist thinkers and especially 
Dewey would, which is to say they are related. It  will help to start with the idea 
that scientific inquiry is more like a dialogue than a  grand collection of correct 
answers to test questions.

Our so cio log i cal questions only rarely are answered purely with facts, much 
as facts must be central in any answer. Credible claims about facts emerge 
through dialogue, not through the force of facticity. Once- accepted claims may 
lose their legitimacy in light of continued dialogue about more or diff er ent 
evidence; scientific truth is a controvertible consensus. That is why phi los o-
phers talk about communities of inquiry.2  These exist to assess and dispute 
claims about facts in light of evidence scholars bring to the  table. A community 
of inquiry looks for a good “fit” between claims and evidence.3

Nothing in this dialogic view of knowledge production should sound con-
troversial. Acting on it can expand our conceptual imaginations— but in some-
times challenging ways. A big reason is that “fit” turns out to be an ambiguous 
criterion. Questions of fit  will not always resolve with more evidence. The 
specialist’s name for the prob lem  here is “underdetermination.” Feminist epis-
temologist Helen Longino (2002, 126) puts it this way: “Data alone are con-
sistent with diff er ent and conflicting hypotheses.” And so background assump-
tions fill in the underdetermination gap between empirical evidence and 
knowledge claims.4 Sometimes  those background assumptions keep us from 
noticing evidence or patterns in evidence that could suggest new hypotheses. 
Even the most carefully considered research hypotheses take for granted some 
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operating assumptions about what  people or socie ties are like, or what action 
is like.  These assumptions keep us from checking out other hypotheses, not 
 because  those  others are less scientifically valid, but  because background as-
sumptions work like a kind of collegial subconscious that tracks our imagina-
tion in certain directions and obscures  others.5

The entrepreneurial actor model sometimes has worked in this way. And as 
case chapters pointed out, it would be pos si ble to fit some of the study’s evi-
dence into the kind of claims that model can sponsor. To do that, though, we 
would need to shave off a lot of impor tant findings. Some of the big puzzles 
that prompted this study would remain; background assumptions might keep 
us from even recognizing them. Any community rests partly on background 
knowledge, but a community of inquiry, especially in Dewey’s (1927, 168; 1938, 
490) view,  ought to be able to examine that knowledge critically, potentially 
freeing up new hypotheses and alternative lines of inquiry to consider. Com-
munities of inquiry do not just assess facts but instead, occasionally, entire 
preexisting conversations about facts.6 That is what critical “lit er a ture reviews” 
are good for, and that is what the review of the entrepreneurial actor model 
and its silences was  doing in chapter 1. It suggested an alternative view: that 
actors are socially embedded and culturally cultivated.

Claims about civic action do not have to invalidate established insights 
anchored in the entrepreneurial actor model. Broader than any single line of 
research or theory, the model has proven useful for impor tant questions and 
likely  will continue to do so. It just depends on what questions we ask. Re-
thinking a preexisting scholarly conversation does not mean replacing or de-
faming it, but promoting intellectual pluralism, opening way for new concepts 
and questions that are “generative” for further inquiry, as Dewey would put it. 
We should see underdetermination as an opportunity to highlight power ful 
patterns with diff er ent conceptual frameworks, not a liability that we suffer 
while trudging on down our customary conceptual paths.

Underdetermination became an opportunity to see the puzzle of the HJ 
coordinating committee’s blow-up argument in a new light. A more well- 
established approach would focus on ideologies or frames, and treat the explo-
sive argument as a “framing dispute.” Committee members  were disputing how 
“left” to frame their prognosis for the affordable housing prob lem. The civic 
action approach illuminated something  else: that claims making depends on 
claimants’ assumptions about relationships. Sensitized by the alternative in-
sight, I saw another pattern come into view that would not have stood out 
other wise.

The dispute over how to frame affordable housing was interspersed with a 
dispute over how committee members should relate to each other. Both kept 
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coming up together in committee conversation. At one of  those difficult meet-
ings, for example, members debated how to message about low- income 
 people’s housing needs. In the  middle of that discussion, seemingly non sequi-
tur, Terry said  there was a “disconnect” between the steering committee and 
groups it claims to represent. It sounded at first like a new topic. She reported 
that someone who had been on the committee a long time still “had no idea 
what the pro cess was” for deciding how many affordable units should be man-
dated for each income bracket. Dispute over how we relate to each other and 
our constituents wove into a dispute over framing the pitch for affordable 
housing. To Terry and other dissenters, the trou ble with HJ’s frame was con-
nected to trou ble with a scene style that centers the participants on relations 
with gatekeepers, bids them see themselves as an or ga nized interest group, and 
privileges broad- based appeal to an expanding audience. Co ali tion leaders had 
chosen a framing that ignored the category of homeless  people. Terry called 
it “insulting”: it dishonored her community. To her, the framing implied  there 
was something wrong with the way advocates  were relating to each other on 
the committee, not just something wrong with their perceptions of issues. 
According to the committee majority, on the other hand, the prob lem was that 
Terry just did not understand how relations should work. As one member 
remarked, Terry needed to trust the committee or  else she  shouldn’t be on it. 
Throughout this sequence, disputes about claims  were also disputes about 
styles of relationship. The study’s initial, rough field hypothesis about claims 
and relationships turned out to be generative for the study.

Using the civic action box and central concepts I put in it, this study helps 
us address questions that professional advocates and active citizens as well as 
scholars ask. They go beyond the world of housing advocacy.

Practical Findings on Co ali tions and Social Advocacy
What makes advocacy co ali tions break apart? Advocates themselves would 
likely point to conflicts over ideas, constituencies, or personalities. It is not 
always easy to agree on how to word the claims or whose voices to represent. 
Sometimes, individual advocates are lightning rods, susceptible to the charge 
that they are abrasive, out of touch with constituents, or unable to compro-
mise. I heard disagreements and complaints like all  these, front stage or back-
stage, in HJ circles. Research footnoted in chapter 5 puts  these divisions in aca-
demic terms as differences in under lying social and economic interests, 
conflicts over collective identity, or disagreements over frames. Studies have 
paid less attention to taken- for- granted, less “declarative” cultural understand-
ings that co ali tion members rely on to coordinate action together.7
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The HJ co ali tion’s experience suggests that disagreements over how to co-
ordinate action mattered a  great deal. Sharp differences in preferred scene 
style, in other words, can corrode or snap the ties that bind a co ali tion. Dis-
agreements over the meaning of the act of framing  were part of the conflict. A 
style comes with a dense web of meanings, not only about relationships at one 
point in time, but about what participants consider the right strategic arc.

The bigger box also helps explain why seemingly related issues can be hard 
to articulate together in a campaign. In this case, the dynamics of discursive 
fields made it difficult for LA housing advocates to elaborate links between 
homelessness and housing. They divided housing and homelessness into 
largely diff er ent spheres of rhe toric and social reputation. A discourse combin-
ing housing and homelessness was nearly screened out. For the influential 
housing advocates involved in HJ, too much attention specifically to homeless-
ness risked violating a community of interest’s way of strategizing. In other 
settings where homeless advocates promoted affordable housing too, a search 
for au then tic voices mattered more than an effort to broaden the circle of 
voices speaking up for the housing needs of homeless  people. For many of 
 those professionals and volunteers focused directly on homelessness, the dis-
cursive field was diff er ent. Homeless  people had immediate needs that actors 
understood through appeals to compassion— nearly absent from housing ad-
vocacy—or its bad- cop cousin, tough love, or  else in terms of professional, 
 human ser vices discourse. In  these scenarios, affordable housing for homeless 
 people was a more distant topic— something to work on elsewhere,  later, 
maybe, in another discursive field where fairness talk was dominant.

Parallel dynamics may limit advocates’ ability to combine other seemingly 
related issues. It does not take the de mo li tion of a clinic by a developer to see 
how housing and health could be connected, especially in urban neighbor-
hoods across the country where  people endure the  hazards of substandard 
housing. In the past several de cades, national health research and advocacy 
organ izations have wanted more grassroots civic actors to see that connection, 
and have offered funding to local advocates who take up health alongside the 
other issues. Local advocates have responded, but the grant money does not 
produce claims all by itself. Style and issue reputation are impor tant cultural 
par ameters on how advocates take up the cause of health. The scenes from 
ISLA suggest that piecing together a regional co ali tion that unites housing and 
health- oriented advocates in a common cause might be challenging if the 
reputation of “health” is strongly tied up with quality of life rather than op-
portunity and justice.8

Understanding  these cultural par ameters makes it easier to understand why 
grassroots housing advocates would not claim more forthrightly that  people 
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need housing that is affordable and environmentally sustainable. To some ob-
servers and maybe some advocates, it is still common sense that affordability 
is more impor tant. Environmentalism has long been tagged as a middle- class 
and white person’s concern in the United States, not a necessity for low- 
income  people.9 Yet some advocates fight for environmental justice, and define 
“the environment” as “where we work, live, and play,” rather than the realm of 
rare species and extreme sports. Studies repeatedly have shown that low- 
income  people of color are more likely to suffer environmental  hazards than 
whites.10 Other scholars point out that when advocates take on multiple is-
sues, their organ izations benefit from access to new expertise, new resources, 
and new pools of supporters.11 Why  wouldn’t grassroots affordable housing 
advocates do more to make common cause with environmentalists at least 
rhetorically? At a general meeting of the land trust organ ization CGTC, staffer 
Victor made a point of saying that we  were not tree huggers, thrusting his arms 
out in embrace of an imaginary trunk. Why would this image of environmen-
talism endure?

In the case of the Manchester conflict at least, implicit cultural conventions 
 were at work. They protected advocates from sounding just like their oppo-
nents when much is at stake. Protecting meaningful communication and 
group solidarity with one’s own allies and constituents mattered at least as 
much as the potential new resources and support networks that could come 
from promoting an additional issue; the entrepreneurial actor model would 
weigh the goods differently. The signal concepts of this study offer good clues. 
A community of identity acts in sharp opposition to groups that members see 
as exploiting or displacing them. ISLA advocates heard property developers 
and their allies talk relatively frequently in quality- of- life terms. As chapter 8 
noted, issues develop reputations in discursive fields. In the field of debate over 
housing prob lems in Los Angeles, environmental issues acquired a quality- of- 
life reputation. Advocates for the community would be all the more likely to 
distinguish themselves by subordinating quality- of- life appeals and “environ-
mental” issues too, if  those came with a quality- of- life reputation.12 Community- 
based housing advocates risk underestimating the potential of allying with 
environmental groups that do make quality- of- life appeals. They might also 
undercut their own ability to publicize the idea that multiply marginalized 
 people deserve an environmentally sustainable quality of life as much as other 
 people.13

Fi nally, some critically minded scholars and citizens might argue that local 
social advocates  ought to tie housing unaffordability more explic itly to large 
social forces that make some  people’s homes into other  people’s commodities. 
Ultimately, that is not a story of insensitive outsiders and victimized residents 
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but instead the relationships of property in a racialized, cap i tal ist society. This 
broad overview has plenty of support from so cio log i cal studies of urban life. 
Versions of it also appear in flyers and newsletters like the ones I saw one day 
in the reception area of an ISLA member organ ization’s office. An internal 
memo from early in HJ’s MIHO campaign pointed in a similar direction, char-
acterizing opposition to a MIHO as “classist,” “racist,” and dedicated to unre-
strained markets. It is worth remembering just how rare this critically analytic 
language was in general meetings, committee meetings, strategy sessions, and 
large public forums of the campaigns. Advocates, some of whom agreed with 
the critical analy sis on their own time, contributed to marginalizing its terms 
in campaign settings. The takeaway in the simplest terms is that what  people 
can say to each other depends on how they think they are connected to each 
other. Housing advocates invoked discourse that could be spoken and heard 
given the connection— the style of relationship— operating in a scene. It is a 
 matter of what advocates can say, where, and to whom, and not what they 
think in their heads. A diff er ent discourse might challenge the grounds of soli-
darity necessary for communication to happen at all.

But that does not mean academic- sounding concepts are simply impracti-
cal. It all depends on where and to whom we are speaking. Academic- 
sounding concepts can be practical in some settings. That is part of what is 
refreshing about Dewey’s approach to the question of a practical social sci-
ence. It is more subtle and layered than  either the populist call for “relevant” 
research or the quite diff er ent view that social science must be a walled- off 
professional realm.14 On the one hand, Dewey advocated that social research-
ers take our prob lems from the other communities and society in which we 
participate.15 On the other hand, he thought it a  mistake to assume that re-
search prob lems come predefined.16 Rather, social researchers need to articu-
late our prob lems to each other in an unapologetically conceptual language, 
using categories that  others in the community of inquiry can grasp and talk 
about. That way, we can make useful comparisons and generate more inquiry. 
In con temporary terms, researchers say we need to “case” our subject  matter 
or put it in a category, and  there is usually more than one scientifically in ter-
est ing way to do that. This study conceptualized its cases in terms of civic 
action. If it had cased the empirical material primarily as “housing move-
ments” instead, I would have featured diff er ent comparisons and contrasts, 
and asked diff er ent questions.

Social inquiry can start with everyday  people’s prob lems, and proceed in a 
reflexively refreshed, scientific language that helps or ga nize discoveries that 
are useful for both scholars and nonscholars.17 But then, suppose we want to 
communicate potentially useful research findings on co ali tion building. How 
do we talk?
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Communicating Findings with Social Advocates
Tips for Success?

One way that researchers relate to the social advocates we write about is by 
putting findings in a report that conveys advice. Campaigns or ga nized by both 
major co ali tions in this study have been written up in reports on successful 
advocacy.18  These publications serve impor tant informational and maybe 
solidarity- building purposes that academic publishing would not often satisfy, 
though academics may read them too. It could be tempting to read  these as 
lessons for  future advocates; one of the two illustrations I use  here is pitched 
that way explic itly. Both outline strategic arcs that end with outcomes the au-
thors pre sent as victories for the campaigns. While informative and in ter est-
ing,  these retellings would not likely clue advocates in to the dilemmas and 
tensions one discovers by following the action. Attempting to follow a strategy 
presented as a straight line of decisions leading to success, an advocate may 
get frustrated. The strategy itself produces dilemmas and trade- offs, curves and 
forks in the road, even apart from the pressure of confrontation with an op-
position. Let me illustrate this notion.

One report sketches the first HJ campaign, preceding the one I studied by 
the same name. It won the first affordable housing trust fund. Describing what 
this book calls a community of interest, the report narrates a strategy “to bring 
together diff er ent constituencies, with diff er ent interests, around the common 
goal.” It goes on to explain that “we had an ‘outside/inside’ strategy. The co ali-
tion would be built ‘outside’ City Hall before and during the election. When 
the new administration was sworn in, the campaign would go ‘inside’ and 
focus on getting the  actual votes.” Put in skeletal terms, the HJ campaign I 
studied— the last in a series of three— combined outside and inside strategies 
too, though in tandem more than in succession. But the paired strategies 
meant systematically diff er ent  things to two factions of the campaign. Carol, 
Terry, and Mary kept talking past each other about them.

Maybe even more to the point  here is that outside and inside strategies  were 
not simply complementary options on a menu of strategic plans. Together 
they constituted the defining, ongoing dilemma for this style of advocacy. HJ 
advocates fretted repeatedly about  whether or not their intense focus on city 
council members was leaving too  little time for mobilizing tenants and Ange-
lenos at large (seen as outsiders); recall that the coordinating committee fa-
cilitator said even her  house mate had never heard of HJ. It is pos si ble that 
clashing scene styles did not mark HJ’s first campaign. It is even plausible that 
actions and expectations lined up closely enough that actors could all agree to 
make a clean switch from the outside to the inside strategy. The point, though, 
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is that an advocacy group searching for practical tips would miss patterns of 
improvising and agonizing that end up being integral to this style of advocacy. 
To be forewarned of  these patterns is to be forearmed— which is not to say the 
 battle therefore is won. If researchers do want readers to take their accounts as 
conveying advice— and this author did not expressly say as much— readers 
may get more from an account written in the vein of dilemmas or trade- offs 
than best practices.

Similar limitations characterize another report, which features the ISLA 
campaigns. Based on interviews with the main actors who retold the campaign 
several years  after the fact, the report raised a crucial question for the advo-
cates that I too found central: Who speaks for the community? The report 
pitched this as a question that skeptical outsiders used to question ISLA’s 
ability to represent the community. It implied  there was in fact an “au then tic 
community” since it observes that ISLA organ izations had “deep roots” in it. 
I found that advocates spent much more of their time trying to negotiate the 
dilemma of “from the community versus for the community” than they spent 
considering external skeptics’ challenges. In a section that offers pointers for 
 future activist campaigns, the report advises advocates to build co ali tions that 
integrate diverse strengths, empower community voices with communication 
skills, and work on finding a good frame. A civic action viewpoint might well 
affirm all  these, but then ask, “How?” And that brings us back to following the 
action and searching for patterns.

When outcomes rather than chains of action are the focus of the case, we 
may end the story too soon. We lose out on the lessons that may emerge from 
sequences snipped off the chain of action covered in a report— ones that tran-
spired  after the success that defines the report’s purpose. When Thalia of 
CGTC told me that winning CBAs is not  really a long- term strategy for in-
creasing affordable housing, she added that developers had begun using the 
CBA as a device to buy off community advocates. “When do you want your 
CBA?” they would ask. Sometimes it is more useful to discuss the trade- offs 
of diff er ent styles of action than to identify lessons in success. A case study that 
is defined by an outcome  will conclude with that outcome as a definitive end. 
A case study defined by chains of action may treat the same outcome as an 
“end in view”— one that means something specific within that longer chain. A 
widespread understanding of success happens to comport with how HJ 
 imagined its trajectory: a campaign that sweeps to its victory, a policy change 
in this case, and then no longer needs to exist. But for ISLA’s antidisplacement 
campaign, the victory of a CBA was more like a way station on what advocates 
projected as a much longer arc.

The meaning of an outcome itself should not be taken for granted. Dewey 
affirmed the point, criticizing research designed only to follow a track  toward 
a preconceived end— a researcher’s idea of what counts as an impor tant or 
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successful outcome.19 Presenting an advocacy campaign in this way truncates 
meanings that  matter to prac ti tion ers, and have the power to produce frustra-
tions and unintended consequences.20 Seeing the fuller pattern in the way a 
researcher potentially does, even if that means adopting some research lan-
guage, may indeed be practical.

Invitations to Dialogue

ta l k a bou t pat t e r ns of act ion, no t j ust  
i de a s a n d  pe opl e

Dialogue about research that has “followed the action” may help social advo-
cates account more effectively for their actions and frustrations in trying to get 
along. This by itself  won’t guarantee any outcomes or solve all the many puz-
zles of co ali tion building. For that  matter, “getting along” may sound like a 
minor  human relations issue. But the research lit er a ture noted in chapter 5 
shows repeatedly that influential co ali tions with a real chance to create signifi-
cant social change have blown apart or dissipated over the failure to do what 
co ali tions, by definition, try to do: get along across social, cultural, or po liti cal 
differences. LA housing advocates not only experienced but also commented 
on at least some of the prob lems I saw. They tended to ascribe the frustrations 
of claims making and relationship building to wrongheaded ideas or  else dif-
ficult individuals. Dialogues based on this study’s findings would be much 
more about types of action or relationships, not types of ideas or  people, not 
successful versus unsuccessful strategies.  Here are two instances where, in ret-
rospect, I see openings for dialogue about patterns of action.

During his time with the HJ co ali tion, Francis clearly thought a lot about 
the co ali tion’s tensions. He saw some of the same lines of  battle I did, though 
he understood them in diff er ent language. Over dinner one night, around the 
time he was leaving HJ, Francis told me that when the explosive unity meeting 
happened, “Carol was totally blindsided.” She had no idea that endorsers 
would come and be angry about the orga nizational pro cess of HJ, in other 
words. She had thought sending email updates was enough to keep groups 
engaged— what Francis himself had said in the co ali tion’s defense at the meet-
ing. But now he added that “email is not [a means to] engaging  people, to ask 
their opinions.”

I commented it sounded like Beth worked from “a diff er ent model.” Francis 
agreed. I said that it was “not the model of consensus democracy and lots of 
participation.” This was early in the study, and  later, in ISLA and LAPO scenes, 
it became clear that what I would come to call a community of identity was 
not necessarily strong on consensus decision making. Meeting formats actu-
ally involved a lot of tutelage, not just egalitarian self- expression, even though 
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that mattered too— sometimes. Still, I said something about ways of work-
ing together, and that made sense to Francis and in terms of my own develop-
ing analy sis.

 Here was an opening for an invitation I would be able to offer “next time,” 
informed by knowledge of patterns I became clearer on in the years  after that 
spaghetti dinner. Ideally if the talking partner takes up the invitation, a longer 
exploration of style could result— much as we might want to use plainer terms 
such as model, group format, or ways of working together. The dialogue might 
explore conflicting assumptions about who  matters most in a campaign, or what 
the style framework calls advocates’ maps. The miscues and cross talk reported 
in chapter 3 already suggest that the HJ majority and dissenters had diff er ent 
ideas of “success” born of diff er ent styles of action along diff er ent strategic arcs.

Francis and other HJ participants talked about what I tentatively called a 
clash of “models” as a clash of personality types or ideologies. Francis joked 
that he identified with the tenant groups  because he was  really “just a six- year- 
old antiauthoritarian.” At the unity meeting and debriefing that followed, ac-
tors attributed their explosive tensions to differences in ideology. Community 
or ga nizer Keith called Terry’s criticisms a  matter of favoring “ideology” over 
“pragmatism.” Terry scored the co ali tion’s stance as being “to the right of the 
Demo cratic Party.” Carol and Charlie had affirmed it was  really quite “left.” 
Months  later, a LAPO member of the new HRN co ali tion characterized HJ’s 
split as a  matter of differences in “philosophy,” and so did a leader of LAPO.

Yet during the arguments that Terry, Keith, Carol, and Charlie considered 
to be disagreements over ideologies, no one was  really talking about  things we 
think of as ideological. No one was hashing out belief systems, philosophies, 
or party lines— other than the slam about being to the right of the Demo cratic 
Party. Explaining disagreements in terms of ideas may be common sense for 
 people like social advocates who often define themselves in terms of ideas, and 
the same could be true of academics.21 Inducing a dialogue that contextualizes 
ideas within forms of action and relationship is a fresh as well as more empiri-
cally sound departure.

A language that points to style, not ideology in isolation, opens advocates’ 
access to less- remarked-on patterns. A clash between  those patterns contrib-
uted mightily to HJ co ali tion’s loss of publicly vis i ble supporters. Granted, it 
may be an awkward- sounding conversation at first simply  because it is less 
familiar than criticizing difficult co ali tion partners or ideas, not to mention 
well- financed opponents. Making research findings into material for sustained 
dialogue rather than (translated) advice does risk incon ve nience and awk-
wardness. Yet if a lot of social advocates already are thinking and talking about 
how they, their allies, and competitors do  things together frustratingly, the 
conversation is not necessarily so strange.
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acknowledge the trade-  offs of dif fer ent st yles, 
 don’t moralize them

Nathan, of the nonprofit HSLA, told me twice about arguments with gadfly 
Terry of SHAPLA. They sparred over the new co ali tion that Nathan had helped 
put together to inject community voices into plans for redeveloping a movie 
theater. The co ali tion hoped to get the CRA and a city council member on board. 
Reviewing my notes, I recognized another invitation to dialogue for  future re-
searchers who encounter a pattern similar to the one I saw unfolding between 
Nathan and Terry. This conversation would be about tensions between hybrid 
civic action with its mix of governmental and civic volunteer- helper perspec-
tives, and civic action that promotes a community of identity. Sincere propo-
nents of  either could easily misunderstand and mistrust each other. In this study, 
advocates sometimes touted their own strategy and disparaged  others, but that 
did not make proponents of other strategies dis appear. Why not try figuring out 
how one strategy might complement another in a bigger division of civic  labor?

In Nathan’s terms, the conflict was between what everyday  people “need” 
and what outsiders think they should want. Nathan planned for the theater 
redevelopment co ali tion to hold a workshop at which CRA officials could hear 
“what the community wants—no, needs.” Nathan hoped that the workshop 
would produce “community input” that the CRA could use while judging pro-
posals for redeveloping the defunct theater. He sounded less concerned that 
community residents control the pro cess than that they “prove to the [city] 
council” that the community has needs. Terry of SHAPLA attended a meeting 
that planned this workshop, and in Nathan’s words, had tried to take it over, 
push her own demands, and get HSLA off the co ali tion altogether. Retelling 
the encounter to me, Nathan had said that HSLA was on the ground, dealing 
with  people’s prob lems, while Terry’s organ ization did not know what  people 
in the neighborhood  really needed.

The same tension came up in another conversation about this new co ali-
tion. Nathan did not want to “ruffle feathers with the [city] council or the 
CRA,” but on the other hand, some  people “want the world!” He told me that 
if he  wasn’t on such bad terms with Terry, he would ask her, “How are we  going 
to build without them [the CRA]?” Nathan again characterized his side as the 
one in touch with  people’s needs:

I actually work in the community. I do the food bank.22 I’m frequently  there 
 after dark— I’m with the kids.” Terry in contrast had this “overarching view 
versus what  people want.”

He said it was a  matter of “elite consciousness versus what  people  really 
want.” “ People have real wants, real feelings, real lives, and we [HSLA] want 
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to have a community forum. . . .  It’s not what we think, it’s what they need.” 
The shock theater of taking over a meeting is bound to offend whomever set 
the meeting up. Put in  these terms, the rightness of Nathan’s approach was 
compelling and hard to dispute, but that was part of the prob lem; the other 
side had a point, too.

The big workshop did happen, two months  later, and it showed me why 
Terry’s own perspective was worth considering. A CRA official presented 
slides captioned with obscure developer talk. As a Spanish- speaking attendee 
pointed out, it would not have made sense to most blue- collar immigrant 
neighbors in the room even if they spoke En glish. A city official speaking on 
behalf of the CRA mentioned that “unfortunately for nonprofit developers, 
they get caught up in the rules of the funders— sometimes they get funding 
for singles, sometimes for families, . . .  so you as a community should tell us 
what kind of affordable housing you want to see  here.” In other words, with 
the best of intentions, nonprofit developers relying on the contracting regime 
might not get funding to provide what “the community” wants. The “you” in 
the room divided into breakout discussion groups, and they did not all share 
identical ideas about what they wanted  either. One wanted housing with 
“100  percent” of units set aside for low- income  people, several wanted low- cost 
health ser vices installed in the former theater, and one group (the only one 
designated as “En glish speaking” as well as an apparently white majority) 
wanted renovations to “reflect the culture” of the neighborhood. To the extent 
that HSLA’s nonprofit charter gave it a constituency, it was “the public” in 
general that would benefit from the goods HSLA was chartered to provide, 
and none of the breakout groups  were more essentially “the public” than the 
 others. Governmental entities such as the CRA officially would need to take 
all  these disparate “stakeholders” into account too.

In this context, Terry’s skepticism about what nonprofit developers can 
 really accomplish for local low- income residents made sense even if she com-
municated it ungraciously to Nathan. It made sense to look beyond food banks 
and piecemeal housing proj ects to redevelopment agendas and who controls 
them. Nathan’s language of “elite consciousness” versus real “needs,” common 
as it is, moralizes the trade- offs instead of representing them usefully. Talk of 
 human “needs” too easily naturalizes relationships and conditions that have 
resulted from po liti cal processes— which means they could be changed.23 Yet 
it is true too, as Nathan said, that lots of neighborhood residents needed more 
food. He was  there in the neighborhood distributing it to families, while Terry 
was not.

What would a more useful conversation sound like? It might clarify, first, 
that Nathan and Terry both worked for and not from the community. Neither 
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had a lock on neighborhood authenticity. Each worked on diff er ent strategic 
timelines. Nonprofits address “real- world” needs with housing developments, 
but often they are  doing that as managerial outsiders accountable to no par tic-
u lar community. To advocates like Terry, deeply cultivated in the notion that 
good prob lem solvers empower the community, that  will look obvious and 
suspect. Nathan was a liaison— a go- between from an outside entity, serving 
populations with (outsider- defined) needs, not communities with demands. 
Terry’s approach was parallel in at least one way: she too assumed she knew 
what was  really best for the neighborhood. A brave dialogue would float the 
idea that both Nathan and Terry traded on a notion of community,  whether a 
community of needs or identity, that risked essentializing and oversimplifying 
a population. Instead of presuming that a neighborhood’s needs are uniform 
or only one strategy can address them, it makes more sense to dare talking 
about trade- offs.

Self- critical collaboration between nonprofit staffers and local advocates 
for a community of identity is not crazy to imagine. The CGTC land trust 
fused nonprofit know- how with the voice of ISLA’s community. And nonprofit 
employee Nathan himself told me he could appreciate what community orga-
nizers like Terry  were  doing,  because “it’s what I saw growing up. . . .  I would 
love to be able to do it, but I’m with a nonprofit developer. . . .  We got CRA 
funding, and our building  wouldn’t be pos si ble without it.” It is about trade- 
offs, not essentially good or bad choices. Appreciating diff er ent timelines with 
diff er ent goals may work better for a diverse urban redevelopment co ali tion than 
expecting every one to fit onto the same strategic arc with the same identity.

When frustrations emerge, it is good to ask if  these come from clashing 
styles of action instead of assuming they result from ill- willed actors or bad 
ideologies. Terry had said and Francis had implied that several of the repre-
sentatives in the HJ co ali tion thought that Carol was abrasive, making the 
co ali tion more difficult to work in. Co ali tion members might have advanced 
the cause of affordable housing more by scrutinizing the trade- offs of a com-
munity of interest strategy as opposed to personalizing the terms of disagree-
ment. Personal attacks tend to end conversations; disagreements over style do 
not necessarily.24

 Things felt at least as tense when the director of the Korean community 
ser vices agency took offense at the Faith Brings Us Home meeting and reiter-
ated her irritation to me privately. She said that her efforts with homeless 
 people  were unwelcome downtown. Hearing, even second hand, the charge 
that donated food might poison homeless  people, a community ser vices direc-
tor understandably could feel hurt and excluded. It might be more produc-
tive all around, though, if would-be servers from outside a neighborhood 
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learned to recognize a community of identity’s response to the server- served 
relationship. The community’s strategy for dealing with charitable outsiders 
prob ably felt as justified to local advocates as the director’s charity felt sin-
cere to her.

— — —

Each of the campaigns that we have followed aimed to make ordinary living 
somewhat better for Angelenos. The advocates all experienced victories and 
disappointments as they traveled their diff er ent strategic arcs, with emotional 
highs and lows along the way. Thanks to the office visits and letter campaigns, the 
testimonies from ordinary Joes and au then tic members of the community, the 
insider and outsider strategies, and efforts from and for the community, 
the city of Los Angeles had come quite close to adopting a MIHO during 
this study, and some South Los Angeles residents got affordable housing 
unavailable when the study began. This is not the stuff of high drama. To 
paraphrase phi los o pher Michael Walzer (1992),  doing civic action is like 
speaking in prose. Though not epic poetry most of the time, it is a big part of 
what makes democracy a “way of life,” as Dewey (1927) asserted, not only a form 
of governance.

In the time since my fieldwork, prospects for alleviating Los Angeles’ hous-
ing crisis remained uncertain. A stream of news stories was pointing out the 
lack of affordable housing in the city. The prob lem animated documentaries 
and became a talking point for candidates in local election campaigns. Home-
lessness was at least as vis i ble on broad, less- traveled sidewalks,  under bridges, 
and beside the Los Angeles River, and abundantly deplored.  Couldn’t anyone 
do anything? Housing advocates  were pushing on in their diff er ent ways. Vot-
ers approved a proposition that would raise taxes to build permanent, sup-
portive housing for currently homeless Angelenos. It takes a differently fo-
cused study to determine how much the heightened public debate and new 
tax could have been due to housing advocates’ efforts versus  those of other 
advocates or other  factors. It makes sense to think, however, that without ad-
vocacy, unaffordable housing and homelessness would have been only less 
audible in public debate, and the city would have been only further away from 
 doing  things to address  these prob lems.25

At this writing, the COVID-19 pandemic and its baleful economic conse-
quences already had dramatized how indispensable governmental action can 
be. Yet that made civic action no less impor tant in the short term or long run, 
and no less urgent to assess thoughtfully. On one day alone, the global pan-
demic had prompted Angelenos, like so many  others in the country, to a wide 
spectrum of civic initiatives.26 Volunteer proj ects continued to collect face 
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masks for nurses and doctors. The country was now several weeks into protests 
at statehouses— and beaches, near Los Angeles— where bands of angry, some-
times armed participants demanded an end to the stay- at- home  orders that 
prioritized public health over jobs, incomes, and investments. And that day, 
grocery store workers went on strike to publicize the underrecognized new 
health risks of serving the public.  Were volunteer, protective wear collection 
drives generating interest in existing campaigns for new, national health care 
guarantees? Would grocery store and medical workers’ claims build into pres-
sure on legislators to increase  labor protections nationwide? How, if at all, did 
it  matter that state house protesters’ seemingly grassroots civic action was in 
some cases coordinated by a parent proj ect funded by extremely wealthy, con-
servative donors?27 The pandemic, like the global crisis of habitability that it 
has prefigured vividly, only underscores how vital our questions about civic 
action  will continue to be.

Civic action is not intrinsically good or bad, polite or risky, enlightened or 
reactive, humane or hateful. Neither is it necessarily a substitute for govern-
mental action; in the United States, growth in civic action has accompanied 
growth in governmental initiatives.28 Civic action comes with no guarantees. 
LA housing advocates fought for more power over decisions about housing 
made, or allowed, by local government and private developers. When govern-
ments institute new policies to address social prob lems, such as through af-
fordable housing mandates, it is often  because of the pressure of civic action. 
Yet civic action is not necessarily always “progressive.” Sometimes  people en-
gage collective prob lem solving with the goal of reducing citizen steering 
power. During the time I researched and wrote this book, increasing numbers 
of  people around the world  were telling survey researchers they would prefer 
an authoritarian leader to demo cratic governance.29 That was increasingly 
what  a variety of countries  were getting, sometimes by way of demo cratically 
or ga nized elections. Does that mean many  people have given up on the idea 
that by working on prob lems collectively, ordinary  people might help steer 
society? Do they think civic action is dispensable? That impulse is incompat-
ible with many visions of democracy that include collective, civic prob lem 
solving with a significant po liti cal role. Nothing in this book should be taken 
to imply that civic action by itself can or should solve all, or even most, social 
prob lems. But what a tragedy if many  people  were to decide that civic action 
of any sort  really is not worth the trou ble.

We need studies that illuminate how diff er ent kinds of civic action work, 
wherever they unfold. We need to understand which kinds are likely to expand 
or shrink the circle of inclusion. We need  people who figure out what civic 
action can and cannot do to bend history’s arc  toward greater justice, solidar-
ity, and sustainability.  There is a lot to do.
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A p p e n di x  I

 Putting Together the Study

Beginning with a Topic and a Rough Picture
In a previous book, I had studied how diff er ent kinds of social ties develop 
inside and between religiously sponsored civic groups.1 At the outset of this 
study, I wanted to understand civic advocacy better, taking advantage of the 
possibilities hosted by a huge metropolitan area with many, many advocacy 
organ izations. Some colleagues and I wrote a proposal to fund network survey 
and ethnographic research on civic relationships, and received partial funding 
along with funding for a partial continuation.  There was a companion goal: to 
understand how discourses about a social prob lem would develop and circu-
late among social advocates. Recent work in cultural theory had implied that 
social advocates’ discourses and their ways of relating to each other developed 
together in some way not yet well specified.2 From this initial, partially funded 
research  there emerged several lines of argument that would be anchored in 
diff er ent combinations of data.

This book lays out the arguments that developed from ethnographic research 
and the archival research that grew out of the ethnographic work. Ethnographic 
and archival evidence substantiate the four, central arguments summarized in 
chapter 1, all of which are grounded in my pragmatist, civic action approach to 
social prob lem solving. Another line of argument combined data on the network 
structure and meanings of civic relationships, drawing on a network survey of 
LA housing organ izations along with selected ethnographic cases. Details of 
the survey as well as preliminary findings on how network ties and meanings 
related to each other in this orga nizational field are reported elsewhere.3

Ethnographers widely agree that we  don’t come to the field with a blank 
slate. Often we enter with a blurry, hy po thet i cal picture of what we  will find— a 
big guess. We may spend years sharpening our questions and coloring the 
picture in as we carry out fieldwork, and compare that picture against  others 
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circulating in our scholarly community of inquiry, to decide which best solves 
our empirical puzzles.4 In the “picture” I began with, diff er ent kinds of rela-
tionship in advocacy organ izations would orient advocacy groups to diff er ent 
discourses for articulating social issues such as housing.5 Or in simpler terms, 
what advocates could say publicly about issues would depend on how they 
perceived their relations to other advocates.6  There  were diff er ent ways to con-
ceive of this connection between advocates’ discourse about social prob lems 
and the relationships in their organ izations, and I hoped this proj ect would 
clarify how this broadly sketched relationship worked, if in fact it did.

The puzzles I kept experiencing in the field over the next several years vali-
dated for me the possibility of refining and substantiating a theory based on 
my big hy po thet i cal picture. The rough picture had emerged from conceptual 
innovations first hatched during the de cade leading up to my first field sorties. 
The puzzles along with recent conceptual innovations strengthened my re-
solve to take an alternate approach to social prob lem solving, departing from 
academic understandings of social movements and collective action that had 
been dominant in US sociology for several de cades.

 These research goals reflect the view that social research is, at least poten-
tially, an ongoing, disciplined, critical dialogue.7 Quite often scholars relate to 
social research as an edifice- building or paradigm- protecting activity.  Either 
of  those research trajectories may lead to valuable findings.8 Once we see so-
cial science as an ongoing dialogue as well, we may propose that some empiri-
cal puzzles invite our community of inquiry— our discipline, subdiscipline, or 
interdisciplinary circle—to rethink some of its basic presuppositions.9 With 
evidence in hand, we bid our colleagues to go and look again, with a new 
conceptual framework, at existing as well as new empirical work. If altered 
conceptual starting points yield fresh, defensible interpretations, new causal 
explanations that stand up to skeptical scrutiny, or new and in ter est ing ques-
tions, then the new conceptual framework is warranted. It certainly need not 
replace other frameworks in our scholarly store house, but it can augment them 
and bring more research questions into the dialogue than  were circulating 
before.

Focusing on Housing Co ali tion Campaigns

 There  were many kinds of advocacy on which the larger proj ect could have 
focused. Los Angeles offered up literally hundreds of housing- related advo-
cacy groups. Collective action on housing issues became the focus of study.10 
Methodologists say that  whether researchers entirely realize it or not, we set 
“relevance criteria”— essentially an implicit deal we make with readers about 
what degree of breadth is fair to expect of our research.11 A focus on “housing” 
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advocacy was one relevance criterion for including groups in my ethnographic 
research. I followed as  these advocates addressed several other issues too 
 because  doing that made for good comparisons with efforts on housing, but I 
did not study peace advocacy, for example, since that was not part of any of 
 these advocates’ work.

The choice to follow the action of co ali tions was another relevance criterion. 
Much advocacy in the United States is pursued by alliances of groups, not 
separate organ izations, and yet co ali tions remained underexamined in so cio-
log i cal work on advocacy when the study began.12 Co ali tions also would maxi-
mize the opportunity to follow diff er ent styles of relationship and diff er ent 
claims about housing. That would make it easier to learn about how styles of 
relationship relate to the claims advocates made about housing, especially 
when  either relationships or claims  were being stretched or breached.13 And 
fi nally, the book’s specific focus on co ali tion campaigns rather than organ-
izations per se emerged along with the pragmatist focus on unfolding action. 
Comparing diff er ent kinds of action in diff er ent settings would yield the main 
conceptual contributions.

Comparative Logic
Casing

The question of how to categorize our research objects calls for decisions 
about casing. We need to decide what to say we have “a case of ” before we can 
know what the conceptual contribution  will be.14 I could have conceptualized 
housing advocates’ claims making and relationship building in terms of social 
movement research concepts, such as framing or collective identity, to name 
two prominent ones. But  those moves, by themselves, would have squeezed out 
puzzles instead of teasing out  those puzzles as opportunities to learn more 
about collective action. That was a big reason to case the collective efforts I 
studied as cases of civic action.

As the fieldwork proceeded, many emerging puzzles sorted pretty well into 
the two subject areas I hoped to understand better and relate to one another. 
Some puzzles  were especially striking. One of  those was the combination of 
unexpected continuities and surprising shifts in what advocates in the two 
main co ali tions could claim, and where and to whom, about housing prob-
lems. None of the current concepts on offer could  really explain, for instance, 
why advocates talked so similarly in their own meetings and at city hall, where 
one would expect much more self- consciously strategic discourse to please 
the powers that be and fend off opponents. The other started as the puzzle of 
a social explosion. For several months, advocates in the large and increasingly 
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power ful HJ co ali tion had worked together on their affordable housing cam-
paign.  Whether a planned disruption or spontaneous outburst, tensions 
erupted at a meeting actually intended to display co ali tion unity for endorsers 
who did not normally attend  these meetings. The follow-up meeting to pro cess 
what had happened was even more  bitter. Several organ izations’ representa-
tives  stopped attending meetings in the following months. I looked back at 
other scenarios from my field notes and noticed other strange disconnects. 
What made relationships so difficult?

Comparisons and Contrasts Lead to Explanations with 
Ethnographic Data

Puzzles helped drive an ongoing search for more sites. More sites would help 
me decide  whether or not the tentative, rough picture I started with was worth 
keeping and filling in further, or  whether it would be better to discard it for a 
diff er ent orienting picture. The ongoing search for comparisons would also 
help me refine claims about patterns.15

New research sites offered the possibility not only for solidifying and refin-
ing field hypotheses but bolstering them against alternative accounts too. 
Sometimes we look for contrast or negative cases in order to check out the 
possibility that a competing account from our scholarly community is at least 
as good as our own. We might call this the method of bravery, but we also hope 
that the negative or counterfactual case casts doubt on the alternative hypoth-
esis, enhancing the credibility of our own.16 So, for example, if we hypothesize 
that affordable housing advocates speaking at city hall feel constrained to ap-
peal to  either fairness or quality- of- life concerns, we might look for evidence 
of diff er ent but logically plausible rhetorical appeals to see how common they 
are. We look, then, for signs that the alternative appeals we find might have 
been a kind of rhetorical  mistake— exceptions that “prove the rule” we are 
proposing. That is why I looked for appeals to compassion. It was reasonable 
to think advocates might elicit compassion on behalf of  people lacking decent 
housing. I counted it as support for my hypothesis when the few compassion 
appeals I did find  were  either enunciated early in a campaign (before discur-
sive norms jelled, as I argued in chapter 7) or offered by speakers far outside 
the circles of experienced advocates in the public controversy (a distraught 
local parent, not a professional advocate).

Social research textbooks used to say that ethnography is for description or 
finding out how  people think. To explain the social world, however, they 
would say we need a study with many cases, mea sured quantitatively and com-
pared statistically. Lively debates in the past two de cades give us more options 
than that for thinking about how ethnographic evidence contributes to 
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explanatory social science.17 The comparisons and contrasts in this study un-
folded with that end in view.

My ongoing search for ethnographic comparison cases and negative cases 
expanded  until I felt confident that ample evidence bolstered this book’s causal 
and interpretative arguments, while casting doubt on the ability of alterna-
tives, especially the entrepreneurial actor model, to offer better accounts. 
Comparison and contrast along with evidence from other research substanti-
ated the value of seeing style as a characteristic of a scene, not necessarily a 
 whole “group” or co ali tion (chapter 5).18 On the other hand, the same style 
might characterize scenes of organ izations with quite diff er ent cultural or eth-
nic reference points (chapter 4). By the same moves, I discovered that the 
kinds of claims advocates made about housing prob lems depended at least as 
much on the style of the scene they  were participating in, and discursive field 
they had participated in, as the speaker’s co ali tion affiliation (chapters 5 and 
7) or nature of the issue (chapter 7). A series of comparisons showed that the 
same goals and strategic moves “on paper” can mean something diff er ent de-
pending on scene style (chapter 6).

Part of the overall comparison strategy involved a look at life inside selected 
organ izations. Comparing campaign settings peopled by members of many 
organ izations with settings inside separate, member organ izations taught me 
more about how style works as well as how clashes of style affect participants. 
 These comparisons between orga nizational and co ali tion campaign settings 
also helped me track how issues circulate, or  don’t, contributing to the argu-
ments about discursive fields.

Observing sites beyond housing advocacy narrowly defined boosts my ar-
guments and their practical relevance. I studied a collection of organ izations 
and proj ects that focused on homelessness. Comparing them shows that this 
study’s attention to discursive field and scene style yields a part of the explana-
tion for why advocates often treated homelessness separately from housing 
issues in Los Angeles, even if the two issues seem intrinsically related (chap-
ter 8). Another site beyond housing advocacy was that of the nonprofit afford-
able housing developer, HSLA. Comparisons affirm that  whether or not ac-
tion is civic depends on the scene of action, not the organ ization, the social 
sector the organ ization resides in, or its rootedness in a local community 
(chapter 9). The focus on scenes of action illuminates binds and tensions in 
nonprofit work that policy makers’ pronouncements and social commentary 
frequently distort or ignore altogether.
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a p p e n di x  i i

 Who Was the Ethnographer?
r e f l e c t ion s  on  t h e  f i e l d  r e s e a r c h

los angeles still felt new to me when I began the research in late 2007. A 
year and a half  earlier I had de cided that a provisional move to Los Angeles 
from Madison, Wisconsin, would be a relocation  after all.1 The scale of the city 
was still disorienting to someone who had been living in a much smaller place. 
It took repeated misunderstandings for me to figure out that Angelenos con-
sidered a three- mile distance to be “nearby.” I puzzled over why someone 
would choose to live in one place instead of another in the  great urban basin. 
White and middle- class professionals had the privilege of wondering that 
about much wider swaths of streetscape than nonwhites and  people on non-
professional salaries. Even so, I wondered where that salary went.

Introducing myself at potential research sites, I said that I wanted to learn 
how organ izations define and act on housing and related public issues. I 
wanted to understand this work from the viewpoint of  people  doing it. I said 
I thought they  were  doing impor tant work— and that represented me accu-
rately. I thought Angelenos should have affordable, decent places to live, 
though I did not have any firm ideas on the best way for advocates to work 
 toward that goal. I asked to observe meetings and events, and participate to 
some  limited extent. I also said I was interested in  doing something useful for 
the organ izations that hosted me. As I participant, I volunteered for tasks, did 
some office work, and did what  others did at rallies and marches— listening, 
marching, chanting, schmoozing, and jumping up and down and screaming 
at one demonstration before a long town hall meeting. At meetings, I tossed 
in an occasional question or comment where  doing so did not seem to stretch 
my implicit role in the scene. When attendees  were voting on an endorsement 
or making a decision that they understood as the  will of a distinct community, 
however, I refrained from participating. I understood myself as a curious, unas-
suming observer who often knew less than  others about the issue at hand.
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I wanted to understand patterns that, I thought, would generate a lot of the 
frustrations and joys that mattered to  people in the field. That was part of what 
made the patterns worth studying to begin with. I also thought that we see 
 these patterns in sharper resolution when we use scholarly lenses. The con-
cluding chapter discusses this mode of research, at once prob lem driven and 
academic, and its practical possibilities. As for “ doing something useful for the 
organ izations that hosted me,” I meant to be useful as someone with academic- 
related skills that advocates might find worthwhile on their own terms. Asking 
participants what they would like from me would be inviting them to spend 
more precious time on my account. So I watched and listened in the field, tried 
to come up with proj ects that I guessed staff would want, and then asked them 
without firm expectations that I had guessed correctly.

Proj ects took shape in vari ous ways. A few times, opportunities presented 
themselves by way of established roles in the organ ization— that was the ideal 
way to contribute. In the ISLA co ali tion’s Dreams for Draper initiative, for 
example, staff formed a research committee, and I then joined, more fully a 
participant than in most other sites. I shared thoughts on the trade- offs of 
survey and focus group research, and delivered notes on a focus group discus-
sion. At LAPO, staff de cided local tenants could use a manual of tenant rights 
and resources. I happily took up the invitation to join the small manual writing 
committee, learned about the relevant regulations with considerable help from 
LAPO activists and previous documents, and helped write several sections. 
At WHA, I took several short work shifts, phoning ally groups about HJ’s big 
kickoff rally and  doing other tasks. This work experience also helped me un-
derstand subtler aspects of relationship building in the housing advocacy 
world. At HSLA, I did not need to push the proj ect idea at all. The available 
roles at HSLA’s businesslike office made it natu ral, if still surprising, for the 
director to invite me to learn about HSLA by working  there. I worked as a 
temporary, adjunct grant proposal writer and general tasker.

In other cases, proj ects took more creative role crafting. At LAPO, staff 
wanted the capacity to keep track of the hours and contributions of the many 
volunteers and interns who passed through. I offered to interview a variety of 
participants about their experience of intern work and then use what I learned 
to devise a “deliverable,” as a staff member put it— something like what an 
outside con sul tant would produce. I produced an administrative form and 
 simple way to integrate it into office routines. At the ISLA office, I offered to 
sort and or ga nize the many paper files I had encountered while searching for 
rec ords on the Manchester campaign. It was something staff said they wanted 
and did not have time to do.  These  were hardly Herculean tasks! I hope they 
conveyed my deep appreciation for being welcomed to  these sites and saved 
staff some time.
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From most scholars’ point of view, the central  thing I did was produce 
knowledge claims from field notes. In qualitative research circles, it is common 
to ask how a researcher’s own qualities and capacities affect the pro cess. I agree 
with the con temporary epistemological shibboleth of ethnography: all our 
knowledge is partial and to some degree uncertain. Researchers cannot be 
everywhere— logistically, socially, or philosophically. We see and learn from 
a standpoint— a collection of social positions we are accustomed to occupy-
ing. Qualitative social researchers’ unlovely term for this is “positionality.” But 
what are  those positions exactly, and which  matter most where? As ethnogra-
pher Lynne Haney (1996) has observed, we  don’t necessarily know. To pre-
sume other wise is to contradict ourselves: if all social science knowledge is 
partial and uncertain, then why would we be certain about which positional 
attribute(s)  shaped our viewpoint, and where?  People in this book did not 
change their social positions moment by moment, but neither did they act the 
same, with the same identities, in  every scene. They  were not  simple, unitary 
actors. I was not  either. I might experience diff er ent misunderstandings in 
diff er ent settings.

Continually I tried to discover my misunderstandings, bias, and weak in-
terpretations through the ongoing test of relationships in the field. I tried to correct 
 those misunderstandings, in the field and on paper. I de cided that the  people 
in the field and the study itself would benefit more from my effort to grasp 
differences in meaning than an effort to discern exactly which differences in 
social position(s) would make me miss or misconstrue  things in a par tic u lar 
setting. At the same time, I thought before and during field visits about how I 
might or did come off, to whom, and how that might affect the observations, 
and that was impor tant to do too.2

One position I was quite sure I brought into the field was that of scholar. I 
did not aim to inject academic- sounding talk into the scenes I observed,  unless 
I was invited to— which happened only at ISLA’s research committee. But I 
did not aim to hide the fact of being a scholar  either. That is part of the reason 
I thought it better, or more genuine, to contribute something useful as a per-
son who has spent lots of time reading and writing for a living, rather than 
conceive of useful  things that would somehow “make up for” my being a re-
searcher or academic. Scholarship is part of the society in which we all partici-
pate, and even with the institutional status of academic, we construct some 
variety of relations with  others.

I figured that some scenes would receive me not only as a researcher or aca-
demic but also white male one, potentially invasive and prob ably naive at best 
about some  things. In other scenes— mostly professional and usually multira-
cial— I aimed never to impose, to learn the cues and be a quiet, respectful 
presence. When I related to nonstaff campaign participants who evidently had 
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low incomes, carried minority racial or ethnic status,  were inadequately 
 housed, or placed themselves in several or all  those categories— none of which 
would apply to me— I thought of myself as a quiet learner. In  these situations, 
I bypassed temptations to identify quickly with  others or send signals that, as 
a po liti cal progressive, I knew about what social disadvantage is like. The well- 
intended gesture risks dishonoring life experiences that often would be diff er-
ent from mine, sometimes more life endangering, and frequently met with 
fewer material or social resources. Do ethnographers need to be “closer” than 
that to the  people we write about? Let me address the personal part of “close-
ness” before continuing on to questions of social and cultural distance.

My goal was not to get inside other  people’s heads or personal lives. I feel 
like I became casually friendly beyond conventional courtesy with at least 
several dozen  people from among the groups I studied. I liked the  people I 
met, and hope they found me to be decent com pany. But ethnographers do 
not necessarily become close pals, confidants, or partners in adversity with the 
 people we research.3 It depends a lot on the research question. My questions  were 
about patterned relationships between words and action, action and action, 
and words and words in settings where  people  were planning and  doing mostly 
public  things for public purposes. I wanted to understand  those relationships 
and their collective emotions partly through experiencing them myself; that 
is part of the reason we do participant observation. I did not aim to know a lot 
about  people’s private, idiosyncratic experiences of the patterns that mattered 
in this study. Some of  those seeped out anyway. A participant in one organ-
ization confided that the group played favorites and she felt underappreciated. 
A staff person in another implied to me that frustrations had made him con-
sider switching jobs. For a study driven by diff er ent questions, the individual 
impacts could have been hot clues to dynamics I would need to explore at 
length— easier when one is personally close to participants. Given my ques-
tions, they  were clues only to the extent they signaled something about pat-
terns of civic action, which I would investigate mainly by observing interac-
tion.  Those patterns are not feelings  free. Chapters 3 and 4 discussed emotional 
tones that cogenerate diff er ent styles of action, and  these emotions are prod-
ucts of interaction too, not just private sensibilities.

 People in the field positioned me, taking cues from some of what I was giv-
ing off  whether or not I always realized or intended it. Language politics and 
the politics of phenotype danced several diff er ent ways when participants 
spoke to or of me in ISLA scenes. I gathered from field interactions that most 
participants saw me as a primarily English- speaking white academic man who 
apparently understood Spanish to some degree and supported the cause in 
general. Several longtime local resident members of ISLA affirmed my Spanish 
speaking. I took it as a friendly welcome to one who appeared to be a native 
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En glish speaker. On the other hand, on two occasions an (evidently white) 
ISLA staffer translated my Spanish into Spanish for local residents. It was not 
a  matter of bad acoustics in the room. I guessed, maybe incorrectly, that it 
could be hard for some to hear Spanish coming from me as ordinary commu-
nication rather than odd etiquette. A journalist from a Spanish- language news-
paper interviewed me during the study (on a completely diff er ent topic) and 
informed me I could stop apologizing in advance for my Spanish. While his 
comment came  after an email interview, it suggested that a fluent speaker 
found my Spanish adequately comprehensible in writing; it does not neces-
sarily say much about speaking. I made sure not to lean on faith in my abilities 
at any rate. When I was not certain I understood what a Spanish speaker had 
said, I moved closer to the English- language translator, or in a few cases, 
availed myself of headphones provided for  people who wanted translation at 
a large meeting. Sometimes translation was oversimplified or fragmentary; at 
one meeting, primarily Spanish- speaking participants complained bitterly 
about the same  thing. On the occasions that I knew I was picking up more 
from a Spanish- language speaker than from the translation, my field notes 
followed the speaker.4

Another position that advocates explic itly constructed for me was that of 
“outsider with potential access to public forums.” It was a reasonable way to 
see a professor who had said he hoped eventually to publish on what he 
learned, and in  these instances, other aspects of my social background seemed 
less salient. HJ staff  were concerned that I not reveal their emerging strategies 
for securing a positive vote on a MIHO at city council. An ISLA leader cau-
tioned me not to share (with media  people) anything I had heard at a meeting 
about the tentative terms of an agreement with a property developer. In my 
introductory announcement at meetings of each co ali tion, and then the few 
times this same issue came up hence, I emphasized that this was not a journal-
istic writing proj ect and I would happily pledge not to talk about my work to 
media sources, for any reasonable amount of time they might suggest. I had 
asked permission to carry out participant observation that might last many 
months, and said it would be fine anytime to ask me to leave a meeting or end 
my research with them altogether, if they so desired. A facilitator of the LAPO 
housing committee asked me to leave a meeting. It turned out they wanted to 
talk about me, and de cided to ask me to give a short talk on what I was finding. 
I asked them to take my talk as thoughts in pro gress, and learned impor tant, 
helpful  things from the responses to the talk I gave; this was fairly early in my 
relations with them. I continued attending committee meetings off and on for 
many months afterward.

I can only guess how my other social locations mattered, much as they al-
most certainly did depending on the scene. The privileges and perceptions 
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typically available to white male academics like me likely made some of the 
lived meanings of tenanthood shared by lower- income Latinx and African 
American LA tenants inaccessible to me. Given the questions orienting this 
par tic u lar study, I was especially concerned that my social and literally geo-
graphic location might diminish the accessibility of meetings, especially ISLA 
and LAPO meetings. That too might be summarized as “white, male academic 
meets organ izations oriented to lower- income tenants of color.” The observa-
tion that I was an academic visiting field sites roughly five to eight miles from 
where I lived offers additional, useful concreteness and subtlety, once the lis-
tener knows that Los Angeles is highly class as well as racially segregated. In 
my neighborhood, one that evidently was majority white, homeowners like 
me needed professional- level salaries to make it work. The logistics of field 
access  matter. In the case of ISLA- related scenes, I was prob ably less likely than 
other participants to be invited if staff called urgent strategy meetings at short 
notice or put on educational sessions geared specifically to local residents. My 
best guess is that in  these situations, the logistics mattered more than the per-
sona bred by my social background.5 That still leaves the possibility that my 
social locations would induce me to misrepresent the action I was studying.

I developed the research design with all  these potential limits in mind, but 
unfortunately cannot guarantee I have surmounted them entirely. The argu-
ment about how discursive fields work took two precautions. First, it depends 
heavi ly on public (city hall) testimony that was recorded exhaustively on audio 
or video. This was to lessen the chance that my observations would be skewed 
 because I could not attend all co ali tion campaign meetings where claims mak-
ing happened or claimants may have avoided certain kinds of rhe toric when 
my presence was obvious. Second, to lessen the effects of the field logistics on 
my ability to attend some meetings I knew about, I hired research assistants 
who could observe meetings I had hoped to attend but could not fit into my 
schedule of other fieldwork and teaching. To diminish the possibility of racial-
  and ethnic- based misinterpretations or overgeneralizations that could accom-
pany the category “community of identity,” I used observations from LAPO 
scenes, with their African American cultural resonances, as a comparison with 
the Latinx- identified scenes of ISLA. That still would not prevent me from 
misidentifying African American or Latinx cultural resonances. I hope that my 
previous reading as well as research encounters with African American po liti-
cal culture, and my previous reading about and experience with Latinx- 
affirming activists, both helped to some extent.6 I hope my willingness to risk 
being awkward and learn from  mistakes helped too. Again, to be a good inter-
preter, I tried to keep close track of my interactional  mistakes when I realized 
them, and listened especially carefully when participants criticized  others’ 
interaction. Most of all, I have tried hard not to make claims about 
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participants’ personal experiences that my research roles and social percep-
tions would not likely access clearly.

It is worth emphasizing  here that claims about LAPO are  limited to general 
and housing committee meetings. This was not a study of the  whole LAPO 
organ ization. Participant observers with diff er ent questions might want to 
know more about the orga nizational structure or other accomplishments of 
this striking, often effective group— more than what I have considered suffi-
cient context for my arguments. I spent a lot more time than I may have 
needed to understand style and idioculture in the selected LAPO scenes. I 
tried to exercise an abundance of caution regarding what I might be 
misconstruing.

Reflecting on positionality is only one kind of reflexivity. I suggested above 
that it is just as impor tant to reflect carefully on misunderstandings in 
interaction— usually realized only  after the fact. We should do this so we can 
clarify meanings that powerfully orient action of the  people we write about. 
Instead of presenting all  those  here, I have called attention to vari ous puzzles 
over meanings—in ethnographic scenarios spread across the book— that es-
pecially perplexed and educated me on the way to developing arguments. The 
professionals at the affordable housing developer, HSLA, presented me with 
the most consistently confounding scenarios. In no other orga nizational set-
ting did I frequently feel compelled to seek more help in understanding what 
participants  were saying and  doing.
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no t e s

Introduction

1. I  will use “social advocates” as the generic term for many of the actors in this study. By 
social advocate, I mean  people who participate in collective action to improve some social 
condition,  whether that means advocating for more housing, a better business climate for build-
ing housing, or any of countless other goods. The term is not intended to carry a lot of concep-
tual or interpretative weight. I do not use it in the vein of some US social activists who distin-
guish between “activists” in grassroots social change efforts and paid professional “advocates” 
who “advocate” on behalf of groups to which they  don’t directly belong. “Collective prob lem 
solvers” also would convey my intent well, but is too awkward.

2. On urban “scenes” along with their aesthetic and emotional attractions, see Silver and 
Clark 2016.

3. For a fuller elaboration on this definition and the gloss that follows, see Lichterman and 
Eliasoph 2014.

4. A society is “self- organizing” to the degree it hosts civic action. The “self- organizing,” 
“self- steering” capacity of a society is Jürgen Habermas’s (1987, 1984) characterization of civic 
activity.

5. For enduring, influential works on this topic from diff er ent scholarly generations, see 
Almond and Verba 1963; Verba, Schlozman, and Brady 1995; Putnam 2000.

6. See, for example, Berger and Neuhaus 1977; Habermas 1987; Wolfe 1989; Wuthnow 1991b.
7. For an extended discussion on this point, with international and US examples, see Lichter-

man and Eliasoph 2014.
8. Martens 2002; Hall 1999; Clemens 2006, 207–10.
9. Schlozman, Verba, and Brady 2013; Baggett 2000.
10. I have developed this argument at length elsewhere (Lichterman 2005, 2006, 2009). In 

short, many researchers have used the concept of social capital to mean the social networks, 
norms of reciprocity, and sense of trust they expect to find among individuals or groups in the 
sector of society they call “civic.” The concept ends up accomplishing a kind of disappearing 
act: social capital is an abstraction that turns attention away from distinct practices of mutual 
obligation as well as diff er ent definitions of trust and loyalty that we  will see within diff er ent 
forms of civic action in the case chapters of this book.

11. See, for example, McAdam, Tarrow, and Tilly 2001; Armstrong and Bern stein 2008.
12. See, for example, Brown 1997; Minkoff 2002; Baiocchi 2005; Fisher 2006; Marwell 2007; 

Armstrong and Bern stein 2008; Walker 2014; Ewick and Steinberg 2019.
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13. Sometimes they do, though, as in the case of participatory governance that includes 
governmental agents or contenders for electoral or government agency offices. See, for example, 
Fung and Wright 2003; Baiocchi 2005.

14. See Klandermans 1992; Melucci 1988; Rucht 2004.
15. For helpful leads in this direction, see Cefaï 2002; Hilgartner and Bosk 1988.
16. In parallel fashion, social activists may publicize political claims in reaction to how “vol-

unteers” approach a prob lem. In an  earlier study, I found church- based critics of President Bill 
Clinton– era social welfare policy reform aiming some of their assertions against the notion, 
which they heard in their churches, that compassionate volunteers  were better or more desirable 
than governmental agents in the role of caring for hungry or homeless  people (Lichterman 
2005). Researchers sometimes echo a “politics versus charity” or “contention versus compas-
sion” terminology of the  people they study (Poppendieck 1999; Blau 1992). They treat charitable 
volunteer groups as mistakenly ignoring the social structural  causes of prob lems and therefore 
not worth including in the investigation— yet  these groups represent a mode of collective prob-
lem solving too.

17. Ethnographic research always poses the question of what we “have a case of,” and  there 
is always more than one potential answer. Sometimes our audience  will not recognize our dis-
coveries as findings worth attending to  unless we engage in “metacommunication,” prompting 
critique or replacement of an academic subfield’s widely shared categories and assumptions in 
order to grasp a discovery’s significance. Metacommunication may result in choosing a less 
frequently used case— “civic action” rather than “social movement,” for example—in order to 
parlay a discovery into a new set of questions for a field of research that could not apprehend 
them previously. See Lichterman and Reed 2015.

18. See Alvarez et al. 2017; Smilde and Hellinger 2011; Baiocchi 2005.
19. Duyvendak and Fillieule 2015; Cefaï 2002; Baldassarri and Diani 2007; Diani and Bison 

2004; Diani and Pilati 2011.
20. See also Benford and Hunt 1992.
21. Sampson et al. 2005.
22. The proportion of events combining “nonpo liti cal” and “protest” action increased three-

fold between 1970 and 2000. By my definition, a good proportion of  these activities may be civic 
and in ter est ing to compare,  whether or not they include protest.

23. Traditionally the definition emphasizes contention with the state over resources or rights. 
Elizabeth Armstrong and Mary Bern stein (2008) argue for expanding the definition of social 
movement to include strug gles for cultural recognition and efforts at cultural change. The next 
chapter discusses what both definitions have in common.

Chapter 1: A New Sociology of Civic Action

1. This statement expands the traditional understanding of “social movement” (Gamson 
1975) to include contestations over cultural recognition and identity (see, for example, Arm-
strong and Bern stein 2008; Fraser 1997).

2. See McCarthy and Zald 1973, 1977.
3. The much- criticized classic study is Smelser 1962.
4. See, for example, McAdam 1982; Tarrow 1994; Kitschelt 1986.
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5. Some of  these studies, like mine, situate institutional challengers in thick cultural or situ-
ational contexts that shape them as much as the other way around. See, for example, Ann 
Mische’s (2008) study of Brazilian youth activism in 1980s’ and 1990s’ Brazil, Steinberg’s (1998, 
1999, 2002) work on nineteenth- century En glish  labor activists, Kathleen Blee’s (2012, 2013) 
research on how grassroots activist groups emerge and occasionally transform their pathways 
of action, and Ewick and Steinberg’s (2019) study of activists narrating collective identity as 
faithful dissenters inside the Catholic church.

6. See, for example, Melucci 1989; Jasper 1997; Taylor and Raeburn 1995; Guigni 2008.
7. See Armstrong and Bern stein 2008.
8. Armstrong and Bern stein 2008, 85, 93.
9. Research on social movement culture and emotions is too big an arena for a single review, 

but for reviews of notable studies and essays that continue to inform current work, see Morris 
and Mueller 1992; Johnston and Klandermans 1995; Goodwin, Jasper, and Polletta 2001; Polletta 
and Jasper 2001; Williams 2004; Polletta 2006; Snow et al. 2014. Below I discuss one particularly 
relevant part of this work that  matters for my research: studies of strategic framing.

10. For a sample of statements, see McAdam 1988a; Jasper 1997; Goodwin, Jasper, and Pol-
letta 2001; Guigni 2008.

11. See, for example, Armstrong and Bern stein 2008; Fligstein and McAdam 2012.
12. Skilled actors have a “highly developed cognitive capacity for reading  people and envi-

ronments, framing lines of action, and mobilizing  people in the ser vice of broader conceptions 
of the world and of themselves” (Fligstein and McAdam 2012,17).

13. Since  others already have reviewed this work extensively (Benford 1997; Snow 2004; 
Snow et al. 2014), a brief, conversational overview suffices. In some studies, a “frame” is a cul-
tural microstructure that organizes communication. More commonly, the term connotes a 
“picture frame” that marks off some aspects of real ity while bracketing  others (Williams and 
Benford 2000, 129). For an often- cited, compact treatment of the “framing” idea, see Snow and 
Benford 1988.

14. See Snow 2008; Snow et al. 2014; Snow et al. 1986, 467.
15. The framing perspective’s progenitors understand it that way. See Snow et al. 2014, 29.
16. In signal statements, scholars combine interactionist presuppositions with the tendency 

to see social advocates as self- consciously “agentic.” See Snow 2004, 385; Fligstein and McAdam 
2012.

17. As the lit er a ture would put it, the framing was prognostic as well as diagnostic (Snow and 
Benford 1988).

18. See especially the argument in Eliasoph 1998.
19. See Fligstein 2001.
20. A sharper- edged critique would suggest that the skill explanation by itself can become 

uncomfortably teleological (see Steinberg 1998). To concretely picture that, let’s assume that 
speakers at city hall or their leaders had the skill to frame the apartment construction / hospital 
de mo li tion without compassion language. ISLA ultimately won its bid, and the commissioners 
demanded of the property developer an extensively revised construction plan. Yet, ISLA leaders 
could not know for sure what would happen, and  were understandably ner vous even if hopeful. 
So to put the question, How do we know ISLA leaders had skill at the outset? If we use their 
win as evidence that ISLA leaders had “skill,” we are granting advocates the power to know the 
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 future with transcendent certainty. If we  don’t make that move, then we simply return to my 
initial question: How do advocates know which kinds of claims  will be appropriate or power ful— 
the ones we call “skilled”  after the fact? Entrepreneurial models go quiet on that pro cess.

21. See, for example, an in ter est ing piece on the pitches that activists used to get  people to 
join a nuclear disarmament campaign (Benford 1993b) or research on the stories that civil rights 
activists told about how they jumped into risky protest (Polletta 2006).

22. See, for example, McAdam 1988b; McAdam and Paulsen 1993.
23. See, for example, Weare, Lichterman, and Esparza 2014.
24. Diani 2003.
25. Personal conversation with HJ leader, January 2009.
26. See McAdam and Paulsen 1993, 663.
27. “Interpreters must command sufficient resources and numbers to provide a social/or-

gan i za tional base for mobilization. When this is the case, the ideational challenge inherent in 
fashioning an account . . .  gets joined to a more narrowly orga nizational one. As a prerequisite 
for action, would-be insurgents must  either create an orga nizational vehicle and its supporting 
collective identity or, more likely, appropriate an existing organ ization and the routine collective 
identity on which it rests” (McAdam 2003, 291–92).

28. For a similar point, see Luhtakallio and Tavory 2018.
29. Some scholars of claims making have criticized the social movement framing perspective 

for a static approach to language— one that assumes that a word or phrase consistently gives off 
the same meaning. They find in framing studies a default assumption that strategic entrepre-
neurs have indefinite leeway to frame messages to attract supporters. See Steinberg 1998, 1999, 
2002; Hart 1996; Jasper 1997; Williams and Benford 2000; Eliasoph and Lichterman 2003; Wil-
liams 2004. Given that the framing perspective emerged in the 1980s from a “social- psychological 
turn” in social movement research (Oliver and Johnson 2000, 37), it may not be so surprising 
that it has attended less to what culture- oriented scholars tend to emphasize. While a few fram-
ing studies do suggest that broader ideologies constrain framing (Benford and Snow 2000), 
framing researchers say studies should spend more timing investigating broader cultural con-
texts that influence activists’ sense of what is an appropriate frame. See, for example, Hart 1996; 
Polletta and Kai Ho 2006; Snow 2008, 5; Williams 2004; Lichterman and Dasgupta 2020.

30. For one statement of this concern, see Snow 2008.
31. On entrepreneurial model studies, see, for example, Noy 2009; Diani and McAdam 2003. 

Other network scholarship points out that network ties rely on varying meanings of relationship 
(Krackhardt and Kilduff 2002; Mische 2003, 2008; Weare, Lichterman, and Esparza 2014). Stud-
ies outside network scholarship make the same point: that relationships can mean diff er ent 
 things even for members of the same organ ization or co ali tion. See Lichterman 1995; Clemens 
1996; Polletta 2002; Roth 2010.

32. See Baldassarri and Diani 2007. Diani (2013) elaborates, for instance, on diff er ent “modes 
of coordination” in networks, shifting some analytic emphasis further  toward kinds of relation-
ships. In this scheme, “co ali tions” coordinate action around a shared cause, beyond unsched-
uled, casual exchanges, and share a ( limited) goal, while “social movements” coordinate action 
with a collective identity.  Whether or not we go with  these special definitions of co ali tion and 
social movement, Diani’s framework directs us helpfully to kinds of interaction rather than 
merely the volume or frequency of them.

33. Lichterman 2006.
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34. In traditional definitions (for example, McCarthy and Zald 1977), organ izations are cen-
tral to social movements. Some social movement scholars have pointed out that social activists 
of New Left, environmental, radical feminist, and more recently, alternative globalization and 
Occupy movements often have eschewed stable, resource- acquiring organ izations for more 
ephemeral and flexible groupings, alternative subcultures, individually mounted visibility ac-
tions, flash mobs, or temporary campouts (Gitlin 1987; Melucci 1989; Epstein 1991; Taylor and 
Raeburn 1995; Lichterman 1996; Juris 2008; Lang and Lang/Levitsky 2012).

35. Left- indented blocks of text always represent excerpts from ethnographic field notes, 
 unless other wise specified. They quote or paraphrase conversation, or describe action.

36. Public Ally is a national program that sends young college gradu ates to intern at progres-
sive organ izations.

37. See Skocpol 2002, 1999; Walker 2014; Wuthnow 1998a.
38. See Lichterman and Eliasoph 2014, 809–10.
39. That does not mean they must be unpaid “volunteers” in the US sense, nor that they 

cannot also be governmental agents or employees. It means they have leeway to coordinate their 
efforts rather than being subject to inflexible  legal mandates, or the (governmentally guaran-
teed) relations of private property and market exchange.

40. See, for example, David Pettinicchio’s (2012, 2019) research on disability advocates— 
“institutional activists” in the US Senate and House of Representatives.

41. See Tocqueville (1835) 1969; Durkheim 1957. For US pragmatists’ notion of a demo-
cratically self- controlling society, see Addams (1902) 2002; Dewey 1927; Follett (1918) 1965. See 
also Cefaï 2002. For critical theorists’ vision of demo cratic publics, see Cohen and Arato 1992; 
Habermas 1984, 1987, (1964) 1989. On the “social control” theme in US sociology, see Sampson, 
Morenoff, and Earls 1999; Janowitz 1975.

42. For many, the conversation began with the publication of Robert Putnam’s (1995, 2000) 
figures on association memberships. From  there, one of US social science’s biggest and most 
lively debates since the 1960s ensued. What did the figures mean, and what should be done? 
See, for example, Edwards and Foley 1997; Schudson 1998; Wuthnow 1998a; Cohen 1999; 
Skocpol and Fiorina 1999; Wilson 2001; Fishman 2004; Lichterman 2005, 2006; Somers 2005.

43. Sirianni and Friedland 2001; Putnam and Feldstein 2003.
44. Edwards and Foley 1997; Skocpol and Fiorina 1999; Somers 2005.
45. See Briggs 2008, especially 13–15, 23–24, 297–310. For another useful comparison of re-

gional, civic collaborations, see Benner and Pastor 2015.
46. See especially Dewey 1922, 1927, 1938, 1939; Addams (1902) 2002; Peirce (1868) 1992; Joas 

1996. It is impor tant to recognize that  these phi los o phers did not all share identical approaches 
to epistemological, substantive, or moral questions, and did not have identical understandings 
of social science; they did not all consistently embrace the term “pragmatist”  either. “Pragma-
tism” is a rather loose constellation of orienting postulates, intellectual prob lems, and discus-
sions concerning action, meaning, and knowledge claims, not “a method” or “a theory.” I lean 
most  here on Dewey’s contributions to  those discussions, and am emphasizing the broad com-
monalities that writers and readers who use “pragmatist” tend to associate with the term. See, 
for example, Lichterman 2015.

47. Volunteers at a meals program for  people with AIDS avow religious teachings in some 
settings but not  others (Bender 2003). Neighbors who shun talk of racism or corporate- caused 
environmental damage in public meetings or in front of media cameras condemn racial 
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discrimination and speculate about corporate malfeasance in casual conversations off the public 
stage (Eliasoph 1998). Religiously based community organizers and queer activists too promote 
self- critical, multivalent identities in small group meetings, while claiming homogeneous inter-
ests and unitary group identities in public campaign settings (Lichterman 1999; Wood 2002).

48. See Goffman (1974) 1986, 8–10.
49. Joseph Gusfield’s (1980) study of drinking and driving offers a wonderful example: plain-

tiffs or defendants in court proceedings act systematically differently in the book- lined office 
chamber of a robed judge than when outside the court house.

50.  Those patterns clue us in to causal mechanisms we can use to explain why action un-
folded one way and not another. For extensive discussion on  these points, see Lichterman and 
Reed 2015; Reed and Lichterman 2017, forthcoming; Reed 2011.

51. For a foundational statement, see Eliasoph and Lichterman 2003.
52. Eliasoph and Lichterman 2003, 739.
53. For practical guides to identifying diff er ent styles that researchers have found repeatedly, 

see Eliasoph and Lichterman (2003, appendix). See also the detailed  table of style characteris-
tics in Lichterman and Eliasoph 2014.

54. For a review and meta- analysis of studies, see Lichterman and Eliasoph 2014, 839–47. 
 Earlier work observed that a style— “personalized politics,” for instance— may require the 
cultural capital, the  distinct self- presentation and articulation skills,  that is more available to 
highly schooled or professional middle- class  people than  others (Lichterman 1996). Given 
the participants observed in this and other studies, it would be hard to say that about  these 
two styles.

55. Dewey (1939, 248) put it this way: “ There is no desire and no interest which, in its distinc-
tion from raw impulse and strictly organic appetite, is not what it is  because of transformation 
effected in the latter by their interaction with the cultural environment.” If we think other wise, 
he argued, we surrender to a kind of “metaphysical individualism” that prefers commonsense 
understandings of purposive action over so cio log i cal analy sis of it.

56. In the Deweyan understanding, actors’ experiences and choices  don’t start out separate 
from larger contexts only to become “influenced” by them—as if contexts exist in a realm sepa-
rate from the world of action. Styles of action are always “entangled” in  those larger contexts 
and bear their mark.

57. That would not be entanglement but instead simply a result or reflection— one  thing 
causing another  thing. Dewey had something messier in mind.

58. If social and institutional realities  were to shift fundamentally, we would expect the rela-
tively few widespread styles of civic action (Lichterman and Eliasoph 2014) to alter or dis appear, 
and  others to emerge, as civic actors crystallize diff er ent accommodations to the impinging 
realities. The conjecture is worth more study, but comparative research offers some support for 
it already. In France, where po liti cal repre sen ta tion is not so routinely defined in terms of inter-
est groups, and institutionalized racism works differently than in the United States, communi-
ties of interest or identity often look antidemo cratic (Camus- Vigué 2000). Attempts to import 
 these models of collective action from the United States are treated by social advocates with 
suspicion (Talpin 2017). In a similar vein, when a colleague and I (Lichterman and Doidy 2018) 
compared activism by socially marginal, inadequately  housed  people in Los Angeles and Paris, 
we found that LA activists expressed their radicalism as a community of identity while Pa ri sian 
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activists, cultivated in French po liti cal culture, pressed fairly similar housing issues in a more 
universalistic style called “social critic” (Lichterman and Eliasoph 2014).

59. See Schlozman, Verba, and Brady 2013.
60. For an authoritative account of how this po liti cal form became institutionalized, see 

Clemens 1997.
61. For an in- depth study of this “astroturf ” organ izing and similar efforts, see Walker 

2014.
62. Systematic survey research finds that  people of a lower socioeconomic status have less 

time, fewer orga nizational skills, and less “social capital” for mounting collective action (Schloz-
man, Verba, and Brady 2012; Wuthnow 2002). They may have a much less developed sense of 
entitlement to speak out too. For close-up studies, see Hart 2001; Warren 2001; Saegert et al. 
2001.

63. In one case, for instance, a group of white, midwestern church volunteers took a clue 
from tensions they felt emanating from the community center director of a low- income Hmong 
and Black neighborhood. Their way of working together frankly was not working. They reor ga-
nized their  whole volunteer proj ect. Rather than coming to “serve  those in need” as casual 
volunteers, they started collaborating with the center and each other as partners, producing 
public goods for the neighborhood rather than one- to- one helping ser vice. See Lichterman 
2005, chapter 6.

64. A focus on scenes and styled action differs from Blee’s valuable approach in several ways. 
See Lichterman and Dasgupta 2020. In short, this study’s approach highlights styles operating 
in diff er ent scenes. Blee’s “emergentist” approach stresses a path- dependent pro cess for a group 
as a  whole, where “discursive rules” emerge over time.

65. Sociologists use the discursive field concept to mean some variety of  things. In Christo-
pher Bail’s (2008) study of media coverage of Islam or David Snow’s (2008) theoretical writing 
about social movement discourses, for example, “discursive field” refers to the sum total of 
discourses circulating about a specific topic. I follow Wuthnow’s expansive, foundational work 
on the topic and Spillman’s widely cited statement, both of which treat a discursive field as an 
enabling, constraining cultural context rather than a sum total of diffusing discourses.

66. Blee (2012, 2013) delineates this pro cess in detail in her study of newly crystallizing 
grassroots activist groups in Pittsburgh. For a more theoretical version of the same point, see 
field theorist Martin 2003.

67. The notion of “discursive field,” like “culture” more generally in current sociology, names 
a dimension of analy sis. It refers to a set of symbolic patterns and meaningful practices that have 
their own influence on speech and action that is not completely or immediately determined by 
actors’ social- structural interests or orga nizational positions outside the field (Smith 1997; Kane 
1997; Sewell 1992; Alexander and Seidman 1990). This is impor tant to note since other concepts 
of “field,” valuable in their own ways, treat culture differently (see, for example, Bourdieu 1993; 
Fligstein and McAdam 2011). Analyzing the two primary campaigns in terms of discursive fields 
rather than some other kind of field, I focus on how actors collaborate and conflict over claims 
about prob lems.

68. See Emirbayer 1997.
69. This is a basic postulate of symbolic interactionism in sociology. For more conceptual 

discussion and sources on this point, and extended illustrations of how  these perceptions took 
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hold in scenes from this study, see Lichterman and Dasgupta 2020. Interestingly, prominent 
studies on the entrepreneurial actor model (Snow et al. 1986; Fligstein and McAdam 2012) also 
base themselves in symbolic interactionist thought (see Snow et al. 2014; Fligstein and McAdam 
2012, 17–18, 47). My cultural focus leads me to a diff er ent strand of that tradition.

70. For more discussion on the role of leaders and the limits in their ability to sidestep the 
style of a scene, see Lichterman and Dasgupta 2020.

Chapter 2: Placing and Studying the Action

1. Professionals in affordable housing say that rent is “affordable” if a tenant  house hold 
spends no more than 30  percent of its income on it. Tenants who rent, along with homeless 
 people,  were the main constituency for housing advocates in this study.

2. See Logan and Molotch 1987, especially 50–66.
3. See Harvey 1989. For a concrete example, among  others, see Pacewicz 2015.
4. See, for example, Perez 2004. Though scholars frequently use the term “gentrification” to 

connote the displacement of lower- income residents (see, for example, Brown- Saracino 2010; 
Mele 2000), the implicit critique is not universally shared. For a sunnier view of locally rooted 
businesses, arts entrepreneurs, leaders, and residents collaborating to “rebrand” their stigma-
tized neighborhood with a proud, ethnic identity, see Wherry 2011.

5. See Smith 2002.
6. See Charles 2003; Hwang and Sampson 2014; Krysan and Bader 2007; Quillian and Pager 

2001; Sampson 2012.
7. Wyly and Hammel 2004.
8. For an extensive list of strategies and locales, see Annunziata and Rivas- Alonso 2018.
9.  These claims are informed by timely analyses in Gottlieb et al. 2005.
10. See the review in Kahne 2018, 310.
11. See Gottlieb et al. 2005, 85–86.
12. See Kahne 2018.
13. See Saito 2012. See also Mike Davis’s (1990) writerly account of some of  these develop-

ments along with brazen land and  water grabs, sweetheart deals, and other feats of sordid en-
trepreneurialism that preceded them.

14. See Kahne 2018, 311–12.
15. See Wu 2012.
16. See Steckler and Garcia 2008. This is using a conventional standard that no more than 

roughly 30  percent of income go to rent or 33  percent to homeowner costs.
17. This was one upshot of a lengthy report, appearing in early 2009, by investigators com-

missioned by one of the leading organ izations in the ISLA co ali tion (author’s file). In keeping 
with the decision not to use real collective or individual names, I decline to cite the report.

18. Beyond my observations as a resident, Juliet Kahne (2018) verifies the point.
19. See Fulton 1997; Purcell 2000.
20. See Saito 2012, 2019.
21. Residents, pundits, and some scholars have pointed to Los Angeles’ “sprawl” as one big 

sign of an ever- present prodevelopment sensibility among city administrations and city plan-
ners. See Gottlieb et al. 2005. While recent developments quickly surveyed  here suggest a more 
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nuanced picture, it is good to note that studies within urban planning do indicate that efforts 
to contain development in Los Angeles up to the time that this study began had often been more 
nominal than substantive. For instance, efforts to institute transit- oriented development in Los 
Angeles operate more as guidelines than enforceable requirements (Boarnet and Crane 1997). 
Moreover, well before HJ’s campaign presented  here, other California and prominent West 
Coast cities had instituted mandatory inclusionary housing requirements for developers, but 
efforts to pass similar mea sures in Los Angeles had floated around and failed since the early 
1990s (Mukhija et al. 2010).

22. See Katz 2015, 2001, 2002.
23. One of  those twelve, Rediscover MacArthur Park (RMP) co ali tion, appears only as a 

brief mention in chapter 9 and does not appear in the following descriptions. I attended a year’s 
worth of RMP meetings along with wine-  and tamale- tasting events at the nonprofit restaurant 
that hosted RMP,  because the co ali tion’s commercial- friendly approach to neighborhood de-
velopment was so interestingly diff er ent from ISLA’s equitable development, antidisplacement 
stance. RMP discussions produced a lot of neighborhood- booster talk about crime, new transit 
lines, and affordable housing— topics ISLA took up too in a diff er ent key. The contrasts helped 
me clarify what was distinctive about ISLA’s work for and from “the community.” For an initial 
analy sis of RMP, see Citroni and Lichterman 2017.

24. Author’s file; citation omitted to preserve confidentiality of co ali tion actors.
25. Steckler and Garcia 2008. Data produced quarterly by the California Association of Real-

tors, cited in the following news articles: Kevin Felt, “Housing Affordability Level Falls in Los 
Angeles County, Calif.,” San Gabriel Valley Tribune, August 19, 2004; “Housing Affordability 
Index Falls Five Points in February, Affordability Gap between California and U.S. Now at 
26  Percent,” PR Newswire, April 4, 2002.

26. Steckler and Garcia 2008.
27. Author’s file; citation omitted to preserve confidentiality of co ali tion actors.
28. This comes from a report by WHA (2004, author’s file), the association of affordable 

housing developers that funded the staff of the HJ co ali tion.
29. Details of this second HJ campaign come from “Mahoney Proposal,” City News Ser vice, 

October 2, 2003; “Developers Seek Bonuses with Proposed Inclusionary Housing Law,” City 
News Ser vice, October 22, 2003; “Housing Policy,” City News Ser vice, April 15, 2004; “Officials 
Ponder Zoning to Reduce Home Prices,” Daily News of Los Angeles, May 25, 2004; David Zahn-
iser, “Zoning Proposal Opposed by Neighborhood Groups,” Copley News Ser vice, August 20, 
2004; Rick Orlov, “Councils May Fight Zoning Plan,” Daily News of Los Angeles, September 27, 
2004; Rick Orlov, “Zoning Change Urged for More Low- Cost Homes,” Daily News of Los An-
geles, June 2, 2005.

30. Wardrip 2009.
31. Descriptions in this paragraph and the next one are not backed by citations out of defer-

ence to individual actors that  actual sources would make too easy to trace.
32. In 1999, on a sample street in the Draper neighborhood, 10  percent of the residences 

 housed or  were being refitted to  house students; in 2009, roughly 75  percent of the residences 
 were student occupied according to ISLA advocates’ research.

33. The typical field sortie (a meeting, rally, task activity, or stint in an office) lasted on aver-
age roughly two hours, and typically I would spend two or three hours expanding jottings into 
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field notes for  every hour in the field. Accompanying the outreach work of The Way Home 
(TWH) staff with homeless  people was diff er ent; outreach shifts lasted roughly four hours each.

34. For two years of ethnographic research, gradu ate assistants extended observations be-
yond what one ethnographer could do alone while keeping up teaching and ser vice duties.

35. For a discussion of how I thought about and practiced reflexivity as a researcher during 
the study, see Lichterman 2017, as well as Appendix II.

36. See Emerson, Fretz, and Shaw 2011.
37. Coding for style benefited from heuristics established in the lit er a ture (Eliasoph and 

Lichterman 2003, 784–87; Lichterman and Eliasoph 2014, 842), aided by the insight that inter-
actional patterns like style are easier to identify when  violated or disputed (Goffman 1961, (1974) 
1986, 308–77).

38. See Lichterman (2005, 274–79; 2012, 22). Saved from circularity, the causal logic is secure; 
 others already have shown that scene style can work as a causal mechanism (Gross 2009; Reed 
2011), shaping both strategic messaging and informal, exploratory communication (Lichterman 
2005; Mische 2008).

39. This may not be true much longer. Clever matching and parsing work, assisted by com-
putational linguistic methods, may make it pos si ble to discern scene style from the texts of 
complex websites. See Lichterman and Eliasoph 2014.

40. The ethnographer needs to ply the constant comparative pro cess sensitively, and gener-
ate good guesses about when and why the style may change amid one meeting; the same pro cess 
makes it pos si ble to reconstruct a change in style that may have occurred during meetings or 
events the researcher missed.

Chapter 3: Solving Prob lems by Fighting for an Interest

1. Plans for the MIHO campaign began months before news of a suddenly deepening reces-
sion. Strikingly, HJ advocates talked of the recession primarily as all the more reason to do what 
they  were planning to do rather than a reason for new departures.

2. The history of interest- based politics is a huge topic beyond the scope of discussion  here, 
but for an authoritative account of its institutional origins, see Clemens 1997.

3. Crises like  these,  whether externally or internally generated, do sometimes change par-
ticipants’ sense of what they are  doing together as an organ ization, what their longer- term goals 
should be, and how they should relate to one another. See, for example, Blee’s (2012, 2013) study 
of turning points in grassroots activist groups, or Lichterman’s (2005) study for a look at how a 
network of church volunteers refashioned their relations to a low- income neighborhood to 
become a conduit for modest public goods rather than individual donations and one- to- one 
helping relations.

4. Each of the scholarly concepts  here tags a research lit er a ture far too large to be reviewed 
usefully in one place. This study’s relation to social movement frames and framing research is 
discussed in chapter 7. See also Lichterman and Dasgupta 2020. For an impor tant statement on 
narrative in social movements, see Polletta 2006. For landmark statements and useful reviews 
from  earlier and more recent work in the voluminous research on collective identity in social 
movements, see Melucci 1988, 1989; Taylor and Whittier 1992; Laraña, Johnston, and Gusfield 
1994; Polletta and Jasper 2001; Snow, Soule, and Kriesi 2004; Fominaya 2010.

5. See Eliasoph and Lichterman 2003; Lichterman and Eliasoph 2014.
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6. See Lichterman and Eliasoph 2014, 842.
7. Recent historical studies also cast doubt on the value of the  simple sectoral distinction 

 here. See, for example, Clemens and Guthrie 2010. See also the review of research on interna-
tional as well as US cases in Lichterman and Eliasoph 2014.

8. SRO stands for “single room occupancy.” An SRO  hotel is a building that once served as 
a  hotel but was converted into one- room apartments for long- term residents.

9. Research assistant Brady Potts attended and took the notes.
10. A less- studied dimension of scene style is “speech norms,” which include the expressions 

of feeling and genres of verbal expression. See Lichterman and Eliasoph 2014, 814.
11. For other studies that manifest the increasing interest in the emotions of collective advo-

cacy, see, for example, Goodwin, Jasper, and Polletta 2000; Polletta and Jasper 2001; Whittier 
2009.

12. See extended descriptions of this tactic, a “public drama,” in Wood 2002.
13. See Heaney and Rojas 2014.
14. A short list of examples in the United States includes a variety of issues: local community 

organ izing,  labor activism, municipal urban politics, and LGBTQ activism. See Lichterman and 
Eliasoph 2014, 842.

15. Fligstein and McAdam 2012.

Chapter 4: Solving Prob lems by Protecting an Identity

1. The distinction between this expressive politics and a more conventional, instrumental 
politics or ga nized Frank Parkin’s (1968) now- classic account of  Great Britain’s antinuclear 
movement of the early 1960s. It strongly informed studies of the US civil rights and student New 
Left movements of the 1960s and early 1970s (Breines 1982; McAdam 1982, 1988a; Gitlin 1987; 
Whalen and Flacks 1989), and the countercultural efflorescence of the same time (Gitlin 1987; 
Melucci 1989; Berger 1981).

2. See Gitlin 1987.
3. See Young 1990; Fraser; Taylor 1994; Kymlicka 1995.
4. See especially Taylor 1994; Fraser 1997.
5. For a start, see Honneth 1996.
6. See Gitlin 1994, 1995; Etzioni 1996.
7. See, for example, Hamburger 2018.
8. See Lilla 2017.
9. Bern stein 1997.
10. Levine 2017.
11. In this vein, see also McQuarrie 2013.
12. See some cases in Lee, McQuarrie, and Walker 2015; Eliasoph 2011.
13. From  here on, when I represent actors invoking “the community” or refer to that subject 

myself, I  will not use quotation marks since  doing so may signal an editorial condescension that 
I do not intend. I  will trust readers to keep in mind that what I am referring to is a social con-
struction honored by  those who identify with it. It has real, materially and emotionally palpable 
consequences, just as many social constructions do.

14. Lamont 1992.
15. This alludes to theorist Pierre Bourdieu’s (1984) use of the phrase.
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16. Levine 2017; Lichterman 1996.
17. For a classic statement  here, see McCarthy and Zald 1977.
18. For an extended example, see Lichterman 1996.
19. See Wood 2002; Warren 2001; Hart 2001.
20. For a short list of examples, see Lichterman and Eliasoph 2014, 842.
21. For local antigentrification activism styled this way in Chicago neighborhoods and the 

tourist destination of Provincetown, Massachusetts, see Brown- Saracino 2009. In Japonica 
Brown- Saracino’s excellent study, residents opposed to gentrification that she categorizes as 
“social preservationists” speak protectively on behalf of a par tic u lar ethnic and geo graph i cally 
local community’s authenticity. They construct a community of identity that they themselves 
cannot  really join. That is in effect the same position that ISLA leaders offered students: allies 
in support of  others’ community of identity. For similarly styled collective action on New York 
City’s Lower East Side, see Mele 2000, especially 277–78.

22. Sociologists have diff er ent concepts for getting at diff er ent dimensions of orga nizational 
culture. Scene style is one of course, but other conceptual tools mine other dimensions. If we 
want to study the symbols, stories, or group routines that  people share over time in one small 
group— a baseball team, for example— across diff er ent scenes of that group’s action, then we 
are studying idioculture. For extensive, authoritative discussions, see Fine 1987, 2010.

23. Abutting that corner is a park known for large encampments of  people in tents. I interpret 
the laughter as recognition of a prime address for homelessness in Los Angeles and perhaps the 
irony that some  people  can’t say they have a “residence.”

24. On US anti- intervention activism, especially focused on Central Amer i ca, see Munkres 
2003; Smith 1996.

25. On African American charismatic leadership, see Reed 1986.
26. For an academically worded version of the idea, see Smith 2007; Kivel 2007.
27. Length of residence in the LAPO community was much less celebrated or even re-

marked. Some LAPO participants  were temporarily  housed or homeless, not long- term tenants. 
Unsurprisingly, then, “proud member of this community for x years” was not a feature of LA-
PO’s idioculture even though it was central in ISLA’s. Idioculture researcher Gary Alan Fine 
(1983) explains that demographic and social structural contingencies indirectly or directly influ-
ence the symbols and practices that an idioculture preserves.

28. LAPO’s “implicit” rather than explicit African American identity is not unique in grass-
roots activism. A multiracial, environmental justice organ ization I studied over two de cades ago 
similarly expressed its common commitment in African American cultural idioms while never 
claiming that “we are a Black organ ization.” See Lichterman 1996. See a similar phenomenon in 
Mary Pattillo- McCoy’s (1998) research on local civic groups in Chicago.

29. For the case of a suburban environmental group, see Lichterman 1996; Eliasoph and 
Lichterman 2003.

Chapter 5: Why Follow the Style, Not Just the Organ ization?

1. See Van Dyke and McCammon 2010.
2. See, for example, Rochon and Meyer 1997; Schlozman, Verba, and Brady 2013; Staggen-

borg 1986; Van Dyke and McCammon 2010; Warren 2001; Brenner and Pastor 2015.
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3. See Obach 2004; McAdam 1988a; Ghaziani and Baldassarri 2011; Rose 2000; Lichterman 
1995; Van Dyke 2003; Ferree and Hess 1994.

4. For an early example of this line of argument, see Lichterman 1995.
5. For the Boston co ali tion, see Beamish and Luebbers 2009. For examples of co ali tions that 

dissipated or never jelled, see Bell and Delaney 2001; Lichterman 1995.
6. For a good view of the tensions  here, see Moseley 2012.
7. Priming the listener with an orga nizational name is a “scene- switching practice,” an inter-

actional move that nudges the listener  toward or away from the style appropriate for a par tic u lar 
scene. See Lichterman and Eliasoph 2014.

8. On the varied settings of complex organ izations, see, for example, Thompson 1967. For 
applications of the insight to the world of civic action, see Mische 2008;  Binder 2007; Lichter-
man 1999; Eliasoph 2011.

9. See, for example, Lichterman 2005; Eliasoph and Lichterman 2003.
10. Lichterman and Eliasoph 2014, 816.
11. For useful discussions of  these telling, everyday glitches, see Goffman 1961; (1974) 1986, 

308–44.
12. The attendees’ comments quoted  here  were originally in Spanish; author’s translation.
13. For other examples of nimble, style juggling, see Lichterman and Eliasoph 2014; Lichter-

man 2005, chapter 6. For more analy sis of interaction dynamics in this as well as other scenarios 
where the juggling act was rough or failed, see Lichterman and Dasgupta 2020.

14. The neighborhood residents’ comments quoted  here  were originally in Spanish; author’s 
translation.

15. See Fligstein and McAdam 2012, 7.
16. For the classic piece in this line of work, see Kitschelt 1986. See also McAdam, McCarthy, 

and Zald 1996; Cress and Snow 2000; McCammon et al. 2007; Trumpy 2016; Ayoub and Che-
taille 2017.

17. For more elaboration on culturally structured agency, see Sewell 1992.
18. See, for example, Lichterman 1996; 2005, chapter 3.
19. On style as a fuzzy cultural form, see Lichterman 2012. See also Cicourel 1993; Taylor 

1993.
20. See Blee 2012, especially 36.
21. See Dewey 1939; Whitford 2002; Swidler 1986.
22. Mische 2009; Tavory and Eliasoph 2013; Mische, forthcoming.
23. See, for example, Obach 2004, 129.
24. On class- based co ali tion building, see Rose 2000. On low- income neighborhoods and 

wider ties, see Sampson 1999; Saegert, Thompson, and Warren 2001.
25. The most credible account I can piece together from the available documents is that the 

co ali tion had arrived three months  earlier at ballpark figures on how much affordable housing 
to demand for diff er ent income levels.  These prob ably would not change substantially if Carol 
was right that co ali tion leaders had already found out where the no-go zone was in their negotia-
tions over a tentative proposal with the city hall officials who would help introduce it at city 
council.

26. See Benford 1993a; Benford and Snow 2000.
27. See, for example, Noy 2009.
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28. When I mentioned framing strategies to a SED director, a social scientist herself, she 
laughed lightly and said unprompted that a lot of the organ ization’s messaging happened by the 
“seat of the pants.”

29. Carol implied she had learned the term at a media training workshop put on by  union 
organizers.

Chapter 6: What Is Winning?

1. For more about CBAs, see the brief discussion in chapter 2. See also Saito 2012; Wolf- 
Powers 2010.

2. While each co ali tion hosted more than one style of action, a dominant style oriented the 
scenes in which core participants in each co ali tion made the big decisions about the co ali tion’s 
direction.

3. See, for example, Wood, Davis, and Rouse 2004; Stuart 2011; Checker 2005.
4. See, for example, Briggs 2008; Sirianni and Friedland 2001; Putnam and Feldstein 2003. 

For a less hortatory, comparative study of civic partnerships for regional economic develop-
ment, see Benner and Pastor 2015.

5. In their review of framing, Robert Benford and David Snow (2000, 624) argue that com-
parative studies of advocacy are, in general, rare due to the lengthy, labor- intensive research 
pro cess that is required to do them.  There certainly are comparative studies of advocacy groups 
and their cultures, though. Examples include Raka Ray’s (1999) study of feminist activists in 
two Indian cities, Richard Wood’s (2002) comparison of faith-  and race- based activism in Oak-
land, California, or Susan Stall and Randy Stoecker’s (1998) study of  women’s organ izing in two 
Chicago neighborhoods. Such studies, however, often can be  limited in how they can compare 
problem- solving pro cesses among civic groups if the groups are not part of the same locality, 
or are not working on the same public policy goal or advocating at the same point in time.

6. For good reviews, see Guigni 1998, 2008; Earl 2004; Bosi and Uba 2009. A useful review 
would need to start with the question of what counts as an outcome to begin with, noting along 
the way that outcomes may be more complicated than a  simple win or loss (Amenta et al. 2010; 
Earl 2004). Social movements’ consequences for policy making have received more attention 
(Earl 2004; Amenta et al. 2010; Pettinicchio 2019), while impacts on popu lar culture, broadly 
circulating ideas, or institutionalized ways of  doing  things have received a lot less (Bosi and Uba 
2009).

7. On this point, see Cress and Snow 2000. For examples of studies that cast a national, col-
lective actor, see, for example, Amenta et al. 2010. For the less common, comparative look at 
how local social movements succeed or fail, see Cress and Snow 2000; Beamish 2015.

8. An impor tant exception is Blee’s (2012, 2013) work, which implicitly takes a view of out-
comes closer to the one informing this book. Following group action closely, Blee charts the 
pathways by which local activist groups develop or drop issues and strategies;  those decisions 
and turning points are the main outcomes of interest.

9. See Reed and Lichterman 2017.
10. This short list includes the three  factors— orga nizational resources, po liti cal opportunity, 

and framing— presented in authoritative accounts (see, for example, McAdam, McCarthy, and 
Zald 1996), along with the continuing interest in the power of aggressive protest, already 
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apparent at the dawn of modern social movements research (Gamson 1975; see also Piven and 
Cloward 1979). The most sophisticated studies in this vein look at social movements’ impacts 
on policy by breaking down that big question into multiple parts. Edwin Amenta and his col-
leagues (2010, 291) argue, for instance, that it is good to be precise about the goals or outcomes 
we want to explain. Rather than ask  whether or not a social movement changed policy, it would 
be better to examine  whether or not a social movement succeeded in getting its issue on a leg-
islative agenda, influencing the content of a bill, influencing a vote on the bill, influencing imple-
mentation of a resulting policy, or any of  those.

11. The study’s explanation of differences between “direct” and “indirect” outcomes implies 
an organ ization is a unitary actor that does  things: “Whereas direct outcomes are typically ar-
ticulated as movement goals and are a reflection of a movement’s primary ideological rationale, 
indirect outcomes are thought to reflect a movement’s influence but are less likely to be ideo-
logically based” (Cress and Snow 2000, 1065).

12. For a review of scene style and outcomes, see Lichterman and Eliasoph 2014, 847–49. 
That discussion treats both of the outcomes considered  here.

13. Sociologists have been giving more attention to the role of  future projections in how we 
act, individually and collectively. See, for example, Mische 2009, forthcoming; Tavory and Elia-
soph 2013; Abbott 2001. A strong philosophical precursor to some of this discussion is John 
Dewey’s A Theory of Valuation (1939).

14. Tavory and Eliasioph 2013.
15. Emphasis added. The insight has been core to con temporary so cio log i cal thinking about 

culture and action. See the much- cited statement in Swidler 1986.
16.  These are often the approaches found in “case studies” that interview participants, read 

newspaper articles, or analyze orga nizational lit er a ture  after a specific campaign or collective 
action episode has ended. Analyzing ends- in- view is not impossible when  limited to such 
materials, but the tendency of the case study approach to focus on best practices, or identify 
common practices, often directs scholars to read a campaign from the standpoint of a win or 
loss. Tactical options and choices are analyzed in relation to the final outcome or  whether it 
contributed to success/failure rather than in relation to other options available at the times of 
decision. See Bronfenbrenner et al. 1998; Brown and Zavestoski 2004.

17. That is one response among activists to failed aspirations. For instance, in medical advo-
cacy, diff er ent interest or citizen advocacy groups have sometimes regrouped as an aggrieved 
identity— “treatment activists” or “disease constituencies”— after their concerns fell on deaf 
ears. See Epstein 1995.

18. One of the two other campaigns named “Housing Justice,” mentioned in chapter 2, aimed 
to achieve less far- reaching institutional change in about the same amount of time.

19. As chapter 5 pointed out, participation by community members was written into the 
terms governing ISLA negotiations on a CBA with college officials.

20. Bourdieu 1977; Swidler 1986, 2001.
21. Researchers (see, for example, Jasper 2006) or advocates may want to call the first of  these 

a “tactic,” and only the second a “strategy.” With the  simple, plain- language definition I rely on 
 here, both count as strategies.

22. Goffman wrote (1967, 91) that in his con temporary, secular world,  people treated the self 
as a kind of deity, “a sacred object which must be treated with proper ritual care and in turn must 
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be presented in a proper light to  others.” I extend the insight to group self- understandings. 
Thanks to Christian Sperneac- Wolfer for pointing out Goffman’s remark.

23. On upward mobility and aspiration among Latinx  Californians, see, for example, Agius 
Vallejo 2012.

24. In her study of four gentrifying locales, Brown- Saracino identified a subculture of “social 
preservationists” who tried to protect the presence of some neighbors who  were differfent from 
them in ethnic and class terms, and thus more “au then tic.” ISLA advocates and willing neighbor-
hood residents, in contrast, identified with the same community.

25. See Logan and Molotch 1987. See also Čapek and Gilderbloom 1992.

Chapter 7: Who Can Say What, Where, and How?

1. Tracing the history of this social science rhe toric is a research proj ect in itself, but for one 
early landmark, see Berger and Luckmann 1966.

2. For this book’s purposes, we can sidestep the newer debate about  whether we want to be 
“strict” or  else “modified” constructionists who argue that we have to suppose some  things  really 
are prob lems  because we  can’t investigate without assuming  there’s a real ity  there. That is where 
constructionism went from its early strict constructionist beginnings. Constructivist studies of 
social prob lems (Best 1995) have moved  toward the intellectual mood of cultural sociology— 
emphasizing categories, not objective conditions, rhe toric not  simple rationality (Miller and 
Holstein 1993; Holstein and Miller 2003; Kitsuse and Spector 1973; Best 1995).

3. Koopmans and Statham 1999.
4. That is one reason it is good to distinguish civic action from a cousin term, “the public 

sphere.” Some researchers and theorists consider any conversation about public issues as “a site 
of the public sphere,” one tiny contribution to the sum total of conversations about public- 
relevant topics, formal or informal. Public sphere and civic action overlap as empirical topics 
for writers who care about democracy, but not all conversations about politics or the public 
interest need to be considered part of sustained efforts to improve some aspect of society. See 
the discussion in Lichterman and Eliasoph 2014.

5. It is worth paying attention to claims making in more and less formal settings  because all 
of them  matter for sustained efforts to improve some aspect of society, and in any of them, 
 people may be orienting their talk to a public debate. See Mische 2008; Polletta and Ho 2006; 
Williams 2004, 128.

6. See Spillman 1995.
7. See Cefaï and Gardella 2011, especially 45–55. The language of social emergency and social 

inclusion of the excluded was institutionalized in the mission statements of Samusocial de Paris, 
the founding organ ization of what became an international NGO dedicated to homelessness.

8. Diverse field theorists converge on this basic definition. See, for example, Bourdieu 1984; 
Fligstein and McAdam 2012; Martin 2003; Spillman 1995.

9. One of the prominent early statements calls it a “field within which discourse can be 
framed”— one that consists of “fundamental categories” that set the “limits of discussion” 
(Wuthnow 1989, 13, 555). Some work, like Bail’s (2008) study of media coverage of Islam or 
Snow’s (2008) theoretical writing about social movement discourses, defines “discursive field” 
differently, not as a forcefield that enables and constrains speech. In  these accounts, it is more 
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a diffusion space where discourses circulate on some topic. That approach produces valuable 
findings but trains researchers’ sensitivities for diff er ent kinds of questions.

10. See Ray 1999; Steinberg 1999; Spillman 1997. For other notable field analyses of po liti cal 
debates, see Wuthnow 1989; Zubrzycki 2001; Bail 2012; Spillman 2012.

11. Pierre Bourdieu and Loïc Waquant (1992) make this point authoritatively.
12. See Duyvendak and Fillieule 2015, 306; Blumer 1969.
13. See Spillman 1995. Spillman’s (1997, 2012) research on the discursive field of national 

identity and business association discourse shows that symbolic categories sometimes endure 
a long time so that actors in successive historical events are cultivated by them; other research 
shows how “rules” of po liti cal discourse crystallize in orga nizational fields for years at a time 
(Armstrong 2002).

14. See, for instance, Martin 2003, 31. On discursive rules, see Blee 2012.
15. The physical and symbolic appurtenances of public settings often send signals about what 

kinds of claims are appropriate (see, for example, Gusfield 1980; McRoberts 2003; Lichterman 
and Eliasoph 2014).

16. Volunteers making  free meals for sick  people learn that it is OK to sound “religious” in 
some settings and not  others (Bender 2003). Suburban environmental activists talk critically 
and po liti cally in some backstage settings, but apo liti cally in front of journalists (Eliasoph 1998).

17. On discovering  mistakes, see Goffman 1961, (1974) 1986. See also Blee’s (2013) observa-
tions on how discursive rules emerge in activist groups, shaping what participants can say about 
options for group action. See also Lichterman and Dasgupta’s (2020) diff er ent account of how 
group leaders orchestrate a style for specific scenes of interaction.

18. Two of  these core characteristics, legitimacy and salience, come up in writing related to 
fields, and are plausibly common to many, existing discursive fields. See Bourdieu 1985; Emir-
bayer and Johnson 2008; Martin 2003; Spillman 1997, 2012; Steinberg 1999; Williams 1995. Ap-
propriateness is harder to derive from previous studies of discursive fields  because it depends 
more on a close look at everyday interaction.

19. Eliasoph observed that grassroots environmental group members could talk critically in 
private about corporate responsibility for toxic industrial waste, but in front of a media micro-
phone, their critique evaporated, and the activists said they  were just “moms” who cared. What 
Eliasoph called “po liti cal” evaporation we can conceive of as a subset of a more general pro cess 
in play when  people judge some categories of claim beyond the bounds of any public claims- 
making scene. The discursive shift may be in  either a depoliticizing or politicizing direction. 
Studies have observed kindred shifts in speakers’ propensities for making explic itly religious 
claims (Wuthnow 1991a; Lichterman 2005). The empirical section describes how scene style 
induces the shift.

20. See Bourdieu 1985; Steinberg 1999.
21. See Williams 2004. Many researchers treat social life as a series of competitions in fields 

where actors with diff er ent amounts of “capital” are competing for the most prestigious, com-
manding positions,  whether in the field of real estate development or gradu ate sociology train-
ing programs. Social movements scholar Rhys Williams (1995, 128) notes that discourses, how-
ever, “cannot be bargained or traded as can capital”  because their uses are context dependent. 
Discourses may be honored even apart from how much social, economic, or cultural capital 
their  bearers have.
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22. See Spillman 1997, 134, 93; Alexander 2003, 125.
23. Zubrzycki 2001.
24. Lichterman and Williams 2017; Lichterman 2005.
25. Only four public comments at city hall hearings did not involve  either category.  These 

 were one- sentence statements at the end of the campaign made by ISLA participants publicly 
withdrawing objections to the proj ect. Only eleven campaign documents did not involve  either 
category.

26. Twenty- eight pro- Manchester speakers gave public comment. Only two made com-
ments without reference to  either category.

27. Symbolic interactionist theory and writings on social identity substantiate the point. For 
more discussion, see Lichterman and Dasgupta, 2020.

28. See Katz 2015.
29. This section borrows the “evaporation” meta phor from Eliasoph 1998. See Blee’s (2013) 

somewhat parallel argument on “how options dis appear.”
30. See Lichterman and Reed 2015; Gross 2009.
31. See Lichterman 2005, chapter 4.
32.  Every HJ document contained an appeal to fair distribution.
33. Sixty- eight HJ documents—or 55  percent of the total— involved appeals to quality 

of life.

Chapter 8: How Homelessness Does Not Become a Housing Prob lem

1. See, for example, Gamson and Modigliani 1989; Miller and Holstein 1993; Holstein and 
Miller 2003.

2. Homelessness previously had been considered a “short- term crisis . . .  akin to a natu ral 
disaster,” calling for emergency shelter and individual treatment (USICH 2015, 14). The 
amended, 2015 plan observed progress in reducing homelessness over the previous years.

3. Elliot Liebow’s (1993) well- crafted close-up study of volunteering in homeless shelters 
revealed volunteers who viewed homeless residents as objectionable individuals in need of 
more discipline and better manners. Scott Clifford and Spencer Piston (2017) make a good argu-
ment that plain- old disgust prompts  people in the United States to support punitive municipal 
policies that segregate homeless  people from the rest of the public. Interestingly, disgust- 
afflicted survey respondents  were not less likely than  others to support increasing housing op-
tions or economic opportunity for homeless  people. On recognition of social- structural as well 
as personal  factors in homelessness, see Lee, Jones, and Lewis 1990. See also Pascale 2005.

4. While beyond the scope of this study to explore, it is likely that affordable housing and 
homeless ser vice organ izations occupied diff er ent orga nizational fields with diff er ent stakes 
and resource streams, in Los Angeles and nationally. As neoinstitutionalists remind us, orga-
nizational missions and formats have lives of their own; orga nizational conditions of course 
contribute to a separation between “housing” and “homelessness,” and separate networks of 
communication would cultivate that separation too. Like the rest of the study, the argument in 
this chapter builds on the insight widely accepted in con temporary sociology that symbols and 
meaningful practices have some relative autonomy in social life and their own dynamics. They 
 don’t simply reflect the “harder” realities of orga nizational or network structure. Cultural 
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structures help shape what advocates consider pos si ble to say about housing and homeless prob-
lems in diff er ent scenes;  those possibilities are not fully determined simply by an advocate’s 
position in a field of organ izations.

5. For more details on the group along with its participants and its work, see Lichterman 
2012).

6. See Lichterman 2012.
7. The video that ran at the start of several HJ workshops I attended began with a slide calling 

Los Angeles the “homeless capital of the world.” It did not go on to discuss the condition or 
prob lem of homelessness but instead shifted quickly to arguing the need for an affordable hous-
ing mandate. Rather than explore the connection between homelessness and housing, it sub-
sumed homelessness  under the prob lem of unaffordable housing.

8. Sheila also went to CE meetings and  there launched animatedly  bitter accounts like the 
ones we heard at SHAPLA; Theresa negotiated several times with a polite call to move on.

9. On the “disgust” for homeless  people, see Clifford and Piston 2017.
10. Lopez’s relation to Ayers was portrayed in the popu lar film The Soloist (2009).
11. As Wuthnow explained (1991a), the mainstream US understanding of compassion fea-

tures interpersonal, voluntary caring and the feelings that go with caring between individuals, 
without an institutional context that would define how and for whom we should care.

12. The mayor emphasized compassion in his English- language remarks on homelessness. 
Interestingly, his briefer comments in Spanish referred in passing to affordable housing (vivien-
das asequibles). Given the walking teams’ orga nizational sponsors, it is safe to guess that only a 
minority of the walkers would have understood the Spanish version.

13. Putnam’s (2000) extensive study found that short- term volunteering (called  here “plug-in 
volunteering”) was the most common form of civic engagement in the United States. It was the 
only one for which rates of participation had not declined in the previous several de cades.

14. See the extended discussions in Eliasoph 2011; Wuthnow 1998a. See also Lichterman 
2006. As Wuthnow points out, the activity that many  people in the US cultural mainstream 
think of as simply volunteering dates to the 1970s. Before that, volunteering for middle- class 
 people in the United States more often implied membership in a sociable club of amateurs who 
collaborated on charitable activities, “ doing good” in general for a locale.

15. See Lichterman 2005, 2006; Eliasoph 2011.
16. See Stebbins 1996; Henderson and Presley 2003. Read carefully, the research rec ord is 

ambiguous on the empirical validity of the folk theory. Part of the prob lem is that prominent 
studies often mea sure voluntary action by quantities of acts or skills, or intensity of attitudes, 
without distinguishing clearly where acts occur and what they mean to actors. For example, 
po liti cal scientists Sidney Verba, Kay Lehman Schlozman, and Henry Brady (1995) found that 
the volunteer work of setting up a church food pantry or chairing a charity drive increases civic 
skill, which in turn heightens one’s sense of po liti cal efficacy and competence. Voluntary action 
scholar David Knoke (1990) argues that if we consider taking a committee assignment or official 
position in a voluntary organ ization as “volunteering,” then volunteering has a positive impact 
on po liti cal be hav ior (discussed in Wilson and Musick 1999, 142–43). As Knoke’s own hedge 
implies, it all depends on what we mean by volunteering. Taking on the vice presidency of a 
community ser vice organ ization is not the same as tutoring a child once a week for an hour, but 
both could be called “volunteering” and may count that way in surveys. John Wilson and Marc 
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Musick’s (1999, 144) review of research draws an appropriately ambiguous conclusion: “Studies 
suggest caution when generalizing about the ‘benefits’ of volunteering as far as demo cratic ac-
tion is concerned. If an abundant supply of social capital is believed to be a necessary condition 
for demo cratic politics, then volunteering can certainly help supply it, but not all kinds of vol-
unteering do it equally well.” Indeed, some kinds of volunteering induce members to avoid or 
silence po liti cal activity rather than open to it (see Eliasoph 1998).

17. See Lichterman 2005, chapters 3 and 6.
18. I did the same with the director of the Korean social ser vices agency. She did not com-

ment on the claim about dangers for homeless  people receiving  free food. Sounding tense and 
wary of making accusations, and clearly working to avoid naming names, she implied vaguely 
that the city council district encompassing an area with many homeless  people was hostile to 
working with outsiders.

19.  These are excerpts from my researcher partner’s field notes.
20. See, for example, Best 1995; Gamson and Modigliani 1989; Holstein and Miller 2003.
21. See Ibarra and Kitsuse 2003; Best 1995.
22. See Bélanger and Meguid 2008; Walgrave, Lefevere, and Tresch 2012.
23. See Martin 2003.
24. Smith 2016.
25. See Fine 1979.

Chapter 9: Hybrid Prob lem Solving

1. It is a widely invoked trichotomy. For varying versions of it, see Gramsci 1971; Habermas 
1987, 1984; Wuthnow 1991b; Smith and Lipsky 1993; Cohen and Arato 1992.

2. See, for example, Berger and Neuhaus 1977; Wolfe 1989; Bellah et al. 1996; Putnam 2000; 
McFarland and Thomas 2006; Schlozman, Verba, and Brady 2013. See the review in Lichterman 
and Eliasoph 2014.

3. The classic source  here is Tocqueville, and of course one can find impor tant passages that 
support  these writers’ inferences in Democracy in Amer i ca (see, for example, Tocqueville [1835] 
1969, 515). The trou ble is that  these oft- cited passages celebrating the demo cratic virtues of civic 
groups come to stand in for Tocqueville’s more complex and ambivalent argument tout court 
(see, for example, Putnam 1995).

4. In academic terms, I mean an “idealized cognitive model” (Lakoff 1987), the image we 
typically call to mind when we encounter an abstraction like “the civic sector.”

5. The burritos- on- wheels effort graciously has served as a field site for several students in 
my undergraduate seminar titled Solving Social Prob lems.

6. Researchers also point out that the proliferation of related terms— civic sector, civil so-
ciety, nonprofit sector, third sector, and voluntary sector— each have somewhat diff er ent lin-
eages and only partially overlapping referents, as the contrast between a local volunteer group 
and nonprofit hospital helps illustrate. See Martens 2002; Clemens 2006, 207–10; Steinberg and 
Powell 2006.

7. On nonprofit organ izations’ missions, see Minkoff 2002. On morally magnetic missions, 
see Eliasoph 2011.

8. See Kautz 2002.
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9. See Rudrappa 2004; Eliasoph 2011; Clemens and Guthrie 2011; Moseley 2012; Dasgupta 
2013; Lichterman and Eliasoph 2014.

10. It could make just as much sense to say they pursue “hybrid state action” or “hybrid 
governance,” but the “hybrid civic” tag is more helpful since part of the goal is to clarify what 
makes civic action civic.

11. This was especially the case in some of the popu lar response to Putnam’s (1996) startling 
news of civic decline, though the tendency to view civic this way is much older in the United 
States.

12. The term is from Steven Smith and Michael Lipsky (1993), whose excellent discussion 
informs this synopsis.

13.  There is no single, set path for building affordable housing. Developers of such proj ects 
typically have to bring together funding from a number of sources. As the Urban Institute re-
ports, it is not uncommon for developers to have to rely on more than twenty diff er ent sources 
of funding to build proj ects. While some may assume that affordable housing development is 
a philanthropic enterprise, several other sources of funds are crucial. One source comes in the 
form of loans from banks or other lenders, though loans usually do not cover the full cost of 
construction, since lenders approve amounts based on  future rental income, which is lower with 
affordable housing compared to other similar real estate proj ects. Another impor tant source is 
tax credits from state and federal authorities, awarded to proj ects in which apartments  will not 
rent for more than 60  percent—or sometimes some other  percent value—of the area’s median 
income. The federal Low- Income Housing Tax Credit is perhaps the most well known of  these; 
tax credit programs issue credits through competitions since funds are  limited.  These tax 
credit programs are designed to encourage for- profit developers to build affordable housing, 
but they can also be awarded to investors who choose to finance a nonprofit’s affordable 
housing proj ect. Most often, such credits cannot fund the cost of a single proj ect entirely or 
support all eligible development proj ects in a government authority’s jurisdiction. Grants 
from federal block grant programs or local housing trust funds as well as charitable founda-
tions sometimes play a role. Fi nally, developers frequently rely on the promise of rental as-
sistance programs, like vouchers for tenants, to adjust rents as well as confidently assure inves-
tors and lenders that tenants  will be able to lease such apartments. Ultimately, developers 
have to assem ble a range of financial partners, often mixing government, private nonprofit, 
and private for- profit sources to fund proj ects. See Johnson, Steffel and Talen 2008; Blumen-
thal, Handelman, and Tilley 2016.

14. On welfare policy reform in  England and the Netherlands, for example, see Verhoevens 
and Tonkens 2013. Governments in both countries argued, in somewhat diff er ent ways, that 
 people  ought to take up more of the responsibility of caring for each other instead of relying on 
a central government.  People in the United States heard something similar when President Bill 
Clinton ended “welfare as we know it” in 1996; the new legislation gave religious social ser vice 
organ izations, congregations, and other citizen groups more opportunities to receive tax money 
to fund social ser vice programs as alternatives to government- delivered ser vices. Some social 
commentators, including the first director of the White House Office of Faith- Based and Com-
munity Initiatives, applauded the policy reform, saying it would put  people more in touch with 
their fellow citizens, and cultivate a stronger sense of responsibility for and owner ship of the 
society. See DiIulio 2001, quoted in Lichterman 2005, 283ff.
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15. Nonprofit housing developers also receive grants and contract with foundations and 
other nonprofit organ izations in the ongoing effort to cobble enough funds for the next housing 
proj ect. While this too is “contracting,” the use of tax money (contrasted with private founda-
tion money) conditions the nonprofit organ izations with a special, ongoing dilemma, described 
below, that perhaps feels like an imposed “regime,” a challenging game plan that nonprofit actors 
did not entirely choose themselves. This is a good example of how nonprofit housing develop-
ers’ action, no  matter how mission driven, is hybridized and not entirely civic by my definition. 
The dilemma cuts deeply into actors’ relative freedom to coordinate their collective work— a 
quality that we expect in civic action.

16. This brief discussion along with the phrase “equity versus responsiveness” is culled from 
Smith and Lipsky 1993, 121–26.

17. See Smith and Lipsky 1993. In Sharmila Rudrappa’s (2004) study, for example, a nonprofit 
 women’s shelter for survivors of domestic abuse intended to serve South Asian  women in 
Chicago.

18. In addition to ending discriminatory housing practices, the Fair Housing Act of 1968 
requires that authorities investigate housing discrimination complaints brought forward by civil 
rights groups or individuals. In one of the field scenarios below, Nora asked me to call up one 
such investigative office. The act also requires that federal authorities work to “affirmatively 
further” fair housing—or in other words, institute efforts to actively desegregate housing mar-
kets.  Actual implementation of such efforts has waxed and waned since the law’s passage, but 
this requirement has been the basis for which “disproportionate impacts” cases— which chal-
lenge policies that other wise appear neutral but unduly affect minority groups— have made 
their way through the courts. For more detail, see Massey 2015; National Housing Law Proj ect, 
https:// www . nhlp . org / wp - content / uploads / 2017 / 09 / AFFH - Part - I - An - Overview - for 
- Advocates - April - 2016 . pdf.

19. Unpredictable short- term funding induces other binds for nonprofits too, as when youth 
social work professionals at community centers (Eliasoph 2011) or domestic vio lence shelter 
staff (Rudrappa 2004) must document how many  people they helped. We might say this dis-
embeds staff from the caring relations their work bids them cultivate, while the contracting 
regime disembeds nonprofit developers from the “community” for whom they build housing.

20. Several months  earlier, the Los Angeles Times reported findings from a study of el derly 
homeless  people that a nonprofit homeless advocacy organ ization, headed by Sara Teitelbaum 
(pseudonym), had spent two years conducting. The study found homeless elders to be one of 
the fastest- growing and most vulnerable homeless populations at the time. A majority 
(62  percent) reported having a physical or  mental disability. See DiMassa 2008.

21. See Wuthnow 1998a; Camus- Vigué 2000; Lichterman and Eliasoph 2014.
22. In Tocqueville’s ([1835] 1969, 507) well- known account, local associations,  whether de-

voted to building roads, erecting hospitals, or bolstering members’ sobriety, all cultivated civic 
commitment by nudging  people in the United States with “a thousand reminders” that they live 
in society.

23. This part of the critique would also resonate with a viewpoint we can call social demo-
cratic. It values participatory democracy, but is more ambivalent about the role of communal 
virtues and traditions in a pluralistic, open society. The social demo cratic argument, elaborated 
extensively by Habermas and based partly on Dewey’s vision of public life, arrives at some 
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understandings and aspirations not so diff er ent from  those of communitarians: governmental 
administration subordinates  people, as objects to administer, and in modern socie ties it too 
often “colonizes”— diminishes, supplants, and disempowers— people’s everyday worlds of 
meaning and value. By contrast, the civic realm is powered by a less predetermined pro cess of 
collective learning and collective self- understanding, informed and refreshed by collectively 
ratified, evolving agreements about how best to run society (see Habermas 1987, 1984; 1975; 
Cohen and Arato 1992). Both the communitarian and social demo cratic visions share the same 
sectoral understanding of modern society— divided into state, market, and civil society. Both 
see the state encroaching on  people’s initiative in the civic sector, much as they disagree on the 
reasons and remedies. For a semipop u lar social critique that blends ele ments of both visions 
and has achieved some currency in local community development circles since the 1980s, see 
McKnight 1995.

24. Berger and Neuhaus 1977; Etzioni 1996.
25. Hunt 2009, 10.
26. See Ledbetter 1967, 501.
27. On shifting federal priorities for housing and community action proj ects, see von Hoff-

man 2000.
28. Friedman 1966, 644.
29. Goetz 2000, 2003.
30. Despite impor tant differences, the civic action and framing perspectives share the notion 

that the participants may change their claims depending on what they hear back; they “coun-
terframe” in relation to opponents.

31.  These slogans come from an early, internal HJ co ali tion memo.
32.  These are excerpts of answers to standard questions, described above, posed on the city 

housing department’s grant application form for affordable housing developers. The excerpts 
come from the draft already in HSLA’s files before I began revisions. I aimed to revise them very 
much in the spirit of the templates given me to work with instead of intentionally introducing 
changes and perhaps imperiling seasoned professionals’ chances of winning the money they 
sought.

33. In California, developers apply to the California Tax Credit Allocation Committee to 
access the funds available in state and federal Low- Income Housing Tax Credit programs. The 
committee gives points to applications based on diff er ent criteria, such as location in high-  or 
low- resource areas, or assistance to special needs residents, and awards grants based on the 
point totals. On distributing credits, the committee monitors such developments for compli-
ance and standards for fifty- five years. Developers are assessed fines for diff er ent violations of 
compliance requirements and, per the Internal Revenue Code, the credits that have been 
awarded are potentially subject to “recapture” by the awarding agencies. See Ballard 2003. See 
also California Tax Credit Allocation Committee, https:// www . treasurer . ca . gov / ctcac / .

34. This is an older style of volunteering, represented by clubs like the Rotary or Kiwanis, 
and centered on sociability more than the task- oriented, plug-in volunteering that  people do in 
homeless shelters, for example. See Wuthnow 1998a; Camus- Vigué 2000; Lichterman and Elia-
soph 2014. Few civic practices better exemplify Tocqueville’s ([1835] 1969) classic observations 
on “self- interest properly understood.” A business (or perhaps nonprofit organ ization) with a 
good reputation secures a public more positively predisposed to its business initiatives (or 
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locally sited affordable housing proj ects)  later on. The former director of the Western Housing 
Association of nonprofit housing developers told me emphatically that what his member organ-
izations needed most was “money, land, and public ac cep tance.”

35. See Citroni and Lichterman 2017.
36. For examples of staff and clients of nonprofit social ser vice organ izations appealing to 

governmental officials for continued funding, see Marwell 2007; Eliasoph 2011.
37. That was the day of the long meeting and workshop that kicked off ISLA’s antidisplace-

ment campaign.
38. Scott (1998) uses massive forestation and monocultural farming as historical examples 

of state- sponsored planning that imposes standardization while destroying preexisting natu ral 
or social ecologies. I do not intend this as a precise comparison with affordable housing em-
placed by the contracting regime. The part of the meta phor that works is the notion of residen-
tial developments whose location is less a function of deliberate thinking about a neighbor-
hood’s social life and more a function of impersonal forces—in this case, a housing market that 
leaves some neighborhoods with more dilapidated buildings that can be redeveloped as afford-
able housing.

39. See Kivel 2007. For parallel critiques of the “nonprofit industrial complex,” see INCITE! 
2007.

40. Chaves, Stephens, and Galaskiewicz 2004.
41. Rudrappa 2004.
42. Space limitations preclude a full exploration of CGTC’s community of identity, but 

observations made obvious that the preferred style of action closely paralleled what I have al-
ready described.

Conclusion

1.  Here are just a few representative works from varied national contexts. It would take far 
more space to survey the lines of research on social advocacy that focus closely on action with-
out relying on assumptions about entrepreneurial actors. US cases include work by Blee (2012, 
2013), mentioned throughout this study, on how grassroots activism emerges, Gianpaolo Baioc-
chi and team’s (2015) work on the civic imagination in citizen associations, Amy  Binder and 
Kate Wood’s (2013) research on university activists, Ruth Braunstein’s (2017) study of Tea Party 
and progressive religious activism, Braunstein, Brad Fulton, and Richard Wood (2014) on bridg-
ing practices in socially and racially diverse civic organ izations, and Eliasoph’s (2011) ethnogra-
phy of civic empowerment proj ects. From Brazil, Mische’s (2008) cases of youth activist net-
works and Baiocchi’s (2005) research on participatory bud geting offer methodological and 
conceptual exemplars. David Smilde and Daniel Hellinger (2011) introduce a critical, “civil 
society” lens on civic and po liti cal participation in Venezuela  under Hugo Chávez. In France, 
researchers at the EHESS and especially its Centre d’Étude des Mouvements Sociaux have in-
quired into civic action on homelessness, urban development, and other topics, informed by 
French pragmatic sociology (Boltanski and Thévenot 2006; Thévenot 2006) as well as the writ-
ings of Dewey and Goffman. See, for example, Cefaï 2002, 2015; Cefaï and Gardella 2011; Stavo- 
Debauge and Trom 2004. Some similar inspirations influence Eeva Luhtakallio’s (2012) com-
parative work on advocacy around urban development and public space in Finland and France, 
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and Mathieu Berger’s (2008) and Julien Charles’s (2016) investigations of citizen planning fo-
rums and other participatory or pseudoparticipatory spaces in Belgium. Sebastiano Citroni 
(2015) brings us comparative cases of civic action and sociability from NGOs and the culturally 
alternative spaces of Milan, Italy. In China too, researchers are using the lenses of cultural analy-
sis and conceiving cases of civic action or something analogous as they study civic responses to 
an earthquake (Xu 2017), compare advocates’ strategies to improve educational opportunity 
(Zhou 2018), or how farmers interact with governing agents (Hua, Hou and Deng 2016).

2. For classic pragmatist statements on the community of inquiry and its role in adjudicating 
research claims, see Peirce (1877) 1992, (1868) 1992.

3. Pragmatist C. S. Peirce’s ([1877] 1992, [1868] 1992) oft- quoted foundational statements 
stress the encounter between “beliefs” and evidence. Dewey (1938) gives us richer and more 
realistic insights for understanding how social scientists juggle evidence and conceptual frame-
works, and I  will rely more on his thinking. See the discussion in Lichterman 2015.

4. As Longino writes (2002, 126), the “choice of hypothesis is not fully determined by the 
data. Nor do hypotheses specify the data that  will confirm them.”

5. Lichterman 2015.
6. This has been called “metacommunicative dialogue” (Lichterman and Reed 2015): con-

ceptual critique that scrutinizes the foundational assumptions  behind a line of research.
7. For a compendium of  factors found to influence co ali tion endurance, see Van Dyke and 

McCammon 2010. For “declarative” versus more implicit forms of culture, see Lizardo 2017. On 
the power of more implicit forms of culture for alliance building, see Roth 2010; Lichterman 
1995.

8. For more discussion on how health becomes part of social advocates’ issue agendas, see 
Dasgupta and Lichterman 2016.

9. See Lichterman 1996; Rose 2000.
10. See, for example, Novotny 2000; Boer et al. 1997.
11. See Heaney and Rojas 2014; Jung, King, and Soule 2014.
12. Similarly, in Christopher Mele’s (2000) study of urban change on Manhattan’s Lower 

East Side, residents challenging gentrification mistrusted arguments appealing to quality of life.
13. Observations from ISLA’s Manchester campaign warrant this hypothesis. Strikingly, in 

written and oral testimony for the deliberations at city hall, it was only the pro bono  legal coun-
sel and a  couple of environmental advocates who connected housing affordability in the neigh-
borhood to regional well- being. They made fair opportunity and quality- of- life concerns both 
salient and mutually reinforcing. In their view, the Manchester was not simply a neighborhood 
issue if its construction, and the likely tenant displacement in its wake, was  going to increase 
long- distance auto commutes, thereby increasing air pollution, traffic woes, and other quality- 
of- life  hazards far beyond the neighborhood. From a framing perspective, this argument could 
attract prominent allies far beyond the immediate locale as well as ones working on several is-
sues besides housing. I wondered why ISLA leaders had not made more efforts in this 
direction.

14. One populist call for relevance is Peter Nien- chu Kiang’s (2008) argument for a “com-
munity invasion” that enlists social researchers to work on behalf of oppressed communities. 
Quite diff er ent is Bourdieu’s contention on behalf of a social science that minds its field bound-
aries and performs a heavy translation of actors’ prob lems into Bourdieu’s language for 
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analyzing “agents” deploying capital in fields. From that view, other ways of naming and analyz-
ing action would cloud up sociology’s proj ect of demystifying social domination. See especially 
Bourdieu and Wacquant 1992.

15. Dewey 1927; 1938, 492–93, 499.
16. Dewey was arguing that when social science disciplines separated “practical” from “theo-

retical” social inquiry, both would suffer. The division relied on the faulty assumption that 
“prob lems are already definite in their main features . . .  [T]he consequence of this assumption 
is that the work of analytic discrimination, which is necessary to convert a problematic situation 
into a set of conditions forming a definite prob lem, is largely foregone” (Dewey 1938, 493). 
Again the task of casing is crucial (see Ragin and Becker 1992), and that involves categorizing 
with terms from a community of inquiry.

17. Dewey 1938, 268, 464, 498–99.
18. Author’s file. One case was a short report published by a nonprofit policy institute that 

seeks to inform urban advocacy and development practices. The other was produced by an 
applied research center. I refrain from citing  either case study out of deference to co ali tion play-
ers who may prefer anonymity.

19. In Dewey’s terms (1938, 496), social research that takes some ends as given or naturally 
worthy “excludes ends (consequences) from the field of inquiry and reduces inquiry at its very 
best to the truncated and distorted business of finding out means for realizing objectives already 
settled upon.”

20. Glaeser’s (2005, 2011, 2014) conceptual and empirical discussions of action- reaction ef-
fect flows are especially helpful  here.

21. The so cio log i cal sin  here is “intellectualism.” See especially Bourdieu and Wacquant 1992.
22. HSLA hosted and financially supported a food bank in one of its affordable develop-

ments. That is where I helped Nathan distribute grocery bags with turkeys and canned vegeta-
bles to residents and neighbors before Thanksgiving in 2009.

23. See, for, example Haney 2010.
24. This is not to say that talking about style differences would guarantee a resolution. The 

research rec ord does suggest that talking openly about  those differences and negotiating them 
as collective prob lems rather than failings of individuals can sometimes keep a co ali tion together 
(see Beamish and Luebbers 2009; Lichterman 2005), while obtuseness about them can lead 
demonstrably to aborted opportunities (Lichterman 1995). Talking accurately about sources of 
division is worth a try. In my ( limited) experience, social advocates pick up on something like style 
without a lot of elaboration. For example, Theresa of CE told me she was impressed but uncom-
fortable with a highly scripted meeting run by community organizers at a Catholic church, where 
a pastor, trying to act his part conscientiously, forthrightly put the question of endorsing HJ’s 
three- point plan to a city council member who already had affirmed the plan. The council member 
affirmed it again to a cheery, collective outburst from the pews. Theresa associated this  whole 
“top- down,” scripted affair with the Catholic church, in contrast to the less collectivistic ethos of 
her liberal Protestant congregation. Bypassing the topic of religious ideology, I suggested the meet-
ing’s style was diff er ent from what she was used to, and she agreed.

25. In 2016, Angelenos passed Proposition HHH to raise tax money to  house homeless  people. 
At this writing several years  later, homelessness continued to be decried as a local crisis.

26. I picked May 1, 2020, for this anecdotal evidence.
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27. Isaac Stanley- Becker and Tony Romm, “The Anti- Quarantine Protests Seem Spontane-
ous. But  Behind the Scenes, a Power ful Network Is Helping,” Washington Post, April 22, 2020.

28. See, for example, Wuthnow 1991b.
29. For survey research on this topic, see Foa and Mounk 2016.

Appendix I: Putting Together the Study

1. Lichterman 2005.
2. The theoretical work was Eliasoph and Lichterman 2003. See also Lichterman 1996; Elia-

sop 1998.
3. Chris Weare constructed the network survey with input from the research team. Weare 

directed the survey; Weare and Nicole Esparza analyzed the network survey data. For a descrip-
tion of the network survey and procedures for implementing it, see Weare, Lichterman, and 
Esparza 2014. For findings on the relations between network structure, culture, and styles of 
action, see Weare, Esparza, and Lichterman 2011; Weare, Lichterman, and Esparza 2014; Lichter-
man, Weare, and Esparza 2014. Periods of ethnographic research and analy sis of field data and 
archival data continued outside periods of National Science Foundation funding for the proj ect. 
Substantial parts of this book’s conceptual contributions, including the pragmatist story line 
and approach to discursive fields, emerged  after the end of the second National Science Founda-
tion funding period.

4. This pro cess is “abduction,” so named by Peirce, and detailed in erudite as well as practical 
terms by Richard Swedberg (2014). For the relation of abduction to “grounded theory” re-
search, see the clear discussion in Timmermans and Tavory 2012. Abduction describes what 
many ethnographers actually are  doing when they go into the field, better than “induction,” the 
term ethnographic methodology texts often use to name the pro cess of discovery. In induction, 
the researcher starts by trying to bracket received conceptual notions and simply see what’s 
 there in the field in order to produce new concepts “from the ground up.” The classic statement 
of this perspective is Barney Glaser and Anselm Strauss’s (1967) guide to the production of 
grounded theory. For other impor tant practical and theoretical statements, see Strauss and 
Corbin 1991; Glaser 1978; Strauss 1987.

5. The first National Science Foundation grant proposal for this research (Crigler et al. 2007) 
worded one of several master hypotheses thus; this par tic u lar hypothesis derived principally 
from Eliasoph and Lichterman 2003.

6. For similar wording, see Lichterman 1999, 105.
7. Pragmatist phi los o phers Dewey (especially 1938) and Peirce ([1877] 1992, [1868], 1992) 

shared the vision of science as a dialogue with a community of inquiry over evidence, concepts, 
and the fit between the two. Feminist epistemologists such as Longino (2002, 1990) developed 
a similar picture. For much more development of  these points, see Lichterman 2015; Lichterman 
and Reed 2015; Reed and Lichterman 2017, forthcoming. As for the larger purpose of the 
dialogue— improvement in the conditions of collective and individual life— one intellectual 
source is Habermas 1972.

8.  These two meta phors can describe diff er ent moments of a social science centered on 
paradigms. Edifice building pictures the valuable work of accumulating knowledge within a 
given paradigm of questions and orienting assumptions; it is the “normal science” (Kuhn 1962) 
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that many of us engage a lot of the time. In ethnographic research circles, it may be represented 
most commonly by “grounded theory” research that brings new empirical categories and di-
mensions to established subfields of a discipline. For the classic statement, see Glaser and 
Strauss 1967. Paradigm protecting could roughly describe research intended to fend off alterna-
tive paradigms by improving the paradigm we work in without transforming its core assump-
tions. Projected in epistemologists’ debates a half  century ago (see Lakatos and Musgrave 1968), 
this vision of knowledge production drives Michael Burawoy’s (1998) version of the extended 
case method in ethnography. For the longer lineage of this method of inquiry, see Evens and 
Handelman 2006.

9. This is metacommunicative dialogue— a dialogue that questions the conceptual terms 
we use to sift and compare evidence. See Lichterman 2015; Lichterman and Reed 2015.

10. Many thanks to Chris Weare for suggesting this thematic focus at the outset.
11. See Lichterman and Reed 2015.
12. See, for example, Van Dyke and McCammon 2010.
13. See Becker 1999; Lichterman 2005.
14. See Ragin and Becker 1992.
15. This ongoing search is the time- honored “constant comparative method,” core to the 

pro cess of discovery in ethnographic research (Glaser and Strauss 1967; Strauss 1987).
16. The proper name of the logic is “analytic induction.” See Katz 2001, 2002, 2015; Lichter-

man and Reed 2015.
17. See the discussion in Lichterman and Reed 2015. For varied examples, see Burawoy 1998; 

Swedberg 2014; Katz 2001, 2002, 2015.
18. See Lichterman and Eliasoph 2014.

Appendix II: Who Was the Ethnographer?

1. The decision was difficult; schooling opportunities in Los Angeles  were a big  factor. The 
metropolis also offered a bounty of field sites for an ethnographer interested in social 
advocacy.

2. For a much more extensive development of this paragraph’s argument about positionality 
and the need to reflect on our interpretations as well as social positions, see Lichterman 2017.

3. In a similar spirit, ethnographer Mario Small (2004) has pointed out that participant observ-
ers do not necessarily aim for whole- life portraits of subjects known intimately, in the manner of 
some second Chicago school works.  There are other standards for a good ethnographic study.

4. I did not encounter the kind of translation described in Doerr’s (2018) study of social 
activist translators who go beyond denotational meanings, turning their craft into a kind of 
po liti cal empowerment proj ect for underrepresented voices

5. This guess has to be based on the evidence available. Both of the main co ali tions’ staff  were 
multiracial; LAPO staff and core members together  were multiracial, though majority African 
American. That does not mean  people did not “notice” or have opinions related to my evident 
background. Having spent many months with the two main co ali tions, my best guess is that I 
gained trust as it became and remained clear that I was trying to be useful, and was not inform-
ing any potentially unfriendly outsiders about the goings-on in co ali tion settings.

6. Lichterman 1996.
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